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Abstract
This dissertation is an historical anthropology investigating the late 19th century
liturgical landscapes of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of
Holiness, an organization of Methodist clergy who sought ecclesiastical and social
reform primarily through camp‐meeting revivals promoting the experience of entire
sanctification. National camp meetings drew from the liturgical and architectural
traditions of early 19th century frontier revivalism, yet, as this dissertation argues, these
meetings were not simply an appropriation of the structure of Second Great Awakening
revivals for the purpose of promoting holiness theology in decidedly more urban areas
of the Northeast and Mid‐Atlantic. Rather, these meetings were a (re)imagining of the
cultural practice of the camp‐meeting through a Victorian system of symbolic meanings,
a middle‐class, (ex)urban geographic context, and a distinctive set of liturgical
performances, social interactions, and cognitive‐environmental and architectural cues
designed to elicit a changed subjectivity among attendees. Each of these
transformations shaped the social space, architectural configuration, and site selection
of the liturgical landscapes of the National Camp‐Meeting Association, and it is these
spatial and material traces that offer a substantial body of data for the interpretation of
past religious and ritual landscapes in North America. Such interpretation of revival
landscapes is possible through a process of cross‐mending archival sources (diaries,
autobiographies, biographies, historic correspondence, newspaper reports, sermon
texts, organizational documents, maps, photographs), material culture, archaeological
reports, geo‐spatial and environmental data to reconstruct and thickly interpret the
ritual landscapes of three early meetings of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for
the Promotion of Holiness – Vineland, New Jersey; Manheim, Pennsylvania; and Round
Lake, New York. In its results, this dissertation argues for a significant connection
between Methodism, geographic regions, and 19th century holiness practices, and an
interpretation of holiness revivalism as a means of renegotiating moral orders amidst
industrialization, urbanization, vacationing, and changing social fault lines in the
church including race and gender.
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Introduction
Manheim, Pennsylvania, 1868
John Ensminger, Post Master and long‐time editor of the Manheim Sentinel, was torn
between metaphors. Since the first morning train arrived at the depot on South
Charlotte Street, thousands of visitors were turning the town into a carnival. In the
insufferable heat, teams of carriages and wagons plodded down Manheim’s streets,
overloaded with bags, trunks, and furniture. Fashionably‐dressed Philadelphia ladies
shuffled through the town square, while children ran through the streets. Near the
depot there were acrobats and slight‐of‐hand artists. Their act was drawing a crowd of
curious visitors to a canvas tent. Inside the tent the especially curious could part with
some of their travel money to see the petrified remains of a South American mummy.
Between the carnival show and the hacks, there was plenty of profit for everyone but
the townspeople. The heat, the dust, the crowds, and the National committee’s refusal
to pay the Sentinel for a daily camp meeting newspaper left John in a foul mood.1
Manheim’s sufferings were no less than the sufferings of Pharaoh’s Egypt when the
Children of Israel were on the march. That was an appealing metaphor. “The Camp
Meeting has accomplished one great fact,” he planned to report, “filling everyone’s
house with dust.” Indeed, the road out of town was lined with “ice cream salons,
peanut stands, cake stands, and hucksters numerous as were the frogs in Egypt.”2
Round Lake, New York, 1873
“Have you ever seen a drowned camp‐meeting? The starch is out of the elders’ shirt‐
fronts, the perfected have their heads tied up for neuralgia, the pretty girls can’t go off
to flirt, nor the boys to fish. The babies have got the snuffles, the elders won’t be able to
read a hymn, and the singers will resemble an army of frogs if this weather holds. Even
the Troy reporters are forced into an unusual show of warmth to each other by the
inclemency of the July weather.” Susan Power, reporter for the New York World,
suffragette, and author of the Ugly Girl Papers was inconsolable. She forgot to pack a
cork‐screw and didn’t want to inquire at the Methodist bookstore for one. She was, of
course, asked why she wanted a corkscrew at a Methodist camp meeting. Looking at
the wet grounds she muttered about buttoning her Congress gaiters with it, and soon
after observed that she never took anything stronger than Jamaica ginger.3
Ocean Grove, New Jersey, 1873
Frances Willard sat on the warm, dry sand, her hands holding her knees upright.
Around her, thousands of men and women gathered for the sunset Surf Meeting. There
was a preacher in the wooden pavilion, but his sermon was drowned by the grandeur
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of the Atlantic. Francis was stirred by the basso profundo of the sea and felt she wasn’t
alone in that sentiment. The ocean spoke of grand and holy things, but no sermon had
addressed them. Near the pavilion, three men were creating a stage out of chairs and
dry goods boxes. Soon Amanda Smith climbed atop the improvised platform. In her
plain and simple clothes and Quaker bonnet, Frances thought her an African sibyl, a
Christian saint. With her tall figure outlined against the glimmering sea, her arms
swinging to the rhythm of a hymn, her voice rang out in a vibrant contralto, deep, and
so swelling Frances thought everyone on the beach could hear it. Beckoning toward the
ocean, Amanda sang,
“There is a wideness in God’s mercy like the wideness of the sea,
There’s a kindness in His justice that is more than liberty.
There is no place where earth’s sorrows
Are more felt than up in Heaven.
.
.
.
.
.”
“She went through the whole of that wonderful hymn alone,” Frances recalled. “Tears
came into women’s eyes; little children stopped their play, and men pulled their hats
down over their faces. It was a grand hour, and Amanda put the final touch to it.”4
Between the end of the American Civil War and the turn‐of‐the‐20th century
hundreds of thousands of Americans attended outdoor religious revivals called camp
meetings5. These outdoor revivals were a yearly part of summers and early falls for a
range of Protestant denominations whose traditions were shaped by pietism and
Arminian theology6. United Brethren, the Evangelical Association, even Universalists
created temporary encampments across the Mid‐Atlantic, New England, and the old
Northwest. Camp meetings were, however, a specialty of denominations that were part
of the fractious Wesleyan table7.
Historian Russell Richey describes the camp meetings of the early 19th century as
historical dramas, settings for stories Methodists told themselves about themselves
(Richey 1996). If early camp meetings were stages for historical Methodist dramas, then
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late 19 century Methodist camp meeting revivalism folded this drama upon itself. The
th

urban and suburban Methodists who could afford taking a week of holy leisure in camp
meeting fellowship, were very much taking part in an historical drama.8 Theirs was an
historical drama almost a century old and, in the view of some historians of camp
meeting revivalism, a substantially changed practice from early 19th century camp
meeting revivalism (Johnson 1954). Industrialization, urbanization, and civil war
separated their meetings from those early meetings of the period of wide‐spread
revivals known as the Second Great Awakening with its beginnings on the turn‐of‐the‐
19th century Trans‐Appalachian frontier. Those meetings were part of an agrarian
America and a rural Methodism that created bonds of imagined fellowship each year in
these week‐long gatherings for widely dispersed Methodists. Backcountry forests were
their stages intruded upon by an ecstatic religious practice bearing accoutrements of
family tents, outdoor kitchens, and wagons. By the late 19th century, railroads, balloon‐
frame cottage building technology, Gothic architecture, Victorian parlor decorations,
croquet and even crinoline were the material toolkits mediating Methodist dramas.
These later meetings, then, were historical dramas of historical dramas in which
Methodists told stories about themselves over the long duree.
These theaters of Methodist social memory were, by the 1860s and 1870s, spaces
for the intersection of three popular, but unofficial Methodist practices. Camp
meetings, despite their long association with the Methodist experience in North
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America, were not an official part of church polity. The Book of Discipline, the core text
defining polity and practice in the church, never addressed camp meetings.
Throughout the 19th century, holding a conference or district camp meeting was left to
the discretion of Methodist Presiding Elders9. Despite this, for their advocates, camp
meetings were an integral part of the Methodist experience – an opportunity for lay
fellowship at a scale equivalent to that of Methodist conference, the latter an experience
reserved for clergy during much of the 19th century. For their detractors, camp meetings
were an unnecessary historic relic. A second unofficial practice of holy leisure
intersected late 19th century camp meeting revivalism as more and more of the urban
market for camp meetings turned to vacation opportunities at seaside, mineral springs,
and lakefront resorts. Rural camp meetings responded. Locations shifted to passenger
rail lines in easy access of major urban areas, or to wilderness sites which could offer
competing recreation and amenities to nearby secular resorts. The built environments
of camp meetings changed as well, selling lots and creating residential neighborhoods
of summer cottages for attendees to extend their stays and not forgo the comforts of
home10. It was, however, a third popular and unofficial Methodist practice of Christian
Holiness that would have radical implications. In camp meeting revivalism, holiness
advocates found a new historical force for seeking what they called the experience of
entire sanctification.
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Holiness was, foremost, an experiential orientation to theological anthropology
and soteriology (Dieter 1980; Jones 1974)11. Concern with human nature, the
relationship between people, creation and their Creator, and how that Creator could
redeem creation from a sinful state was long at the core of Methodist theology12.
Wesley’s theological writings on these issues, including his understanding of
sanctification or Christian perfection (Wesley 1959[1794]), were included in the
Discipline until 1812 (Holifield 2003). Despite its eventual removal from the Discipline,
Wesley’s doctrine of Christian perfection continued to capture sparks of the Methodist
theological imagination from clergy and laity throughout the 19th century.
Perhaps because of the close association of the core concerns of holiness
advocates with the core concerns underlying the whole of the Methodist theological
enterprise, many in the church hierarchy found the promotion of holiness dangerous.
New interpretations of such core beliefs by laity could quickly become schismatic. The
acceptance of holiness theology within the ranks of the clergy itself varied, with some
such as Nathan Bangs, long‐time editor of the Methodist Quarterly Review, advocating an
orthodox Wesleyan holiness. The holiness intersecting late 19th century camp meeting
revivalism was, however, not solely orthodox Wesleyan. It was more of a marketplace
in which holiness orientations, ranging from the orthodox to the less‐than‐orthodox
competed for adherents and institutional legitimacy. In the camp meeting context, a
less‐than‐orthodox holiness orientation that claimed holiness advocates could
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experience the blessing of entire sanctification almost instantaneously within their
lifetimes, proved historically powerful in generating new discourses, new religious
practices, and, ultimately, new fractures in the Wesleyan table as holiness sects began
leaving the church in the 1880s.13 When it emerged in the urban parlor gatherings and
prayer meetings of middle‐class Methodist laywomen in the late 1830s and 1840s, this
holiness orientation was not particularly schismatic. It was, as I suggest in Chapter 3,
an intimate and personal reorientation to Methodist theological anthropology and
soteriology driven in part by one woman’s experience of grief and loss. This reoriented
holiness became a foundational experiential orientation for perhaps the most public face
of the late 19th century holiness movement, the National Camp‐Meeting Association for
the Promotion of Holiness.14 This particular holiness orientation and its intersection
with the landscapes of the late 19th century camp meeting revivalism of the National
Camp‐Meeting Association is the subject of this dissertation.
As experiential theology, holiness was inescapably interwoven with the context
of its practice. The experience of entire sanctification, a “second blessing” of freedom
from intentional sin, was the embodied, material, and spatial experience of particular
subjects operating in particular historical and cultural conditions. Yet, what we know
today of 19th century holiness through such classic studies as Melvin Dieter’s (1980) The
Holiness Revival of the 19th Century, Charles Edwin Jones’ (1974) Perfectionist Persuasion:
The Holiness Movement and American Methodism, 1867‐1936, and William Kostlevy’s
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(2009) Historical Dictionary of the Holiness Movement, is an historical narrative saturated
by intellectual history. Even the bevy of more specific studies of particular holiness
revivals, or individual holiness advocates such as the flourishing Phoebe Palmer
literature of the 1990s and early 2000s (White 2008, 1987; Long 2001; Irons 1998; Jones
1997; Galea 1993; McFadden 1993), are narratives strung between biography,
organizational history, and social movement theory.15 This is not to suggest the
material conditions of the holiness movement have been neglected by historians of the
movement. Kenneth Brown, in his organizational history of the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness (1999), includes several maps and
photographs of the Associations’ early meetings. Kathryn Long’s (1992) essay on
Phoebe Palmer and Victorian respectability discusses the spatial organization of
Palmer’s New York City home and the crowds that gathered there for her Tuesday
Meetings. Similarly, Adrienne Israel’s (1998) biography of Amanda Smith relies heavily
on contextual information to address such issues as Smith’s work as a washerwoman, as
well as adding flesh and brick to the predominantly poor Greenwich Village in which
Smith lived at the time of her sanctification. However, even when the narrative about
19th century holiness engages issues of materiality and spatiality, those engagements are
in the service of a dominant narrative shaped by biography, organizational history, and
intellectual history.
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Attention to material conditions and space has been more common in studies of
camp meeting revivalism. As early as Catherine Cleveland’s (1916) The Great Revival in
the West, 1797‐1805, the dominant narrative of camp meeting literature has been
historical, with camp meetings situated as religious performances articulating the
religious conditions of their larger social and historical context. Charles Johnson’s
rather dated, but often cited (1955) The Frontier Camp Meeting: Religion’s Harvest Time,
holds considerable influence in this narrative. Johnson, drawing on Frederick Jackson
Turner’s idea of the frontier in American History (Turner 1977[1893]), focused his study
on camp meetings in the Trans‐Appalachian west, and interpreted revivalist practices
as a religious response to the isolation, deprivation, danger, and nationalist promise of
the frontier. While Johnson’s emphasis on camp meetings as products of the frontier
leaves much to criticize, his concerns with the spatial and temporal order of meetings,
details of religious performances, and their social context foregrounded practice over
theology.16 Subsequent major studies of camp meeting revivalism have retained
Johnson’s concern with practice and social history. In the early 1970s, Dickson Bruce’s
(1974) And They All Sang Hallelujah turned to early 19th century camp meetings as an
exposition of the sociability of middling southern farmers, or who historian Frank
Owsley (1998[1949]) called the “plain folk.” By the late 1990s, early camp meeting
revivalism offered Ellen Elsinger’s (1999) Citizens of Zion, a vehicle for assessing
religious and social responses to changes in Kentucky’s social structure as the region
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transitioned from unsettled frontier to settled state. This dual narrative of practice and
social history continues in studies of late 19th century camp meetings, but with some
important differences.
Ellen Weiss’ (1987) City in the Woods: The Life and Design of an American Camp
Meeting on Martha’s Vineyard has been paradigmatic for studies of late 19th century camp
meetings. Her work, an architecture‐centered study of the historical development of
the Wesleyan Grove camp meeting and neighboring Oak Bluffs on Martha’s Vineyard,
established concerns with architecture, spatial form, and middle‐class Victorian
suburban ideals that have colored the broad range of what is the mostly unpublished
literature on late 19th century camp meeting revivalism (Buchanan 2005; Messenger
1999, 1997; Leyh 1997; Cooley 1991; Brown 1988; Eisenlohr 1970).17 While Weiss’ work
at Wesleyan Grove represents, in part, a shift in camp meeting studies from the regional
emphasis of Cleveland, Johnson, Bruce, and Elsinger, to a more local, case study focus, a
further shift in the literature is represented by Troy Messenger’s (2000) Holy Leisure. His
text is best described as a history of cultural performances at Ocean Grove, New Jersey.
Messenger’s emphasis on the role of holiness and performance challenges the
traditional narrative of camp meeting practices as the products of their social context,
and instead explores these practices as generative in the history of Ocean Grove as it
transitioned from camp meeting to Christian resort.
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Between these two bodies of literature, there is both substantial support, and
sufficient space, for a study of late 19th century holiness camp meeting revivalism.
Messenger’s performance‐centered history of Ocean Grove, for instance, demonstrates
the potential for cultural history of attending to the performative aspects of holiness
within the particular context of a Christian resort. More recent strands of attention in
holiness scholarship suggest we have not yet traced all of the interwoven fibers of
holiness theology, Victorian middle‐class values, race and gender relations, and even
the connections between capitalism and holiness practice.18 Exploring these strands
from a performance‐centered approach that treats holiness as an experiential theology
seems promising. In fact, there are a number of striking implications for treating late
19th century holiness thought as an experiential theology bound up in spatiality and
material conditions. Foremost seems the implication that without attending to space
and material conditions, studies of holiness theology are incomplete. On the other
hand, the formulation of a holiness orientation and the written expressions of that
orientation may offer at least furtive glances of a Victorian Methodist experience of
space and material conditions. If holiness scholarship can allow for a potential, or
perhaps transitional space for play amongst the isomorphisms of theology, spatiality,
and materiality, it may open important new avenues of inquiry from disciplines that
have not yet fully engaged holiness theology, or even camp meeting revivalism
generally, including geography and historical anthropology.
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From my own perspective as an historical anthropologist, holiness camp meeting
revivalism seems particularly promising. These revivals not only re‐appropriated
camp‐meeting revival structures developed over the course of the 19th century, but
joined traditional camp meeting structures, common Methodist liturgical and
sacramental performances, and holiness practices into something new. This something
new wasn’t merely a Victorian romantic reworking of the frontier camp meeting. This
emergent cultural practice would, within a few short decades, propel new religious
discourses, ritual practices, and social groups into new religious bodies. The religious
communities and theological discourses that emerged from the Wesleyan holiness have
had global impact as holiness evangelists worked as early as the 1860s in England,
India, Liberia, and elsewhere in the British‐controlled regions of the Two‐Thirds world.
The language of holiness, of sanctification, of being a “born again” Christian continues
to course through the daily lives of millions of Evangelical Christians across the globe
today. In this sense, the people who participated in holiness camp meetings, the
landscapes of these meetings, and their material conditions such as built environments
and portable material culture co‐created this context for a critical juncture of not only of
Methodist history, but world history.
To approach this juncture, this dissertation investigates the liturgical practices
and everyday experience of camp meeting revivals of a late 19th century Methodist
holiness organization called the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion
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of Holiness. The Associationʹs camp‐meetings reportedly drew staggeringly large
crowds while the organization itself published more holiness literature than any of their
contemporary camp meeting organizations. By the mid‐1870s, the Associationʹs
“national” meetings received substantial attention in local and national press, quickly
making the Association one of the most publicly visible faces of the holiness movement
during the late 19th century (Brown 1999). In 1867, the Associationʹs inaugural meeting
in the alternative agricultural settlement of Vineland, New Jersey, drew an estimated
attendance of over 10,000 people (Camp Meeting, Vineland Independent, July 16,
1867d). Subsequent yearly meetings drew similar attendance and significant press
coverage at campgrounds throughout the Mid‐Atlantic, New England, the Midwest,
and even the Upland South between 1868 and 1926. The Association brought a revival
format created on the frontier during the Second Great Awakening into a new milieu of
post‐war social, economic, and religious change. By incorporating holiness theology
into a traditional structure of camp‐meeting revivalism, and incorporating some
contemporary cultural practices while rejecting others, the Associationʹs meetings were
creating a new order of religious revivalism through a cultural hybridization of holiness
theology, common Victorian Methodist practices and re‐invented camp meeting
liturgical performances. The process of this emergence of a religious practice seems
open to investigation through its liturgical, spatial, and material aspects.
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Yet this investigation should not be confused for a straight‐forward process.
Religious practices, as sociologist Robert Orsi (2005) points out, are messy. Even first‐
hand observation of a religious service or ritual event can be challenging. People bring
all the debitage of life with them into a service. Emotional, psychological, and spiritual
wounds, fractured relationships, childhood memories, hopes and aspirations for their
futures, pervade the space of worship. Elements of the service are given varying
attention by one attendee to the next. Even the most invariant ritual, to use Catherine
Bell’s (1994) definition of the practice, has moments of variation and improvisation at its
margins. For an historical study to attempt to recover something of the experience of
holiness in the linkages between religious practice, landscape, and material conditions
means taking this messiness seriously in ways an intellectual history study of holiness
might not.
The vignettes opening this introduction were presented not just as colorful
glimpses of materiality, landscape, race, gender, and class intersecting late 19th century
holiness camp meetings, but also to present some of this messiness. John Ensminger’s
Manheim was beset by a holiness camp meeting as a phenomenon somewhere between
spectacle and capitalist venture, while Ensminger’s own business troubles with the
Association provide a direct, if not colorfully‐worded, example of the bias confronting
any historical ethnographic research that relies on other people’s stories about
Methodists telling stories about themselves to themselves.19 Similarly, in some cases of
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the grounds at which National camp meetings were held, accounts by outside observers
are far more nuanced in social detail than accounts by holiness advocates themselves.
For instance, in one vignette at the opening of this introduction, Susan Powers’
reporting from the Round Lake Camp Meeting moved between profound admiration
for the sincerity of the camp meeting performances, and bemusement with hurried
morning prayers, cottages as gilded cages of domesticity, and Round Lake’s bevy of
recreational activities – feelings that hinged, as in the opening vignette, on her
sometimes painful sense of being an outsider. Obviously outsider status and bias are
not the only messiness with which an historical study of holiness camp meetings must
contend. Similarly, Frances Willard’s story of the surf meeting at Ocean Grove reveals
not only the individuality of any ethnographic subject’s account of a holiness meeting,
but the sometimes improvised nature of holiness performance. For Willard, the
meeting’s official message delivered in the sermon had little isomorphism with either
her orientation to creation or the very place in which the sermon was offered, yet it was
Amanda Smith’s seemingly impromptu hymn that expressed these connections and
provided the meeting, in traditional Methodist parlance, a sufficient architecture of
feeling.20 An anthropological approach to studying the experiential landscapes of
holiness camp meeting revivalism in the late 19th century must, then, tread carefully in
multiple sources – not just to avoid the place‐less orb of intellectual history, but also to
revel too much in fractured details.
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There are a range of primary textual sources available describing National camp
meetings ‐‐ from sermon texts to autobiographical accounts to newspaper reporting or
travel reports all providing some direct, and many indirect, references to National camp
meeting performances of holiness. Drawing on these textual sources, cartographic and
photographic sources, as well as historical landscape research, careful attention to the
material and spatial conditions of the Associations’ holiness practice and everyday
experience at camp meeting sites used by the Association may provide important
insights into the emergent nature of this cultural practice, the transitional spatial order
of the built environment, the potential pathways and activities afforded by the spatial
configuration of the camp meeting landscape, and the engagement of these landscapes
and material components by camp meeting attendees.

Given these issues and these potentials for the historical anthropological study of
the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, this dissertation
is organized around three key questions:

1.

What was the holiness theology advocated by the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness? Important in this question is not
only the substance of the holiness theology, but the manner in which the
Association communicated this theology through the camp meeting format.
While sermons as central liturgical events at the camp meetings seem an
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obvious medium for this communication, the Association incorporated a
range of holiness performances into its camp meeting design. This liturgical
repertoire has substantial communicative value.

2.

What was the relationship between the liturgical repertoire of the Association
and the landscapes of the Association’s camp meetings? If landscape held a
mediating role in the performance of holiness, and, as suggested in this
introduction, may be seen to be interwoven in the experiential fabric of
holiness theology, then attention to landscape is critical. The physical setting
of the meetings, design of the worship spaces, urban planning of the
residential neighborhoods, public space, commercial establishments, and
even areas for infrastructure must all be taken as part and parcel of the camp
meeting landscape.

3.

In what ways was the holiness camp meeting revivalism of the Association
enmeshed in broader social, political, and religious forces of the period? This
question merits particular attention.21 Studies of holiness and studies of
camp meeting revivalism have yet to fully explore the sizeable body of
scholarship on the connections between religious revivalism, economic, and
social change and what role such intersections had in the changing landscape
of post‐Civil War America. Given the changes in urbanization,
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industrialization, transportation networks, and exploitation of the
environment in the geographic core of the Association’s activities (both for
industrial and vacationing purposes), understanding the texture of this
relationship between this region and the Association’s practices is important.

To address these questions, this dissertation investigates the sites for the
liturgical performances of holiness, the landscapes, and the material conditions of three
early meetings of the Association: the First National Camp‐Meeting in Vineland,
Cumberland County, New Jersey in 1867; the Second National meeting in Manheim,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania in 1868; the 1869 and 1871 meetings at Round Lake,
Saratoga County, New York. This investigation of three National camp meeting sites
follows an historical anthropological research design that is interpretive, seeking to
understand the spatial logic and liturgical order of National camp meetings, and
contextual in seeking to understand these meetings by tracing a number of important
linkages and contrasts between the meetings and their religious and social contexts.
The research design is interpretive in that it is oriented around the goals of
reconstructing and interpreting the camp meeting landscapes of the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness in order to address the three guiding
research questions. Landscape reconstruction is focused on identifying patterns of land
use and identifying the location of settings for the performance of holiness within the
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“urban design” of the camp grounds. Interpreting this landscape is dependent on
examining the spatial relationships between camp ground components, exploring
patterns in these relationships, identifying material culture commonly associated with
these areas, and presenting the meaningful landscapes of the campgrounds as
reconstructed from narratives about the revivals in accounts from attendees and
observers as may be found in diaries, newspaper reports, and official reports from the
Association. In general this interpretive effort is a process of highlighting potentially
meaningful connections between the physical landscape of the camp‐meeting and
historical representations of that landscape in texts, photographs, maps, and material
culture from each camp‐meeting site selected for study.
The research design is contextual in that the cultural practices of camp meeting
revivalism and the design of the camp meeting landscape are not reconstructed in
isolation from the broader cultural forces of which they were a part. Only in context
can the social significance and potential meanings of these revival practices be made
intelligible. Such a contextual approach begins with reinterpreting the founding of the
National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness through social,
economic, and environmental changes occurring in both urban areas and backcountries
of the late 19th century upper Mid‐Atlantic. Further, the research identifies several
linkages between cultural practices of urban planning, recreation, and tourism, ideals of
the Christian home and parlor in this region that provide important points of
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comparison and contrast to better understand the practices of holiness camp meeting
revivalism.
This dissertation’s exploration of the holiness camp meetings of the National
Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness begins, in Chapter 1, with a
discussion of method and theory in historical anthropology. Rather than a
comprehensive literature review, the chapter seeks to bring long‐standing issues from
the relationship between anthropology and history to bear on the study of past religious
worlds. Drawing on Stephen Greenblatt’s (1993, 1991, 1988) project of “new
historicism,” the chapter frames my research as a chastened interpretive and contextual
approach to the study of the past religious world of the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness. For some, such a chapter may seem an
excursus from the topic of camp meeting revivalism and the holiness practices of the
Association. This may be true, but in my studies, historical anthropologies that devote
sufficient attention to their methodological suppositions are fewer in the literature than
I would prefer.
If Chapter 1 seems too much of an excursus, my research begins anew in Chapter
2 with a history of camp meeting revivalism. This history pivots on the development of
cultural practices of revivalism that late 19th century Methodists, including the
leadership of the Association, turned to in seeking to (re)create “traditional” camp
meeting practices on the changing social and economic landscapes of post‐Civil War
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Victorian America. My tracing of these threads of cultural practice winds through
multiple peoples from Scottish Presbyterians, to African and African Americans, to
turn‐of‐the‐19th century Methodists, as well as multiple ritual and materially‐grounded
practices. My goal in this part of my research is two‐fold. Within the internal dynamics
of my narrative, this chapter demonstrates the diversity of cultural antecedents
contributing to what late 19th century Methodists knew of as the “camp meeting
revival.” In an external view on the larger camp meeting revivalism literature, this part
of my research seeks to address a certain comprehensive approach lacking in the
available literature – one that suggests camp meeting revivalism was far more than the
standard trope of revivals among mostly white Presbyterians on the Kentucky frontier
leading to Methodist camp meetings that declined by the 1840s, but revived after the
Civil War.
Chapter 3 explores the tradition of holiness theology that most informed the
Association. The chapter begins by reviewing the life and work of Phoebe Palmer.
Palmer’s theological writings on entire sanctification are explored in the context of her
life history and status as a middle‐class, Methodist laywoman living in New York City.
Engagement with Palmer’s biography is followed by discussions of the practice of her
Tuesday Meetings for the promotion of holiness, and the creation of imagined holiness
communities through her editorship of The Guide to Holiness periodical. The chapter
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ends by linking Palmer’s work at Tuesday Meetings and in camp meetings throughout
the Northeast, Midwest, and eastern Canada.
That Phoebe Palmer’s holiness theology was communicated in practice at
middle‐class parlor gatherings in New York City is not an insignificant fact for my
fourth chapter. This chapter presents my research into the origins of the National
Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness. Exploring these origins in
the context of their geographic location – stretched between New York City,
Philadelphia, the Pine Barrens of Southern New Jersey and the rolling hills of Lancaster
County on the Pennsylvania Piedmont (both sorts of backcountries to the
Philadelphia/New York City corridor) – suggests the spread of holiness camp meetings
and the work of the Association was enmeshed in changes in the relationships between
urban centers in the upper Mid‐Atlantic and their surrounding hinterlands or
‘backcountries.’ By placing the Association’s formation in the context of these changes
effecting both the South Jersey Pine Barrens and Lancaster County, I suggest late 19th
century camp meeting revivalism was very much part of urban efforts to smooth
nature’s rough edges and create landscapes of refined wilderness that were safe for
Victorian middle‐class vacationers and suburban pioneers ‐‐ efforts with significant
impacts on the rhythms of daily life in these backcountries.
Chapter 5 begins a more focused engagement with the ritual/liturgical practices
of the Association. Here, following up on my study of Phoebe Palmer’s holiness
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theology, I seek to address this dissertation’s first research question of the message and
content of the Association’s holiness theology. Yet this is not a study in communication
or strictly the homiletics of the Association’s sermons. Rather, I attempt to foreground
the performances, performance spaces, and sociability of attendees to trace this
theology and the “as if” or subjunctive world referenced by attendees’ practices.
In Chapter 6 I maintain my interest in the discourse of the Association, but
transition into studying how members of the Association and attendees at the camp
meetings understood the landscape of those meetings. How did this landscape
manifest the “as if” world of the Association’s ritual/liturgical practices? My
exploration of the meaningful frames offered through sermons, observations, reports of
meetings, the Association’s official histories, and the writings of the Association’s first
Secretary, George Hughes, provide a platform for addressing, in part, this dissertation’s
second research question.
Chapter 7 provides a further exploration of National camp meeting landscape,
but shifts away from the meaningful landscape. At a larger scale, I explore the urban
morphology of National camp meetings, with a particular focus on the Association’s
Manheim and Round Lake meetings. By setting these meetings in the larger context of
19th century urban planning, and comparing these landscapes to the urban form of
William Osborn’s Ocean Grove Camp Meeting – a decidedly urban camp meeting
resort on the Jersey shore – I seek to understand how holiness theology and holiness
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camp meeting revivalism articulated with larger cultural trends (research questions two
and three) in urbanization and vacationing.
In my final chapter I invert the scale of my research lens. Chapter 8 continues
my interest in addressing research question three, but turns to the internal dynamics of
leisure on the grounds of the Round Lake Camp Meeting. Located 14 miles from the
popular secular mineral springs resort of Saratoga Springs, New York, the cottage camp
meeting offers the opportunity to trace the connections between holiness camp meeting
revivalism and leisure. Using Saratoga Springs as a foil, I explore the tenuous
relationship between holiness performance and leisure at Round Lake, while offering
the practice of “parloring” as a stark contrast between the camp meeting and its nearby
secular counterpart – a practice I suggest allowed Victorian Methodists a safe zone for
heterosocial leisure and exploring the relationships between being a good Methodist
and a good member of the middle‐class.
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John Ensminger was, admittedly a biased observer. The local camp meeting committee, consisting of
Rev. Barlow Weed Gorham of the Wyoming Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church and members
of area Methodist churches, may have communicated to Ensminger a request for his Manheim Sentinel to
produce a daily paper covering the National Camp Meeting at Manheim. The previous year, similar
arrangements were made with the editor of the Vineland Weekly Independent to cover the Association’s
meeting in Vineland, New Jersey. Problematically, if the Vineland paper had received payment for their
camp meeting daily, the tab may have been paid by the settlement’s founder and entrepreneur Charles
Landis (Landis having widely advertised his South Jersey experiment in town planning in a number of
Methodist periodicals, including the Methodist Home Journal (Philadelphia), was likely, at the time of the
National Camp‐Meeting in Vineland, seeking to lobby Methodist Bishop Matthew Simpson to locate a
Methodist Seminary in Vineland).
2 Sources: Show. Manheim Sentinel, July 17, 1868; Our Mosey. Manheim Sentinel, July 17, 1868; Our
Mosey. Manheim Sentinel, July 24, 1868..
3 While presented in narrative form, this camp meeting vignette, like the subsequent two vignettes, is
based on a reported incident. In this case, “Shirley Dare,” a pseudonym used in the press by the writer
Susan D. Power, visited the Round Lake camp meeting as a reporter of the New York World. Source: Dare
1873c.
4 From the account of wealthy Philadelphian Frances Willard, on her visit to Ocean Grove, New Jersey.
Technically, Amanda Smith’s performance took place at a sunset surf meeting that, by 1873, was part of
the changing landscape at Ocean Grove. While originally founded as a holiness camp meeting, Ocean
Grove transformed from a landscape focused on the camp meeting revival as a central religious
performance, into a Christian resort at which camp meetings and holiness revivals were part of a larger
variety of activities conducted as holy leisure. For this source, see Israel (1998). For a treatment of leisure
and Christian tourism at Ocean Grove, see Messenger (2000).
5 To my knowledge, no one in the published literature has presented an accurate attempt at estimating
the total number of Americans and Canadians who attended late 19th century camp meetings. Given
available reports, I feel that my use of “hundreds of thousands” may be a conservative estimate – while
period newspapers and conference minutes provide announcements and reports of camp meetings for
this period, such coverage is not complete and reporters’ attendance estimates of these meetings can
range from significant underreporting to likely exaggerations. Of course, many camp meetings may not
have received attention in currently available newspaper archives. National camp meetings alone
regularly reported between 1,000 and as many as 20,000 attendees. If these meetings represented the
largest‐scale meetings for their period, hundreds more smaller‐scale meetings held in every state and
province could easily swell estimates into the high hundreds of thousands if not millions.
6 Arminian theology is based on the thought of 17th century Dutch theologian Jacob Arminius, who,
contrary to Calvinist theology, held that humans possess free will to choose or reject salvation, this call of
salvation is universal, and once someone, through the workings of God’s grace accepts salvation, they
may backslide and lose the perseverance Calvin claimed would be theirs for eternity as the Elect. See
Robinson (2003).
7 I draw on a long‐standing Methodist metaphor of the communion table to describe the persistent and
sometimes mutually aggravating connections between denominational bodies descended from John
Wesley’s original reform movement of the Church of England in the late 18th century. Generally these
denominations in the 19th century include the Methodist Episcopal Church, the Methodist Episcopal
1
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Church, South, the Wesleyan Church, the Free Methodist Church, the Methodist Protestant Church, and a
number of African American denominations including the African Methodist Episcopal Church, the
African Methodist Episcopal Church Zion, and the ill‐fated Colored Methodist Episcopal Church spun‐
off from as a segregated church from the Methodist Episcopal Church, South during Reconstruction.
8 Upon looking deeper into accounts of significant attendance at any given mid‐ to late‐19th century camp
meeting, an obvious pattern emerges in rates of attendance. While many Methodist attendees were very
much the actors in these historic dramas, far more attendees, taking advantage of easy railroad access to
the meetings, attended only major worship activities on weekends, such as Sabbath services when
prominent ministers and Bishops were guest preachers.
9 Annual and district conference minutes in the Holston Conferences of the MEC and MECS, for instance,
report no regular or standing camp meeting committee. Occasionally these conference minutes include
an appeal that the conference consider encouraging district Presiding Elders to hold camp meetings the
following year. This informal system of holding camp meetings that prevailed through the middle and
ending decades of the 19th century may have contributed to what Charles Johnson (1955) claims was the
decline of the American camp meeting after the 1820s.
10 The transformation of camp meeting revivalism into a framework of Christian vacationing was a slow
process that accelerated after the Civil War. Elements of leisure and recreation were long a part of camp
meeting revivalism – horse trading, drinking, and courting were old tropes of early 19th century camp
meetings. Meetings during the 1870s, however, were qualitatively differentiating themselves from the
recreation aspects of traditional meetings. Ice cream parlors, barber shops, soda fountains, hotels,
boating, bathing, and baseball, for instance, infiltrated the grounds at the Round Lake Camp Meeting
beginning in the early 1870s. This resort trend was perhaps no more explicitly manifest than at camp
meetings on the Jersey shore such as Ocean Grove, or the meeting that would become the Christian resort
of Ocean City, New Jersey.
11 The experiential dimensions of faith were an explicit concern for Wesley. However, most Methodist
theological writing in the 19th century was concerned with “practical theology,” leaving “systematic
theology” concerns such as experiential dimensions of faith more generally underdeveloped (Holifield
2003).
12 Of course, such concerns are at the core of any religious tradition. For Methodism, however, theology
tended towards the practical rather than the systematic – the latter field being that in which questions of
theological anthropology and soteriology find more common expression.
13 To an outside observer, the debate among holiness advocates in late 19th century Methodism would
seem a large conflict over little details. Yet those little details were critically important. The core of the
conflict rested between an orthodox interpretation of entire sanctification which the church held to be
something Methodists struggled after over their lifetimes, and the mid‐19th century reorientation that
claimed it a Christian’s duty to seek full or entire sanctification (not just conversion to Christianity) and to
receive it in her or his lifetime. I explore this theological nuance further in Chapter 3.
14 Throughout this dissertation I refer to this organization by either its full title, the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, or as the Association. When discussing this national
organization in the context of discussing local camp meeting committees, I refer to the National
Association versus the proper name of the local association, such as the Round Lake Association. A
further note on spelling: Between the 1850s and early 1870s, a variety of publications used the spelling
“camp‐meeting.” In naming their organization after the conclusion of the 1867 meeting in Vineland, New
Jersey, the leadership of the Association took up this then‐popular spelling. Later instances of camp
meetings in newspapers and books drop the hyphen. In this dissertation I retain the hyphen as part of
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the proper name of the National Association and the name of particular camp meetings held by the
Association (ie. First National Camp‐Meeting, or the Oaks Corners National Camp‐Meeting), but drop
the hyphen when referring to multiple meetings held by the Association (ie. National camp meetings) as
well as when discussing other camp meetings and camp meeting associations. After the turn‐of‐the‐20th‐
century, the Association changed its name to the National Association for the Promotion of Holiness, and
later still, the National Holiness Association.
15 For an excellent example of this intersection of biography and organizational history, see Brown (1999).
On the other hand, Brown’s 1988 dissertation and Jones’ (1974) Perfectionist Persuasion provide strong
examples of the intersection of organizational history and social movement theory in this literature.
16 Charles Johnson’s text seems nearly sacrosanct in the literature. Even Ellen Elsinger’s (1999) Citizens of
Zion, avoids direct criticism of Johnson. Her thesis, which relocates the emergence of Second Great
Awakening camp meeting revivalism from Kentucky’s frontier period to a time frame in which Kentucky
was quickly becoming a settled state, begins with a critique of Turner, rather than a direct broadside of
Johnson. Yet Johnson’s decision to tie the camp meeting to the frontier, his claims that the practice
declined if not ceased by the 1830s, and his assertion that late 19th century camp meeting revivalism was a
distinct cultural form contra early 19th century camp meetings, are assertions with which every published
study of camp meeting revivalism today must contend.
17 Admittedly, my own research does not break much from Weiss’ mold. While, contra Weiss I
emphasize holiness practices and camp meeting performances, my concerns with the urban form of
National camp meetings, and the material worlds of camp meeting attendees (particularly their practice
of parloring) has much precedent in Weiss’ study.
18 As a fellow patron of an ice cream parlor in Ocean Grove once said to me, while we chatted about the
community’s history and the large tabernacle just down the street, “Don’t think this place was built on
nothing but Christian good will and charity. No. Just look. Took a lot of money to build this place. Well
you know what they say about money. Means somebody was working hard and somebody’s boss sent
all that extra money here instead of paying them.” From the gentlemanʹs Boston brogue and self‐
professed status as a Springsteen fan on ʺpilgrimageʺ to Asbury Park, I donʹt think Ocean Grove residents
need worry such subversive comments came from one of their own.
19 My play on this wording is derived from Clifford Geertz’s (1973) often quoted description of
ethnographic research as “listening to people tell stories about the stories they tell each other.”
20 That Willard, a white, upper middle‐class, Philadelphia lady spending her summer leisure time at a
resort on the Jersey shore should be so moved by Amanda Smith, someone who Willard identifies both as
an African American Other and, using a term of high regard for adherents of Christian Holiness, as a
“saint,” shouldn’t be lost on the reader.
21Admittedly, this is something of a passé question. Studies of camp meeting revivalism and religious
revivalism in general have long argued that the connections between social change, economies,
technological change, and religious revivalism are not clear‐cut. Carwardine (1978), for instance,
suggests the primary correlation between revivalism and any external factor is simply the degree to
which the religious group experiencing a revival was predisposed to revival by their own belief in the
efficacy of revival. This is not, however, to dismiss the usefulness of studying revivalism to see
intersections of social, economic, and religious change taking place “on the ground” and in the daily lives
of the revivalists.
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Chapter 1
Historical Anthropology and Camp Meeting Revivalism
As Methodist minister Benjamin Pomeroy climbed the rear steps to the
preacher’s platform one June day in 1867 at the First National Camp‐Meeting for the
Promotion of Holiness, the worship scene before him was, in a word, traditional.
Around him, the wood frame stand more resembled the elevated Anglican boxes of the
frontier than the recently popular pavilions for preachers. The wood was pine,
probably local Pitch Pine, cut and planed at the new lumberyard and mill south of
Landis Avenue. The boards of the rectangular stand were tightly joined, waterproof.
Similarly planed lumber provided benches for the central worship area. The plank
pews were arranged in a flat, sandy, and treeless area 150 square feet in front of the
stand. In the heat and humidity of mid‐June, those seats were not comfortable, but they
were more than full.
Hundreds of people milled about in the open space beyond the pews. Attendees
from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, New York and New England.
Men and women of taste. Methodist ladies from Philadelphia society. Riding coats,
summer toilettes, well‐tailored, simple, and somber.
“I have come down to Vineland to say Amen to the religion of Jesus, and to
declare opposition to the worldly, powerless, Christless systems of the present day,
which are coming in upon us like a flood,” Pomeroy began, addressing the crowd.
“Perhaps it ought to be called honor enough to be in such an unearthly place as this,
with the privilege of saying Amen to the Methodism and the religion I joined forty‐six
years ago, without preaching at all.” Eschewing prepared sermons was a familiar tactic
for the aged New York minster and allowed his colloquial sermons space to ramble into
childhood memories and personal anecdotes. Yet for this sermon, he wasn’t sure how
to proceed.
“Great as the responsibility is, and tremulous as I had been for a few past hours, I
said to myself, if you cannot preach here, you had better never try again. And yet it
seems next to impossible to do so. I am too much excited to preach – feel strange –
hardly know what to do with myself. Never saw so many saints on their knees at once.
This whole thing has taken me on surprise. If my experience is not new, it is so much
more than usual as to make me feel strange.”1
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Nineteenth‐century camp meetings were hailed as “the great instrument” of
Methodist membership growth by Bishop Francis Asbury (Asbury 1904[1813]:654).
With roots in the Second Great Awakening on the turn‐of‐the‐19th century Kentucky
and Tennessee frontier, camp meetings became a distinctively Protestant, and
predominantly Methodist form of religious revivalism throughout the century (Elsinger
1999; Johnson 1955; Cleveland 1916). Camp meetings were, on the one hand, as
historian Russell Richey characterized them, historical dramas, stages for Methodists to
tell themselves stories about themselves (Richey 1991). On the other hand, at camp
meeting these stories intersected theological expressions and Methodism’s ontological
claims in sermons, hymns, and prayers all framing collective experience in religious
language, and weaving participants into a meaningful worldview. In Geertz’s terms,
camp meetings were a cultural space for religious work in which Methodists could
collectively “formulate conceptions of a general order of existence” and establish
“powerful, pervasive, and long‐lasting moods and motivations” in participants (Geertz
1973:90).
Yet religious discourse was not the only instrument of the camp meeting
revivalist. Spatially, camp meetings linked Methodist narrative expressed in liturgical
performance with social interaction, landscape, and vernacular architecture designed to
facilitate that liturgical performance (Andzrejewski 2001; Jones 2000a, 2000b; Brown
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1999). Temporally, each summer, camp meeting marked the Methodist folk‐liturgical
calendar, providing a week to ten days in the forest temple that was part pilgrimage,
part holy leisure, and, later in the century, part idealized domesticity (Messenger 1999;
Weiss 1987).2 Yet camp meeting time and space were inextricably threaded with
“frontier life,” or the “sociability of plain folk,” or, later in the century, Victorian
anxieties (Robins 1994; Bruce 1974; Johnson 1955). These were religious spaces where
attendees engaged not just religious work, but work on the social fault lines of power,
on racism and race relations, gender roles, and middle‐class legitimacy, sentimentality,
and taste. Sitting at the intersection of many social forces in the 19th century, camp
meeting revivalism seems to offer a number of avenues for historical research.3
Here, Benjamin Pomeroy’s strange feeling serves as a cautious reminder of the
inherent dangers in the historical study of past religious worlds no matter the
disciplinary frame – that historical facts are fluid and that religious worlds are messy
(Orsi 2005). As much as historical research is a process of interpreting the
interpretations past people gave their circumstances, Pomeroyʹs strange feeling is, in
part, a reminder that uncertainty and habitual responses are as much a part of the
formation of the “facts” of the historical record as discursive acts. Yet expressions of
uncertainty and habit are infrequently explicit in what portions of their experience
participants committed to paper. Discursive, self‐aware knowledge is the raw material
of the documentary record. This is not a new understanding among historians,
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historical anthropologists, historical archaeologists, or cultural geographers. Neither is
it new to suggest that such cross‐mending of accounts and other discursive formations
imbues a past event or local world with a structure and solidity that was never a part of
its phenomenological eventfulness. The historical narrative of the event generated by
historical research gives the historian and the readers of that history a qualitatively
different experience of the event than the producers of the historical record. The work
of historical research can, no matter how fragmentary the original sources, provide a
more stable encounter with the event. Historical research presumes this encounter is
insightful and generative of new understanding of the event or of what the event, in
historical narrative form, may reveal about the human condition.
In one moment, committing his uncertainty to paper, Pomeroy demonstrated
something of the problem of assuming what one could call an ontological holism for the
eventfulness of the First National Camp‐Meeting at Vineland.4 An experienced camp
meeting preacher confessing his difficulty in understanding a camp meeting offers a
glimpse at the underbelly of history. In the next moment, writing that if what he was
experiencing was “not new,” it was “so much more than usual” Pomeroy offers another
glimpse, this time of the fluidity of the event as he worked at his interpretation, moving
from a “strange feeling” to declaring “this whole thing has taken me on [sic] surprise”
to determining it to be at least unusual if not a new experience.
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As much as he demonstrates that past events were fluid, Pomeroy’s uncertain
interpretation is, in part, a caution that religious worlds are messy. There is not a direct
route connecting the temporary religious world of the Vineland National Camp‐
Meeting to its geography, the social interactions that took place within it, the lines of
race, gender, and class intersecting it, or the religious cosmos undergirding it. Every
connection historical research follows is a connection impinged upon by a broad range
of issues. These issues are unavoidable. Even an extremely narrow focus on the site of
the religious world finds that world teeming with issues, many of which, as sociologist
Robert Orsi argues, are brought in to the religious world from the daily lives of
participants (Orsi 2005).5 Unfortunately, many of these issues are not committed to
diaries, or newsprint, or captured on albumen paper – issues that escape even the life
histories of architecture and objects on the grounds (Appadurai, ed. 1986).6
With these challenges in mind, how can an historical research project engage a
past religious world, and draw insights from that engagement without losing either the
small details or the faded, fragmented textures of that world under the power of the
dissertation narrative (re)presenting the phenomenon? Conversely, how can I, or any
historical researcher, attend to the small details of a past religious world without
becoming lost in those details and fragments as to not articulate a larger, holistic, and
insightful narrative from the religious world being studied?
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If the religious world of the National Camp‐Meeting at Vineland, or any 19

th

century camp meeting for that matter, is akin, in Robert Lowenthal’s terms, to a foreign
country, it seems a matter of debate not only as to whether researchers can visit it, but
what they should do when/if they get there (Lowenthal 1985).7 In this dissertation I
bring to history three suitcases of what the historian R.C. Collingwood called “canons of
relevance” – those areas of training and bodies of knowledge a researcher deems
appropriate to bear on an historical phenomenon (Collingwood 1994[1934]). From my
general training as an anthropologist, I bring a combined seven years of research
experiences in cultural studies of place and historical landscape archaeology in the Mid‐
Atlantic and Southeastern United States, and three years of Methodist seminary
education studying the social identity of contemporary Methodist congregations in the
western United States (Avery‐Quinn 2002). Viewing history as an interpretive practice
foregrounding culture rather than exploring the eventfulness of the past or undertaking
the Marxist‐inspired social critique of new social history marks my project as
anthropological (Thompson 1966, 1964). My project is further signified as historical
anthropological rather than historical archaeological as I divide my engagement with
the historical practices of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of
Holiness into the discourses and mechanics of its camp meeting performances, the
landscapes and urban designs those performances constituted, and, to a lesser degree,
the material culture implicated in those performative landscapes (see Chapters 5
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through 8). Here, while archaeological reports inform the landscape studies of two
National Camp‐Meeting sites, the material culture explored in Chapter 8 is not derived
from archaeological contexts. Following Bernard Herman, my approach to historical
sources is, in a sense, “metaphorically archaeological” in cross‐mending fragmentary
traces of texts, landscapes, and material objects to provide better understanding of the
Association’s camp meetings (Herman 1992).
Despite Hayden White’s suggestion that “if one is going to ‘go to history,’ one
had better have an address in mind rather than go wandering around the streets of the
past like a flâneur,” I find flâneurism a necessary component of historical anthropological
research (White 1987:164). As an historical anthropologist, I engage accounts of
National camp meetings for the small details that break down the “eventual” flow of
historical narrative into the fits and starts of ideas, concepts, behavior, and strings of
discourses that comprised past moments of cultural practice. This requires some time,
in the words of E. P. Thompson, “dwelling in history’s dead‐ends” and “keeping one’s
ears open” (Thompson 1966). Yet the dead‐ends down which an historical
anthropologist strolls are neither the lived worlds of contemporary peoples nor the
lived past religious worlds of National camp meetings.
Like a reader of the 19th century holiness periodical, The Guide to Holiness, who
missed her chance to attend a National camp meeting and must settle for reading an
account of that meeting, the historical researcher similarly failed to attend the meeting
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and must conduct research second‐handed. We must remain envious of that reader.
For her, the experience of newspaper or diary accounts of the meetings is an exercise of
the cultural imagination. She was better positioned than an historian or historical
anthropologist for that exercise. The lived experience of having attended a camp
meeting at mid‐century, being a holiness advocate, or just sharing in a certain post‐Civil
War religious zeitgeist was the knowledge base on which she could interpret the
account’s references and think through its metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson 2003).
For an historical researcher, bearing a certain subjectivity, certain canons of
relevance, and a temporal standpoint no reader of the Guide could possess, approaching
accounts of National camp meetings, interpreting their traces on the landscape, or
investigating their material conditions is an exercise of the historical imagination. This
exercise yields a qualitatively different knowledge product than that achieved by the
reader of the Guide – a knowledge product that, ideally, generates new understanding
about a past cultural phenomenon (Collingwood 1994[1934]).
This chapter tentatively engages issues surrounding the use of an historical
anthropological imagination when strolling into the past religious worlds of National
camp meetings. An approach to “culture in history” has a long pedigree in the
disciplines of history and anthropology (Faubion 1993; Comaroff and Comaroff 1992).
Likewise, anthropologists have held a similar long standing interest in “history in
culture” (Cohn 1980). My engagement begins by parsing some trends in the
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disciplinary intersections of history and anthropology. These intersections were not
unproblematic for either discipline, but my attention rests more with anthropology than
with history. Particularly problematic for anthropology’s engagement with the past is
the methodological and interpretive challenge of working with the traces of past
peoples. Of course, archaeologists bear a considerable methodological toolkit for
working with people over the past tens of thousands of years, and historical
archaeologists face many similar challenges to the historical anthropologist working
with texts, landscapes, and objects (Orser 2004; Deetz 1996). Yet, what of methodology
when one’s research project decenters the material culture that is central to
archaeological inquiry? Several avenues for modified ethnographic enquiry have been
engaged by anthropologists and will be discussed in this chapter. Finally, considering
the material mediating historical research on the National Camp‐Meeting Association
for the Promotion of Holiness, I explore a tentative methodological approach for
treating textual sources, historic landscape traces, and material objects in a manner
shaped by some of the issues raised at the intersection of culture and history.

The Historicity of Culture and the Cultures of History
Were the National camp meetings “real” events existing outside the texts of the
historical record? Are inferences based on available historical sources authentically able
to re‐envision their ritual/liturgical practices, reconstruct their landscapes, and attend to
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the small details of their cultural practices? Or, following to some degree James Clifford
(1986), are all we have the imaginative intellectual products of the moment of
engagement between researcher and subject? Further, how can we assess the validity of
an historical research project if the past is something less than tangibly “real”? For that
matter, is an anthropological concern with culture a valid concern to pack when going
to history?
While few historians today would advocate an entirely objective, “scientific
history,” calls for an event‐oriented history, relying on precise, or “scientific attention”
to evidence are not uncommon (Berkhofer 2008; Lambert and Schofield 2004; Evans
1999; Fogel and Elton 1983; Donavan 1973; Elton 1967). “It is essential for the health of
the subject that historians stick to an assumption that history is evidence‐based, and in
that sense at least like the natural sciences,” write Roger Spalding and Christopher
Parker in their innocuously‐titled Historiography: An Introduction (Spalding and Parker
2007:150). In buttressing this call with discussions of historical causation and attention
to the “processes of history,” Spalding and Parker continue a long tradition in American
and British historiography of seeking, however chastened, an objectivist model of
historical practice – what Charles Beard once called a “noble dream” (Breisach 2007;
Novick 1988; Beard 1935). The dream, Peter Novick argues, has held a number of core
“truth claims” including a correspondence theory of historical facts in that an
historian’s statements about the past are true only so far as they accurately describe a
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really real past event, that historical truth is ontologically true, that historical
interpretations are verifiable or testable by historical facts, and that the historian is, as
much as possible, an unbiased researcher (Novick 1988:1‐2; Rorty 1979). In practice this
has established a tension between historical truth claims and at least 50 years of
disciplinary awareness that the historical record is fragmentary, all knowledge of the
past is partial, and that the manner of recording a past experience or interpretation of
an event is mediated by memory, language, and archival medium (Clark 2004:17;
Trouillot 1995).
By the early 1980s many historians were addressing this tension by taking a
literary theory‐inspired turn into discourse analysis (Schöttler 1989). Taking textuality,
writing, and discourse seriously posed new issues and, in the views of some historians,
emphasized the text or the account over the event (Berkhofer 1995). “To read closely
the documents as internally articulated signifiers, to take them seriously on their own
structural terms, to consider self‐reflexively their rhetorical shaping powers over the
reader, to allow the text a material role in constituting historical knowledge,” Mark
Poster notes with some sarcasm, “these are negligible digressions not suitable for the
political or social historian impatient to recapture the ‘real’” (Poster 1997:5). With less
sarcasm, Elizabeth Clark has noted that on the one hand historians have often insisted
on a distinction between “texts” as literary or narrative sources, and “documents”
which, for the social historian, were the stuff of historical social and economic data,
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while on the other hand “historians may reasonably object… that their [italics in
original] texts are not profitably subjected to the minute literary scrutiny appropriate to
(for example) symbolist poetry” (Clark 2004:130‐131).
While historians debated their discipline’s engagement with textuality, a number
of key post‐structuralist literary theorists have offered historical researchers avenues for
opening up texts to critical historical inquiry. Roland Barthes, for instance, challenged
the status of a text as a solid whole and the reading of a text as a monistic effort (Payne
1997:5, Barthes 1977). Rather, the text is a stereophony, woven out of “citations,
references, echoes” and cross‐cut by “cultural languages” (Barthes 1977:160). Similarly,
for Jacques Derrida, texts are “no longer a finished corpus of writing, some content
enclosed in a book or its margins, but a differential network, a fabric of traces referring
endlessly to something other than itself, to other differential traces” (Derrida 1979:137,
cited in Clark 2004:132). For Barthes and Derrida, texts are not per se the bound
volumes or the records directly and tangibly accessible in an archive, but the discourse
of the community and the intertextual web of texts implicated in their creation. Their
creation, and the cultural concepts they convey, may not only be collaborative, but
political and volatile. As Joan Scott notes, “concepts are taken to be unstable, open to
contest and redefinition… require vigilant repetition, reassertion, and implementation
by those who have endorsed one or another definition. Instead of attributing a
transparent and shared meaning to cultural concepts, post‐structuralists insist that
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meanings are not fixed in a culture’s lexicon, but are rather dynamic, always potentially
in flux” (Scott 1988:5).
Despite intra‐disciplinary disagreements over textuality and the sources of
history as contested discourse, most historians through the 1980s maintained a
commitment to social history. Challenging the creation and ontological status of
historical sources was, by itself, not an overwhelming challenge to the historian’s
regime of studying such subjects as women, laborers, migrants, the Victorian middle‐
class(es) or any number of historical peoples wrapped in webs of social and economic
significance (Fairburn 1999). However, over the course of the 1980s and 1990s
historians increasingly turned to what Anna Green calls the “broad and eclectic field” of
cultural history (Green 2008). Exposure to literary theory, treatments of texts as
contingent products of the contested discourses of past communities, and a general
attention to texts as modulations of cultural languages were all fertile practices for an
intersection of history and anthropology.
Historians did not, however, first discover anthropology in the 1980s, nor did a
decade late reading of Clifford Geertz’s (1973) The Interpretation of Cultures suddenly
attune historians to the interests of anthropology. The same can be said for
anthropology’s discovery of history. Metaphorically, this relationship has been
suspended in terms somewhere between Darrett Rutman’s (1986) treatment of history
as a capricious lover falling in the arms of yet another disciplinary suitor, and Michael
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Herzfield’s cast of anthropology as a dance partner to history as both “have danced a
flirtatious pas de deux throughout the past century” (Herzfield 2001:55). While
comprehensive treatments of the dance routine between these disciplines have been
published since at least 1919, several moves should be sufficient to illustrate the last 20
to 30 years of interdisciplinary work that has shaped historical anthropology (Faubion
1993; Comaroff and Comaroff 1992; Ketzer 1986; Comaroff 1982; Thomas 1963; Walls
1920; Teggart 1919).
Early in the dance anthropology was variously cast sometimes as a “genetic
science,” sometimes as an historical science, both with either evolutionary or
functionalist underpinnings, and attention that swayed from diachronic to synchronic
concerns (Boas 1932). Among those underpinnings, Edward Tylor’s (1871) Primitive
Culture, while offering a unlinear theory of culture and religion, suggested
anthropologists could trace this evolutionary path by finding “cultural survivals” or
fragments of past traditions held over and rather non‐functional in living cultures,
providing a breadcrumb trail into the murky past. However, as an early generation of
20th century anthropologists softened the role of social evolution in their perspectives
and repudiated the racism inherent in the linkage of “progress” and race, a number of
anthropologists, particularly later‐generation evolutionary anthropologists have feared
that much of the baby of historicism slipped out of the discipline with the evolutionary
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bathwater by the 1920s and 1930s with the predominance of Franz Boas and his
students (Johnson and Earle 2000; Barnard 2000; Harris 1968).
Boasian anthropology, however, while rejecting unilinear evolutionist theory,
turned to diffusionism and recognition of cultural diversity to engage history as a
process of cultural transformation (Boas 1940). This diversity was contingent on
context, a contingency tinged with historicism. The process of describing and analyzing
traits associated with a particular culture called for attention to the ideographic
moments of cultural contact and change, attention that required some degree of
reconstructing the cultural past (Cerroni‐Long 1999; Fox 1991).
As demonstrated in their studies of Plains Indian societies, Boas’ students Robert
Lowie and Leslie Spier turned to trait diffusion in order to discern the historical
development of native cultural complexes (Spier 1921; Lowie 1916). In the case of
Spier’s study of the sun dance, he writes, “the problem presented then is essentially
historical: to trace the relations between the various sun dance ceremonies. This should
provide some notion of tribal reactions to the diffusion of a ceremonial complex” (Spier
1921:460). Both men conducted their fieldwork on the Great Plains under the auspices
of the American Museum of Natural History and its then‐curator, Clark Wissler. While
Wissler may be best known for his work on culture areas and his “age‐area hypothesis”
contribution to the diffusionist study of regions, his attention to the interplay of
historical sources and archaeological data in reconstructing culture history remains an
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important contribution to the crossings of history and anthropology (Krech 1991;
Kroeber 1931).8 Writing in the introduction to a volume on the prehistory of the Lower
Hudson River, Wissler claimed of the volume’s archaeological reports, “all have
followed the same general method of reconstructing the prehistoric culture by welding
together the available ethno historical and archaeological data, a method justified by the
failure to find neither local evidences of great antiquity nor indications of successive or
contemporaneous culture types” (Wissler 1909:xiii).
Boasian anthropology was not, however, widely committed to the historical
attention of Wissler, Spier, and Lowie’s early work. As Thomas notes, “the trend in the
work of Lowie, Mead, Radin and Benedict… was for analysis to revolve around a
mixture of comparative, psychological and functional concerns. ‘History’, in
diffussionist terms, played a part, but gradually became less and less significant”
(Thomas 1996:18).9
If history became less significant than psychology and social organization among
Boas’ students in the United States, then A.R. Radcliffe‐Brown’s work in British social
anthropology minimized the place of history across the Atlantic. Radcliffe‐Brown,
while skeptical of the usefulness of diffusionist explanations for historical change, was
not, as Harris points out, opposed to the importance of historical inquiry (Harris
1968:524; Radcliffe‐Brown 1922:229). However, in his pursuit of a more scientific if not
professional anthropology, Radcliffe‐Brown’s standards for accuracy practically
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eliminated most of the oral historical information he encountered among people in the
Two‐Thirds World. Dismissing oral traditions and neglecting mention of colonial
archives, he claimed little useful historical information could be gained in the study of
“primitive peoples.”10 Inadequacy of sources, as Thomas notes, is not the same thing as
irrelevance (Thomas 1996:21). However, the principle of adequacy in Radcliffe‐Brown’s
work, effectively relegated history as imperfectly knowable and less important than
observable social organization and kinship structures.
While the need for scientific accuracy strongly tempered Radcliffe‐Brown’s
engagement with history, the rejection of British social anthropology’s scientific
leanings may have created the space for E. E. Evans‐Pritchard, a student of Branislaw
Malinowski, to take history seriously (Evans‐Pritchard 1976[1937], 1963, 1956, 1951).
For Evans‐Pritchard, the structural‐functionalist rejection of history was an overreaction
to more fanciful diffusionist reconstructions of history, and in throwing out the “bath
water of presumptive history,” the “baby of valid history” was thrown out as well
(Evans‐Pritchard 1963:21). Going a step further than simply advocating taking history
seriously, Evans‐Pritchard suggested the practice of cultural anthropology was itself a
form of doing history. He claims the anthropologist,
“seeks to understand the significant overt features of a culture and to
translate them into terms of his own culture. This is precisely what the
historian does. … The similarity between them has been obscured by the
fact that the social anthropologist makes a direct study of social life while
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the historian makes an indirect study of it through documents and other
surviving evidences. This is a technical, not a methodological, difference.
… What social anthropologists have in fact chiefly been doing is to write
cross‐sections of history, integrative descriptive accounts of primitive
peoples at a moment of time which are in other respects like the accounts
written by historians about peoples over a period of time, for the historian
does not just record sequences of events but seeks to establish connexions
between them” (Evans‐Pritchard 1963:23‐24).
In framing anthropology as the translation of symbols and ideas from one culture to
another, and suggesting the issues anthropologists face in understanding a culture
synchronically cannot be addressed without understanding that culture diachronically,
Evans‐Pritchard recast social anthropology somewhere between an interpretive
historical science and a humanistic social science.
As Evans‐Pritchard worked out his reformulation of British social anthropology
in the 1950s and early 1960s, anthropology swayed closer in the interdisciplinary dance
toward history. This was a move reciprocated in Britain by concerns with culture, class,
and agency by New Left historians Raymond Williams and E. P. Thompson. However,
little of the mainstream discourse of American historiography would sway toward
anthropology and take culture seriously until the 1980s and the “discovery” of Clifford
Geertz (Williams 1983[1958]; Thompson 1964).
Where Evans‐Pritchard turned to an interpretive stance as a reaction against the
structural‐functionalism of British social anthropology, Geertz embraced interpretivism
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as a way to understand cultures through small details. Geertz was, however, trained in
the structural‐functionalist sociology of Talcott Parsons who had proposed analysis of
society on three levels or systems including a cultural system populated by symbols
and meaning, a social system of values, norms, and social institutions, and a social
psychological or personality system strung together by psychological dispositions and
motivations (Parsons 1967, cited in Green 2008:56). Geertz emphasized Parsons’ first
system of symbols and meaning as, essentially, culture. Here, culture is an “historically
transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited
conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men communicate,
perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes towards life” (Geertz
1973: 89).
As a kind of interpretivist manifesto, Geertz expressed the core of his approach
in the introductory essay to his 1973 The Interpretation of Cultures. The approach is
steeped in careful, highly attentive fieldwork. Through this experience the
ethnographer “sorts out the structures of significance” and once identifying these re‐
envisioned culture traits, works on “determining their social ground and import” or, in
Parsons’ terms, determining their interconnectedness across the lifeworld of the people
being studied (Geertz 1973:9). Exploring these connections is at the heart of the
interpretive exercise Geertz terms “thick description.” The practice is one of exploring a
people’s culture as an exegete or a translator would engage a text. In his words, culture
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“is an ensemble of texts, themselves ensembles, which the anthropologist strains to read
over the shoulders of those to whom they properly belong” (Geertz 1973:452). Yet, the
texts to which Geertz refers are not the written works of the historical record, but kinds
of cultural scripts or schemas made public (read as: observable to the ethnographer)
through discourse, social interaction, and performance.11
The late 1970s through the mid‐1980s marked the height of Geertz’s influence in
anthropology (Ortner 1984).12 In 1986, it was, perhaps, wryly that Paul Rabinow noted
that as Geertz’s star was setting in anthropology, his interpretive project was getting
new life in other disciplines, particularly history (Rabinow 1986). That historians would
find Geertz, rather than Evans‐Pritchard, an attractive dance partner created what was
not the most natural of pairings.13 Historians, eager to embrace culture as an alternative
conceptual framework to the quasi‐economic determinism of social history were,
however, with few exceptions, wary of too much of what Giovanni Levi termed
“geertzismo” (Levi 1985).14 As Hunt has argued, “historians soon flocked to the
interpretive banner, but… the theoretical impetus of interpretive anthropology was lost
in the crush to study cultural topics [italics in original]” (Hunt 1991:99). While a
confluence of forces including post‐structuralism, microhistory, family history, and
continuing work in women’s history and post‐colonial history have shaped the field of
cultural history through the 1990s and the 2000s, the challenges of historians’ readings
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of Geertz may be paradigmatic for the challenges of approaching history through
culture, or for that matter, culture through history.
In the first place, Geertz has been accused of inadequately engaging history, at
least in his early work. As Thomas notes, “Geertz says nothing about history or time,
but rather uses change as a mechanism to isolate the incompleteness of systems”
(Thomas 1996:27). Geertz, to his defense, was standing in his own discipline’s long‐
standing strength of synchronic study, however his neglect of such issues as Javanese
religious literature or Moroccan oral histories are noticeable issues. While in the past 30
years anthropologists have increasingly taken the historical situatedness of their field
sites seriously (and many would argue anthropologists have always taken the past
seriously to some degree, merely the nature of the discipline’s engagement with the
past has been changing over the past decades), archival research into such issues as the
land use history of their field sites, the historical demographics of the people being
studied, developments of their religious traditions, origins of beliefs in magic or
witchcraft, or changing class structure and gender roles over time are simply not the
majority practice of cultural anthropologists ‐‐– ethnography, being in the field, is still
very much a synchronic practice (Calhoun and Sennett 2007; Fox 1991). Thomas claims
the anthropological emphasis on temporal slices of culture rather than temporal
linkages of culture has disciplinary implications including insufficiently‐theorizing “the
links between the routine functioning of a system, change, and historical
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transformations” and misinterpreting cultural phenomena by interpreting their
composition “in terms of their positional, systemic value, when they manifestly derive
from more or less recent historical change” (Thomas 1996:120).15 While Thomas’s wide‐
ranging criticism of “ahistoricism” in the heart of anthropological theory may be
necessarily overstated as a polemic, questioning the nature of ethnography as an
approach to the past is certainly valid and will be discussed in turn.
A second criticism rests with the structure of historical explanation derived from
Geertzian thickly‐described, speech act archaeologies (Hunt 1991; Levi 1985). While the
approach is at its most convincing when fully engaged, tracing the interconnections
between a people’s “webs of significance,” entering into this full engagement and
connecting the insights gained from this engagement to ideology, context, and the
historical setting of ideology and context, is problematic. Entering into the hermeneutic
cycle of thick description requires first a hermeneutic engagement with a culture that, in
Geertz’s writings, is largely a practice of the standard ethnographic experience of
“being there” (Inglis 2000; Geertz 1983, 1973). Having identified key cultural terms
from this initial period of hermeneutic flâneurism, the interpretive anthropologist enters
into a focused hermeneutic process of engagement, reflection, interpretations,
engagement, (re)interpretation, and so forth drawn very much from the philosophy of
Paul Ricoeur (Ricoeur 2005, 1984; Hahn 1995; Ihde 1971). In an interpretive practice in
which explanation arises from an hermeneutic cycle, that explanation can seem
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insightful if rather self‐contained. While insightful, the problem, as Levi argues, is how
do these cultural scripts connect to the larger social and economic context in which they
transpire (Levi 1985)? Likewise, how do these scripts connect with larger historical
narratives? As Lynn Hunt has complained, the result of the Geertzian interpretive
process is not so much a disconnect of cultural scripts from cultural context, but rather a
conflation of the total linkages between these scripts as cultural context itself (Hunt
1991). Further, she notes, without a separation between the cultural scripts under study
and a larger cultural context in which those scripts operate, how is the ethnographer to
identify the operations of ideology?16
A third point, and one that introduces a host of issues surrounding the practice
of ethnography among contemporary peoples, is the relationship between historical
documents, texts, and events. In the Geertzian sense, texts are, as Chartier complained,
“unconstrained” – every social interaction, every expression, every practice is a text
(Chartier 1994). The texts Geertz sought were, at their core, speech acts, interactive
events displaying cultural scripts. On the one hand, framing interactions,
performances, rituals, or festivals as “texts” or series of texts is to infer that in some way
each one may be readable in a similar manner to the others. In this broad category of
“text,” how different events in different contexts are open in different ways to
interpretation is masked. “Reading” a novena in a Catholic Church in modern São
Paulo does not necessarily call upon the same reading skills as reading a cat massacre in
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1730s Paris or a 1960s Balinese cock fight. Further, this attention to cultural interaction
as the setting for “texts” draws ethnographic attention away from the landscape and
environmental design of that interaction, or the objects and props of that interaction. Of
course, it may be a truism to state that the ethnographic “texts” Geertz offers as sources
of interpretation are observable interactions, not the documents of the historical
researcher.
These three interrelated issues are not the only criticisms lodged with
interpretive anthropology or any approach to culture taken up by historians in the past
twenty years (Clark 2004). However, these issues offer a sense of the unease in
adjusting the ethnographically‐informed study of culture to the auspices and
disciplinary structure of history. In addition to these issues, there are a range of issues
internal to the ethnographic study of contemporary cultures that can be problematic
when turned to the study of historic cultures. Several of these issues will be addressed
before turning to efforts anthropologists have made on the rapprochement of history
and culture in historical anthropology.17
Perhaps the most basic issue or aspect of ethnography in historical research is the
very nature of ethnographic practice. Ethnography is, after all, an interactive,
participant‐centered, analytical‐descriptive research method now widely shared among
the social sciences that has long sat at the core of the anthropological enterprise
(O’Reilly 2009; Hammersley and Atkinson 2007; Marcus 1998[1989]; Agar 1996). The
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aim of ethnographic research is, ostensibly the production of analytical, thick,
descriptions of one or more particular social groups, organizations, communities, or
cultural practices (Falzon 2009). The ethnographer’s task is one of observation,
participation, interaction, building relationships, reflection, constructing theory “on the
fly,” and ultimately “writing up” or textualizing observed performances and
interactions – all with the goal of, one the one hand, describing these phenomena as
closely as possible, while on the other hand attending to the anthropologist’s experience
and observations in a sufficiently theoretically‐informed manner that allows the written
ethnography to speak to the construction of social theory and the larger human
condition (Hammersley 1992).18
This close mapping of the social world is a key issue in the transposition of
ethnography into history depending on how an ethnographer engages history. In the
first mode or avenue of historical engagement, the ethnographer is attentive to
historical processes of cultural change as explanatory sources in understanding,
describing, and interpreting contemporary cultural practices (Thomas 1996:122). In this
mode, the particular challenge for the ethnographer is strung between identifying
relevant historical processes and developing explanations connecting ethnographic
description to historical description. In a second mode of historical engagement could
be called historical ethnography, attending to the place of the past in the present (Barber
and Berdan 1998; Silverman and Gulliver 1995, 1992; Comeroff and Comeroff 1992).19
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Contemporary treatments of the past, of commemoration, and social memory call upon
the ethnographer not only to be conversant with a community or group’s past, their
network of practices and ideas surrounding the contemporary interpretation of their
real or imagined past, but also how that past may be contested or otherwise reflect
power relations (Hamilton and Shopes 2008; Hodgkin and Radstone 2003). In this
mode of engagement, the invention of tradition is particularly salient (Otto and
Pedersen 2005; Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). A third mode of ethnographic
engagement with the past, that of working either with a synchronic slice of some set
period during the past, or a chain of cultural slices over a longer time frame that may or
may not include contemporary peoples, seems either to be a theoretical impossibility or
something calling for a reinterpretation of what constitutes the practice of ethnography.
While historical archaeologists engage this entire or partial cultural past (as opposed to
the cultural present of the two previously discussed ethnographic modes) as a standard
practice, cultural anthropologists are turning to it in increasing numbers (their work in
historical anthropology will inform the next section of this chapter), yet the
characterization of their work as “ethnographic” may not be entirely appropriate. If the
interpretive value of ethnography is dependent on its close mapping of what the
ethnographer observes and experiences, this mode of “ethnographic history” would
violate both the requirements for observability of the ethnographer’s subject and
explanation as a close mapping of the “written up” ethnography with the past events
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and peoples it reports.

20

If ethnographic reports of past cultures could be disciplinarily

legitimate despite the looseness or indirectness of their mapping, then the
anthropologist conducting an “ethnographic history” of a past culture would face a
double or even triple mediation of their interpretive work (Galloway 2006). Negatively,
the lived event or community under study may be first mediated by what elements of
experience participants committed to the historical record. Community members’ self‐
reports may be doubly mediated in the form of secondary histories, past ethnographies,
or colonial reports. The setting for the anthropologist’s field research, an archive,
museum, or library, presents yet another layer of mediation (which for secondary
sources is a third mediation) by preserving, ordering, and shaping the anthropologist’s
access to these accounts (Kirsch and Rohan 2008).21 Ethnography may, thus, not
provide the most effective model for anthropological engagement with past cultures.
Another core aspect of the conduct of ethnography that comes into question
when approaching the past is the ethnographer’s self. As an embodied participant in a
contemporary cultural setting, the ethnographer’s experience becomes the locus for
interpretation. In the field, anthropologists bring the full range of their biographies to
bear on their interpretations – the field becomes filtered through their cultural
background, education, training, canons of relevance (in Collingwood’s terms), their
gender, race, ethnicity, or their observable status as differently‐abled as displayed by a
wheelchair or other device.22 If the social interactions, events, and local world the
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ethnographer observes are held to be ontologically real, but colored by their
subjectivity, how should their community of readers assess the “authenticity” of the
“facts” they present (Stringer 2008:24‐25; Hammersley 1992:69‐72)? Commonly,
following Rosaldo (1986), this becomes a matter of the ethnographer first sharing their
biography with their readers, then projecting their ethnographic authority through a
convincing use of narrative to convey to their community of readers something of the
experience of their field work – enough at least to support the plausibility of their
interpretations. In the archive, or in the field, engaging past cultures changes a number
of parameters for telling convincing ethnographic stories. While narrative and
plausibility remain important, accuracy can be further assessed by the materiality of the
ethnographer’s sources – documents, historical statistics, photographs, artwork, and
maps replace the fleeting, unique encounters between anthropologist and studied
community. Positively, for anthropologists concerned with the social scientific validity
of ethnographic research, archival work provides an added positivist dimension of
replicability – while any researcher’s phenomenological experience of historical
research with documents and other historical representations may vary, the documents
are available for other researchers to assess the ethnographer’s interpretations. While
engaging past cultures changes some of the parameters for assessing the plausibility of
interpretations an ethnography offers, it does not eliminate this subjective dimension to
anthropological research. On the one hand, while the interaction between ethnographer
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and community of study has been replaced by an ethnographer and a community of
documents, the ethnographer’s reading/interpretation of that community remains
shaped by all the biographical elements that ethnographer brings into the contemporary
field. In a sense, following Bakhtin (1981), the anthropologist in the archive enters into
relationships with past peoples through the traces of their passing.
While these may be core challenges of anthropological work with past cultures,
anthropologists have developed a number of reasonably insightful and wide‐ranging
strategies for engaging culture in history. These works in “historical anthropology”
provide important groundwork for studying the past religious worlds of Methodist
camp meetings. In the discussion that follows, I emphasize frequently‐cited, self‐
reflexive historical anthropologies, rather than attempt to accomplish a comprehensive
literature review.23
In a 1990 article in the journal New Literary History reviewing a selection of
historians’ writings from the previous ten years of engagements between historians and
anthropological interests, Clifford Geertz found “that the conjoining of History and
Anthropology is not a matter of fusing two academic fields into a new Something‐or‐
Other, but of redefining them in terms of one another by managing their relations
within the bounds of a particular study” (Geertz 1990:330).24 While Geertz suggests that
particular study should attend to “textual tactics,” he is unclear on both what textual
tactics are and how such tactics play between history and culture. Ten years earlier in
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an article in the journal Comparative Studies in Society and History, Bernard Cohn made
similar, but more prescriptive comments. Cohn, like Geertz, found both disciplines
approaching the study of the Other, but from different angles – history from “the Other
in time,” and anthropology from “the Other in space” (Cohn 1980:198). Cohn muses the
fruits of boundary crossings between “historyland” and “anthropologyland” are
particularly beneficial for the anthropological study of history as this would “shift the
anthropologist away from the objectification of social life to a study of its constitution
and construction” (Cohn 1980:216‐217). Cohn’s musing turns prescriptive when he
suggests attention to the construction of cultural practices may best be manifest in past
events or practices in which people “represent” their worldview through etiquette,
codes of conduct, and rituals (Cohn 1980:217).25 Later in his article, Cohn expands the
potential topics of study for what he variously calls “anthropological history” or
“historical anthropology” to include the cultural constructions of honor, power,
authority, exchange, reciprocity, systems of social classification, and the construction of
time and place (Cohn 1980:220).
Self‐conscious boundary crossing and hybridization of historical and cultural
studies among anthropologists picked up in the 1980s and 1990s (Wallace 2005[1996];
Comaroff and Comaroff 1992; Ohnuki‐Teirney 1991; Stocking, ed. 1991; Burke 1987;
Sahlins 1985, 1981; Rosaldo 1980). At the close of the 2000s, historical anthropology is
becoming a widespread methodological approach with global reach, including studies
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of Native peoples in Hawaii and Oceania (Anderson 2001; Kirch and Green 2001;
Thomas, Sheppard, and Walter 2001; Brown 1995; Sahlins 1985, 1981), the 19th century
middle‐class (Frykman and Löfgren 1987), families, communities, and the state
(Ikegame 2009; Pissin 2009; Bellér‐Hann 2008; West 2008; Walker 2002; Crook et al. 2000;
Segalane 1986; Brow 1978; Macfarlane 1970), gender roles (Rebel 2010; Disko 2008; Shih
2004), missionaries and cultural contact (Lightfoot 2005; Orta 2004; Blackburn 2000; Peel
1995), urban areas (Mrozowski 2008; Kramer and Holbom 1970), trade and economic
activity (Gulliver and Silverman 1995; Ingimundarson 1995; Silverman and Gulliver
1992), identity (Gallivan 2007; Tveskov 2007; Ohnuki‐Tierney 1995), as well as
anthropological study of regions (Stahl 2001; Tveskov 2001; Harkin 1997; Lindholm
1996; Sexton 1996; Cohen and Odhiambo 1989).
Based on his fieldwork in Hawaii, Marshall Sahlins’ (1985) Islands of History,
turned to the death of British Naval Captain James Cook in a confrontation with native
Hawaiians in 1779 as a kind of interpretive key to understanding contact period
Hawaiian culture. The story of native Hawaiians responding to their first known
European contact by allegedly interpreting Cooks’ arrival as the return of a deity named
Lono, was a key point in Sahlin’s argument that certain historical events can reveal, per
Anthony Giddens, certain structures of signification that make culturally meaningful
both historical events and the creation of historical narratives (Biersack 1991; Sahlins
1985; Giddens 1984). The cultural significance and historical importance of such pivotal
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events are, Sahlin argues, generative of the bodies of documents and oral traditions
surrounding them by which the historical anthropologist may trace out the cultural
assumptions and values operative in their formation (Sahlins 1985). Further, Sahlin’s
contribution to historical anthropology may be equally important for providing a long‐
standing and intractable debate over his interpretations of Hawaiian historical culture.
Gananath Obeyesekere criticized Sahlins’ “uncritical” reliance on European historical
accounts of the death of Captain Cook that cast the native Hawaiians as primitives
(Obeyesekere 1992). In turn, Sahlins published a book‐length rejoinder to Obeyesekere
defending his own ability as an ethnographer to “speak on behalf” of a past people,
while questioning the legitimacy of Obeyesekere’s status as an anthropologist enabled
to speak for colonized people through a fictive sense of solidarity (Sahlins 1995). As
Herzfeld notes of the debate, it at least served the burgeoning practice of historical
anthropology on the one hand by raising questions of how to see altern voices in
colonial records, as well as chastening the role of ethnographic authority in “speaking
for” past peoples (Herzfeld 2001:66‐67).
Less controversially, Peter Burke’s (1987) The Historical Anthropology of Early
Modern Italy, begins by setting forth five working features of “historical anthropology.”
Distinguishing this project from social history, Burke claims the practice should be
characterized by being case specific, microscopic, deliberately qualitative, concentrating
on “thick description” of social interaction in a past societies rather than “causal
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explanations of trends over time,” and attention to the symbolism of everyday life – all
drawing on a constellation of social theory from Durkheim, van Gennep, Mauss, Geertz,
Victor Turner, and Bourdieu (Burke 1987:3‐4).
For Ohnuki‐Tierney, on the other hand, the distinguishing characteristic of
historical anthropology is characterized by two complimentary grand historical
narratives reaching back to the early modern period – global capitalism and colonialism
(Ohnuki‐Tierney 1991: 2‐3). Infusions of postcolonial discourse and decades of Marxist
theory had, by the 1980s, contributed to the changed if not new engagement of
anthropology with history. Ohnuki‐Tierney writes that in hindsight, “anthropologists’
previous failure to tackle history seriously was due primarily to their colonial mentalité.
Perhaps not deliberately but nonetheless persistently, they shared the Eurocentric belief
that ‘nonliterate’ peoples did not really have a history” (Ohnuki‐Tierney 1991:2).
Further, Ohnuki‐Tierney echoes Cohn’s division of historical anthropology’s subject
matter into the study of colonized peoples, and the study of colonizing peoples (Cohn
1980:217‐218). In investigating either field, the historical anthropologist’s perspective
should take into account cultural change and ideally select subjects for study that
provide a “window” onto this historical process. Echoing Sahlin’s strategy of
identifying a culturally representative event, she argues that the “window can be a
pivotal historical event, a trade, the founding of a monastery, a dominant symbol. Each
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can offer insights into the order of meaning, cultural scenarios, the structure of self and
other, and important conceptual principles” (Ohnuki‐Tierney 1991:23).
Writing within a post‐colonial historical anthropology framework based on their
field work in South Africa, Jean and John Comaroff’s (1992) Ethnography and the
Historical Imagination is a collection of essays written between 1982 and 1990 treating a
range of issues from theory, to ethnography, to historiography. In total, their book is
designed as a synthesis of a decade of their work on South Africa largely along two
broad themes – first, as an evaluation of ethnography when practiced primarily in the
first two modes of historical engagement previously discussed, and second treatments
of entirely past cultures are employed as part of a critique of the interpretation of past
cultural practices in non‐Western and colonized societies. The book’s section on theory
offers multiple important self‐reflective points for the practice of both historical
ethnography and historical anthropology. Given the current discussion, two are
particularly striking. First, touching on objectivity, the ethnography of the really real
past, and post‐modernist critiques of traditional ethnographic practice, they frame their
endeavor as a “neomodern anthropology,” which they describe as “a faith that the
human world, post‐anything and –everything, remains the product of discernable social
and cultural processes: processes partially indeterminate yet, in some measure,
systematically determined; open to multiple constructions and contest, yet never
entirely free of order – or the reality of power and constraint” (Comaroff and Comaroff
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1992:xi). Second, historical cultural practices or whatever subject the historical
ethnographer or historical anthropologist approaches, should be contextualized and
seen as a contingent practice (assuming a contingent practice is always an historicized
practice). Third, recognizing the challenges faced by approaching culture in history,
they argue for attention to “being and action” in order to dislodge the “tropes [of
biography and event] of Western historiography” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:27).
Through this attention to experience and performance/behavior, the historical
ethnographer or historical anthropologist should “disinter the endogenous historicity of
local worlds” and better understand the relationships between those local worlds and
global contexts (read as capitalism and colonialism).
Over the past 70 years since the fieldwork of Evans‐Pritchard, how
anthropologists have taken history seriously has changed with new theoretical
orientations and new boundary crossings into history. In the context of American
anthropology, the concern for reconstructing past lifeways through archival sources
and oral histories was spurred on by the work of Clark Wissler and others attempting a
direct historical approach to understanding the contact and pre‐contact period lifeways
of native peoples.26 Among all anthropologists turning to archival sources for the study
of past lifeways, similar issues arise for anthropologists working with archival sources
to understand the pre‐contact or colonial lives of peoples subject to Western
colonialism. As Ann Stahl (2001) has argued, colonialism populated the early
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anthropological literature with European myths of “primitive peoples” whose
timescapes and landscapes were barren deserts. While Stahl advocates turning to a
broad range of sources to understand the lifeways of the pre‐colonial and colonial past
of peoples in Africa, Patricia Galloway, studying the native peoples of southeastern
North America, similarly argues for a mixed practice of attention to archaeological data,
bioarchaeological data, and very scrupulous attention to colonial archives (Galloway
2006). Contemporary ethnohistorians would argue similar interdisciplinary,
scrupulous attention is needed even in post‐colonial societies in which cultural contact
and political conflict occurs (Barber and Berden 1998). A similar argument for reliance
on multiple historical sources, a hybrid disciplinary perspective, and scrupulous
attention to the formation of archival sources is necessary in all historical
anthropologies, even those of middle‐class Methodists. However, use of multiple
sources and careful attention to archival sources, are simply insufficient practices by
themselves to address the issues raised in this section.
The use of multiple sources for a “thick description” of a past cultural
phenomenon does not, in itself, determine ways to link that phenomenon to its larger
historical context – an historical anthropologist, for instance, cannot simply have faith
that by studying one Methodist camp meeting in thick detail the historical trajectories
shaping that meeting’s architecture, liturgical performances, and discourse will emerge
from the hermeneutic cycle. Similarly, recalling Lynn Hunt’s (1991) criticism of
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Geertzian thick description conflating text with context, in any anthropological mode of
engaging the past, attention to context means entering into ever‐wider spirals of
hermeneutic cycles as contextual material is, itself, archival and existing in similar sets
of issues of its fragmentary creation, preservation, and archival presentation as to the
material it is supposed to contextualize. Similarly, as much of the “really real” local
world of the studied cultural phenomenon is presented through archival documents,
this has the effect of textualizing the past lifeworld, and thus forcibly extending the
metaphor of a past culture as an intersecting system of texts.
The challenge for the next section of this chapter is to address the intersection of
the above problems, the previously explored challenges in the junction of ethnography
and history, and the offered principles from self‐reflexive historical anthropologies.

Exercising the Historical (Anthropological) Imagination
Michel‐Rolph Trouillot’s (1995) Silencing the Past may be a useful starting point
for discussing the anthropological approach to the past adopted in this dissertation. For
much of this section attention is strung on the webs connecting discourse, ritual/liturgy,
and landscapes. Each of the three is approached through the auspices of archival
documents, maps, photographs, and, when available, objects. Central concerns in this
section are the concerns with history, text, interpretation, and historical representations
that were raised in the previous section. With attention on what archival documents
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and historic objects tell about Methodist camp meetings, it is useful to begin by
discussing where these historical sources remain silent.
Trouillot, like Benjamin Pomeroy, draws attention to history as a series of texts
and silences. Where Pomeroy reveals the generative first moments in the process of
interpretation of a past event by a participant, Trouillot’s work is a reminder of the
silences that accompany accounts of the past in every step ‐‐ from their being
committed to paper, and then to archive, to historian, to a community of readers, and to
new interpretations and so on. At each point certain features of the past are silenced.
Trouillot argues that for every silence, there is an act of power operative in silencing that
may range from the stamp of a colonial official to the misfiling of an archives clerk
(Trouillot 1995:26). Such acts are an inevitable part even of the academic enterprise of
creating a history – in writing an historical narrative, the historian’s interests as well as
the flow of the narrative itself will pull some material from the historical record while
leaving other “less relevant” elements for end notes or archival references (Berger,
Feldner, and Passmore 2003).27 To Trouillot’s silences could easily be added the blank
spaces in the historic landscape, or the unexcavated places in the archaeological record,
or any base of knowledge on which an historical anthropologist may rely.
Approaching the historical record, attention to silences is important in at least
two regards. First, silences in any one historical account open questions of that
account’s interpretation. For primary accounts silences raise questions of that
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participant’s awareness of events, what aspects of their circumstance may have been
taken for granted or habitual, and whether the participant was present or absent at
different points on the landscape or within the space of the past cultural world under
study. In comparison with multiple sources, silences are more telling. Silences may still
reflect presence or absence from a point on the past landscape, but other texts may
reveal that silence as a bias, something written out of the primary account, or other texts
may add details of what any one account took for granted. Maps, photographs, and
artist sketches are particularly useful in locating accounts on the past landscape and
giving more voice to the silent spatiality of an account.
Interpretation of the silences of accounts, as well as what those accounts claim is
dependent on the kind of seriousness undergirding one’s anthropological engagement
with history. What assumptions an anthropologist makes about history, the
intelligibility of past events and peoples, whether the past is a place that can be visited,
shapes how an anthropologist engages the historical record – thus creating a
fundamental dynamic for the historical anthropology project where the basic
ontological status of history shapes the status of documents, which in turn are the
groundwork for claims about that past. Following Clifford (1986), the past is a social
construction, instantiated anew when engaged through historical sources and “written
up” by the anthropologist. In a more objectivist vein, the past, though gone and not
empirically observable, was ontologically real and primary accounts reflect that past
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with varying degrees of accuracy. While historical anthropologies fall between these
two intentionally theoretically‐thin extremes, the issue of what kind of seriousness to
approach the past with in anthropology centers on interpretation and ontology.
This dissertation’s investigation of the religious worlds of the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, cleaves close to the
“neomodernism” Jean and John Comaroff (1992) advocate for historical anthropology.
While this middle‐of‐the‐road approach entertains a soft structuralism, its concern for
systemic relationships among past cultural practices is moderated by attention to
improvisational moments. Further, the past is presumed as “really real,” something of
an inaccessible black box. At the same time the really real past was an experienced past
and a behavioral past with consequences for how circumstances were interpreted and
reported, as well as how traces of that past in material things have persisted into the
present (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:27).
While this research leans objectivist in its ontological claims on the past, it is
firmly interpretivist in approaching archival documents and other elements of the
historical record. In this sense a Geertzian engagement with structures of signification
and systems of cultural schemas is central. However, this research adjusts a Geertzian
concern with thickly‐described “texts” in three respects in order to perhaps better
approach history. First, following Hunt’s (1990) criticism of conflating text with
context, this research buttresses an exploration of the religious worlds of the early
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National camp meetings with more traditional narrative histories of 19 century camp
th

meeting revivalism, the holiness practices undergirding the camp meetings, and
attention to the social, economic, and geographic context of the northern Mid‐Atlantic
region. Second, the hermeneutical research process does not directly translate to the
process of research with historical material. Although the archival records, material
culture, and landscape traces of the Association’s early meetings are not terribly
substantial there are dangers to playing an historical flâneur initially. Important
concepts and cultural schemas appear in the records in fragmentary form and must be
interpreted together with material from the holiness movement, writings of Methodist
ministers, and later organizational documents from the Association. After identifying
key concepts, the hermeneutic cycle is not the interactive process of cultural fieldwork,
but an interpretive process in which new interpretations are generated through, on the
one hand, the flow of engagement with new sources, and on the other hand
contextualization of the camp meeting practices. Third, and stemming from the nature
of the research process with historical documents and other historical representations,
“thick description” is qualitatively not the same experience when attending to the small
details of how a past religious world was created and maintained than observing
interaction and working on cultural scripts in person. As mentioned previously, in the
soft objectivism of Geertzian interpretive anthropology, there is a traditional
ethnographic principle of accuracy based on the isomorphism of interpretation with the
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actual event of interpreting – that the “written up” ethnography reflects the
ethnographer’s experience of “being there” (Agar 1996). Limited as the historical
anthropologist is based on source material, and without the same ethnographic
authority of colleagues whose field experiences can never be replicated or found in
archival storage for consultation, the hermeneutic cycle of working with past peoples is
one of attending to small details and expressions of experience that may not be very
isomorphic with the really real past.
While interpretive historical anthropologists can seek to mitigate their distance
from their past communities of study by giving as much voice to primary sources as
feasible within the narrative of the ethnography, they remain distantiated by the
textuality of most of their source material. Even if, as in the practice of this dissertation
research, the historical anthropologist treats each primary source or document as the
observations of a particular participant‐observer at an early National Camp‐Meeting, as
a document, that observer cannot be directly questioned. Questions must come about
through the hermeneutic encounter between historical anthropologist, that particular
account, and other accounts including the non‐textual accounts of objects and
landscape. Just how to best jostle these documentary sources with objects and
landscapes is not addressed by Geertz.
For the National Camp‐Meeting Association, these textual sources provide
accounts of meeting performances via autobiographies, travel journals, reports by the
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Association, published books, and newspaper articles. These accounts are not only
descriptions the meetings’ settings, but also provide the most readily accessible
descriptions of the ritual/liturgical practices of National camp meetings. A diverse
number of narratives are available from clergy, attendees, and newspaper reporters
providing both divergent views and conflicting interpretations of ritual practice at the
meetings. Yet, while these diverse narratives provide glimpses of the meetings beyond
the confines of the preacherʹs stand, their authors are not ethnographic subjects. Their
position as informants is more appropriately gauged on the one hand as textual
representations demanding the tool set of the literary critic, while on the other hand
their fragmentary representations of ritual/liturgical practice call for the cross‐mending
skills of the archaeologist seeking to reconstruct wholes from divergent traces. Seeking
a more formal approach to textual interpretation than a purely Geertzian interpretive
anthropological approach, this dissertation research turns to two sources. First, the way
texts are understood in this research draws on the literary criticism of New Historicists
such as Stephen Greenblatt (Gallaher and Greenblatt 2000; Greenblatt 1993, 1991, 1988).
Second, the methodological orientation of this research in “reading” texts alongside
landscape and objects relies on the material culture oriented, historical anthropology of
Bernard Herman.28
Stephen Greenblattʹs project of New Historicism, influenced by the works of
Raymond Williams (Jones 2004; Eagleton 1991), E.P. Thompson (1964), Michel Foucault
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(1972, 1988, 1992), and Clifford Geertz (1973), was not satisfied treating only great
works of literature (the traditional subject of an earlier form of criticism called
Historicism) as privileged vantage points onto the social world of the textʹs day. Rather,
New Historicism locates all works of literature, from Shakespeare to popular Victorian
novels to trade paperbacks and lurid Harlequin romances, within their cultural and
historical contexts in order to better understand the meanings, values, and
representations of everyday life woven into their narratives (Veeser 1989). While
Greenblattʹs own studies retained a focus on works of literature, treating all texts and
images as historical representations allowed other representations such as medical
journals, courtroom depositions, photographs, sculptures to “jostle” the central text and
open up a new range of meanings and interpretations (Gallagher and Greenblatt 2000).
Over the past thirty years, a substantial number of studies in literary criticism, cultural
studies, and religious studies have fruitfully applied the general tenets of New
Historicism.
As a mode of interpretation, New Historicism is similar to other historical
anthropologies as well as the growing number of social archaeologies that have come to
recognize the importance of texts and other fixed representations such as sculpture,
visual arts, maps, photographs, or material culture in the creation and maintenance of
ideology, the formation of social identity, social hierarchy, and cultural practices
(Meskell and Preucel, eds. 2004; Tilley 1999; Botscharow 1995; Buchli 1995; Shanks and
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Hodder 1995; Llamazares 1989). Given the role of these fixed representations in social
life, many New Historicists, drawing on the work of Michel Foucault, have turned to
these texts as evidencing the operations of power during various periods of history.
This view of power operating through different time periods, and the potential for
power relationships to change over time, while rooted in Foucaultʹs own studies of the
history of mental illness (1979) or the development of the academy (1972), draws many
New Historicist studies to investigate the emergence of new cultural practices, new
conceptions of the state, family, religion, or the body (Brannigan 2006:8). Concern with
the emergence of new practices and cultural concepts, particularly when such new
practices represent points of historical rupture, discontinuity and difference,
demonstrates the influence of New Left historian Raymond Williams (Gallaher and
Greenblatt 2000: 62). Yet, New Historicismʹs adoption of Williamsʹ conception of
history as a series of breaks and disjunctures is tempered by the social history of fellow
New Left historian, E.P. Thompson, in his attention not to the exotic or pivotal, but the
mundane and everyday. In his work Greenblatt emphasizes the Foucaultian notion of
power and the importance of historical disjunctives, but an approach to any text should
be marked by, in Thompsonʹs words “a suspension of previous theoretical
presuppositions about the essential determinants of historical processes and an
openness to the historical documents, a willingness to dwell in historyʹs dead‐ends and
keep oneʹs ears open” (Thompson, cited in Gallaher and Greenblatt 2000:55).
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At its core, New Historicism is an expository practice jostling different kinds of
historical representations against each other to reveal the workings of power and
agency in the formation of emergent cultural practices. Its expositions are ostensibly
anthropological, drawing heavily on the interpretive anthropology of Clifford Geertz
(1973). In his own work, Greenblatt spends considerably more time writing about
Geertzʹs ʹthick descriptionʹ than Foucaultʹs ʹtechnologies of the self.ʹ Thick description
has become an important feature of New Historicist practice – turning from the “thick
description” of “texts” and instead being necessitating the researcher identify and
explicate detailed and meaningful linkages between historical representations in order
to reveal the workings of a cultural practice. This close attention seeks to expose not
only the formal or objective linkages between representations (i.e. the linkages between
historic descriptions of architecture and the built environment itself), but also has the
potential to expose the experiential details of how a cultural practice, such as ritual,
worked ‐‐ details that are often not explicit in any single source.
The historical, spatial, and cultural gap between researcher and subjects is a
challenge for studying ritual practices. Acknowledging that gap is a starting place, but
in a study of the ritual practices of the Association, it is insufficient by itself. A
presumption in New Historicist treatment of any given text, photograph, map, or even
by extension, each element of material culture, is that from a focus on the relationships
between historical representations, more facets of the often multi‐vocal, emic
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understanding of a cultural practice emerge from the traces present in any one historical
representation – that by attending to multiple voices, a common understanding may
emerge. What must be recognized, especially in a New Historicist‐inspired narrative of
the Associationʹs camp‐meetings, is that such a narrative is ultimately crafted from
other historical narratives written for different, sometimes conflicting purposes.
In this recognition of crafting narrative from disparate narratives, this
dissertation draws on the work of Bernard Herman (1992). In his text The Stolen House,
Herman explores a range of texts, maps, and material culture implicated in an early 18th
century lawsuit filed by the Christopher orphans over the alleged illegal sale of a house
and farm they claim was left them in their fatherʹs will. Hermanʹs exploration of the
orphansʹ case descends into thick detail of the practices of their community on the
Delmarva Peninsula, the architectural style of, and functional floor plan of houses in the
community, the social life of the village, the structure of family life, and, of course, legal
practices. Hermanʹs narrative seeks to be a materially‐grounded, object‐centered story.
The sources from which he draws his story of the community of the Christopher
orphans are diverse, sometimes fragmentary, and always written for a variety of
purposes. Herman describes approaching these texts as a metaphorically
archaeological project, “working with fragments recovered from discernible contexts.
Once the context for each shard of evidence has been ascertained and understood, we
begin to mend and cross‐mend” (Herman 1992:14). Herman uses the concept of
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mending to refer to the process of drawing and connecting as much relevant
information from a single context (ie. a particular census schedule, a particular period
essay on the status of orphans in society, the period housing styles of the Delmarva
Peninsula), while cross‐mending draws across contexts for information that “fits” the
reconstruction of the subject at hand. In New Historicist parlance, however, whether
the cross‐mended data provide an explanatory fit or not is irrelevant to the project – so
long as the cross‐mended data are relevant to the cultural practice, even if they
contradict or donʹt “fit” other mended pieces, it is the relationship between that piece
and other pieces that is of primary explanatory potential.
Applying literary theory to archival documents and linking those documents
with material culture and landscapes in what Bernard Herman called a “discourse of
objects” does not feel very ethnographic. This practice is, of course, not meant to be
ethnographic – participants, performances, and events engaged in this anthropology are
all textualized and the material condition of their preservation is their foremost feature.
However, their voices, textualized and distantiated by multiple, overlapping contexts
that have extended outward over their original act of “writing down” like ripples on
history’s pond, provide the material at the core of my approach. Nor is this approach
meant to be strictly a cultural history – I foreground cultural practices, explore their
material and landscape dimensions/connections, and privilege contextualization and
cultural comparison over the construction of historical narratives.29 Yet, historical
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narrative is inescapable. In my engagement with each National camp meeting, I turn to
understanding the “meeting as event” through its cultural practices – ritual/liturgical
performances, discourses of landscape, urban morphology, and leisure practices. While
the majority of my fieldwork was spent searching out these small details – details
scattered through several dozen archives and three field sites across the eastern
seaboard – exploring their textures, contrasts, interstices, and voids is neither entirely
sensible nor entirely accurate without placing them within a narrative framework. The
narrative framework I have selected for this dissertation privileges the above mentioned
cultural practices over chronological narrative, thus providing some structure to the
text. Ultimately, as a hybrid approach to the past, historical anthropology is neither
entirely ethnographic nor entirely historical. Herman’s description of the practice as
“metaphorically archaeological” holds some resonance with my approach, but in total,
a single short description or mission statement is always elusive in boundary crossing
approaches.
Issues of history, culture, history in culture, and culture in history will continue
to resonate through the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. Attention next turns to
explorations of the cultural practices of camp meeting revivalism. In an exercise in the
social construction of history, these practices are framed through both primary
documents and published histories of revivalism in order to trace both the historical
trajectory of revivalism shaping the National camp meetings, as well as the
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historiography of camp meeting revivalism. Similar attention to practice and discourse
follows in a chapter focused on the work of holiness theologian Phoebe Palmer.
Palmer’s work serves as a lens for exploring the holiness theology and communities of
holiness advocates that shaped the cultural scripts of the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness. After a discussion of the organizational
history and geographic context of the Association, subsequent chapters will engage
three important aspects of the Association’s camp meeting practice: ritual/liturgy
(Chapter 5), landscape and urban form (Chapters 6 and 7), and the material intersection
of leisure and Victorian domesticity (Chapter 8).
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1Sources

for this narrative come from Vineland land purchase records, issues of The Vineland Rural
newspaper from 1864 to 1865; issues of the Vineland Weekly Independent for June 1867; Barlow W.
Gorham’s (1854) Camp Meeting Manual; A. McLean and J. W. Eaton, eds. (1869) Penuel; or, Face to Face
With God; Benjamin Pomeroy’s (1871) Visions from Modern Mounts, Namely: Vineland, Manheim, Round Lake,
Hamilton, Oakington, Clinton, with Other Selections; Obituary Notice: Rev. Ben Pomeroy (1880) Frank Leslie’s
Sunday Magazine, Volume 8 (July to December):253‐254; N.A. (1868‐1873) Round Lake Camp Meeting
Newspaper Reports, Manuscript on File, Round Lake Village Historian’s Office, Round Lake, New York;
Richard T. Forman (1979) Pine Barrens: Ecosystem and Landscape. Like many exercises in historical
anthropology, even this short narrative is an historical reconstruction based on the intersections of
multiple archival and contemporary traces and documents, my own “canons of relevance” as the
historian R.C. Collingwood would call my interests, knowledge of extant research, and my training as an
historical anthropologist and sometimes historical archaeologist. Pomeroy’s sermon at the Vineland
National Camp Meeting was published twice – once in 1869 in Penuel, and again in 1871 in Pomeroy’s
Visions from Modern Mounts. In this narrative I began Pomeroy’s sermon from the opening of the text in
Penuel as the text in Visions seems to start in the middle of a personal anecdote. However, the remainder
of the sermon introduction is from Visions and does not appear in Penuel. Although Penuel is the version
closest to the actual speech event of Pomeroy’s sermon, and should receive more serious consideration
than a text written several years later, but Visions narrative has a distinct advantage – when compared
with other Pomeroy sermons both in Visions and in newspaper accounts of Pomeroy at the Round Lake
Camp Meeting, the Vineland sermon appearing in Visions has a narrative style, use of language, and a
cadence much less “refined” than that in Penuel and much closer to and consistent with Pomeroy’s other
sermons. Such judgments on the origin and authenticity of a text and amount of emphasis this study
should place on a particular text is very much part of the process of historical anthropology. Benjamin
Pomeroy was an experienced camp meeting preacher. After joining the Troy Annual Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in 1836 he had served as minister for a number of rural and urban
congregations in the upper Hudson Valley. In 1856, in poor health, he withdrew from the traveling,
itinerant ministry, and settled in Albany where he turned to writing and occasionally preaching in area
churches. Perhaps seeking the healthful open air of the Adirondacks, central New York’s rural areas, and
the wilds of Vermont, Pomeroy toured the greater New York camp meeting circuits.
2As

“low church” Protestants, Methodists have traditionally de‐emphasized the liturgical calendar. My
use of the term “folk‐liturgical” is meant to reflect the temporal order of unofficial religious practices in
which Methodists may engage, such as camp meetings or, in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
chautauquas, or even Christian camps.
3For

a fairly comprehensive bibliography of camp meeting literature through 1997, see Kenneth Brown’s
(1997) Holy Ground Too. Based on the academically‐published portions of the extant literature, the study
of camp meeting revivalism would seem almost exclusively the domain of historians. – an overwhelming
majority of published and unpublished studies are either histories or architectural histories. Of the latter
category, authors Ellen Weiss, and Anna Andzrejewski represent the only two published architectural
historians of camp meetings of which I am aware. Ray Goodrow (1994), Laura Suszkowski (1997),
Melissa Buchanan (2005), and Laurie Kutina (1994) each researched camp meeting architecture for
unpublished M.A. theses. Other studies of historic camp meeting revivalism conducted outside the
discipline of history are similarly a short list. On that list Karen Schmelzkopf’s (2002) Journal of Historical
Geography article on Ocean Grove (with a particularly strong emphasis on the place of history in the
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current life of the community, not so much an emphasis on the historical development of the camp
meeting resort) is the only published historical study of which I’m aware. Reneé Nisivoccia’s (1999) M.A.
thesis at the Bard Graduate Center for Decorate Arts at New York’s Bard College turned to the interior
design of cottages at the Mount Tabor camp meeting in New Jersey. At Rutgers, Emily Russell’s (1974)
thesis studied plant biodiversity and pollen profiles at Mount Tabor. Finally, William McBrayer’s (1997)
thesis at Ohio University was conducted as an historical geography of the Lancaster Assembly in
Lancaster, Ohio.
4By

a presumption of ontological holism for the eventfulness of the camp meeting, I mean a basic
presumption about the nature of eventfulness for the meeting, that the past “event” was intelligible on
the whole, proceeded in a temporal trajectory with logical and causal instances of actions leading to
subsequent actions and so on, had an intelligible temporal beginning and an intelligible temporal end.

5Orsi’s

specific call for an ethnographic approach to the study of religious worlds involves directly
attending to this messiness. He argues “for attention to religious messiness, to multiplicities, to seeing
religious spaces as always, inevitably, and profoundly intersected by things brought into them from
outside, things that bear their own histories, complexities, meanings different from those offered within
the religious space. It is also a call to surrender dreams of religious order and singleness or of being able
to organize descriptions and interpretations of religious worlds around sets of publicly shared and
efficiently summarized meanings and practices. So much else is going on in these spaces” (Orsi
2005:167).
6This

is not, however, to suggest that a biographical approach to the study of a past religious event would
not be fruitful – if, of course, sufficient biographical and community records were available for that event.

7In

Lowenthal’s first reference to the past as a foreign country, he writes, “Our own more numerous and
exotic pasts, prized as vestiges, are divested of the iconographic meanings they once embodied. It is no
longer the presence of the past that speaks to us, but its pastness. Now a foreign country with a booming
tourist trade, the past has undergone the usual consequences of popularity” (Lowenthal 1985:xvii). If 19th
century camp meetings are foreign lands, then based on the small number of studies of camp meeting
revivalism published in the past 50 years, Beulah land is rather starved for tourists.

8Specifically,

Wissler’s age‐area hypothesis states that culture traits spread from the core to the periphery
of a culture area. Archaeologically this meant technologies and styles found at the cultural core were
older than those found at the periphery (Wissler 1927).

9Radcliffe‐Brown

and the early British structural‐functionalists were not alone in their anxieties over the
accuracy of oral historical knowledge. Boasians such as Robert Lowie had long‐critiqued the accuracy of
oral traditions, claiming one cannot “attach to oral traditions any value whatsoever under any
circumstances whatsoever” because “we cannot know them to be true” (Lowie 1915, cited in Krech
1991:345).

10Of

this kind of uncertain history he writes: “In the primitive societies that are studied by social
anthropology there are no historical records. We have no knowledge of the development of social
institutions among the Australian aborigines for example. Anthropologists, thinking their study as a kind
of historical study [emphasis mine], fall back on conjecture and imagination, and invent ‘pseudo‐historical’
or ‘pseudo‐casual’ explanations. … The view taken here is that such speculations are not merely useless
but are worse than useless. This does not in any way imply the rejection of historical explanation but
quite the contrary” (Radcliffe‐Brown 1952:3).

11In

one of many criticisms of Geertz’s work, Benedict Anderson notes the odd confluence of Geertz’s use
of “texts” both as metaphors for the work of the anthropologist (ie. reading texts, acting as translators),
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and as a term for cultural schemas expressed by the peoples the anthropologist studies, yet Geertz’s
(1960) The Religion of Java, characteristically, completely neglects the long textual heritage of Javanese
religion and culture (Anderson 1995).
12Yet

at a time when the creeping influence of post‐structuralism was being felt throughout the social
sciences, Geertz’s interpretive project was, at its core, not so entirely anti‐objectivist or anti‐positivist. For
instance, an underlying presumption of Geertz’s attention to “texts” as speech‐acts is that such texts are
more open to everyday experience, constitute the really real cultural systems in which the ethnographer’s
subjects live, and that the interpretation of the ethnographer is one step removed from that reality, but at
best is isomorphic to that reality. To this, Elizabeth Clark effectively summarizes the critiques of Geertz
into complaints that his project presumes an a priori reality independent of his descriptions of it, that the
ethnographic encounter itself is one endless cycle of interpretations, that Geertz’s hermeneutics is
incapable of explaining contextual change, his claims for the immediacy of experience mask the
mediating role of ideology, and that anthropology is caught up in the invention of culture not its
interpretation (Clark 2004:148‐149; Moore 1994; Watson 1991; Clifford 1986; Levi 1985).

13For

historians’ uses of anthropology in the 1970s and Geertz’s position in it, see Davis (1981).

14As

Lynn Hunt argues, “Discursive models of culture have some obvious attractions, even to those who
research and write ‘normal’ history (in Thomas Kuhn’s sense of normal). … The interest in culture… was
a way of disengaging oneself from Marxism, or at least from the most unsatisfactory versions of economic
and social reductionism” (Hunt 1990:102). For examples of histories embracing “Geertzismo,” see Sewell
(1980) or Darnton (1984).

15I

would take some issue with Thomas’ use of the term “manifestly,” suggesting ethnographers don’t
recognize the obvious historical derivation of practices and social structures they encounter in the field.
As the issues approached mostly synchronically by the ethnographer in the field have historical
pedigrees of varying lengths, the basic principle of relevancy to one’s research question would be one
important reason not to investigate the full pedigree of every social phenomenon encountered. Here, I
think, the issue of taking history seriously is particularly important as the seriousness in which one
frames change over time will shape one’s sense of what is relevant to the subject under study, and in turn,
shape one’s engagement with the historic record.
16The

presumption here is that meta‐narratives need some space between text and context to be visible to
the analyst – to see the “stories about stories” one needs to have a perspective beyond a few small details
of a cultural phenomenon.

17I

am very much aware that this chapter’s treatment of the interactions between history and
anthropology would seem a bit more comprehensive if this dissertation were written in 1985 and not
2010. While I feel this limited exploration is sufficient to set the stage for my historical anthropological
concerns with how to approach history, I am aware that as a review, this discussion neglects two decades
of recent fruitful boundary crossings.

18On

this relationship between descriptions and theory, Hammersley writes, “On the one hand,
descriptions cannot be theories. Descriptions are about particulars… whereas theories are about
universals… In short, descriptions cannot be theories, but all descriptions are theoretical in the sense that
they rely on concepts and theories” (Hammersly 1992:12‐13).

19My

rather cumbersome phrasing of “hybrid methodologies linking anthropologists engaging the past”
is meant to eschew any suggestion of a unified sub‐field of “historical anthropology.” For self‐described
historical anthropologists, this eschewal seems not only a matter of course for doing historical
anthropology, but part of a larger set of issues surrounding the intersection of “anthropologyland” and
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“historyland” that, in the 30 years since Bernard Cohn’s (1980) article, seem obvious. Indeed, to the
historical anthropologist, this chapter may seem a bit remedial. Yet, as it stands, after eight years of
research and one comprehensive doctoral examination on the subject, I am currently not aware of a
recently‐published text seeking a cross‐cultural, reflexive discussion of historical anthropology.
20This

is not to limit or diminish the role of inference in ethnography among contemporary peoples.
However, the use of inference by the ethnographer to imagine events related by informants or to connect
observed and unobserved events into a coherent chronology seems qualitatively different from the
entirely inferential projects of archaeology or forensic anthropology.

21This

is not to mention the phenomenological differences in the experience of working with yellowing
original documents versus mid‐20th century type‐set copies or, even worse, indecipherable microfilm
copies of a murky chain of prior copies.

22See

Collingwood (1993).

23By

necessity of readable chapter length, my review of historical anthropology will emphasize
methodological aspects of several high profile texts. A more complete literature review, something that
would do adequate justice to the broad range of approaches in historical anthropology is worthy of a
book‐length treatment given the global scale of thirty years‐worth of anthropological engagement in this
vein.
24Geertz

makes this particular comment after reviewing Dening’s (1980) Islands and Beaches: Discourse on a
Silent Island, Marquesas, 1774‐1880, Isaac’s (1982) The Transformation of Virginia, 1740‐1790, and
Clendinnen’s (1987) Ambivalent Conquests: Maya and Spaniard in Yucatan, 1517‐1570. All are texts he finds
to have explored historical margins to give voice to the lives of African Americans, Mayans, native
Marquesans. Here Geertz echoes Sherry Ortner six years earlier, but seems inherently less satisfying. For
Ortner, boundary crossing anthropologists shouldn’t see history as something to simply attach to the
study of culture, but should alter how anthropologists see culture (Ortner 1984). She suggests the then‐
vogue practice theory of Pierre Bourdieu as salutatory in this respect (Bourdieu 1977).
25I

would add what sociologists call “moral orders” to this list. For more on moral orders, or prescriptive
ideas on how one should behave as a good, or moral, member of society see Wuthnow (1987).

26Krech

locates Wissler and early work by the Bureau of American Ethnology squarely as the precursor to
historical anthropological concern with the documentary record (Krech 1991). This interest in the
documentary record did not, however, push American anthropologists in the first half of the 20th century
into studies of non‐Native peoples. Rather, by 1955 and the publication of the journal Ethnohistory,
engagement with documentary materials was still seen as the study of “primitive peoples” (Barber and
Berdan 1998:6). By the 1970s the scope of ethnohistory had expanded to “non‐industrial peoples, in all
world areas” (Barber and Berdan 1998:7).
27Trouillot finds the narrative of Habsbawm’s (1978) The Age of Revolution, 1789‐1848, for instance,
particularly culpable in silencing the fractious groups of Haitians involved in the uprising against the
French (Trouillot 1995).
28 As in any interdisciplinary project, the roles of New Historicism and Bernard Herman’s approach to the
material past (as expressed in only one of his many works) are more “influenced by” than “strictly
adhered to” in my paper. Rather than approaching the landscapes and ritual/liturgical practices of the
National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness influenced by New Historicism, a
fruitful and more strictly‐adhered New Historicist approach could place a text such as George Hughes’
(1975[1873]) Days of Power in the Forest Temple at the core of one’s study, jostled by landscapes, material
culture, and the assorted texts in this dissertation’s “Works Cited.” Indeed, a more strictly adhered New
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Historicist approach would engage the structure of Hughes’ text in its small details, and the resulting
paper would present a more detailed exploration of that text than, by necessity, any discussion of texts
within my own paper.
29 Such is, I believe, reflected in this dissertation’s chapter organization. Rather than pursuing each
selected National camp meeting site independently through an historical narrative contextualizing each
meeting, its surrounding community, and eventfulness, my chapter organization instead emphasizes
dimensions of cultural practice at all three meetings, from ritual, to landscape, to material‐grounded
practices as leisure and idealized Methodist domesticity.
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Chapter 2
Camp Meeting Revivalism to 1867
Somewhere in Indiana, ~1830
“The prospect of passing a night in the back‐woods of Indiana was by no means
agreeable, but I was determined to see what a camp‐meeting really was,” Frances
Trollope, Englishwoman and aspiring author, prefaced her visit to a backwoods frontier
camp meeting. In the brightness of a full moon, Frances’ party approached a worship
area caught in the glow of four high frames at its margins supporting blazing fires of
pine wood. On one side of the cleared circle a group of Methodist preachers were
gathered on a wooden platform, calling the faithful to worship. As the men and women
left the straw‐lined floors of their family tents and shuffled into the central worship
area, the preachers came down and began to sing hymns at the base of the stand. ʺThe
combined voices of such a multitude, heard at dead of night, from the depths of their
eternal forests, the many fair young faces turned upward, and looking paler and
lovelier as they met the moon‐beams, the dark figures of the officials in the middle of
the circle, the lurid glare thrown by the altar‐fires on the woods beyond, did altogether
produce a fine and solemn effect, that I shall not easily forget,” she later claimed. Soon,
however, he hymn singing transformed into a processional – no, a mass of writhing,
throbbing, souls pressing upon each other and into the sinner’s pen. Sublimity “gave
place to horror and disgust. Above a hundred persons, nearly all women, came
forward, uttering howlings and groans so terrible that I shall never cease to shudder
when I recall them.”1
Oaks Corners, New York, June 1872
The small Oneida County village of Oaks Corners would have been
overwhelmed if the Rochester Methodists had decided to hold their National camp
meeting in the village, rather than a half mile away on the line of the Central Railroad.
There, where the white tents were peeping from the foliage of the grove, the passenger
trains from east and west dropped attendees and their copious amounts of luggage at a
temporary platform. From their luggage, many of the Methodist faithful were not
novices in the business of spending a week in the woods. Huge trunks disgorged the
furnishings of a household in miniature. Attendees bore bundles of bedding, kitchen
utensils, bread and smoked meats. Luxuries were abundant including looking glasses,
folding chairs, tea sets. … The local association had erected wooden sheds on the
grounds, in which licensed businessmen offered a range of goods and services. For the
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convenience of the meeting there were groceries and provisions, a confectionary, a news
room, a barbershop and a cigar store. While the latter received some disdain from the
more straight‐laced of the attendees, all agreed on the usefulness of the Western Union
telegraph office and the immense dining hall tent…2
The 40 years separating these two meetings seems far shorter than the distance
between their cultural worlds. Francis Trollope’s Indiana camp meeting belonged to
those unmapped spaces in the backcountry of the early 19th century American popular
imagination – inhabited by a rural Methodism, a fleshly religiosity seeking God through
a flailing, convulsing, ecstatic performance. This was not the genteel religiosity of Oaks
Corners. That camp meeting was well‐mapped. Its orderly streets lined with neat,
white, family tents, stores, and the amenities of home – a miniature Rochester in the
wilderness accessible by rail or Western Union.
In the years separating these two meetings, American Methodists experienced
unprecedented rates of social, economic, and technological change. By the 1860s, the
America Francis Trollope toured, while still a nation of backcountries, had become
decidedly more urban. By 1840 10.8 percent of Americans lived in cities or towns, while
that percentage would almost double to 19.4 percent by 1860 (Walton and Rockoff
1997:247). Lead by iron, cotton, textiles, and grain products the emerging industrial
nation counted over 1.3 million men and women in an increasing number of large‐scale
factories by 1870. With change in the rhythms of daily work life, came changes in
family structure, consumption patterns, and the organization of space. Industrial time
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became standard time as canals and turnpikes were supplanted by railroads carrying
goods, people, and ideas between urban centers. These same rail lines, industrialists,
and land speculators opened vast tracts of Trollope’s backcountry to suburban living,
exurban farming, and, at points further down the line from urban centers, timbering,
mining, quarrying, and tourist resorts.
Mapping the growth of national market access in 19th century America makes co‐
mapping the occurrence and spread of religious revivals a tempting project (Elsinger
1999; Thomas 1989). Perhaps religion, as a cultural enterprise, or even as a wholly
numinous phenomenon hopelessly enwrapped by culture, was not immune to such
radical changes to daily life as these? Or perhaps religion is a “heavy structure,” and
changes in a tradition occur on a course structured more by a religious tradition’s
internal, historical narrative, than by external factors (Carwardine 1978)?
For individual Methodists as well as for the Methodist denomination, the 1830s
to the 1870s marked a period of both increasing institutionalization of the church in
American society, and significant changes in the Methodist landscape. The Methodist
Episcopal Church, during the early Republic, had been a small religious body with
predominantly agrarian members connected to each other by an ecclesiastical structure
of circuit riding, itinerant ministers (Newman 2000; Ahlstrom 1972). By 1830, the
church’s 600,000 members were shepherded by an increasingly sophisticated
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ecclesiastical structure. While rural areas were still supported by circuit riding
itinerants, towns and cities hosted large and sometimes architecturally fashionable
churches. Few ministers filling the pulpits of those churches were the self‐educated and
largely illiterate preachers of the frontier. The Methodism of the 1830s had long
established seminaries up and down the eastern seaboard and individuals entering the
ministry were increasingly literate and seminary‐educated. As the traditional rural
preacher faded from the Methodist ministry, so too did the Methodists’ traditional rural
form of worship, the camp meeting (Johnson 1955). The protracted outdoor revivals
commonly held in the late summer or early fall, had been important engines of
Methodist membership growth during the first two decades of the 19th century.
However, by the 1830s the Methodist liturgical landscape was shifting to church‐
centered Sabbath worship and small group class meetings. By the 1870s the trend
toward formal worship emphasized Sunday and mid‐week worship services, relegating
small group meetings to the unofficial exercise of lay parlor gatherings and the
meetings of Methodist service organizations.
To a degree, changes in church structure reflected changes in Methodist
demographics. Ministerial shifts from rural circuits to urban stations accompanied
significant population shifts from rural to urban areas. In these urban centers,
prosperous Methodists swelled the ranks of the nation’s emerging middle classes. As
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Methodists became increasingly urban, they became increasingly literate, and regional
Methodist periodicals such as the New York Christian Advocate, Boston’s Zion’s Herald,
and Philadelphia’s Methodist Home Journal had flourishing subscription lists by mid‐
century (Jones 1974). Similarly, lay involvement in foreign missions, and such social
reform organizations as the Women’s Home Missionary Society and the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union grew significantly during this period (Parker 1997).
Participants at the Oaks Corners camp meeting were likely of strikingly different
socio‐economic status than the convulsing participants in those Indiana woods 40 years
earlier. The differences between their religious practices, their Methodisms, and even
their physical landscapes are palpable. Yet their similarities of pilgrimage for outdoor
worship for participants living in tented communities while expressing a distinctly
Methodist sociability through fellowship and holy leisure, indicate a degree of
continuity in this cultural performance.
The relatively small body of literature on camp meeting revivalism recognizes
continuities in camp meeting revivalism over the course of the 19th century, placing
early and late 19th century camp meeting revivalism within an historical arc from the
Second Great Awakening of the turn‐of‐the‐19th century frontier to the camp meeting
villages and resorts of the late 19th century coastal Northeast. Yet that literature is
strongly bifurcated over the differences in early and late 19th century camp meeting
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revivalism. Charles Johnson’s early contribution to the literature focused exclusively on
camp meeting revivalism as a product of the American frontier (Johnson 1955). In
Johnson’s study of the practice, as the fervor of the Second Great Awakening passed,
camp meetings declined to an insignificant practice by the 1830s (Johnson 1955). He
described late 19th century camp meetings as bearing “only faint resemblance to their
frontier predecessors” (Johnson 1955:251). Other studies of camp meeting revivalism,
even studies of a single camp ground, tend to neatly fall on one or the other side of the
1830s, with a body of research on early 19th century camp meetings (Elsinger 1999;
Bruce 1974; Johnson 1955), and a body of research on late 19th century camp meetings
(Buchanan 2005; Brown 1999, 1988; Messenger 1999; Cooley 1991; Russell 1974;
Eisenlohr 1970; Parker 1959).
The questions addressed in this chapter nest in the space between Francis
Trollope’s Indiana camp meeting and the National Camp‐Meeting at Oaks Corners, a
space paralleled in the literature’s gap between studies of early camp meetings and
studies of late camp meetings. This chapter begins by exploring camp meeting history
with the 18th century antecedents of 19th century camp meeting revivalism. In the years
following Johnson’s seminal camp meeting thesis, significant work has been conducted
exploring 17th and 18th century Presbyterian sacramental occasions (Schmidt 1990), 18th
century Methodist organizational culture and revivalism (Scully 2008; Richey 1991), as
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well as the revival practices of Africans and African Americans (Johnson 1997; Raboteau
1978). These antecedents framed the historical trajectory out of which camp meeting
revivalism emerged with a seemingly ready‐made tool kit of landscape features and
liturgical practices that quickly spread over much of North America after the turn‐of‐
the‐19th century. After this, the chapter turns to a treatment of early 19th century camp
meeting revivalism emphasizing liturgical performance and landscape. Arguably, it is
here, in the established traditions of Second Great Awakening revivalism that the
revivalists of the late 19th century turned for inspiration and legitimacy. By the 1860s, as
camp meeting revivalism turned to such camp meeting cottage communities as the
Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting on Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts, the camp
meeting resort of Ocean Grove on the Jersey shore, and the Round Lake Camp Meeting
in upstate New York – an important transformation in camp meeting landscape and
practice – the new forms, practices, holiness theology, and mix of leisure and gentility
actively courted these early antecedents, even if the “traditionalism” of the latter
meetings were merely the work of inventing tradition (Habsbawn and Ranger 1983;
Shils 1971). The chapter ends with a brief exploration of post‐Civil War camp meeting
revivalism and the transition of some camp grounds into religious resorts.
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Antecedents: Transatlantic Revivalism in the 18th Century.
If camp meeting revivalism, as a form of Protestant religious revivalism, can be
traced to an origin point, February of 1742 in Cambuslang, a rural parish five miles
southeast of Glasgow, seems as good a point as any. The Cambuslang Wark, as
Presbyterian minister William McCulloch described the 1741 to 1742 revival, drew tens
of thousands of communicants to sacramental occasions at Cambuslang (Hindmarsh
2005; Belden 1953[1930]:133). Sacramental occasions in the Reformed Church were not
a product of this 1740s revival, but few previous communion events received as much
primary documentation and subsequent scholarly attention in Scottish religious history
(Schmidt 1989:43).
In the Reformed tradition, sacramental occasions were a 16th century liturgical
compromise between church leadership that wanted to remove much of the ritual
trappings and Catholic sacramentology from the eucharist and communion Sabbaths,
and church laity whose Catholic childhoods were riddled with the mysteries of a
transubstantiated eucharist (Schmidt 1989:19). By the late 17th century, in place of
ritualistic spectacle, the celebration of the Lord’s Supper seemed something of a social
spectacle in itself, as rural laity and ministers turned summer sacramental occasions
into grand outdoor events marked by multiple sermons and hours of socializing
(Schmidt 1989:20‐21).3 During this sacramental season, the communion service –
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accessible only to those attendees who presented themselves to a presiding minister as
sufficiently humbled to receive a communion token and thus access to the communion
service (Figure 2.1) – was the culmination of an outdoor event that could last four to
seven days (Schmidt 1989:70‐76).
The transformation of Presbyterian sacramental occasions from church‐centered,
solemn communion services into holy fairs occurred during a period of transatlantic
revivalism that was first described as The Great Awakening by church historians in the
mid‐19th century (Kidd 2007; Lambert 1999; Gaustad 1965). What these historians and
other 19th century evangelicals saw as an 18th century awakening was a series of revivals
concentrated, in North America, in New England and the Middle colonies (Maxson

Figure 2.1. Presbyterian communion tokens, circa 1800. Tokens such as these, made of lead or pewter and stamped
with a minister’s initials or Bible verses, were distributed to communicants who judged themselves sufficiently
purified and ready to receive the eucharist.

Source: Library of Congress.
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1920). In stitching together these revivals, Joseph Tracy’s 1841 history places the Great
4

Awakening between a series of revival meetings held in Northampton, Massachusetts,
in 1732 and tapering off in New England by 1742 (Tracy 1969[1845]:1). Geographically,
as Frank Lambert argues, it may have been more appropriate to place the start of the
awakening between revivals in the Raritan Valley of northern New Jersey and revivals
in the Connecticut River Valley between 1739 and 1742 (Lambert 1999:54‐69). News of
the awakening spread through both the religious and popular press. As Lambert notes,
weeklies,
“from Boston to Charleston reported the huge crowds, often numbering in
the thousands, that gathered at outdoor preaching services. Observers at
these meetings described bizarre behavior including ‘Out‐Cries, Faintings
and Fits’ as men and women reacted to frightening depictions of eternal
damnation. Reporters noted the presence of persons who had theretofore
rarely attended Christian churches” (Lambert 1999:3).
The revivals swept up members of the Presbyterian Church and the Church of
England, with Connecticut minister Jonathan Edwards (a Presbyterian), and English
minister George Whitefield (a member of the Church of England and, although a
moderate Calvinist, an erstwhile associate of Methodist John Wesley), providing early
accounts of the awakening’s progress (Mahaffey 2007). Addressing the issue of
“faintings and fits,” Edwards defended their appearance as embodied expressions of
revivalists’ experience of being convicted by their sin and fearing the wrath of God
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(Edwards 1970[1741]). Yet, by all accounts, Edwards’ revivals were church‐centered,
Presbyterian occasions. Whitefield, on the other hand, scandalized his 1739 revival tour
of England and Scotland by holding revivals outdoors that drew thousands of attendees
(Lambert 1999:96).5 Together, Edwards and Whitefield offered defenses of revivalist
“new measures” that helped legitimate the practices of embodied expressions and
outdoor services. At the same time, Edwards’ accounts of the revival, while seeking to
synthesize disparate revivals across the Northeast into a common awakening, also
succeeded in crafting a common evangelical narrative for the purpose of revivals and
the nature of revivalist conversion experience (Guelzo 2007:196).
If the First Great Awakening provided Americans with a “distinctively American
evangelical culture,” its “new measures” did not coalesce into the tented, outdoor
revivals of camp meeting revivalism (Guelzo 2007). It would take another 60 years, the
founding of the Republic, the introduction of Methodism to the American landscape,
and one more iteration of a revival‐infused season of Presbyterian sacramental
occasions at the end of the 18th century for those elements to emerge as what scholars
recognize as camp meeting revivalism.
By 1773 Methodists, who had an ongoing presence in the colonies since at least
the October 1769 arrival of missionaries William Boardman and Joseph Pilmore,
claimed over 1,100 adherents (Norwood 1974:74).6 A decade later Methodist geography
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was snaking along the eastern seaboard in suburban areas thick with Anglicans and
thin with Presbyterians and Congregationalists. Blooms of Methodists extended from
New York City into Westchester County; Methodists populated the farmlands of the
Inner Coastal Plain in West Jersey, down the Delaware River from Philadelphia; from
Philadelphia, Methodist growth extended in a suburban band around the city and
down to the south to the Delaware state line; sparsely populated circuits of Methodists
dotted the Tennessee and Kentucky frontiers, and eastward into Virginia, the Carolinas,
and Georgia; while Maryland and Delaware were forming a Methodist cultural hearth,
particularly on the Delmarva Peninsula (Williams 1984; Norwood 1974:75). By 1790
Methodism had become a predominantly southern denomination, with its numbers
growing to 57,000 members, 87 percent of whom lived south of the Mason‐Dixon line
(Wigger 1998:5).
“ ’ere begins the melinium. Independancy is obtained. [T]he revolutionary War
at an end and we freed from every oppression, only that of sin, and Satan,” wrote the
Reverend Philip Gatch in his journal soon after the end of the Revolutionary War
(Gatch 1845, cited in Andrews 2000:62). The close of the war marked both opportunity
and challenge for Methodists. Not yet formally separated from Anglicanism, the
Methodist movement faced a parent church in disarray in North America, conflict
within its own ranks over allegiance to Wesley and the English Methodists, and the
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strain of creating organizational structures sufficient to minister to the growing number
of adherents joining the Trans‐Appalachian westward migration (Andrews 2000:62‐65).
Meeting each of these challenges while preaching messages of egalitarianism,
individualism, and the redemptive possibilities of grace provided the Methodists with a
message, a body of ministers, an organizational structure, and a revivalist tradition that
performed exceedingly well in the new Republic’s emerging religious marketplace – so
well, in fact, that by 1850 the Methodist Episcopal Church would be the largest
denomination, by membership, in the United States (Figure 2.2) (Finke and Stark
2005:56, 72‐92; Wigger 1998:7‐10).
In particular, late 18th century Methodist revivalism was shaped by a number of
historical, doctrinal, and organizational forces. Historically and doctrinally, it drew
from the Anglican revivalist streams George Whitefield had tapped on his tour of
England, as well as an emerging Methodist revivalist theology extemporaneously‐
crafted by John Wesley as the denominations’ founder reflected on the work of
Catholic mystics, Moravian missionaries, and German pietists (Norwood 1974:32;
Cameron 1954:256‐265; see also Chapter 3). Soon after the Christmas Conference of
1784 that established the Methodist Episcopal Church as a separate entity from the
Church of England, the new denomination published the Book of Discipline, containing
the basic constitutional principles and doctrines of the church. While few poorly‐
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literate itinerant ministers may have had ready access to the Discipline, the book
provided one base for a shared Methodist identity. The early editions of the Discipline
also contained a collection of Wesley’s theological tracts on such topics as grace,
perseverance, baptism, and Christian perfection providing for a starting place for the
development of an American Methodist theological tradition (Norwood 1974:125;
Wesley 1861[1814]).
Organizationally, the church relied on a number of small group services
promoting fellowship and community bonds emphasizing Methodism as a social
religion. Weekly, small group class meetings trained probationary members in
Methodist practice, while occasional “love feasts,” a practice of small group meals
Wesley borrowed from the Moravians that became social occasions for sharing personal
faith journeys, provided a another distinct avenue for Methodist fellowship (Rohrer
2001; Schneider 1990). Linking the geographically dispersed, often rural Methodist
community were ministerial units, or circuits, served by itinerant ministers. While early
images of the lonely, rain‐soaked itinerant facing the American wilderness with little
more than a bible in his saddlebags has been eclipsed by more recent scholarship
presenting a more connectional image of ministers traveling together across circuits, the
organizational structure of the church provided occasions for these traveling ministers
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Figure 2.2. Religious Adherents by Denomination, 1776 and 1850 (as percentage of
total adherents).

Source: Finke and Stark (2005:56).

to experience fuller fellowship with their ministerial brethren (Richey 1991:8; Farish
1938). Quarterly, and later, annual conference were occasions of ministerial sociability,
administrative, and judicial practice that punctuated the rhythms of the traveling circuit
with extended days of fellowship.7 Through these structures, Methodism developed
what Russell Richey has called Methodism’s three idioms of community, fraternity, and
order (Richey 1991:2‐12).8
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All three idioms were on display one weekend in July, 1787 at a quarterly
meeting turned revival in Sussex County, Virginia. Reverend Jesse Lee wrote of the
gathering:
“This meeting was favoured with more of the divine presence than any
other that had been known before. … The divine power was felt among
the people before the preachers came together. Many of the young
converts from the quarterly meeting that had been held two days before at
Mabry’s had come together, and uniting with other Christians in singing
and praying, the heavenly fire had begun to kindle, and the flame of love
and holy zeal was spreading among the people, which caused them to
break out in loud praises to God” (Lee 1974[1810]:130‐131, cited in Richey
1991:2).
Late 18th century Methodist revivals, such as this, were preeminently communal affairs.
The intimacy generated in the church’s small‐group practices expanded in these
revivals to a larger social and public scale. These public occasions for Methodist
revivalism became opportunities for the extension of Methodist community and
fraternity to attendees from increasingly wide geographic regions, and, importantly for
the rapid growth of the denomination, the Methodist‐curious from the immediate
vicinity of the revival. The frequent co‐occurrence of revivals with quarterly meetings
similarly meant the idiom of Methodist order and a mass of area ministers would be
available to legitimate, foster, and spread the revival (Ruth 2000; Richey 1991:24‐25).
In the rural American south, Methodists began developing distinct landscape
features around these quarterly conferences and other group meetings that were
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occasions for revival. As some gatherings drew thousands of attendees to quarterly
conferences held at small churches, services became outdoor events. Outdoor revival
services were not uncommon in the southern States by 1780. Some, such as the Cattle
Creek Methodist Episcopal Church near Branchville, South Carolina, relied on
temporary structures such as brush arbors (Figure 2.3) as early as 1786 (Brown 1997:28).9
Foote’s (1846) Sketches of North Carolina mentions both Anglican and
Presbyterian outdoor services in North Carolina held as early as the First Great
Awakening, and Methodist revivals after the 1780s. From the journals of William
Ormond, Brown notes North Carolinian Methodists preaching outdoors and “from a
stand near the road in the woods” (Brown 1997:75). Of these revivals, one of the first
that involved landscape elements common to camp meetings may have occurred in

Figure 2.3. Brush arbor at Union Army encampment of General Daniel Butterfield, James
River, Virginia. Source: Frank Leslie (1895)
Frank Leslie.

Frank Leslie’s Illustrated History of the Civil War. New York: Mrs.
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1794 in western North Carolina. Along the Catawba River, a group of Methodists
including Reverend Daniel Asbury planned for a revival at the small Grassy Branch
Methodist Meeting House. Their plans were specific. The revival would be held
outdoors, a stand for preachers and worship leaders would be erected, and attendees
would gather and spend the protracted meeting in tents on the church grounds (Brown
1997:31, 1990:253).10
As Methodist revivalists were contributing to the religious landscape of the
southern states and providing revival practices that would significantly contribute to
the formation of 19th century camp meeting revivalism, both African American and
Baptist revivalists were also contributing to the southern religious landscape.11 Their
connections and confluences were inescapable elements of the revivals documented by
some of the eraʹs most prominent revivalists.
On his southern tour in 1740, George Whitefield brought his penchant for
criticizing opponents to bear on the Anglican slave owners of Virginia.12 “Think you,
your children are in any way better by nature than the poor negroes?” he wrote. “No!
In no wise! Blacks are just as much, and no more, conceived and born in sin, as white
men are; and both, if born and bred up here, I am persuaded, are naturally capable of
the same improvement” (Whitefield 1771‐1772 Volume 4:35‐41, cited in Sobel 1987:182).
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As enslaved Africans and African Americans gathered to Whitefield’s revival meetings
seeking a new birth, or perhaps at least the experience of hearing one of the Anglican
evangelist’s powerful, colloquial sermons, Whitefield responded by seeking out
audiences of black Christians on his evangelical tour of Virginia and South Carolina.
When African American missionary John Marrant pushed his way into one of
Whitefield’s revivals he later recounted,
“So we went, and with much difficulty got within the doors. I was
pushing the people to make room, to get the [French] horn off my
shoulder to blow it, just as Mr. Whitefield was naming his text, and
looking round, and, as I thought, directly upon me, and pointing with his
finger, he uttered these words, ‘Prepare to meet thy God, O Israel.’ The
Lord accompanied the word with such power that I was struck to the
ground, and lay both speechless and senseless near half an hour”
(Marrant 1995[1802]:427‐448).
Marrant’s experience of falling helpless in the context of a Great Awakening era revival
was not unique, and was one of the bodily expressions Edwards included in his defense
of the rationality of the revivals.13 As the 18th century progressed, black and white
revivalists would collaborate, emulate, and develop a repertoire of both shared and
distinct revivalist practices. Arguably, until the advent of the camp meeting format at
the turn‐of‐the‐19th‐century, this sharing took place at Anglican, and later Baptist and
Methodist revivals that were events loosely structured around repertoires of prayer,
singing, testimonials, and communion – only Presbyterian sacramental occasions were
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more structured – and created room for liturgical and ritual experimentation. It was
these contexts that provided the most significant and direct opportunities for African
and African American contributions to white evangelical practice – including traditions
derived from West African practices.
However, for as much as enslaved Africans and African Americans took part in
predominantly white revivals, it should first be noted that the emerging black churches
were sharing in and hybridizing the same transatlantic evangelical tradition that had
shaped revivals from Cambuslang to the Connecticut River Valley during the Great
Awakening (Frey 2006; Frey and Wood 1998).14 Amid what Frey and Wood call an
unprecedented period of Afro‐Atlantic history beginning in the 17th century in which
waves of African lives were uprooted and multiple meaningful worlds were radically
transformed in foreign landscapes, “evangelical institutions came to constitute
important loci wherein African peoples could develop a sense of belonging and assert a
cultural presence in the larger society through the creation of their own moral and
social communities” (Frey and Wood 1998:118).15 The revival practices formulated
within the black churches would parallel white evangelical practices for much of the
late 18th and through the 19th century, so that in some regions, such as the Mid‐Atlantic,
mid‐19th century camp meeting revivals would be as common among white Methodist
revivalists as among members of the African Methodist Episcopal church. Writing from
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his Baptist mission at the east end of Kingston, Jamaica, in 1790, former slave,
missionary, and Baptist minister George Liele wrote of the work of separate Afro‐
Baptist churches across North America:
“The last accounts I had from Savannah were, that the Gospel had taken
very great effect both there and in South Carolina. Brother Andrew
Bryan, a black minister at Savannah, has TWO HUNDRED MEMBERS
[capitalization in original], in full fellowship and had certificates from
their owners of ONE HUNDRED MORE, who had given in their
experiences and were ready to be baptized. … Brother Amos is at
Providence, he writes me that the Gospel has taken good effect, and is
spreading greatly; he has about THREE HUNDRED MEMBERS. Brother
Jessy Gaulsing, another black minister, preaches near Augusta, in South
Carolina, at a place where I used to preach; he was a great member of the
church at Savannah, and has sixty members [italics in original]; and a great
work is going on there” (Liele 1916[1791]:73).
Liele’s regular ministerial work consisted of preaching twice on Sundays, twice during
the week, baptizing new converts, administering the Lord’s Supper, and, importantly,
travelling “one place to another to publish the gospel, and to settle church affairs” (Liele
1916[1791]:72). The “great work” Liele reported drew on an emerging black revivalist
practice composed of an impassioned style of revival preaching, ministerial itinerancy,
and extraordinary displays of conversion experience. Of this preaching style, Frey
writes that it cultivated new forms of religious oratory by “infusing evangelical
linguistic forms with inherited African speech and performance patterns that
emphasized musicality, spontaneity and emotion” (Frey 1998:92).
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These qualities of revival in the black churches were shared by African and
African American participants in Methodist and Baptist revivals.16 In the 1790s,
itinerant African preacher, nominal Methodist, and former slave John Jea preached and
held revivals in rural New York and northern New Jersey (or “East Jersey”) (Hodges
1993:25). Avoiding laws against unlawful assemblies for slaves during the late 18th
century collapse of slavery in the North, Jea turned to surreptitious nighttime revival
gatherings modeled after Methodist love feasts. These outdoor revival services often
began late on a Saturday night and continued until late Sunday evening. At these
gatherings, Jea felt that “when we assembled together with one accord, the Lord was
pleased to send down his convincing and converting spirit, to convince and convert the
congregation, and they were filled with the spirit of prayer, which caused them to groan
and cry unto God, begging him to have mercy upon their never‐dying souls, to such a
degree, that it caused some to say the people were drunk, others said they were
possessed with devils” (Jea 1815, reprinted in Hodges 1993:119).
In taking part in predominantly white revival services, Frey and Wood note that
anecdotal evidence suggests black women’s fervent conversion experiences had a
marked effect on these meetings (Frey and Wood 1998:121). Loud shouting, weeping,
and expressions of praise could shape the tenor of a revival meeting, spurring on black
and white participants. Over the course of the 18th century, loud, emotional
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vocalizations became commonplace among both black women and men during revival
services (Frey and Wood 1998:124). In 1789 Methodist Bishop Thomas Coke, attending
a worship service at a predominantly black congregation in Annapolis, Maryland,
found the congregants “pray and praise aloud in a most astonishing manner” (Coke
1793, cited in Frey and Wood 1998:124).
The incorporation of shouting and rhythmic body movements into the Protestant
revivalist repertoire by black participants may have derived from West African dance
tradition (Johnson 1997; Raboteau 1978). “In the ring shout and allied patterns of
ecstatic behavior,” Joseph Raboteau writes, “the African heritage of dance found
expression in the evangelical religion of the American slaves [Figure 2.4]. To be sure,
there are significant differences between the kind of spirit possession found in West
Africa and in the shouting experience of American revivalism. … But similar patterns
of response – rhythmic clapping, ring‐dancing, styles of singing, all of which reveal the
slaves’ African religious background” (Raboteau 1978:66). The ring shout itself was, by
the mid‐19th century, described as a counter‐clockwise procession in which participants
danced in a “shuffling step,” clapped hands, sang, and at times participated in a call‐
and‐response (Rosenbaum and Buis 1998:28).17 If treated as an inherently spatial
practice of marking sacred space through dance and song, the ring shout would have a
lasting analog in the 19th century camp meeting practice of closing a meeting by
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Figure 2.4 McIntosh County Shouters. Contemporary performance artists and 2008 recipients of the National
Endowment for the Arts’ Master Artist award.

Source: www.mcintoshcountyshouters.com.

processional singing, or “marching around Zion.”
While white and black Anglicans, and later Methodists and Baptists were co‐
creating a distinctly American frame for the transatlantic revivalism intertwining
between North America, England, West Africa and the Caribbean in the 18th century,
“New Light” Presbyterians maintained a tradition of both sacramental occasions and
revivals throughout the colonies.18
The Scots‐Irish diaspora to northern New Jersey, Maryland, and the Carolinas
began in the late 1670s and 1680s, but it was not until at least 1718 that significant waves
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of migrants came out of the Ulster Colony to North America (Rohrer 2010; Fanning
2000; Davidson 1845). Initial settlement was followed by streams of resettlement into
the backcountry of Maine, Pennsylvania and the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, and,
later, resettlement west of the Appalachians. Rohrer, while noting each migration
ccurred under its own internal and external dynamics, characterizes the migrations that
propelled Scots‐Irish Presbyterians out of the Pennsylvania and Virginia backcountries
as principally moves for land, kinship, and community – for space inwhich Presbyterian
communities could develop and embrace Scots‐Irish values at the
periphery of Puritan/Congregationalist or, in the South, Anglican influence (Rohrer
2010:77). For much of the middle of the 18th century Presbyterian settlements in
Virginia and the Carolinas were a southern mission field for the opposing Synods of
New York and Philadelphia. Davidson’s history of Presbyterianism in Kentucky, for
instance, describes northern mission circuits from Western Pennsylvania, or the Old
Redstone Presbytery, south through the Shenandoah from 1740s through the 1750s
bringing the “New Light” versus “Old Light” Presbyterian division into the Virginia
backcountry (Davidson 1845:31).19
Although tensions over Calvinist interpretation of free will and salvation would
continue in the denomination, even after merger in the late 1750s, both sides had
maintained relatively traditional forms for the sacramental occasion. In Scotland,
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Ireland, and the Ulster Colony, the sacramental occasion had been an urban or village
church‐centered festival. At its most raucous and revivalistic, critics could charge it as a
kind of holy fair. In the Pennsylvania and Virginia backcountries, it became a mostly
rural social event. During summers Presbyterian communities became waypoints on a
sacramental circuit for ministers preaching at one occasion to the next, and Presbyterian
laity making their own circuit traveling to extended family and other sacramental
occasions (Schmidt 1989:58).20
In liturgical practice, the occasions in the colonies mirrored the gatherings across
the Atlantic – several days of preparation including fasting, prayer, and self‐
examination, a Sabbath day for communion, perhaps another day for fellowship and
dismissal. From 1751 to 1774, Reverend John Cuthbertson ministered to scattered
Presbyterian communities in Pennsylvania’s central and western backcountry.
Describing the liturgical structure of an August 1761 sacramental occasion, he writes in
his diary:
“13. f[as]t‐Day, prayed pr[eached] ps. [pslams] 79.8 ‐‐ & pr[eached] Hos.
[Hosea] 14.8. g[ive] a[ll] [praise to God]
15. pr[eached] ps. 15. pr[eached] Hos. 14.8 Con[vened] Sess[ion]:
Distrib[uted] Tokens
16. S[abbath] pr[eached] ps. 22.28‐1. pr[eached] Matt. [Gospel of
Matthew] 22.4 … Deb[arred]; & Invited, Sung ps. 24. c[ame] down [out of
the stand], r[ead] 1 Cor. [1 Letter to the Corinthians] 11.23‐27. Blyssed
Bread, took, broke; distributed it & wine. 260 Com[municants] & 9 hours.
g[ive] a[ll] [praise to God]
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17. pr[eached] ps. 23. pr[eached] Tit[us] 2.11,12. dismissed Singing ps.
101.& Bap[tized] Jean and Sarah, Wife & D[aughte]r to Adam Ricky”
(Cuthbertson 1761, cited in Schmidt 1989:59).
While Cuthbertson’s cryptic shorthand diary entry does not capture the sociability of
the event, his themes of resisting worldly passions, rejecting ungodliness, and waiting
on Redemption were consistent with the orderly worship characteristic of 18th and 19th
century Presbyterianism.
What Cuthbertson’s account lacked in other details of the event may be supplied
in part by Smith’s history of the Redstone Presbytery. Writing of sacramental occasions
in the Pennsylvania backcountry of the 1780s, Smith provides a synthesis, and perhaps
an idealized vision of the sacramental landscape as,
“during the whole summer, when the weather was pleasant,
[congregations] worshipped in groves. These groves were commonly in
the immediate vicinity of the churches. Usually a hill‐side was selected,
where the trees were large and free from undergrowth. A platform, six or
eight feet wide and ten or twelve feet long, was erected, about four feet
from the ground, on the upper side. This was boarded up a few feet
above the platform, having an open doorway, or place of entrance. At the
back, on the lower side, the boarding extended much higher, and was
connected with the roof or covering, sloping off from the front. This tent
[italics in original], as it was called, was usually placed some distance
down the hill‐side, on descending ground; seats of logs, or slabs, were
arranged in front of the tent, along up the side of the hill for some
distance, spreading off considerably to the right and left of this tent‐
pulpit. Usually a long log, hewn only on the upper side, extended from
near the pulpit, directly up through the area of the seats. This was
elevated about the common height of a table, supported sometimes by
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straddling legs, but most generally by blocks of wood. On either side
were similar logs, but much lower, for seats… These log tables were
occupied exclusively by communicants, during the progress of that
solemn service” (Smith 1853:153).
Whether it was his intent or not, the topography of Smith’s sacramental occasion
landscape bears striking similarity to the gently rolling hill slope of McNemar’s
(1846[1806]) description of the Cane Ridge revival of 1801. Although the topography
may be idealized, in general, Smith’s architecture of elevated stand and congregational
benches is among the most striking architectural precursors of early 19th century camp
meeting central worship areas (Johnson 1955).

Camp Meetings: From Sacramental Occasion to Methodist Revival
“By the time of the Great Revival in 1800, Kentucky no longer bore much
resemblance to its frontier beginnings,” Ellen Elsinger writes of the social and economic
context of the Second Great Awakening of 1800 (Elsinger 1999:22).21 Elsinger’s thesis, a
bold reorientation of classic interpretations of the emergence of camp meeting
revivalism amidst the deprivation of the Trans‐Appalachian “frontier”, draws attention
to the particular conditions of Kentucky’s transition from unsettled territory into settled
state. Kentucky in the last decade of the 18th century, as Elsinger find it, has parallels in
geographic middle regions elsewhere in North America, those stretches of settlements,
agricultural lands, and shrinking forests strung across the eastern seaboard between
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established port cities and the receding frontier of the Trans‐Appalachian region and
the Old Northwest (Martin 2008; Hinderaker and Mancall 2003; Koons and Hofstra eds.
2000; Nobles 1989). Backcountry areas from Georgia north to Maine were dotted by
interior settlements, marked both by their independence from colonial ports and their
integration to the growing national market economy. Between 1800 and the 1840s, as
population, transportation, political integration, and national market integration
increased, these were the regions experiencing wave after wave of revivals among both
an increasing transitory working class and more sedentary commercial and managerial
middle classes (Thomas 1989; Ryan 1981; Johnson 1978).
The Second Great Awakening emerged as a diffuse pattern of Presbyterian and
Methodist revivals held between the mid‐1790s and 1801 in a geographic triangle
between the Catawba River of western North Carolina, the Cumberland River in Smith
County, Middle Tennessee, and Bourbon County, in northeastern Kentucky. Within ten
years religious periodicals were declaring a checkerboard geography of revivals from
Georgia to Ohio, to Delaware, to Maine part of a general awakening of religion in the
Jeffersonian Republic (Hankins 2004; Brown 1997:39; Boles 1972). The revivals in
Kentucky at the Cane Ridge, Gasper River, and Red River Meeting Houses between
1800 and 1801 drew significant popular attention (particularly Cane Ridge). Similarly
drawing the attention of generations of religious historians, studies of the revival in the
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Kentucky bluegrass region form the nucleus of the established scholarly narrative of the
emergence of 19th century camp meeting revivalism. Following this scholarship, the
work of Presbyterian Reverend James McGready, and Methodist Reverend John McGee
provides an important framework for understanding the revival. To understand the
emergence and spread of camp meeting revivalism and its shared structures of practice
over such a large geographic area stretching from the Second Great Awakeningʹs
geographic core and radiating up and down the eastern seaboard in a matter of years, it
is necessary to extend this framework to include accounts by other early revivalists
including Methodist Bishop Francis Asbury, Reverend Jesse Lee, Peter Cartwright, and
Nathan Bangs.
Born in Pennsylvania in 1758 and raised in a staunchly Presbyterian community
in North Carolina, James McGready had returned north to the Old Redstone Presbytery
of western Pennsylvania to study for ministry under graduates of Princeton seminary
(Elsinger 1999:189; McDonnold 1899:9; Davidson 1847:239). During his licensed
ministry in Pennsylvania, perhaps after taking part in a sacramental occasion turned
revival along the Monongahela River in 1786, McGready’s preaching began to
emphasize themes of repentance and the threat of eternal damnation (Smith 1835:562).
By the early 1790s McGready brought his newly developed revivalist style of ministry
back to North Carolina.22 Congregations in Guilford and Orange counties were
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receptive to his evangelism, as were a number of men who would eventually enter the
Presbyterian ministry and relocate to upper Middle Tennessee and central Kentucky,
including William McGee, William Hodge, Samuel McAdow, John Rankin, and Barton
Stone (Boles 1972:42).23 However, not everyone in the congregations under his charge
was receptive to McGready’s “New Light” preaching and his regular attacks on
growing materialism in the Piedmont.24 By 1796 McGready requested a transfer to
Logan County, in south‐central Kentucky near the Tennessee state line.
After a brief period leading revivals in Knoxville, Tennessee, McGready took
charge of three young Logan County congregations – Gaspar River, Red River, and
Muddy River (Smith 1835:564‐565). Between 1796 and 1799 McGready’s revivalist
preaching and revival‐infused sacramental occasions developed an important and
precipitous shift in traditional Presbyterian revival ideology. It is important to note,
following Schmidt, that to “read McGready’s narratives of the Kentucky revivals is to
read what was, after more than a hundred and seventy years of similar outpourings, a
somewhat standard litany of the wonders of the Scottish communion season” (Schmidt
1989:63).25 The height of revival fervor in these Logan County congregations was
reached with almost circadian regularity at each yearly sacramental occasion. Yet at
each occasion McGready and his cohort of ministers, including Hodge, Rankin, and
McGee, felt the attendees, some falling to the ground and crying out for mercy were
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being brought to a “spiritual precipice” but were unable to fall into the full power of the
revivals (Elsinger 1999:194). At the sacramental occasion at Red River in 1800, with all
three of his charges present, the revival shifted. James McGready improvised. At this
occasion McGready invited William McGee’s brother, John McGee, a Methodist
minister to preach.
John McGee was born into a Presbyterian family in Orange County, North
Carolina in June 1763. Sometime in the mid‐1780s, while visiting Samuel, another of the
McGee brothers living in Maryland, John had a deeply‐felt religious experience while
attending a Methodist service in Baltimore (Brown 1997:36). Upon returning to North
Carolina, John McGee joined the Yadkin circuit of the Methodist Episcopal Church
where he took part in revivals held along the Catawba River by Reverend Daniel
Asbury. He soon “located” and left the itinerant ministry of the church after his
marriage.26 By 1792 McGee and his family relocated to Sumner County in upper
Middle Tennessee, near his brother William. In 1799 or 1800 the brothers planned a
revival tour of sacramental occasions and Methodist meetings between Tennessee and
Ohio. McGready’s sacramental occasion at Red River was either the first or one of the
more important stops on that tour (Brown 1997:39).27
At the Red River occasion, John McGee preached the day after the sacramental
service. He exhorted the assembled Presbyterians “never to cease striving… until they
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had obtained peace in their souls” (Rankin n.d. cited in Elsinger 1999:195). Here,
Elsinger claims, McGready’s Presbyterian revivalism with its emphasis on conviction
and later regeneration or renewal shifted, and the imperative of conviction and
regeneration in the same revival emerged through the exhortations of John McGee.
After his exhortation, and, in traditional Methodist homiletical fashion, McGee
proceeded to sing the Isaac Watts (1707) hymn Come, Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove.
McGee’s hymn was interrupted by two women in the congregation engaging in a
shouted call‐and‐response series of thanking and praising God. McGee, stepped down
from the podium and, to the dismay of his brother William and the assembled
Presbyterian clergy, continued singing the Watts hymn, and moved through the
congregation touching outstretched hands. Soon most of the attendees were collapsed
and unconscious on the meetinghouse floor (Elsinger 1998:195). After news of the
revival spectacle spread through the surrounding area, McGready’s next sacramental
occasion at the Gaspar River congregation in July 1800 drew hundreds more attendees.
With family goods and provisions loaded onto wagons, these extra attendees planned
to camp at the meetinghouse for the sacramental occasion and revival.
Unlike the spontaneity of the Logan County revivals, plans for the revival that
would be the bellwether of Second Great Awakening camp meeting revivalism were
publicized for over a month before the meeting (Boles 1972:64). Reverend Barton Stone,
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having first learned by letter of McGready’s revival in Logan County, and having later
visited McGready in the spring of 1801, brought the new revival format to his
congregations at Concord and Cane Ridge 20 miles northeast of Lexington, Kentucky
(Stone 1955, cited in Elsinger 1998:202). Between the outset of Stone’s revivalist work
that summer of 1801 and the “Great Revival” at Cane Ridge that August, sacramental
occasions held throughout the Bluegrass region. Richard McNemar’s (1845[1806]) early
account of the revival reports sacramental occasion after sacramental occasion at which
laity, even with the disapproval of presiding ministers, fell, shouted, wept, and engaged
in exercises similar to McGready’s new format (McNemar 1845[1806]:24‐26).
In 1801 the Bluegrass region around Lexington was Kentucky’s most densely‐
settled core (Figure 2.5). On the second Sabbath of August, upwards of 20,000
Kentuckians gathered at the Cane Ridge Meetinghouse in Bourbon County (McNemar
1845[1806]:26). Synthesizing multiple reports, Boles writes of the scene that the “simple
log meetinghouse was situated on the gentle slopes of a large, very gradually inclined
hill. Scattered clumps of trees offered welcome protection from the hot summer sun. …
Thousands of worshippers were scattered across the hillside. A cacophonous clamor of
shouted sermons, chanted hymns, ecstatic hosannas, and mournful wailing filled the air
already thick with the smell of smoke, sweat, and excitement” (Boles 1972:64‐65). In
less colorful terms, accounts from the meeting mention hundreds of tents interspersed
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by wagons as thousands of attendees camped on the hill slopes surrounding the
meetinghouse. At least one elevated stand was erected outdoors for preaching, and
several communion tables were setup outside under a canopy (Lyle 1801, cited in
Elsinger 1999:209‐210).28
While the revival had far greater attendance than any previously reported in
Kentucky, attendee Reverend John Lyle provides an important characterization of the
event as a large‐scale sacramental occasion. He writes in his diary,
“sat down at the first table which Mr. Blythe serv’d I had some reviving
clearer views of divine things than I had before after In time the tables
were serving Mr Sam’l Finley preach’d on How shall we escape if we
neglect so great salvation. I heard a part of that & then went to serve
tables. When I spoke I felt uncommonly tender &c. There were eleven
hundred communicants according to the calculation of one of the elders”
(Lyle 1801, cited in Schmidt 1989:64).29
The scale of the Cane Ridge meeting is further suggested by the number of ministers
besides Lyle that joined Barton Stone for the occasion. While other sacramental
occasions in the Bluegrass that year were organized by four to six ministers, Cane Ridge
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drew at least 18 including four Methodists, McGready protégé John Rankin, and at least
one African American exhorter (Elsinger 1999:208).30
In the 20 years following the revival, religious periodicals were publicizing
revivals across the South, linked in their print narratives to the revival in Kentucky. A
letter from James McGready appeared in the Methodist Magazine, and his short account
of the Lincoln County revivals were printed in The New York Missionary Magazine, while
in 1821 the Methodist Magazine published a letter from John McGee describing the Logan
County revivals as the start of a “Great Revival” (Brown 1997:39). The Second Great
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Awakening that flowed from events in the larger western North Carolina, Middle
Tennessee, and Kentucky region was being threaded together by revivalists and the
religious press within a few short years of those events. The awakening itself, much
like the First Great Awakening, was socially constructed, diffuse, and permeated a
range of regional contexts.31 Addressing the spread of news about and emulation of the
Kentucky revivals, Kling notes several features of the North American landscape that
could have facilitated the spread of the revivals including a growing transportation
network, a rising market economy, and a significant religious press and publishing
industry (Kling 2007:385‐386). As quickly as the awakening spread (or at least as more
revivals subsequent to 1801 were described as part of the awakening) so too did the
outdoor revivals known as camp meetings.
During the first ten years of the awakening, camp meetings were a practice of
outdoor revivals widely shared by Presbyterians, Methodists and a number of emergent
religious sects (Johnson 1955:70‐80). Among Presbyterians, the practice of holding
outdoor revivals with days of religious exhorting designed to elicit a sometimes ecstatic
emotional response among attendees in order to both convict attendees of their sins and
lead them to salvation in a short period of time proved divisive. “Old Light”
Presbyterians increasingly rejected the practice after 1805 and, as late as the 1830s, were
scandalized when camp meeting “innovations” such as an “anxious seat” appeared at
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some sacramental occasions in Ohio and western Pennsylvania (Johnson 1955:70). As
the Old Side/New Side divisions flared anew after the Kentucky revivals, rural New
Side congregations began to schism over the “shorter way” introduced by McGready‐
styled revivals. Between 1803 and 1804 Johnson notes four separate fractures of the
Presbyterian Church in Ohio and Kentucky that would send some congregations and
notable revivalists off to form the Christian Church/Disciples of Christ, the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, and even others to join the Shakers (Johnson 1955:71). While
these new sects were continuing to hold camp meeting revivals as late as the 1820s,
several independent sects in New York and New England took up the camp meeting
revival practice in the 1810s through the 1840s, including Millerites, Adventists, and
Spirtualists (Dick and Land 1994; Numbers and Butler 1993; Land 1986). By the end of
the first decade of the 19th century, however, camp meetings were becoming a
distinctively Methodist practice.

“The Great Instrument”: Methodist Camp Meeting Revivalism
While distinctively Methodist, camp meetings were never an official Methodist
practice. As Johnson notes, “no church body ever adopted it; no [church] laws were
ever passed concerning it. There is no mention of this revival weapon in the Journal
indexes of the general conferences, and but few references to it are to be found in the
annual conference reports between 1800 and 1845. Nor do the many editions of the
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Methodist Discipline contain any rules to govern the camp meetings” (Johnson 1955:81).
Yet, within less than 20 years of Cane Ridge, camp meeting revivalism was a hallmark
of the Methodist summer. From Nova Scotia to Georgia, Methodist revivalists were
quickly developing a common camp meeting toolkit. Ideas about site selection,
liturgical schedules, and camp architecture, while likely to have been somewhat
variable region to region, developed common characteristics including seven to ten day
schedules, daily routines of family and congregational prayer, preaching, and
conversion exercises, a central worship area of plank benches fronting one or two
stands for preachers, a “mourner’s bench” or “pen” for the performance of conversion
between the congregation’s seats and the preaching platform, rows of family tents
surrounding the worship area, separating the worship area from more mundane
infrastructure beyond such as livery areas, wagons, privies, and the camp ground
boundary. Without the official bodies of the church incorporating camp meetings into
the institutional structure of the church, the spread, adoption, and consistency of
practice of camp meeting revivalism relied on other channels – primarily through the
promotion by, and communication between Methodist revivalists themselves.32
Perhaps one of the most influential voices seizing on news of the “Great Revival”
was Methodist Bishop Francis Asbury. Writing a series of letters in 1801 and 1802,
Asbury encouraged Methodist Presiding Elders up and down the eastern seaboard to
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take the opportunity to promote revival within their own jurisdictions (Boles 1972:80‐
83). For instance, in December of 1801 Asbury traveled through Georgia with a letter
containing McGready’s account of the Logan County revival, which Asbury read aloud
to Methodist congregations (Boles 1972:82). By 1803, Reverend Stith Mead, Presiding
Elder for the Georgia District wrote Asbury news of multiple, well‐attended camp
meetings occurring throughout the district. The meetings in Mead’s district maintained
a striking interdenominational character. Boles notes Mead attended one such
interdenominational camp meeting “at Rehoboth Chapel, Warren County, beginning
Friday, October 8, 1802. A plot of land nearly a quarter mile long was cleared, and two
preaching stands were erected. A congregation numbered at 7,000 gathered in the
clearing and heard relays of twenty‐six ministers – eighteen Methodists, three
Presbyterians, and five Baptists. Especially on Sunday the audience was enthusiastic,
but the falling and shouting increased toward the close of the meeting on Tuesday”
(Boles 1972:82‐83).
The fact that Methodists turned to outdoor revival services to seize the religious
fervor of the Second Great Awakening is not surprising. In rural areas, the Methodist
church, structured into ministerial units or circuits, had relied on festal occasions at its
Quarterly Conferences to promote bonds of ministerial fellowship and community.
Camp meetings provided occasion for Quarterly Conference writ large, for bonds of
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community to turn outward to the larger rural communities in which the Methodists
lived (Bruce 1974). The sociability, entertainment, and religious appeal of the camp
meeting would serve as what architectural historian Lindsay Jones would call “an
architecture of allurement” – a collection of activities, landscape, and built structures
that attracted the Methodist adherent, the indifferent, the spectator, and the Methodist‐
curious to draw closer and take part in a potentially transformative engagement with
the event (Jones 2000a, 200b).
“In various places in Virginia the work of the Lord was very great,” wrote the
Reverend Jesse Lee, rewriting his journals for 1804 into a brief history of Methodism in
America (Lee 1810:301). Quarterly Conference meetings from Harrisonburg, to
Bottetourt County, to Indian Creek and the Greenbrier circuit were all in revival.
Thirty, sixty, a hundred souls converted meeting after meeting. After the quarterly
meetings, came the camp meetings and more converts. On the Bottetourt circuit, along
Glade Creek: 50 conversions; 20 converts at a camp meeting in Fincastle; a ten day‐long
camp meeting Linvill’s Creek converted 74; a meeting in Suffolk, “where the power and
presence of God was wonderfully displayed” brought “three or four hundred” into the
church (Lee 1810:302‐303). In 1805 Methodist Bishop Francis Asbury noted his
happiness with Reverend Daniel Hill’s letter reporting a hundred souls were converted
at the Suffolk camp meeting. Similar letters were mailed to Asbury weekly.33
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By September of 1811, Asbury reported to Bishop Thomas Coke that letters such
as Hill’s, as well as his ministerial contacts were informing him of four to five hundred
camp meetings held each year by Methodists in North America (Asbury 1821[1811]). In
the Trans‐Appalachian West alone, from Ohio south to Georgia, Methodist membership
grew from about 2,800 in 1800 to over 31,000 by the time of Asbury’s letter to Coke
(Brown 1997:4). Asbury’s own travels brought him to hundreds of camp meetings from
Georgia to New England:
“Aug. 19.[1803] Our camp meeting begins to‐day. The ground chosen
was William Jackson’s, near the old fort on the Monongahela. It was upon
a beautiful eminence the great stand was erected, and a second one to the
left, concealed by trees. On Saturday I preached to about one thousand
hearers” (Asbury 1920[1803]:532).
Sept. 15.[1811] (Ohio [between Stubenville and Dayton]) I preached at the
camp meeting, and labored hard. I availed myself of my situation to lay a
twelve days’ plan. There is good done here. I do not like the disposition
of some of the ground, and think also that better regulations might be
made, and more order kept (Asbury 1920[1811]:642).
Sept. 8 [1812] [Ohio?] At Indian Short Creek camp meeting called on to
preach. We have had eighty‐four tents on the ground, four hundred and
fifty communicants, and forty persons have joined us. The work of God
was uninterrupted night and day, and we doubt not many precious souls
were converted. I shall have travelled six thousand miles in eight months,
and met in nine Conferences, and have been present at ten camp meetings
(Asbury 1920[1812]:650).”34
As Asbury and other revivalists spread the practice and spread word of the practice,
reports of camp meeting revivals from the second half of the first decade of the 19th
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century through the 1810s were increasingly reported with common characteristics of
landscape design, liturgical practice, and ecstatic, embodied performances of religious
conversion. Arguably, all three characteristics drew on 18th century revivalist
antecedents.
“As I have frequently spoken of Camp‐Meetings [italics in original] in the
preceding pages, it may be of service to many of the readers of this work, who have
never been at a meeting of this kind, to have a description of them,” writes Jesse Lee, in
something of an afterthought beginning the concluding chapter of his history of
Methodism in America (Lee 1810:360). The grounds of Lee’s typical camp meeting
consist of two to four acres of land cleared of underbrush, enough for a central worship
area and family tents arranged on “an oblong square” (Figure 2.6). Tents are arranged
with their fronts facing interior to the square, and are placed in lines on each edge of the
square. The rear of the lines of tents face an area “cleared for the carriages to stand,
whether they be wagons, carts, or riding carriages” (Lee 1810:360).35 Cooking fires front
each line of tents, although the innermost line of tents on the square may have cooking
fires placed to their rear. In the central worship area, Lee writes: “We have one or two
stages erected; if we have two, one is near the one end of the ground, and the other near
the opposite end; but both within the lines whereon the tents are fixed. At each stage
we have a sufficient number of seats to contain the principal part of hearers: who are
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Figure 2.6 Detail Plan of Oblong Square, Charles Johnson, 1955. Source: Charles Johnson (1955)
Meeting: Religion’s Harvest Time. Dallas, TX: Southern Methodist University Press.

The Frontier Camp
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requested to sit according to our form, the women on one side, and the men on the
other” (Lee 1810:360). Throughout the grounds Lee suggests a sufficient number of
candles are necessary to keep services going into the evening, and provide light for
attendees moving between the worship area and their tents.
Lee’s oblong square plan was not the only popular form for arranging a camp
meeting in the early 19th century. Johnson notes, “encampments adhered to three
general patterns: the rectangular, horseshoe, and circular forms (Figure 2.7). The last‐

Figure 2.7 General Shapes of the Encampments, Charles Johnson, 1955.
Source: Charles Johnson (1955) The Frontier Camp Meeting: Religion’s Harvest Time. Dallas, TX:
Southern Methodist University Press.
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named was by far the most popular” (Johnson 1955:42). In each form, tents were
arranged in a line on the edges of the central worship area, providing a sense of
enclosure or partition between the camp meeting as holy ground and the larger
surrounding landscape. Johnson further notes some variation between the structure of
camp meetings in the rural West compared to the more settled East. Generally,
encampments in the East were, “established on a grander and more pretentious scale.
While some eastern shelters housed but a single group, a great number were large
enough for many families… Mammoth tents were typical here” (Johnson 1955:44).36
Camp meeting landscape design, of course, had important implications for and
intersections with the structure of camp meeting liturgical practices, gendered, and
racial use of the grounds.37 “I have always endeavored to prevent my wife from being
led by her curiosity to attend the meetings of the Methodists,” writes architect Benjamin
Latrobe in an August 8, 1809 entry in his journal (Latrobe 1905[1809]). Earlier that week
he had accompanied Mary Hazlehurst Latrobe and their oldest son Henry to a
Methodist camp meeting seven miles from Washington, DC on the Leesburg Road.
Their visit is among the most detailed early accounts (Figure 2.8).
Approaching the camp meeting, the Leesburg road cut through heavily forest
lands in Fairfax County, and groups of well‐dressed African Americans proceeded in
the opposite direction, past the Latrobe carriage, heading back toward the city (Latrobe
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Figure 2.8 Plan of the Camp, Benjamin Latrobe, August 8, 1809. Source: Journal of Benjamin Latrobe, Latrobe Papers, Manuscript Department, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland.
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1905[1809]:251). More African Americans were gathered in the woods near where the
Latrobes dismounted from their carriage, the portion of the camp nearest the main road
consisted of a line of 30 tents occupied by African American families. Describing the
location, Latrobe writes, “crossing a small and muddy brook, we at length reached the
camp, the site of which was well chosen. It was placed on the descent of a narrow
ridge, at the foot of which ran a small stream, abounding in springs and furnishing the
necessary conveniences of water” (Latrobe 1905[1809]:252). Aisle divided the camp
ground’s worship area in half, with a central aisle opening onto a path providing access
to the main road. Benjamin, Mary, and Henry entered the grounds through the latter
entry and approached the stage, but were stopped by a constable informing them that
women were not allowed on that half of the worship area (Latrobe 1905[1809]:252).
After moving to the rear of the ground and listening to one sermon, Benjamin
and Mary returned to their carriage before a violent thunderstorm hit. Henry stayed
behind at the camp until midnight, and “reported that the conversions were numerous,
and in the same hysterical style in all the tents, and that the negroes after the camp was
illuminated sang and danced the Methodist turnabout in the most indefatigable and
entertaining manner” (Latrobe 1905[1809]:256).
It would not be until the 1820s, or perhaps as Ted Ownby has suggested, not
until the 1819 publication of John E. Watson’s influential text, Methodist Errors that
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criticized the expressive and ecstatic acts of camp meeting revivalism, that at least white
Methodist revivalists would shift their expressive codes for conversion and revival
worship away from the ecstatic and trance‐like behaviors Henry Latrobe observed
(Ownby 2007:42). For black Methodist revivalists, Owenby contends the segregated
space of the camp ground offered a certain culturally separate space in which to enact
black revivalist practice. While this practice was observable by white revivalists and
could, at times during the larger camp meeting, merge into the white revival space,
ritual movements, call‐and‐response praise, and dancing evoked an 18th century
heritage (Johnson 1997).38
It was, however, the ecstatic practices and embodied expressions of conversion
displayed by white revivalists that attracted considerable attention. As Frances
Trollope’s sketch of an Indiana camp meeting in 1830 demonstrates, the camp meeting
trope in the American and British popular imagination was propelled, in part, by these
wild and ecstatic conversion performances.39 While incidents of attendees crying out
for mercy, falling and laying groaning on the ground were among the revival behaviors
Jonathan Edwards defended during the First Great Awakening, reports of attendees
falling unconscious or falling and convulsing on the ground were common during early
19th century camp meetings (Johnson 1955:58). Falling was not, as Methodist revivalist
Peter Cartwright notes, necessary for the experience of convulsions. This new exercise
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“was overwhelming in its effects upon the bodies and minds of the people. No matter
whether they were saints or sinners, they would be taken under a warm song or
sermon, and seized with convulsive jerking all over, which they could not by any
possibility avoid, and the more they resisted the more they jerked. If they would not
strive against it, and would pray in good earnest, the jerking would usually abate”
(Cartwright 1860[1856]:19‐20). In his review of expressive “frontier” camp meeting
behaviors, Johnson includes falling and “the jerks,” along with rolling on the ground in
a fetal position, dancing, running, singing, laughing, and “barking” (Johnson 1955:59,
66‐67).40
For early 19th century Methodist revivalists, such ecstatic embodied expressions
were evidence of the presence and convicting power of the Holy Spirit at a revival.
However, reports of ecstatic exercises could obscure the role of liturgical design in
ordering the temporal experience of camp meeting attendees. Writing to Thomas
Sargent in December 1805, Francis Asbury claimed “My continual cry to the Presiding
Elders is order, order, good order. All things must be arranged, Temporally and
Spiritually, like a well disciplined army” (Asbury 1805, cited in Johnson 1955:81). Camp
meeting training for the well‐disciplined army Asbury sought relied on two forms of
camp meeting regulation. First, orders of service, announced from the preachers’ stand
or sometimes printed and posted around the grounds were common at camp meetings
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in Virginia and Tennessee as early as the 1810s (Johnson 1955:90). Second, ordering the
daily activities of the attendees involved not only providing set worship times and
locations, but also imposing a range of behavioral expectations and prohibitions. With
set times for morning family or private prayer, preaching times and locations, meal
times, evening services, and sacramental occasions the orders of service provided a
daily rhythm to camp meeting time that, for largely rural and agrarian attendees, would
have been familiar but significantly different than the rhythms of the farm and daily
family life.
Manifesting both the liturgical order of the grounds and the behavioral order,
Nathan Bangs, a Methodist who had worked in the Middle Atlantic, Eastern Canada,
and served as editor of the influential Methodist Quarterly Review, writes of the ideal,
orderly camp meeting:
“On the day appointed, the people are seen assembling from various
directions, some in carriages or wagons from the country, and a multitude
of others from the cities and villages along the water courses, in sloops
and provisions; for the meeting generally continues four or five days, and
in some instances eight or nine days. These all repair to their places, and,
if not already done for them, erect their tents, and prepare for the solemn
exercises of the meeting. … The rules and orders of the meeting are
generally as follows, varying so as to suit different circumstances:
1. The times of preaching are 10 o’clock, A.M., and 3 and 7 o’clock,
P.M., notice of which is given by the sound of a trumpet or horn at
the preachers’ stand.
2. The intermediate time between preaching is occupied in prayer
meetings, singing, and exhortation.
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3. In time of worship persons are prohibited from walking to and
fro, talking, smoking, or otherwise disturbing the solemnities of the
meeting.
4. All are required, except on the last night of the meeting, to be in
their tents at 10 o’clock, P.M., and to arise at 5, A.M.
5. At 6 o’clock, A.M., they are required to take their breakfast,
before which family prayer is attended in each tent occupied by a
family.
6. In time of preaching all are required to attend, except one to take
care of the tent.
7. That these rules may be observed, they are published from the
stand, and a committee appointed to enforce them.
8. A watch is generally appointed to superintend the encampment
at night, to keep order, to see that no stragglers are on the ground,
and to detect any disorderly conduct…” (Bangs 1860[1839]:266‐
267).
While reflecting earlier camp meetings’ orders of service, Bangs’ vision of the orderly
camp meeting occurs in the 1830s. Importantly, the idealized vision of camp meeting
order Bangs offers is prefaced as good order for a “solemn meeting.” Despite his
traditional order of service, Bangs offers an ideal vision of camp meeting practice that is
quite genteel and decidedly lacks the embodied, expressive acts of conversion common
to early 19th century camp meeting revivalism.
Concerns such as Bangs’ with order, gentility, and propriety would mark a very
changed camp meeting revivalism for the rest of the 19th century. Further, such
concerns occurred amidst significant changes the internal structure and built
environment of the camp meeting in North America. While camp meeting historians
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agree this transition in camp meeting revivalist practice occurred between the 1820s and
the 1850s, there has been little attention to factors shaping this transition (Figure 2.9, a
late 1850s sedate, pastoral vision of an 1830s camp meeting).
The literature recognizes the latter half of the Second Great Awakening, roughly
from the 1820s to the 1840s, as a time of transition for camp meeting revivalism. For
Charles Johnson, this was a period of decline and disintegration for the “backwoods
revival” – border areas were becoming settled communities, transportation networks
were expanding, towns multiplying, Methodists becoming more refined, years of
expressive conversions had besmirched the reputation of camp meeting revivalism, and

Figure 2.9. Camp meeting on Martha’s Vineyard, 1835. Source: Hebron Vincent (1858)

A History of Wesleyan Grove,

Martha’s Vineyard, Camp Meeting, From the First Meeting Held There in 1835 to that of 1858, Inclusive; Interspersed With Touching Incidents and
General Remarks. Boston, MA: George C. Rand and Avery.
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too many circuits had relied on too many camp meetings in too small a geography and
too dwindling a market for converts (Johnson 1955:242‐244). While agreeing with
Johnson’s contention of this period being transformative for camp meeting revivalism,
Kenneth Brown challenges Johnson’s framework of the 1820s‐1840s as a period of
decline and disintegration (Brown 1997). Rather, Brown points to the proliferation of
“permanent,” multi‐year campgrounds with avenues, established land‐use patterns,
and substantial architecture during this period as a development that maintained camp
meeting revivalism through the rest of the 19th century.41 He claims, “it actually
provided a new paradigm which enabled church leaders to adapt the camp meeting to
the changes of society, and not let it atrophy as the frontier disappeared. This new
vision brought new life and purpose to the camps, and new meaning of community for
the church, for as the years passed loyalty and affection grew up around ‘the old camp
ground.’ The people built crude sturdy buildings from hand‐hewn timber, sided and
roofed with clap‐board or shingles, and some of these sheds and cabins continued in
use for more than three generations” (Brown 1997:45). Yet neither Johnson nor Brown
provides a framework for interpreting the shift in camp meeting revivalism during this
period. The establishment of permanent camp grounds, as a phenomenon by itself, is
not a sufficient indicator of the changes taking place both within Methodism and its
social and economic context during this period. Brown’s own research indicates that
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the establishment of “permanent” or multi‐year camp grounds flourished between 1800
and the early 1830s, declined during the mid‐1830s through the Civil War, and again
experienced an expansion of the number of multi‐year camp grounds established after
the War (Brown 1997:Appendix List of Permanent Camp Meetings). Johnson’s concept
of the camp meeting as a product of the frontier that declined as the frontier
disappeared is even less satisfactory – the backcountries in which early 19th century
revivalism thrived did not disappear after 1820 and had long been subject to the
modernizing/globalizing pressures of transportation networks and national market
access Johnson cites as terminal factors in the decline of frontier revivalism.
A more satisfying argument for the period is provided by Rogers Robins (1994).
Rather than siding with Johnson’s vision of social and economic change pushing the
camp meeting to the edge of historical memory along with the frontier, Robins argues
that camp meeting revivalism changed as Methodists changed. Drawing on Russell
Richey’s characterization of the camp meeting as a stage for Methodists to tell
themselves stories about themselves, he claims, “the Methodist campground, in
precisely this way, was a self‐portraying and self‐fulfilling organization of space and
time, and so it constitutes a vital record of Methodists’ evolving self‐image. The
analysis of that record will show how material culture can illuminate not only the
history of Methodism but also one of the fundamental patterns of cultural transition in
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American religion” (Robins 1994:166). Robins describes the period from 1820 to 1840 as
a transitional one, as Methodism experienced a process of embourgeoisement. Camp
meetings and revivals had drawn sufficient numbers of new converts into the
Methodist fold so that by 1830 Methodism was the largest Protestant denomination in
America, by 1845 “closet Methodist” James Polk was elected to the presidency, and by
1850 almost one out fifteen Americans were Methodist (Robins 1994:166‐168).
The embourgeoisement of Methodism was not, however, merely a matter of
demographics. Early 19th century camp meeting revivalism was, at least in the South,
according to Dickson Bruce, a religious and social expression of the middling classes
historian Frank Owsley had called “the plain folk” (Bruce 1974; Owsley 1949). These
were the small farmers and townspeople engaged in subsistence agriculture, limited
livestock‐raising, intra‐regional commerce, and were generally at the periphery of the
South’s cotton economy (Bruce 1974:4‐5). If, as per Bruce, these “plain folk” constituted
the market for camp meeting revivalists in the South (and perhaps, similar classes of
middling merchants and farmers constituted camp meeting attendees elsewhere in the
nation’s backcountries), then social changes experienced by the “plain folk” would have
a significant impact on camp meeting revivalism. Unfortunately, Bruce treats camp
meeting revivalism as a lens by which to understand the religious life of the “plain
folk,” and does not substantially explore the decline of camp meeting revivalism.
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Adopting Johnson’s view, Bruce writes, “in spite of their great success, camp‐meetings
virtually disappeared in the 1840s. In part, their discontinuance may have been because
of the fact that increasing population density in many areas made the establishment of
‘located’ churches feasible so that it was no longer necessary to draw people from over a
large area in order to make a religious meeting worthwhile” (Bruce 1974:56).
During this time frame, however, the American economy was dramatically
restructuring. By 1860, agricultural employment, the presumable backbone of the
“plain folk” which had nationally constituted 84 percent of employment in 1810, shrunk
to just over 53 percent of all jobs in 1860 (Table 2.1). At the same time, employment in a
variety of non‐agricultural industries from services, to trade, to manufacturing steadily
increased. Not only were the numbers of jobs available in manufacturing changing
during this period, but so too was the structure of manufacturing. As Walton and
Rockoff note, “by 1830, however, household manufacturing had exhibited a marked
decline in the East and thereafter, home manufacture and small artisan shops serving
local markets continued to decline dramatically in all but the least accessible places”
(Walton and Rockoff 1998:212). This decline of small‐scale manufacturing was neither
rapid nor geographically consistent, and small‐scale manufacturers produced a majority
of the nation’s industrial output through the 1850s (Cochran 1981; Bateman and Weiss
1975; Clark 1929).
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Table 1
Distribution of Labor in the United States, 1810 to 1860
(as percentage of total)
Year
Total
Agriculture Manufacturing
1810
2,330,000
84%
3%
1820
3,135,000
79%
NA
1830
4,200,000
71%
NA
1840
5,660,000
63%
9%
1850
8,250,000
55%
15%
1860
11,110,000
53%
14%

Trade Services
NA
4%
NA
4%
NA
5%
6%
5%
6%
5%
8%
6%

Source: Stanley Lebergott (1964) Manpower in Economic Growth: The American Record Sicne 1800. New York: McGraw‐Hill.

Increasing industrialization and urbanization during the mid‐19th century did not
push the camp meeting to the margins of historical memory (see Chapter 4). As
transportation networks expanded connecting eastern urban centers with each other
and with smaller growing cities further west, these transportation networks expanded
into a complex matrix of agricultural lands, rural communities, extractive industries,
and “permanent” camp meetings.42 Their effects, as Thomas argues in his study of late
19th century revivalism, were most acute in areas with a long tradition of revivalist
denominations and a sizeable commercial base (Thomas 1989). Revivals came to these
communities from the 1820s to the 1850s as often as new waves of commerce followed
canals and later railroads.
In the literature on revivalism, Thomas is not alone in his attention to the
intersection of commerce, national markets, and revivalism. Paul Johnson’s (1978) A
Shopkeeper’s Millennium took the approach of a community‐level study into family, civic,
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and business life in Rochester, New York at the time of evangelist Charles Finney’s
1830‐1831 Rochester revival.43 The contention that Finney’s revival, having “converted
the great mass of the most influential people,” essentially “created a community of
[middle class] evangelicals that would remake society and politics in Rochester” is at
the heart of Johnson’s argument (Johnson 1978:102‐103). In Rochester, Johnson finds a
series of revivals that began with merchants and shopkeepers who had the most
investment in trade based on the growing national market, and who had the most
professional contact with the shifting, mobile, licentious, and “unchurched” working
classes. Based on his study of Rochester in the 1820s and 1830s, Johnson argues:
“Evangelicalism was a middle‐class solution to problems of class, legitimacy, and order
generated in the early stages of manufacturing. Revivals provided entrepreneurs with a
means of imposing new standards of work discipline and personal comportment upon
themselves and the men who worked for them, and thus they functioned as powerful
social controls” (Johnson 1978:138).
Mary Ryan’s (1981) Cradle of the Middle Class, on the other hand, offers a further
dimension to this connection between revivalism and social and economic change
through a complex investigation of the intersections of family structure, women’s
voluntary associations, industrialization, and revival in Oneida County, New York,
from 1790 to 1865.44 Her study is as much about middle class family formation as it is
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about revivalism, and offers a social history of early 19 century western New York’s
th

Burned‐over District, a history that is thick with families, revivalist women, and
economic changes that were restructuring family roles and gender roles. Ryan writes,
“the history of class and religion was hopelessly entangled with questions
of family and gender. The religious controversy of the Burned‐Over
District was ignited in the first decade of the nineteenth century and
centered around such issues as the religious status of the offspring of
church members and the role of women in public worship. The roster of
converts during the revivals that followed was laced with common
surnames and dominated by female Christian names. The copious reform
movements that ensued in the wake of revivals enacted yet another family
pageant. … In Utica, in other words, the pressure for moral regeneration
was exerted within and around families as much as across classes” (Ryan
1981:12).
Ryan describes the central figures in her narrative, in contrast to Paul Johnson, as
“neither industrialists nor proletarians but occupants of intermediate, middle‐level
social ranks located somewhere in the vast undifferentiated status category Americans
call the middle class” (Ryan 1981:13). In this sense, the emergence of Utica’s middle
classes began during Second Great Awakening, shaped by the distinct poles of domestic
values and family practices (Ryan 1981:15). According to Ryan, as the late 18th century
model of the patriarchical father‐centered family disintegrated as men became
increasingly involved with commerce away from the home, revivals, voluntary
associations, and Christian home journals became spaces for developing a new mother‐
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centered Christian home that would become a common Protestant cultural space for the
rest of the 19th century.45
If the social and economic changes of the mid‐19th century in the backcountry of
western New York elicited a revivalist responses intersecting class and gender relations,
the construction of middle class gentility, and the (re)formation of the Christian home, it
makes some sense to recast mid‐ to late‐19th century camp meeting revivalism within a
similar framework. Indeed, as stages for an historical Methodist story of self‐identity,
camp meetings held a certain, potentially sentimental place in the collective memory of
a generation of new Methodist entrepreneurs and wives of entrepreneurs whose
childhood summers may have been spent at play in the forest temples.46 In the context
of commercial and later industrial capitalism, camp meetings, could, arguably, have
functioned as stages for Methodists to reconcile their identities as good Methodists with
their identities as good capitalist entrepreneurs and consumers. “Going up to Zion”
each summer was, with some modification, an act of what Elizabeth Nelson calls
“sentimental pragmatism.” Specifically, Nelson suggests,
“sentimental pragmatism, was a strategy of market relations. Middle‐
class Americans tried to reconcile the imperatives of market capitalism
and Christian morality through the secular catalyst of sentimentalism. …
Sentimentalism was more than just an observation of emotion, it was the
investment of that emotion in commodities and interactions that defined
and delimited them [the middle‐class Americans and the commodities] in
concrete ways. Sentimental pragmatism was a method of action rather
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than a model for acquisition. The term ‘pragmatism,’ in addition to its
simple meaning of practical approach, suggests how middle‐class women
and men used sentimental ideas to resolve the contradictions of market
culture and puzzle out new ways of understanding and reconciling the
conflicts between public good and private interest, spiritual worth and
worldly success, personal character and national identity” (Nelson 2004:6).
In other words, attending camp meeting became an exercise in demonstrating one’s
place as not only a good Methodist, but a good member of the middle‐class(es). Camp
meeting worship provided opportunities for the Methodistically‐appropriate expression
of emotion.47 Similarly, camp meetings began offering amenities for attendees to eat ice
cream, buy groceries, get a shave, read books, dine “on the European plan,” socialize on
a hotel veranda, play baseball and croquet, bathe in the ocean or a lake, and go boating
all in a Methodistically‐appropriate setting of what Messenger calls “holy leisure.”48
Yet, such holy leisure and camp meetings designed to provide it, may have as much
reflected the gentility of the middle‐class(es) as an emerging regionalism/sectarianism
in mid‐century Methodism.
Returning to Robins’ concept of the material culture of the camp ground as a
mirror on Methodist identity, two different visions of Methodism emerge during the
mid‐19th century – the camp shed centered campground common in the Upland South,
and the camp meeting village, more common in the Northeast and Midwest (Deviney
2002; Weiss 1987).49
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“They would erect their camps [tents] with logs or frame them, and cover them
with clapboards or shingles. They would also erect a shed, sufficiently large to protect
five thousand people from wind and rain, and cover it with boards or shingles,” writes
Peter Cartwright of the camp meetings he visited in rural Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee in a few short years after the Cane Ridge revival (Cartwright 1860[1856]:45).
The camp shed would prove to be an enduring tradition. Between the 1810s and 1840s
camp sheds were erected at camp grounds in northern Georgia, Western North
Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and southwestern Virginia (Deviney 2002; Brown 1997;
Duggan 1995). Sheds were open‐walled, wood‐frame structures built a story to a story‐
and‐a‐half high, commonly of hand‐hewed timber posts and joined with pegs and/or
mortise and tenon (Figure 2.10). Roofing joists, trusses and purlins are all exposed
under a roof that may consist of one, two, or more levels commonly covered in cedar
shingles (Weiss 1987:15). Within the shed, depending on its size, were benches running
on horizontal timbers either flanking a single aisle or, in larger sheds, three seating
areas with two side aisles.50 A raised preaching platform or dais in the front separated
by at least ten feet from the front seating is a common feature at surviving camp sheds
in East Tennessee and western North Carolina.51
At southern camp grounds, the camp shed functioned as a tabernacle. With
benches, a raised dais, and open walls that restricted exterior views of the grounds
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especially when the shed was surrounded by tents of wood frame/log cabins (Figure
2.11), the camp shed “interiorized” camp meeting worship. Arguably, by holding the
camp meeting worship experience in a structure modeled after a church, southern camp
meetings at the middle of the 19th century may have emphasized camp meeting worship
as a solemn tradition while controlling the situational awareness of worshippers.
Noticeably absent from camp shed centered southern camp grounds are a
number of features that would characterize the northern camp meeting experience after
mid‐century. At camp grounds in East Tennessee and western North Carolina, the

Figure 2.10. Bell’s Campground camp shed, interior. Knox County, Tennessee. Photograph by
author.
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sprawling cottage villages that surrounded the central worship areas of northern camp
meetings are rare before the end of the 19th century (Clark 1963). Similarly absent are
the Methodist‐approved amusements and opportunities for holy leisure common in the
north. That southern camp grounds were the gathering points for an emergent
southern middle‐class does not seem likely – at least not to a similar degree as their
northern coreligionists. Extant camp shed centered camp grounds in East Tennessee

Figure 2.11. Sulphur Springs Campground, Washington County, TN. Circa 1880. The one and one
and one‐half story structures surrounding the central camp shed structure are private family
“camps.”

Source: Sulphur Springs United Methodist Church, Sulphur Springs, Tennessee.
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and western North Carolina are near small, and until recently, rural communities
lacking rail connections that could have brought middle‐class attendees from larger
cities into these rural sites. Yet, even the nearby presence of a middle‐class population
was not a guarantee for the success of a camp meeting. In 1872, at one soon‐to‐fail
camp shed centered camp ground north of Knoxville, Tennessee, R. N. Price, editor of
the Holston Methodist, announced a meeting of camp trustees to decide the fate of the
Fountain Head Camp Meeting with its unused shed, lodges, and wood‐frame camps –
all located in an area that would, before the end of the 1870s, be a popular local resort
and, later, a prosperous middle‐class Knoxville satellite suburb.52
In the Northeast and Midwest, camp meeting revivals continued through the
1850s in a diminished number, but with a similar rhythm to revivals early in the 19th
century (Brown 1997, 1992). In 1835, close to Nantucket Sound, Methodist layman
Jeremiah Pease established a regional camp meeting on a gentle slope bordered by
ponds and open pasture. Describing the site, Ellen Weiss writes, “a half acre of ground
was cleared of underbrush and a driftwood shed erected as a preacher’s ‘tent,’ with a
stand built onto its front to serve as a pulpit. In front of this was the usual arrangement
of a temporary altar, consisting of a railing enclosing a space about 25 feet by 12 with
benches to be used, mainly, by the singers during the preaching service, and as a place
for penitent sinners to gather. Beyond the altar were backless board benches” (Weiss
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1989:25). By 1864 this camp meeting, the Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting on Martha’s
Vineyard, would be the model for the development of camp meeting villages across the
Northeast and Midwest after the Civil War (Cooley 1996:142).
Weiss’ history of the camp meeting details the 1840s and 1850s as decades of
slow and steady progress as the attendance at Wesleyan Grove grew, hundreds of new
tents were pitched each season, and new avenues and paths were surveyed to
accommodate the increasing stream of attendees. The camping grounds were
significantly expanded during the 1850s in a complex plan of multiple radial designs
and interconnecting avenues (Figure 2.12). “By 1857, tents had covered 12 to 15 acres
and formed little neighborhoods with such fanciful names as ‘The Prairie,’ ‘Upham’s
Hill,’ and ‘Fourth Street Avenue’” (Weiss 1989:30). Weiss notes that it would take over
ten years before other camp meeting villages in the northeast would begin adopting
similar radial plans – Round Lake Camp Meeting in Saratoga County, New York was
built in 1868 on a plan of radiating, concentric streets around a central worship area,
while Reverend Barlow W. Gorham, a frequent Wesleyan Grove preacher, created a
radial plan for the Second National Camp Meeting at Manheim, Pennsylvania that same
year (Weiss 1989:32). By the end of the decade, the grounds consisted of “several
wooden cottages” and a two‐and‐a‐half‐story headquarters building for the camp
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meeting association. The structure housed a baggage room, a post office, an agent’s
office, sleeping quarters for visiting ministers, and storage space.
By the early 1860s Wesleyan Grove was transforming from a complexly‐designed
tenting ground into a residential village. The camp meeting cottage developed at
Wesleyan Grove provided a model for camp meeting manager and attendees. For camp
meeting associations, the desire of attendees to have their own cottages was a

Figure 2.12. Wesley Avenue, Round Lake Camp Meeting, circa 1870. Scene northwest of the
central worship area, along the only radial street at the Round Lake Camp Meeting. Source:
Mary Hesson, David J. Rogowski, and Marianne Comfort (1998) Round Lake: Little Village in the Grove. Round Lake, NY:
Round Lake Publications.
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significant financial boon as the yearly sales of lots could finance larger public works
projects on the grounds. For attendees, cottage life not only extended the time period
spend “at camp meeting,” but provided a summer residence in the country, a domestic
template on which the ideal Victorian parlor‐centered home could be established and
ideal Christian family dynamics could be expressed in full view of one’s Methodist
neighbors.
After the end of the Civil War, the domestic template of Wesleyan Grove would
be repeated at “permanent” camp meetings throughout the Northeast and Midwest.
Methodists and other Wesleyan denominations would continue holding camp meetings
at temporary sites after the War, but increasingly these meetings would, by the late
1860s, take advantage of the facilities and amenities offered by “permanent” camp
grounds serviced by rail lines. Such temporary camp meetings would, however, not
dissipate like Charles Johnson’s frontier. Rather, by the 1880s temporary camp
meetings and traveling tent and tabernacle revivals would emerge as a primary vehicle
for the spread of Holiness and, later, Pentecostal revivals (Jones 1974).
Throughout its 19th century history, camp meeting revivalism displayed a
dynamic capacity for harnessing the cultural creativity of religious revivalism and
channeling that creativity into an unfolding historical drama. From a radical and
schismatic Presbyterian practice early camp meeting revivalism became a significant
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force driving converts into the Methodist fold. Although declining in frequency by
mid‐century, the camp meeting format allowed new generations of Methodists to both
take part in a tradition and address their own anxieties over their increasing wealth and
emergent middle‐class status. The emergence of more permanent camp meeting
architectures, including the interiorization of solemn camp meeting worship in the
South promoted more genteel styles of Victorian worship. In the North, camp meeting
villages offered models of Christian domesticity interspersed (after the war) with
opportunities for holy leisure, that enabled a generation of middle‐class and wealthy
Methodists to retell the story of their Methodist identity while appropriating the
activities and material goods expected of their Victorian respectability.
The mid‐century transition of the camp meeting in the Northeast paralleled the
growth of the holiness movement in Methodism (Dieter 1980; Rose 1975; Jones 1974).
While theological ideas of holiness had flowed through Methodist theological discourse
from founder John Wesley’s earliest writings, the subject was, by mid‐century, not
addressed in the Discipline and received no official promotion by the church itself.
Holding the historical allure of Wesley and the mystique of offering a “fuller
experience” of Christian salvation, holiness theology had long held a standing interest
in lay Methodist circles. By the 1840s those circles began to expand in urban parlor
meetings and holiness periodical readership. The Methodists writing holiness theology,
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attending urban parlor meetings, and subscribing to holiness periodicals were doing so
amidst the same embourgeoisement of Methodism that camp meeting revivalism faced.
When practices by holiness advocates entered the space of the Victorian camp meeting,
the new format of revivalism offering a “shorter way” to entire sanctification would be
popular, controversial, and would ultimately create schisms in the Methodist Church.
In the next chapter I explore the work of Phoebe Palmer, the most prominent woman in
the holiness movement – a woman whose influence and whose small group, urban,
middle‐class parlor holiness practice shaped a national camp meeting movement.
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Trollope’s (1832) full account of the camp meeting is far less sympathetic than this vignette. Her
concerns with the scandalous co‐mingling of young men and women on the grounds began with her
party’s views of private worship in the family tents before the midnight public worship. By the end of
her account, the men on the grounds were drawing even more of her indignation as they encouraged the
writhing performances of the young women in the sinner’s pen.

2This

vignette is drawn from a newspaper account of the National Camp Meeting held in Oaks Corners,
Oneida County, New York in 1872. The account, from the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, does not
identify its author, and is part of a series of nine such articles appearing over the course of the camp
meeting. Of the Associationʹs early meetings, only the 1869 Round Lake meeting received more detailed
treatment in the press than the meeting at Oaks Corners. Unfortunately, the Oaks Corners camp ground
was sold to a quarry operation by the end of the 19th century, and, as of 2010 sits on private land east of
the still‐small village of Oaks Corners.
3Revivals at sacramental occasions were not, contrary to the Methodist tradition of revivalism, expected
to both convict attendees of their sin and yield their immediate conversion. Rather, in the Calvinist
tradition, conviction of sin and conversion could take a long period of time. The sacramental occasion
was a revival if it succeeded in convicting attendees of sin that ultimately lead to a recommitment to their
faith (Elsinger 1999:191‐192).
4Lambert, however, notes that the geography of the Great Awakening was intermittent. Describing the
revivals as occurring in a checkerboard pattern, he notes that while “revival fire burned brightly in the
Connecticut River Valley, for example, it was barely discernable along the Hudson River Valley. At a
time when Massachusetts and Connecticut witnessed huge crowds at preaching services and reported
thousands undergoing a New Birth, New York displayed little evidence of interest in the awakening
outside initial curiosity over novel religious practices and venues” (Lambert 1999:21). While the
awakening’s revivals were concentrated in the Northeast, Church of England minister and revivalist
George Whitefield, however, extended his revival travels from Philadelphia to Charleston, South
Carolina, and Georgia during the early 1840s (Guelzo 2007).
5Whitefield’s outdoor activities may not have been, of themselves, particularly scandalous. His habit of
criticizing the “spiritual fitness” of his opponents and generally more staunchly Calvinist Presbyterians,
drew criticism both in England and the United States. As Guelzo points out, allies of Whitefield and
Edwards were on the front lines of an emerging divide in American Presbyterianism between those who
subscribed to a more moderate Calvinist view of election and the total depravity of humanity, and those
who stood as the more conservative ‘old guard’ (Guelzo 2007:194‐195).
6Norwood mentions statistics for: Maryland, 500; New Jersey, 200; New York, 180; Philadelphia, 180;
Virginia, 100 (Norwood 1974:74). Of course, this is not to mention the brief and unsuccessful missionary
work of Methodism’s founder, John Wesley, among Native Americans in Georgia during 1736.
7Quarterly conferences were district‐level meetings held every three months (a district being a larger
geographic area comprised of a number of circuits and stations – the first, circuits, usually being a certain
geographic area served by a traveling minister; the latter, stations, were smaller geographic areas, usually
urban centers, consisting either of all the Methodist Episcopal Churches in a town, or, in larger cities such
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as Philadelphia, churches in a particular area of the city) between the district’s Presiding Elder and all of
the churches in the district. While administrative business was conducted by ministers, Methodist laity
frequently gathered at these meetings for worship services and extended periods of sociability. Annual
conferences, on the other hand, were similar administrative gatherings of all the districts in a particular
administrative region of the church (above the annual conference, structurally, were only the bishops and
the national General Conference) – while traveling ministers attending annual conference were often
found preaching guest sermons at churches in the host town, annual conferences were, for most of the
19th century, the exclusive domain of the clergy rather than the mixed clergy/laity gatherings that were
the quarterly conferences.
8While the Methodist Episcopal Church in the young Republic placed few barriers on admittance to its
membership other than the desire to repent of one’s sins and flee the wrath to come, aspiring members
went through a probationary period, at first of two months, and, after 1788, six months. Beginning as a
probationer, and continuing through membership, aspirants met in small groups with a Methodist
member appointed as a class leader to provide religious instruction, proper Methodist sociability, and
provide participants in the group the opportunity to share, listen, and reflect on their own and each
other’s spiritual journeys (Norwood 1974:129‐132).
9Brown’s assertion that the Cattle Creek church had a brush arbor as early as 1786 is based on a secondary
source – the congregation’s self‐published history.
10That a Grassy Branch Methodist Episcopal Church was established around 1790 west of the Catawba
River is attested to by a deed, a copy of which is available on record at the United Methodist Archives
and History Center at Drew University, Madison, New Jersey. That the congregation experienced several
years of successive revivals in the early 1790s and, importantly, that the congregation pulled together
planned landscape elements common to later camp meetings, is supported only by secondary sources. In
both instances of reporting on the Grassy Branch revival, Brown (1997, 1990), draws entirely on mid‐19th
century histories, materials assembled by caretakers of the Rock Springs Campground near Denver,
North Carolina (a successor camp ground to the Grassy Branch camp meeting) in their bid to place the
camp ground on the United Methodist Register of Historic Places, and oral histories from Catawba
county. If ever a campground needed comprehensive archaeological inquiry into its origins, the Grassy
Branch/Robey’s Campground/Rock Springs may be it.
11Baptist contributions, as well as the diverse range of African American religious traditions, have
received little attention in standard histories of camp meeting revivalism. From Johnson (1955) to
Messenger (1999) the emphasis of camp meeting history has been on generally Methodist, and generally
white revivalism. Even Brown’s (1998) history of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness has but a handful of references to the activities of African Americans at National
Camp Meetings. Perhaps the fullest treatment of African American camp meeting participation to date is
William C. Johnson’s (1997) Ph.D. dissertation To Dance in the Ring of All Creation: Camp Meeting
Revivalism and the Color Line, 1799‐1825. For Baptist revivalism in the 18th century South, Scully (2008)
Religion and the Making of Nat Turner’s Virginia: Baptist Community and Conflict, 1740‐1840; Spangler (2008)
Virginians Reborn: Anglican Monopoly, Evangelical Dissent, and the Rise of the Baptists in the Late Eighteenth‐
Century; Sobel (1987) The World They Made Together, pp. 178‐203; Isaac (1982) The Transformation of Virginia,
pp. 153‐203; see also Torbet (1963) A History of the Baptists, 3rd edition; Taylor (1957) Early Tennessee
Baptists, 1769‐1832.
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My brief treatment of African and African American spirituality in the framework of 18th century
transatlantic revivalism is nothing approaching a comprehensive treatment. My goal is only to highlight
the existence of mid‐to‐late 18th century revivalist traditions in the black churches, and provide some
gauge of their influence on 19th century camp meeting revivalism.
13What was unique for Marrant’s experience was his loss of consciousness and immobility for an
extended period of time – such experiences would be more common at camp meeting revivals
throughout the 19th century (Brown 1999:John Wood’s conversion; Cartwright 1862).
14Frey notes that in the growing body of literature on transatlantic revivalism, the evangelical work of
Africans and African Americans “consistently takes a back seat to that of white evangelicals (Frey
2006:83). For instance, in Richard Carwardine’s (1978) Trans‐Atlantic Revivalism, a text reviewing the
period from 1790 to 1865, Africans and African Americans are suspiciously absent – appearing only as a
kind of ghost in the margins when Carwardine discusses white evangelicals and abolitionism.
15By the mid‐17th century tens of thousands of enslaved Africans lived in the North American colonies
(Pitts 1993:35; Genovese 1969). Processes of religious acculturation and resistance, the maintenance of
West African traditions, forced conversions and mutual religious engagement were obviously active for
almost a century before this chapter’s narrative touches on African and African American revivalism.
Practices of African and African American revivalism in the mid‐18th century stand in this longer
historical tradition and do not receive a substantial treatment in the context of this chapter. For more on
this tradition, see Irons (2008), Young (2007), Frey and Wood (1998), Pitts (1993).
16Exact numbers and estimates on black participation in Methodist or Baptist revivals are uncertain and
generally appear in histories of the subject in anecdotes.
17Perhaps one of the more detailed accounts of the ring shout was provided by Unitarian minister
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, who, in 1862, described a dance as: “half powwow, half prayer
meeting… These fires are often enclosed in a sort of little booth made neatly of palm leaves covered in at
the top, a native African hut in short; this at times is crammed with men singing at the top of their voices
– often the John Brown song was sung, but oftener these incomprehensible negro methodist [sic],
meaningless, monotonous, endless chants with obscure syllables recurring constantly & slight variations
interwoven, all accompanied with a regular drumming of the feet & clapping of the hands, like castinets;
then the excitement spreads, outside the enclosure men begin to quiver & dance, others join, a circle
forms, winding monotonously round some one in the centre. Some heal & toe tumultuously, others
merely treble & stagger on, others stoop & rise, other whirl, others caper sidewise all keep steadily
circling like dervishes, outsiders applied especial strokes of skill, my approach only enlivens the scene,
the circle enlarges, louder grows the singing about Jesus & heaven, & the ceaseless drumming & clapping
go steadily on. At last seems to come a snap and the spell breaks amid general sighs & laughter. And
this not rarely but night after night” (Higginson 1862 cited in Rosenbaum and Buis 1998:28).
18Multiple Anglicans, Methodists, and other revivalists, including George Whitefield, John Wesley, and
Thomas Coke, traversed the Atlantic for revival tours. In the case of Methodist Bishop Thomas Coke, his
work in the Caribbean established Methodism’s foothold in the region and contributed to anti‐slavery
sentiment (Coke 1791). Both George Marrant and John Jea conducted work in Africa (Hodges 1993; Frey
1991).
19The “New Light” versus “Old Light” division in the Presbyterian church in America arose during the
First Great Awakening. Generally, two core issues were at stake. First, and most directly related to the
revival, those ministers and congregations that supported revivalist methods and represented a more
12
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moderate interpretation of Calvinist views on predestination and the possibility for the exercise of human
agency in salvation were the “New Light” movement. More moderate ministers and congregations
remained as “Old Light” Presbyterians. Second, and generally overlapping the divide over revivalism,
“New Light” churches disagreed with changes in ministry requirements established by the Presbyterian
church in 1737 that required ministers to have a seminary education and to request itinerant status from
their Presbytery before engaging in a traveling ministry. Upholding less formal ministerial requirements
and promoting both revival and itinerancy further separated the “New Light” movement from the “Old
Light” churches. From the early 1740s to the late 1750s the two sides were represented by nominally
separate Presbyterian denominations organized around either the Synod of Philadelphia (“Old Light”),
or the Synod of New York (“New Light). Histories of this period commonly refer to congregations that
subscribed to the “New Light” movement as “New Side” churches, while congregations allied with the
Synod of Philadelphia are referred to as “Old Side” churches. Both sides came to a nominally effective
compromise and merger by 1758 that, by the Revolutionary War, was beginning to tatter. See Gaustad
(1965) The Great Awakening in New England; Westerkamp (1988) Triumph of the Laity: Scots‐Irish Piety and
the Great Awakening, 1625‐1760.
20Preceding Rohrer by over 20 years, but nicely coupling with his theme of the importance of kinship
networks in Scots‐Irish settlement strategies, Schmidt argues, in an endnote, that “I would add the
sacramental occasion as an important ingredient in the maintenance of community in such a dispersed,
mobile society. The reverse was also true, of course: this sort of agrarian culture was ideal for the
furthering of the communion occasion. All along, though, the festal communions were not simply
agrarian events, but often throve in more populous areas as well” (Schmidt 1989:235, endnote 92).
21Scholars differ on the specific time frame for the waves of revivalism that formed the Second Great
Awakening. The revivals in Kentucky among Presbyterians and later Methodists that began in Logan
County Kentucky and had their most public manifestation in a revival held at the Cane Ridge
Presbyterian Meeting House near Paris Kentucky in 1801, are the most prominent events at the start of
the awakening. When the awakening ended is similarly a variable point depending on geography. In
this dissertation I cast a broad net over the Second Great Awakening, taking the phenomenon from the
mid‐1790s to the early 1840s, but with substantial revivalist energies occurring between 1801 and the
1810s.
22On his return trip from Pennsylvania to North Carolina, McGready stopped at Hampden‐Sydney
College in Prince Edward County, Virginia. A revival was in progress at the Presbyterian school and,
between 1787 and 1789, spread through the surrounding area. Accounts of McGready’s involvement in
the revival are, however, contradictory. Schmidt claims the revival was student‐lead and McGready’s
passing contact had little influence on the course of events (Schmidt 1989:61), while Elsinger treats the
Hampden‐Sydney revival as a starting point for her narrative of the revivalism course that brought
McGready to the revivals in Logan County and Bourbon County Kentucky in 1800/1801 (Elsinger
1999:188‐189).
23Of these, Hodge, McAdow and Rankin were important Second Great Awakening revivalists in their
own rights. William McGee was the Presbyterian minister of Methodist John McGee, and together in
Sumner County, Tennessee, the two lead revivals along the Cumberland River – John would later take an
active role in shaping the revivals in Kentucky. Barton Stone would later leave the Presbyterian church
and become a founding member of the Christian Church/Disciples of Christ (for Stone’s biography, see
Williams (2000) Barton Stone: A Spiritual Biography). However, in 1801, Stone served as minister to the
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Cane Ridge Meeting House near Paris, Kentucky which would receive the most attention as a turning
point in the emergence of the Second Great Awakening.
24Smith relates McGready’s departure in more colorful language. He writes that “a letter was written to
him in blood, requiring him to leave the country at the peril of his life; and a number of wicked men and
women of the baser sort, on a certain occasion during the week, assembled in his church, tore down the
seats, set fire to the pulpit, and burnt it to ashes” (Smith 1835:563).
25Emphasis in following Schmidt should be that McGready’s narratives were “somewhat standard.”
Elements of what Schmidt finds “not standard” form the core of Elsinger’s account of the Logan County
revivals (Elsinger 1999:193‐195).
26As Richey notes, the fraternal order of early Methodist itinerancy shunned marriage, and those clergy
who did marry were often excused from travelling connection (Richey 1991). I would further note from
my own studies that many if not most cases of judicial action against Methodist ministers in the Holston
Conference of southwestern Virginia, east Tennessee, and western North Carolina during the early 19th
century were due to accusations of improper sexual contact between ministers, unmarried women, and
female slaves.
27Brown argues that Presbyterian history has obscured the role of John McGee in the Second Great
Awakening (Brown 1997:34‐43). He is not mentioned in a report of the revival James McGready wrote in
1801 to the Methodist Magazine, and is left unnamed in several other early accounts of the 1800 Red River
meeting. McGee’s own writings, as well as memoirs and reports of the Logan County meetings
published between the 1820s and the 1860s, however, re‐insert McGee into the service.
28Contemporary Cane Ridge is a rather indistinguishable landscape from the surrounding rolling hills
and farms of Bourbon County, which, by themselves, are indistinguishable to anyone but a local from the
rolling hills of the larger Bluegrass region. Neglected from the historical accounts, a dry creek bed (likely
silted up from years of run‐off from the surrounding farms) runs north and west of the Cane Ridge
Meeting house. The creek disappears amidst the manicured lawns of the site’s era as a Disciples of Christ
Shrine, but continues south of Cane Ridge Road. Two small and similarly silted up springs may have
been located ¼ of a mile southeast of the meeting house, their outflow meandering south and southwest
into a currently (as of 9/5/07) running stream over two miles south of the meeting house.
29Lyle’s diary, archived at the Kentucky Historical Society in Frankfurt, Kentucky is, in some views, the
definitive account of the Cane Ridge revival (Elsinger 1999:208).
30John Lyle reported in his diary of crossing the grounds on Sunday evening and seeing a black man
preaching on one part of the grounds (Lyle 1801:13‐14, cited in Elsinger 1999:210).
31The specific geography of the Second Great Awakening has, to my knowledge, never been traced in
published academic literature. Similarly, the project of identifying the geographic emergence and
dispersion of camp meetings is another project waiting to happen.
32In addressing the issue of why Methodism would adopt the camp meeting without institutionalizing it,
historian Russell Richey makes the argument that the camp meeting was, essentially, a reenactment of the
Methodist story for Methodists who, by the turn of the 19th century were a generation removed from
Methodism’s founding in the colonies. Camp meetings were an historical drama in which Methodists
told stories about themselves (Richey 1991:23). Richey, however, proceeds in something of a post hoc ergo
propter hoc argument that the camp meeting maintained its appeal for Methodists during the early 19th
century as, by facilitating Methodist community amid the enactment of a story about Methodist heritage
and identity, the camp meeting allowed Methodists to be “distracted” from the dilemmas of
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institutionalization and rapid membership and organizational growth that effected the church from the
turn of the 19th century through the middle of the 19th century (Richey 1991:24). However, the rapid
membership growth experienced by Methodism in the early 19th century was, according to camp meeting
scholars, the direct result of the widespread use of camp meeting revivalism to win converts to the
Methodist fold. In some sense, the organizational life of the church (which Richey has written of
extensively) cannot easily be detached for study separate from the unofficial life of the church.
33Asbury notes Hill’s letter in his journal for December 1805. Presumably the letter from Hill refers to a
second meeting held in two years in Suffolk. However, if Jesse Lee’s memoirs misdated the 1804 Suffolk
camp meeting with its several hundred converts (perhaps the meeting was in fact 1805?), either meeting
yielded a significant number of converts.
34While Asbury appeared unhindered by the War of 1812, other Methodist circuits, particularly in the
Ohio Valley, Michigan, and other areas of active conflict with the British and their allied tribes, did not
escape the troubles of war. Itinerant minister Benjamin Lankin reported that at a camp meeting held at
his Straight Creek congregation in Ohio during July, 1812, “a man came to call the people together to see
who would volunteer to carry relief to DeTroit to our army who were in distressing circumstances. All
that ensued was commotion … [the next day] We had but few to preach too, and not more than 20 or 30
to attend the sacrament” (Lankin 1812, cited in Johnson 1955:107).
35To my knowledge, the potential for identifying the types of attendees based on descriptions of kinds of
horse‐drawn conveyance on the grounds has not been explored. At early 19th century meetings, the
presence of different kinds of horse‐drawn conveyance capable of transporting different amounts of
goods (ie. a wagon drawing enough furniture and supplies to last a large family a week on the grounds,
contra a carriage with seating for two and minimum storage) may infer different classes of attendee.
36In the case of his treatment of camp meetings away from his pre‐defined “frontier,” it is difficult to
assess the accuracy of Johnson’s claims – of camp meetings in “the East,” Johnson cites no sources. He
makes similar questionably‐substantiated claims for “late 19th century camp meetings” being only
distantly related to those of the early 19th century.
37To my knowledge, there has not been a published study attempting to quantify and explore the
relationship between these three common early 19th century camp meeting plans and a variety of
demographics for camp meeting attendees. Were circular plans compatible with segregated white and
black camp meeting gatherings, or were these commonly relying on a horseshoe or oblong square plan?
Was there a correlation between the chosen plan and attendance size? Or between a particular plan and
the co‐occurrence of a Quarterly Conference meeting? Was there regional variation? All are, to date,
unanswered questions.
38As Ownby somewhat incorrectly notes of white Methodist revivalists, “Unconditioned by training or
tradition, white Methodists flung themselves violently, ran, barked, jerked spasmodically, and rolled on
the ground. While black conversion rituals also underwent change they did not take on the central
properties of white behavior patterns. In the relative seclusion of the segregated space of the camp
meeting, black conversion rituals became highly elaborated and embellished. Gradually aesthetic
elements became involved in the symbolic behavior of entranced individuals and behavior took on
rhythmic form in song and dance” (Ownby 2007:41‐42). Here Ownby seems to be in the first place
neglecting antecedent revivalist behaviors dating back to the Great Awakening that could have provided
models of embodied expressions of conversion. He also seems to contradict an earlier statement that the
black revivalist practices reflected some measure of West African heritage, yet aspects of black revivalist
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practice including singing and dancing are something that emerged “gradually” as individuals
incorporated more elaborate symbolic behavior?
39Another part of revival culture propelling the camp meeting trope may have been the frontier context.
Witness the repeated anecdotes of “rough frontier life” interspersed between religious services and camp
meeting preaching filling the pages of popular Methodist biographies and autobiographies such as Peter
Cartwright’s (1860[1856]) The Backwoods Preacher: An Autobiography of Peter Cartwright, For More Than Fifty
Years a Preacher in the Backwoods and Western Wilds of America.
40“Singing,” as described in Johnson’s sources, may have had some qualities in common with glossolalia,
a phenomenon of “speaking in tongues” more commonly practiced among contemporary Pentecostals.
See Mills (1986) Speaking in Tongues: A Guide to Research on Glossolalia.
41The use of the word “permanent” is not intended to be a measure of camp meetings that have been in
continual operation since their founding to the present day. Rather, the semantic division is between
“permanent” or multi‐year use camp grounds and “temporary” single‐year use camp grounds. Both
types of camp grounds were in common use throughout the 19th century.
42Many of these “permanent” camp meetings had been located along major transportation corridors and
had provided urban Methodists with sites of forested worship since the early decades of the 19th century.
One incorrect assumption in the camp meeting literature, perhaps stemming from Johnson’s early focus
on the camp meeting as a product of the “frontier” or at best the “backcountry,” is a lack of attention in
the published literature to the role of camp meetings and urban revivalism. For instance, British
Methodist missionary Joshua Marsden, while waiting in New York City on passage to his mission field in
Nova Scotia in 1815, attended a camp meeting in the Hudson River town of Croton. He wrote of the
pilgrimage qualities of travelling to the event: “The one [camp meeting] held for the district of New York,
is generally at Croton, about 40 miles up the Hudson river; a select part of the forest is chosen, rising like
an ampitheatre: this is generally cleared from brush and sylvan rubbish, so as to have little but the grass
beneath and tall trees waving above. At the appointed time, the trustees of the New York Methodist
churches, delegate one of their body to attend and make the proper arrangements for the occasion. A
number of tents are employed: sloops and small vessels are hired by the trustees, who charge each person
a small piece of money for his passage, and also debar improper persons from embarking; ‐‐ the joyful
hour is at length arrived; the sloops are all freighted with the tents, camp meeting equipage, &c. and only
wait the proper number of passengers: these crowd from every part of the city toward the well‐known
wharf. Some of the sloops have “camp meeting” waving on their colours; others have the words painted
on boards, which they hang in the rigging. The people crowd on board, until each sloop above and
below contains from three to four hundred persons: it is often the case that there are several local and
itinerant preachers in each vessel, who regulate and lead the worship on board” (Marsden 1816:173).
43When

he published his Lectures on Revivals of Religion (1835) as his first book while serving as Professor
of Theology at Oberlin College in Ohio, Charles Grandison Finney was already a well‐known revivalist.
Finney began his revivalist career soon after entering the ministry over the objections of fellow clergy
who felt his preaching style was too colloquial for the formal liturgy of the Presbyterian Church
(Hardesty 1991:10). Within a year he was leading revivals at Presbyterian churches first in Jefferson
County, New York and later Oneida County and the towns of Rome and Utica in what was called New
York’s “Burned‐over District (Hardman 2007:171). By the time Finney and his family moved to Oberlin,
his revival work had brought him from Boston, to New York City, to Philadelphia, and Wilmington,
Delaware. It would be difficult to overstate Finney’s importance to the development of 19th century
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Protestant revivalism in North America. While early revivalists of the Second Great Awakening stressed
bringing about religious conversion through fiery, guilt‐convincing preaching and responses to that
preaching in the form of ecstatic displays of guilt, repentance, conversion, and joy, Finney was decidedly
a revivalist of the latter half of the Second Great Awakening (Chesebrough 2002; Hardesty 1991:33‐36;
Hewitt 1991; Johnson 1956). Eschewing conversions based on emotional preaching and even more
emotional responses, Finney stood in a long tradition of formal worship and revival common to
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Congregationalists, and English‐speaking Reformed churches that sought
“order in worship, theological precision” and whose “revivals, most often in a church setting, were
characterized by an atmosphere of ‘profound solemnity’ and by emotional restraint” (Long 1998:6).
Finney’s work and writings on revival, despite the controversy he invited as his work intersected the then
nearly century‐old Calvinist/Arminian divide in Presbyterianism were influential (Loetscher 1978).
Importantly, the textures of his revivals – colloquial sermons, avoidance of unbound displays of
emotional response, significant involvement of laity in organizing revival activities, and more formal
liturgy in and behavioral expectations of participants during revival services – would characterize
Protestant revivalism throughout the rest of the 19th century.
46Although Ryan’s work covers the period from 1790 to 1865, the core of her work covers the period from
roughly 1810 to 1845. As she states in her conclusion, “The making of the middle class in the industrial
age was conditioned by family changes dating from the canal era. Thereafter, the family itself became the
cradle of middle‐class individuals” (Ryan 1981:239).
45Another

important aspect of Ryan’s study is her concept of “revival cycles.” She claims that
revivalism’s earliest, significant intersection with family life in Oneida county likely occurred during a
revival that began in the winter of 1813‐1814 (Ryan 1981:75). Ryan notes not only a distinct patriarchical
orientation to this revival, with a large number of male heads‐of‐households converted, but also a large
number of elite commercial families taking part (Ryan 1981:82). Although many of the participants in the
1813‐1814 revival left no trace of their lives in available vital records, 65 percent were married, and 25
percent of these had at least one infant baptized within one year of the revival (Ryan 1981:82). This
process of conversion and child raising is important in Ryan’s narrative, as it is in this process of parents
converting in a revival, having children, and subsequently raising those children in a historical narrative
of conversion and revival so that in time their children similarly take part in a new revival, and so on and
so forth as the revival cycle continues. The application of intergenerational revival processes has not
been, to my knowledge, directly applied to a study of camp meeting revivalism, but could provide a
means of empirically testing Kenneth Brown’s notion of the role of social memory in preserving “the old
camp ground” (Brown 1997).
46By the 1870s Methodist women were writing short stories set on campgrounds that were published in
religious periodicals. Some of these stories were sufficiently long and published as books. One such
book, Mary H. Norris’ (1874) Camp Tabor, was a popular novel exploring the summertime experience of a
pair of children visiting the Mount Tabor campground in North Jersey. To what degree these stories
achieved their popularity among women readers reflecting on their own childhood experiences at camp
meetings is uncertain.
47Contrast the attendees responses in the Amanda Smith vignette in this dissertation’s Introduction with
the responses of attendees at Frances Trollope’s Indiana camp meeting. Both were moved by an
emotional response to the Spirit, but the Ocean Grove attendees seem sedate in comparison.
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This list of activities is a synthesis of activities reported in the Minutes of the Round Lake Camp Meeting
Association, Saratoga County, New York, on file at the Round Lake Village Historian’s Office. My use of the
term “holy leisure” is derived from Troy Messenger’s (1999) Holy Leisure, a cultural history of
performance at Ocean Grove, New Jersey.
49Camp sheds seem to be a vernacular architectural tradition centered on the Upland South. However,
the architectural form is found as far west as Arkansas and may have been used more widely in the early
19th century. Johnson, for instance, mentions an “L‐shaped arbor” erected at a camp meeting in Goshen,
Illinois in 1807, but it is uncertain whether this structure was a camp shed or a rather large brush arbor
(Johnson 1955:48). Conversely, by the middle of the 19th century, camp grounds from Georgia to North
Carolina were, to some degree, building up areas for cabins and one‐and‐a‐half story cottages. However,
the scale of these campground villages was considerably limited in comparison to the cottage cities of the
Mid‐Atlantic and New England.
50At two camp grounds in East Tennessee, these sheds have maintained a renewed existence over the
years. At Bell’s Campground in Knox County, Tennessee, the currently standing camp shed was built in
1880. While camp ground tradition holds the first camp shed on the grounds was built in 1814, limited
archaeological testing at the current shed suggests the possibility of at least three major shed building
episodes in the history of the camp ground.
51The platform visible in Figure 2.10 of the interior of Bell’s Campground in Knox County, Tennessee, is a
reconstruction of an earlier 20th century platform. The shed as it exists today is itself a late 19th century
reconstruction of a shed that may have been built in the mid‐1810s.
52Sparking Price’s immediate concern with the grounds was the issue of the propriety of holding a camp
meeting less than a few months after a group of Yellow Fever victims died in several of the wood‐frame
camps on the grounds. However, the longer running crisis with the grounds stemmed, according to local
histories, with the seizure of the Fountain Head Methodist Episcopal Church South by the Holston
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (North) during Reconstruction. The campground today is
a popular park and lake in Knoxville’s Fountain City neighborhood (Tumblin and Hinshilwood 2004;
Hicks 2000[1968]).
48
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Chapter 3
The Beauty of Holiness:
Phoebe Palmer and the Practice of Holiness Theology
New York City, July, 1836.
Eliza was an angel. Her night dress of brilliant white, her hair wavy locks of
light brown. She was a sweet and beautiful child. Her mother thought so. One
summer night, holding her almost eleven month old daughter, Phoebe Palmer had a
moment of a mother’s anxiety. Eliza was almost too precious for this world. The
moment passed and soon Eliza was softly asleep.
An evening visitor called Phoebe away from the nursery, leaving Eliza in the care
of the Palmer family maid. In a short time a lamp accidentally toppled over in the
nursery. Phoebe rushed back to the sound of shrieking and flames consuming the
curtains of Eliza’s crib.
“I grasped my darling from the flames,” she wrote, weeks later of that summer
night that was a chasm, craggy and fearful beneath her. “She darted one inexpressible
look of amazement and pity on her agonized mother, and then closed her eyes forever
on the scenes of earth. After a few hours the sweet spirit of my darling passed way,
leaving me […].”1

Introduction
Phoebe Palmer was perhaps the most influential Methodist theologian, feminist,
and activist of the 19th century. As an author and theologian, her 18 volumes on
holiness theology, poetry, and biography were widely‐read. By 1868, as editor of the
Guide to Holiness, her theological writings reached over 30,000 subscribers in the United
States, Canada, and Europe (White 2008:203; Guide to Holiness, November 1868).2
Together with her sister Sarah Lankford, Palmer hosted Tuesday Meetings for the
promotion of holiness in her New York City home beginning in 1837. What began as
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lay gatherings for Methodist women’s spiritual discussions quickly became popular
gatherings for some of the most well‐known figures in late 19th century Methodism
including Nathan Bangs, editor of the Methodist Quarterly Review, Bishop Leonidas
Hamline, Bishop Matthew Simpson, and National Camp‐Meeting Association president
Rev. John Inskip.3 As holiness evangelist, Phoebe and her husband Walter brought the
format of these holiness gatherings to Methodist camp meetings throughout the
Northeast, Midwest, and Ontario beginning in the middle of the 19th century.4 Historian
J. Edwin Orr, for instance, suggested her camp meeting ministry played a central role in
the Revival of 1858 (Orr 1949: 50‐52). At home in New York, as feminist and activist,
Palmer argued that holiness was an empowering theology, and advocated for an
engaged social role for the sanctified. Active in the Women’s Home Missionary Society,
Palmer took such an engaged role herself by taking part in the Society’s activities
which, included outreach ministry for middle‐class Methodist women to visit, pray
with, and try to meet the needs of women and children living in working class and
impoverished neighborhoods across the city (White 1997:72‐73).5 By 1850, Palmer’s
efforts were instrumental in the founding of a mission in New York’s Five Points
neighborhood (White 2008).
To understand Phoebe Palmer’s engaged theology of holiness is to understand
something of the theological orientation of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for
the Promotion of Holiness. Likewise, to understand the dimensions of Palmer’s small
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group holiness parlor religiosity is to understand something essential for the
ritual/liturgical innovations the Association brought to the camp meeting format.
Leadership of the Association were participants in Palmer’s Tuesday Meetings, were
contributors to the Guide to Holiness, and invited Phoebe Palmer to make her camp
meeting ministry part of the liturgical landscape of the early National camp meetings.
In turn, an understanding of how Phoebe Palmer reoriented traditional Wesleyan
holiness into what would become the holiness orientation advocated through National
camp meetings and, ultimately, the holiness orientation that would further fracture the
Wesleyan table, should begin not with Phoebe Palmer as theologian, or as urban,
middle‐class laywoman, but with Phoebe Palmer as grieving mother.

Phoebe Palmer and the Theological Anthropology of Methodist Holiness
Phoebe Palmer (Figure 4.1) was born on December 18, 1807, one of nine children
in a devout Methodist family living in New York City. Her father, Henry Worall, was
an immigrant from England where he had become a Methodist under the guidance of
John Wesley (White 2008; Crawford‐Galea 1993:236). In 1827 a 19 year old Phoebe
married Walter Palmer, a similarly devout Methodist with a homeopathic physician’s
practice in the city. By all accounts, Walter and Phoebe were a loving couple, and their
relationship furthered each other’s religious practices (Raser 1987). Yet for Phoebe,
raised in a Methodist tradition that emphasized the affective dimensions of religious
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Figure 3.1 Phoebe Palmer.

Source: Oden, Thomas C. (1988) Phoebe Palmer: Selected

Writings. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press.

experience, the practice of her faith did not come without challenges and an underlying
uncertainty. If a certain warming of the heart or feeling of joy marked the assurances of
the Holy Spirit that a Methodist had indeed attained salvation, Palmer did not
experience such an outward sign of the working of the Spirit (Palmer 1867). She lived
with this disquiet until the period of her grief over Eliza’s death.
Of that dark chasm in July 1836, Palmer writes,
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“Turning away from human comforters I coveted to be alone with God. …
After the angel spirit winged its way to Paradise, I retired alone, not
willing that any one should behold my sorrow. While pacing the room,
crying to God, amid the tumult of grief, my mind was arrested by a gentle
whisper, saying ‘Your Heavenly Father loves you. […]’” (Diary, July 1836
in Wheately 1876:30‐31).
If there is spiritual generativity so early in the grieving process, Phoebe Palmer’s
grieving hours, perhaps what Dana Luciano (2007) would describe as a time of grief
more concentrated than hours, was a desperate search for meaning.6 In the account she
shares of her grief, as the dark circumstances of her loss took hold of her, Palmer sought
to take hold of her world through the daily routines of her religious practice. She
turned to the Bible, and literally opened the text and sought the transcendent:
“I took up the precious WORD, and cried, ‘O, teach me the lesson of this
trial,’ and the first lines to catch my eye on opening the Bible, were these,
‘O, the depth of the riches, both of the wisdom and knowledge of God!
How unsearchable are his judgments and his ways past finding out!’”
(Diary, July 1836 in Wheately 1876:31).
Through her process of grief, Phoebe Palmer drew on a repertoire of feelings and
interpretive frames available through her Methodist tradition. According to sociologist
Robert Orsi (2005:168‐169), such moments reveal not the invariant structures of a
religious tradition, but the capacity of the practitioners of any tradition for religious
improvisation. For Orsi, as religious patterns of imagining are brought to bear on the
challenge of a person’s experience, those imaginings, those architectures of feeling in
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the Methodist sense, along with the practitioner and their world, are changed by that
wrestling.7
Writing in her diary that July of 1836, one of the earliest changes to Palmer’s
orientation to the world was a nearly mystical experience coupled with an acceptance,
or perhaps even an intensification of her flat affect in religious experience. She writes:
“From that moment… the trial passed away… my loved little one…
appeared scarcely separated from me. The veil separating the two worlds
was so slight, that things unseen became a living reality. Never before
have I felt such a deadness to the world. God takes our treasures to
heaven, that our hearts may be there also” (Diary, July 1836 in Wheatley
1876:32).
When, a year later, her sister Sarah Lankford told Phoebe of her own experience of
“entire sanctification” and her lack of any emotional response to that sanctification,
Phoebe may have found in her sister’s experience a striking parallel to her own revised
Methodist architecture of feeling.
On July 27, 1837 Phoebe Palmer recorded in her diary her “day of days,” July
26th, when she had her own experience of entire sanctification.8 Of this experience of
“rest of the soul,” Palmer emphasized a prolonged inner struggle that resulted in the
entire consecration of her life to God, faith that God would accept her sacrifice as long
as she maintained her consecration to God, and confession of her experience of
sanctification to others. Palmer expressed and simplified the specific details of her
sanctification experience in her testimonies in her weekly holiness parlor gatherings
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and her early writings including The Way of Holiness (1854[1845]). In the eyes of more
orthodox adherents of holiness, that Palmer could experience entire sanctification
within in a moment, in her lifetime, seemed to contradict traditional Methodist
theology. This conflict would saturate the debate over holiness for the rest of the 19th
century.
Palmer, herself, was aware of her orthodox criticsʹ claims of critical differences
between the traditional Wesleyan concept of the experience of entire sanctification, and
the entire sanctification she experienced. Declaring her experience a “shorter way,”
Palmer presented the experience of entire sanctification in a three stage process and
defended it as authentically Wesleyan (Palmer 1854[1845]:17). Yet, as some historians
have highlighted, Palmer’s own account of her experience was not easily reducible to
only three stages (Galea 1993:240). The process she advocates in The Way of Holiness, for
instance, does not establish a clear connection to her own “altar theology”‐‐ itself a
repertoire of striking Old Testament imagery that comprised the most unique feature of
Palmer’s reoriented holiness theology, the act of self‐monitoring that kept oneself
constantly on a figurative redemptive altar that in turn enabled the sanctified to have
freedom from intentional sin.
For this “shorter way,” Palmer recommended that the person seeking the
experience of entire sanctification begin by seeking “entire consecration.” In her diary,
Palmer describes the intensity of intention toward attaining entire sanctification
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necessary such that, for the seeker, “the way back again to self, or the world in any
degree, was returnless” (Diary, July 27, 1837 in Wheatley 1876:43‐44). Palmer framed
the discussion of her own resolve to sever connections to this world in the Biblical story
of Abraham’s call to sacrifice his son Isaac. In the story, she claimed, Abraham did not
need to know why God wanted to take away his child, but it was Abraham’s
willingness to “give up every beloved object” that mattered (Diary, July 27, 1837 in
Wheatley 1876:39). In her published writing on this step, Palmer incorporates more
traditional Methodist discourse on sinfulness, and on the individual’s falling short of
the redemption they received upon conversion (Palmer 1854[1845]: 20‐21). Recognizing
this sinfulness, the individual should, “with humility of spirit, induced by a
consciousness of not having lived in the performance of such a ‘reasonable service,’ she
was enabled, through grace, to resolve, with firmness of purpose, that entire devotion
of heart and life to God should be the absorbing subject of the succeeding pilgrimage of
life” (Palmer 1854[1845]:21‐22). This commitment to live life wholly for God was the
second step in the stage of consecration.9
Between the holiness seeker’s faith that God would sanctify the believer who had
turned from worldly ties and a sinful past in order to be wholly the Lord’s, and the
third stage of confession or witnessing to others their sanctified state, Palmer proposed
another step of belief. In describing her own experience, she expressed her desire that
she would receive some affective experience, an outward sign that God had sanctified
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her. With her heart not strangely warmed as she expected from her Methodist
upbringing, Palmer instead turned to her experience of faith. She argued that the
believer would be sanctified, and could be assured of their sanctification, not by
feelings, but by faith (Palmer 1854[1845]:37‐41, 67‐68). Specifically, faith Palmer
expressed metaphorically, as keeping one’s self as a whole and living sacrifice on the
altar.10
Although some historians have connected the metaphorical altar of Phoebe
Palmer’s theology to the altar rail common in Methodist Churches, separating the
communion table and dais from the pews, Palmer’s own language is steeped in Biblical
imagery of Old Testament sacrificial altars tied to the atoning sacrifice of Jesus (Jones
1997:206). In a letter dated November 15, 1849, Palmer explains her use of altar
terminology:
“’How may we enter into the enjoyment of holiness?’ I came to a point
where I would have said, ‘The moment we lay our offering upon the altar
[italics throughout are original], it is a duty to believe that the offering is
acceptable.’ … …[seeking Biblical support for her altar metaphor Palmer
read] the words of the Saviour, ‘For their sakes I sanctify Myself, that they
also might be sanctified through the truth’ John 17:19. And then to
Matthew 23:19: ‘Ye fools and blind for whether is greater, the gift, or the
ALTAR [capitalized in original] that sanctifieth the gift.’ And now for a
striking and most tangible illustration of the Saviour’s meaning. I was
taken centuries back, to where it was written, ‘Seven days thou shalt make
an altar most holy. Whatsoever toucheth the ALTAR shall be holy.’ Exodus
29:37. Could I now regard it as questionable, whether it was a duty to
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believe that the offering was sanctified, when laid upon the altar?” (Letter
to unknown recipient, November 15, 1849 in Wheatley 1876:532‐533.)
In The Way of Holiness, Palmer stresses that the act of placing one’s self upon the altar is
a necessary correlate to believing in the redeeming power of Jesus’ atoning sacrifice and
the scriptural promises that believers will be sanctified (Palmer 1854[1845]:67‐68). The
task for the believer, once sanctified, was to keep one’s self upon the altar and testify to
others about that status. These testimonies, related orally at Tuesday Meetings, or
printed in The Guide to Holiness, provide a range of responses to and interpretations of
the experience of entire sanctification, but each commonly maintained a core of
Palmer’s altar phraseology.

Perfection in the Trajectory of Methodist Theology
Dismissing the writings and public preaching of a laywoman promoting a
popular thread in a denomination’s theological discourse may have been a simple task
for any denomination other than the Methodist Episcopal Church. Well before her
popularity as a writer in the 1840s and 1850s, the gatherings in Phoebe Palmer’s home
for the promotion of holiness were drawing the attendance of Methodist luminaries.
Her early published works, the immediate focus of which was specifically her
reorientation of Christian holiness, were resonant with many Methodists. Elements of
the historical circumstances of Phoebe Palmer’s influence on Methodism were many,
but three elements of the denomination’s self‐identity seem key. First, by the time of
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Phoebe Palmer’s writings, the Methodist historical imagination had long associated
Christian perfection with the writings of its founder, John Wesley. Although Wesley’s
doctrine of entire sanctification was never incorporated into the official practices of the
church, and most early American Methodists treated Wesley with far more respect than
adherence to his rules, the Wesleyan imprint gave the doctrine a certain historical
importance (Wigger 1998; Peters 1956:8). Second, although dropped from the Discipline,
Wesley’s short tract on Christian perfection garnered interest in Methodist theological
circles throughout the 19th century. Nathan Bangs, longtime editor of the influential
Methodist Quarterly Review, argued for sanctification as a neglected, but important,
element of Methodism.11 Rev. Timothy Merritt, founding editor of the Guide to Holiness,
published his own treatise on achieving Christian perfection – a text he cast as a
restatement of Wesley’s original treatise (Merritt 1825). Discussions of Christian
perfectionism were, in a sense, floating throughout Methodist popular discourse for
much of the century before Phoebe Palmer’s books had their impact. Even after
Palmer’s writing career began, books such as John A. Wood’s (1860) widely‐popular
Perfect Love, sought to promote Wesley’s original perfectionist theology. Finally, for
much of the 19th century, Methodist theology eschewed formal theological expositions,
what is commonly called systematic theology (Holifield 2003:257; Chiles 1965:37‐48).
Instead, following the lead of Wesley’s more informal, occasional, and practical
theology, Methodist writers sought to address everyday life in theological writings
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accessible to laity. Practical Methodist theology had few formal or academic venues but
was nevertheless transmitted in a variety of ways. As some have argued, “it was from
the days of the Wesleys carried in hymns – condensed, sung, heart‐stirring summaries
of profound life‐changing theological convictions… it was also carried in journals and
diaries of early preachers, written and oral accounts of conversions, in liturgical texts
borrowed from other traditions…” (Marsh 2004:3).
When John Wesley (Figure 4.2), his brother Charles, and other students at Oxford
began their revivalist movement in the Church of England after 1729, Wesley soon
asserted that Christian perfection was a unique theological contribution of what were
then pejoratively called ‘Methodists’ (Wigger 1998). Until the 1767 publication of his
tract, A Plain Account of Christian Perfection, Wesley’s statements on Christian perfection
were occasional and informal (Wesley 1959[1794]). While much of Wesley’s attention to
perfection came between 1756 and 1763, he insists in his later writings that his concern
with sanctification began during the pre‐Aldersgate period (Tuttle 1988:148).12
Among the earliest influences on Wesley’s nascent theological anthropology and
soteriology were a variety of writings by clergy in the Church of England as well as
Catholic mystics. Wesley describes being “exceedingly affected” by reading Jeremy
Taylor’s (1865[1649]) Holy Living and Dying, noting the emphasis in the text on the
importance of purity of intention in religious practice (Wesley 1959[1794]:366). Equally,
if not more influential in Wesley’s thought on Christian perfection was his reading of
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Figure 3.2. John Wesley. Source:
http://anglicanhistory.org/wesley/jwesley.jpg. [Accessed March 15,
2010]

Thomas à Kempis’ (2003[1707]) The Christian Pattern; or, The Imitation of Jesus Christ.
Wesley’s emphasis on “inward religion, the religion of the heart” throughout his
writings strongly mirrors à Kempis, and it was à Kempis that became an interpretive
frame for Wesley’s readings of the Letters of Paul, and seeing “the necessity of having
‘the mind which was in Christ,’ and of ‘walking as Christ also walked’” (Tuttle 1998).
At what point these readings helped form Wesley’s public sermons and statements on
holiness is uncertain, but as early as 1733, in a sermon preached in St. Mary’s Church at
Oxford, Wesley addressed holiness as:
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“that habitual disposition of the soul which, in the sacred writings, is
termed holiness; and to which directly implies, the being cleansed from
sin… Here is the sum of the perfect law, the circumcision of the heart. Let
the spirit return to God that gave it, with the whole train of its affections.
Other sacrifices from us He would not, but the living sacrifice of the heart
hath He chosen. Let it be continually offered up to God through Christ, in
flames of holy love” (Rose 1975:24‐25).
By 1767, in writing his Plain Account of Christian Perfection, Wesley provides no
direct references to any of the influences on his thought, including à Kempis’ concept of
the imitation of Christ – a concept Wesley explicitly incorporated into an earlier tract
defining the character of a Methodist as someone who is a perfected Christian, someone
“who loves the Lord his God with all his heart, with all his soul, with all his mind, and
with all his strength. God is the joy of his heart, and the desire of his soul” (Wesley
1959[1794]:370‐371). In the Plain Account, Wesley, however, draws on a similar pattern.
“Perfect love is the end; and the imitation of Christ (rather than justification by faith) is
the means,” writes Tuttle, in his exploration of Wesleyan mysticism (Tuttle 1988:149).
In love, Wesley found “perfection, and glory, and happiness” (Wesley 1959[1794]:368).
The achievable perfection of a Methodist through imitating Christ stands in stark
contrast to Wesley’s view of the natural state of humanity. Humanity, in Wesley’s
theological anthropology, is degraded and helpless, but with sufficient free will to
accept what possibilities of salvation are offered through the operations of prevenient
grace (Grider 1994; Peters 1956:64).13 Salvation for Wesley, however, is brought about
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by the operation of convincing grace, which brings about repentance through
introspection (Peters 1956:64). This conviction of sin brings an individual to accept
salvation by faith. For Wesely, this salvation has two aspects or branches. On the one
hand, the individual’s salvation brings justification, or salvation from the guilt of sin
and a restoration to God’s favor. While on the other hand, the individual is also
sanctified, saved from the power of sin and restored to the image of God (Figure 4.3).
Importantly in regard to differences that emerged between Wesley’s conception of
Christian perfection and Phoebe Palmer’s reorientation of the doctrine, was that Wesley
described this process of justification and sanctification as both instantaneous and
gradual (Peters 1956:64). Wesley writes, “It begins the moment we are justified, in the
moment … till, in another instant, the heart is cleansed from all sin, and filled with pure
love of God and man. But even that love increases more and more, till we ‘grow up in
holy, humble, gentle, penitent love of God and man. It gradually increases from that
all things into him that is our head,’ till we ‘attain the measure of the stature of the
fullness of Christ’” (Wesley 1865:282‐283).
For Wesley, generally, sanctification was a process beginning at the moment of
salvation, and, importantly, despite the term ‘perfection’, was not meant to imply a
Methodist was completely without sin. Perfection did not mean perfection in
knowledge, freedom from ignorance or the ability to sin by mistake, or freedom from
process of sanctification. Although Wesley himself never claimed to experience entire
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Figure 3.3. Model of Wesleyan salvation with Justification and Sanctification as the two overlapping and immediate and
ongoing effects of salvation.

Source: John Wesley (1958[1872]) Working Out Our Own Salvation. In Sermons on Several Occasions. Series: The Works

of John Wesley. Vol. 6. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing.

sanctification in his lifetime (Messenger 1999: 7‐8), he did not deny the possibility that
an individual could achieve entire sanctification in life. In his Plain Account, he notes:
“For although we grant (1) That the generality of believers, whom we
have hitherto known, were not so sanctified till near death; (2) That few of
those to whom St. Paul wrote his Epistles were so at that time; nor, (3) He
himself at the time of writing his former Epistles; yet all this does not
prove, that we may not be so to‐day” (Wesley 1959[1794]:387).
Further, throughout his writings from the 1756 to 1763 period, Wesley is not always
precise in his use of the terms sanctification and entire sanctification (Grider 1994;
Dieter 1987; Peters 1956:63). His terminology left open for debate in the 19th century
whether the sanctification received at salvation/conversion was entire sanctification that
itself was a continual process, or whether it was a partial sanctification, after which the
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saved Methodist worked to increase their own sanctification by degree. Even further,
as some 19th century holiness advocates, such as Rev. Timothy Merritt claimed, the
sanctification received upon conversion was partial and made seeking full sanctification
an obligatory further step in salvation (Merritt 1859:54).
As Wesley’s treatment of sanctification and Christian perfection used
interchangeable and sometimes ambiguous terms, his collected writings and sermons,
although frequently touching on concerns common in systematic theology, are not
themselves a comprehensive, systematic theology. His writings on theological topics,
rather, were occasional, written as pragmatic responses to the daily issues that arose in
the religious life of a new sectarian movement (Messenger 1999:7). This concern with
daily life, applied theology, and the theological dimensions of ministry, evangelism,
and church administration came to characterize the particular Methodist brand of
practical theology.
While Methodist theology on both sides of the Atlantic emphasized practical
theology over systematic theology from an early period (Rohrer 2010; Wigger 1998;
Richey 1991), certainly by the Christmas Conference of 1784 American Methodism was
established as a distinct tradition from English Methodism (Figure 4.4). For decades,
American Methodist theology would be, as mentioned earlier, communicated
informally through sermons, letters, autobiographies, conversion narratives and hymns.
By the 1810s, however, Methodists were writing more formal treatises on theology. In
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his (2009[1812]) An Essay on the Plan of Salvation, Maryland minister Asa Shinn explored
the uses of reason in comprehending atonement and God’s plan of salvation. The text
was written for an audience of non‐theologians, as Shinn repeatedly derides formal
theology as “some of the brightest luminaries of truth have been long concealed, and
almost totally eclipsed, by the thick fogs of metaphysical dust” (Shinn 2009[1812]:34),
and encourages his readers to not reject the application of reason, but rather let it be
“delivered from the shackles of metaphysical sophistry and hypotheses: let common
sense be permitted to appear without a veil” (Shinn 2009[1812]:170).
In his review of 19th century Methodist theology, Holifield (2003) notes that such
formal theological tracts were few in early Methodism, and were written as efforts to

Figure 3.4. A. Gilchrist Campbell, Consecration of Bishop Asbury, after 1882. Engraving of
Thomas Coke Ruckle painting (1882), depicting the consecr‐ation of Francis Asbury as the
first Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in America after the Revolution.
Source: http://ericcsmith.files.wordpress.com/2008/08/ordination‐of‐francis‐asbury1.jpg. [Accessed March 29, 2010].
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reach the laity. By 1847, for instance, Kentuckian Rev. Thomas Ralston published
Elements of Divinity, possibly the first Methodist systematic theology (Holifield
2003:258). Ralston arranged his treatise in a simple order progressing from discussing
the nature of God, to Jesus, salvation, and creation. The publisher’s advertisement for
the text claims “The design of this work is to present a clear and comprehensive outline
of the General System of Bible Theology, in a smaller compass, and a form less intricate
and perplexing to private christians [sic], young ministers, and students of Divinity”
(Ralston 1851[1847]:front matter). A similar range of laity‐friendly Methodist
theological texts were produced during the 1850s and 1860s. It was in this milieu, of
practical piety and a popular theology laced with ideas attributed to Wesley that
allowed for ideas of holiness claimed to be Wesleyan and promoted by a Methodist
laywoman’s accessibly‐written books as well as more informal venues such as Tuesday
Meetings and the Guide to Holiness periodical achieved such a significant following.
Phoebe Palmer’s writings also filled what Peters describes as a void left in
Methodist theology after the General Conference of 1812 removed Wesley’s theological
tracts from the Book of Discipline (Peters 1956:98). Although the tracts were published
separately in 1814 as A Collection of Interesting Tracts (Holifield 2003:270), they seem not
to have been republished until 1832. Yet the tracts, particularly Wesley’s Plain Account,
retained the interest of Methodist clergy and laity throughout this period. Dieter
suggests that not only were elements of Methodist theology particularly attuned to
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Wesley’s concept of holiness, but Wesleyan holiness resonated with several aspects of
the American experience (Dieter 1980:3‐5). That Wesleyan holiness marked a
transformation of the individual and beatific vision of that transformed individual’s
perfected community transected not only American exceptionalism and manifest
destiny promoting a place “where the Lord would create a new Heaven and a new
Earth,” but also transcendentalist currents attempting to “overcome the base material
world” (Dieter 1980:4‐5). While some historians of the holiness movement, including
Delbert Rose, argue two other elements of the American experience – abolitionism and
reactions against a sometimes autocratic church hierarchy – distracted Methodists from
attention to holiness, the connections between mid‐century holiness advocacy and
abolitionism, as well as the connections between holiness break‐away movements such
as the Free Methodists, are difficult to ignore (Rose 1975:29).14
Contextual factors and the internal dynamics of Methodist theological discourse
combined to create the potential space for continued popular explorations of Wesleyan
holiness. Phoebe Palmer’s reorientation of holiness was but one of these developments.
Perfectionism made occasional appearances in major Methodist journals between
the 1820s and the 1850s, particularly the New York Christian Advocate and the Methodist
theological standard that was the Methodist Magazine and Quarterly Review (Peters
1956:100‐101). One of the doctrine’s early publications was Rev. Timothy Merritt’s
(1825) The Christian’s Manual: A Treatise on Christian Perfection. The manual was
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presented as an expansion of and commentary on Wesley’s Plain Account. In The
Christian’s Manual, Merritt reinterpreted Wesley in three key ways that would permeate
later holiness thought. First, Merritt emphasized Wesley’s position that sanctification
was both a gradual and instantaneous process/event. The holiness adherent, in
language later repeated at National camp meetings, should expect sanctification “now.”
For Merritt, the experience of entire sanctification would provide its own outward signs
including feelings of love, joy, and peace. These outward signs Merritt saw, in
traditional Wesleyan form, as experiential evidence of the working of the Holy Spirit.
In an earlier sermon, reprinted in The Methodist Preacher (1859), Merritt stressed one of
Wesley’s more ambiguous dimensions of the experience of entire sanctification: the
necessity for realizing entire sanctification. Merritt saw the justification that came with
salvation as conditional, something one could lose and backslide from without working
on pursuing holiness (Merritt 1859[1821]:71). According to Merritt, “it is as absurd as
dangerous to suppose that a moral change can take place in you, without the use of
moral means by you. … If regeneration implies the proper use and direction of our
senses, then these must be employed, and our carnal appetites denied in seeking this
blessing” (Merritt 1859[1821]:71). Beyond a concern with the individual’s perfection,
Merritt argues that seeking sanctification was a kind of training for citizenship in the
perfect society of God’s Kingdom (Merrit 1859[1821]:68). This civic dimension to
Wesleyan holiness was frequently referenced throughout the 19th century in similar
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utopian terms. For instance, at National camp meetings the presence and participation
of holiness advocates from a range of denominations was described as Pentecost, or as a
model of the New Jerusalem.
While books such as Merritt’s promoted holiness, other texts engaged in debates
over holiness were not uncommon. One of the first major eruptions of holiness debate
came in the early 1840s following a holiness revival at Oberlin College, in Oberlin, Ohio.
The small Presbyterian college’s professor of theology, Rev. Charles Grandison Finney,
counter to even the light Calvinism of “New Light” Presbyterianism, was promoting a
holiness revival on campus that emphasized such Arminian concepts as free will, a
conviction of sin and repentance, and an active presence of the Holy Spirit (Jones
1974).15 Finney’s emotion‐filled revivals at Oberlin were drawing significant criticism
from more moderately Calvinist Presbyterians. Elements of Finney’s revival that came
under particularly strong criticism were concepts of holiness his critics saw as
distinctively Wesleyan. As their charges spread through newspapers and Presbyterian
periodicals from Ohio to New England, Methodists responded. Among the responses
was George Peck’s (1849[1845]) The Scriptural Doctrine of Christian Perfection, Stated and
Defended. As Presbyterian theologians at Andover and Princeton attacked the Oberlin
revival, Finney, and holiness, Peck sought to differentiate Wesleyan holiness from
Finney’s reorientation. Defending the doctrine of holiness from the Presbyterian critics,
as well as attacking the holiness advocated at Oberlin as too concerned with a holiness
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achieved through works, Peck stressed that Wesley’s doctrine was an evangelical one,
concerned nothing more than with the love of God and the work of grace in salvation.
By the mid‐ to late‐19th century, the publication of books on Wesleyan holiness
continued unabated. The popularity of books such as John A. Wood’s (1860) Perfect
Love, and Lewis Dunn’s (1874) Holiness to the Lord, demonstrated that despite the
popularity of Phoebe Palmer’s books at mid‐century, there was a large market for books
expressing a range of holiness orientations. Wood and Dunn, at times worked with
Palmer in her camp meeting ministry, and all three took part in the early National camp
meetings at Vineland, New Jersey, in 1867 and the following year in Manheim,
Pennsylvania. Yet neither of their holiness texts adopt Palmer’s orientation. Dunn, in
fact, questions the need for Palmer’s altar phraseology. For Wood, like Merritt,
sanctification is both an event and a process. Discussing the process by which an
individual is restored to the favor of God through the justification that comes with
salvation, Wood argues “justification and regeneration are concomitants and
inseparable. Regeneration is the beginning or the lowest degree of sanctification, hence,
every justified soul is either partially [all italics in original] or entirely sanctified. …
Justification and sanctification are perfectly distinct, although the beginning of
sanctification is inseparable from the justified state” (Wood 1860:18). Where
justification pardons sins, Wood argued for sanctification as the only element of
salvation capable of removing the capacity to sin. Following Wesley, Wood tied
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sanctification closely to the experience of perfect love. However, Wood broke from
Wesley in deferring this experience from the time of an individual’s salvation to the
time that individual became entirely sanctified. Dunn, similarly, sought to frame his
exposition of holiness in Wesleyan language. However, despite his avoidance of
Palmer’s altar phraseology, Dunn’s recommended steps on the path of sanctification
retain her basic three‐stage model (Dunn 1874:109). However, in Dunn’s reorientation
of holiness theology, opposition from “the ungodly world, and of a formal [all italics in
original] or Pharisaical Church” is a necessary experience in response to one’s testimony
of holiness, in a way confirming the authenticity of one’s holiness experience (Dunn
1874:129).
Criticism of holiness variants was not unknown in the Methodist press or in
published books, nor was criticism leveled between variants unknown, particularly
criticism from advocates of more orthodox Wesleyan holiness. As her popularity
increased, Phoebe Palmer was increasingly the personal subject of such criticism.
Writing in her diary in 1847 she reflected on the nature of the criticisms, and framing it
in a similar language of “great trial” that she had framed Eliza’s death, she writes, “I
have had some seasons of trial, deep trial, of late. … I can truly say with Paul, ‘I know
what it is to be abused, and what it is to abound.’ My views have been misrepresented
by those who do not seem to love holiness, and are not disposed to be at pains to read
what I have written” (Diary, November 1847, in Wheatley 1876:579‐580). Again, in
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early 1856 she confided to her diary the pain she felt from public criticism. In language
suggestive of Wesley’s admonition that “Oh, it is a blessed thing to suffer in a good
cause” (Wesley 1772), Palmer incorporated her suffering from criticism into her
constant practice of keeping herself on the altar of sanctification:
“The process of late has often been crucifying to the flesh. I have been
called to endure [all italics in original]. But I have victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ. I have laid myself as a whole‐burnt sacrifice upon the altar
of the service of the church, and I am permitted of late, often painfully, to
feel that the sacrifice is being consumed. The profession of holiness has of
late been publicly and seriously assailed by those who ought to have
defended it. I have been personally assailed as standing at the head and
front of the offending. But I feel that Christ is gloriously with me. He is
even now saying to my inmost soul, ‘Great is the Holy One in the midst of
thee.’ Though my nature, at times, recoils, yet grace triumphs over
nature, and I seem almost lost in view of the glory that will follow”
(Diary, January 1, 1856 in Wheatley 1876:129).
The serious assault on holiness Palmer experienced by the mid‐1850s was
coming from multiple, prominent voices in the Methodist church. One proponent of
orthodox Wesleyan holiness, Rev. Hiram Mattison of New York, accused Palmer of not
understanding Wesley’s doctrine (Irons 1998:34). Important among his charges, was
that Palmer confused the act of believing that one was sanctified with actual
sanctification, and, to the core of her experience, claimed she should not reject outward
signs of the Holy Spirit, such as a heart strangely warmed, that were meant to confirm
the sanctification experience. On this latter point, Nathan Bangs, though a friend and
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regular attendee of the Tuesday Meetings, criticized Palmer’s emphasis on the altar
rather than the Spirit. For Bangs, the “witness of the Spirit” was a critical, historically
Wesleyan doctrine that Palmer’s separation of faith and feeling, and her reliance on
faith alone for assurance of sanctification challenged (Dieter 1980:24‐25). Without the
“witness of the Spirit,” the holiness advocated by Phoebe Palmer strayed from its
Wesleyan roots.
Criticism of Palmer’s holiness theology was more than just the contention
between Palmer and prominent Methodists. The holiness debates placed a Wesleyan
theological tradition that favored informal channels of communication and popular,
practical piety, in tension with a church that had, since the 1840s, become an
increasingly urban, populous, middle‐class, and influential denomination. Although
the mid‐ to late‐19th century structure and demographics of the denomination may have
stood in some tension with the traditional character of the denomination’s theology that
had helped propel Palmer’s holiness theology to its mid‐century prominence, these
same shifting demographics would help contribute to the further spread of Palmer’s
message. Specifically, three practices Phoebe Palmer undertook as part of her larger
holiness ministry, apart from her theological writing, benefited from mid‐century
changes in American Methodism. First, as the Methodist Episcopal Church as an
institution shed some traditional structures such as class meetings, structures that had
encouraged laity to gather outside the context of a worship service and review each
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other’s spiritual progress, Palmer’s informal Tuesday Meetings and meetings in other
cities modeled after those at the Palmers’ house filled a particular institutional void
(Dieter 1980:41).16 Second, as American Methodists became increasingly more urban
and more middle‐class, they became much more literate. Regional Methodist
periodicals proliferated between the 1820s and the 1870s, with many, such as the New
York Christian Advocate, providing a venue for area Methodist Conferences to report
conference news, camp meetings, events, and publications. Phoebe Palmer’s editorship
of the Guide to Holiness was not only a venue for her theological writings, but became a
connective tissue for holiness advocates throughout North America. Finally, the
Palmers’ own camp meeting ministry took advantage of the nation’s growing rail
network to hold summer holiness meetings away from their home in New York City.
To each of these venues, those same rail networks allowed dispersed groups of holiness
advocates to gather, socialize, and worship in a traditional form of Wesleyan
fellowship.
Each of these practices of holiness had significant implications for the camp
meeting practice of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of
Holiness.

The Tuesday Meeting and the Practice of Sanctification
In the middle of January, 1868, Rev. Benjamin Pomeroy of the Troy Annual
Conference attended an afternoon gathering for the discussion of holiness at the home
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of Phoebe and Walter Palmer. Standing up to speak, Pomeroy was excited. This was
his first Tuesday Meeting, and he felt shy. “I am in the condition of the steam engine,
which should have been on its track half an hour ago. I am trembling under the
pressure,” he began. He praised the quality of the testimonies others gave of their
experiences of sanctification, and apologized that he felt little time to speak with so
many more gathered who had not yet had their turn. The sanctified crowd urged him,
“Go on; go on, brother.” Expressing his own sanctification, he said “I never expect to
live a day without some fault or error… …but I never expect to sin again in my life. I
cannot sin – it would hurt me terribly to sin. There is nothing in me that would be
gratified by sin; the sinning propensity is crucified out of me. Glory to God! I am saved
through the blood of the Lamb.” Such short autobiographical statements were, by 1868,
a common feature of Tuesday afternoons in the Palmer household. The assembled
crowds could often swamp the Palmers’ parlor, hallway, and other downstairs rooms.
Brother Pomeroy was, however, a prolific writer and frequent camp meeting preacher.
That autobiographical statement was only his preface. “Hallelujah! I am saved from
worldly longings; have been allured by tinsel and show; fooled by self and humbugged
by others – but I can’t be humbugged on religion again!” he said, as Joseph Mackey and
two other attendees jotted down his growing number of exclamations. “The vain pomp
and glory of the world has receded before a greater glory. Gorgeous mansions, human
pride and display are stooping to the dust; human greatness is not so great – gold is not
so yellow – as I once thought. All are empty of soul‐good.” Pomeroy’s metaphors fell
on his listeners, one after another. Then, he spoke of visiting Niagara Falls and
comparing its grandeur to the grandeur of his sanctification. “Then I turned to great,
grand Niagara, so much talked of. But I was ashamed of the thing, for I had a greater
Niagara in my mind – one with a bigger roar. It’s a calamity to Niagara that I ever saw
it; but for the sight, it would have stood with me ten‐fold itselfʺ (Pomeroy 1871:284‐287).
The Tuesday afternoon gatherings of the sanctified in the house at 54 Rivington
Street in New York City were a social nexus for the 19th century holiness movement.
The meetings provided space for performing the holiness theology Phoebe Palmer
wrote of and the texts hundreds of holiness adherents read. The structure of the
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meetings synthesized two traditional Methodist practices – the mid‐week class meeting,
and the love fest – into the form of an informally‐structured Victorian parlor gathering.
The meetings at the Palmers’ were not only popular, but widely reported on, and,
replicable – by the 1880s over two hundred similar parlor meetings for holiness were
held throughout North America and Europe (Dieter 1984:46). Similarly structured
meetings for holiness formed an important part of the liturgical landscape of National
camp meetings. How these meetings emerged, and how they engaged holiness
theology with Victorian respectability, gender relations, and relations between clergy
and laity had important implications for the holiness movement.
Started by Sarah Lankford in 1837 as gatherings for women’s spiritual
discussions, by 1839 the meetings opened to male attendees. In 1840 Phoebe Palmer
took over the responsibility of hosting the meetings, a position she held until her death
in 1874. Following Phoebe’s death, Walter led the meetings until his own passing in
1883 when Sarah once again hosted the meetings herself. When Sarah Lankford died in
1896, Brown (1999:72) suggests Phoebe’s brother‐in‐law, Miles Palmer, may have
continued the practice for at least another decade.
This larger lifetime of the meetings overlapped two significant shifts in the
institutional life of the Methodist Episcopal Church. First, as previously mentioned, the
church shifted from official small group meetings in the form of class meetings to a
greater focus on worship activities held on the Sabbath and mid‐week. Methodist laity
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and clergy were not entirely ready to abandon the spiritual and relational outlet that
had been provided by the small group format of the class meeting (Jones 1997:208;
Dieter 1980:41). Secondly, the gatherings at the Palmers’ home provided a venue at
which both clergy and laity could interact on equal footing – the role of laity in the
Methodist Episcopal Church having itself long been a contentious issue, the 1850s and
following decades saw serious steps toward greater lay representation in the activities
of the denomination (Dieter 1980:35‐36). Yet, providing a voice for laity was not the
only radical feature of the meetings. Far more radical was the kind of laity seeking their
voice at the meetings. Founded as social outlets for Methodist women’s spirituality,
even after the gatherings admitted men, women held a marked presence at the
meetings. Accounts of meetings appearing in issues of the Guide to Holiness featured
both men and women giving testimonies about their sanctification. When prominent
Methodist clergy were asked to lead meetings, reports in the Guide suggest that Phoebe
Palmer retained the role of meeting facilitator. Further, the meetings gave African
American women such as Amanda Smith (who attended meetings after 1866, during a
period in which she worked was a washerwoman while living in a basement apartment
in Greenwich Village) the opportunity to interact with Bishops of the Methodist
Episcopal Church (Smith 1893). Further, as Dieter notes, attendees of the Tuesday
Meetings were Methodists, Congregationalists, Presbyterians, and persons with a range
of denominational affiliations, reflecting a dominant characteristic of the 19th century
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holiness movement in its “strong interdenominational influence which it exhibited in
spite of its predominantly Methodist origins” (Dieter 1980:32). Writing of the Tuesday
Meeting, Rev. George Hughes claimed, “Our very soul has leaped joyfully in witnessing
how completely the Spirit of God annihilates the spirit of sectarianism [italics in
original], and leaps over the boundaries of Shibboleths. Here we see Methodists,
Baptists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Quakers, United Brethren, and Jews in Christ,
forgetting creeds, confessions, hair‐splittings, and party distinctions, sitting side by side,
drinking deeply of the one living fountain” (Hughes 1886:38).
This is not, however, to suggest these meetings were explicitly subversive or
anything but cosmopolitan middle‐class gatherings. In 1837, when Sarah Lankford
combined her women’s prayer groups from the nearby Allen Street Methodist
Episcopal Church and the Mulberry Street Methodist Episcopal Church, where she and
her husband Thomas attended, into a single prayer group meeting at her and Phoebe
Palmer’s home, the 40 or so women regularly attending these meetings were decidedly
members of the Victorian middle and upper classes (Rose 1975:31‐32). As Long
mentions, “the Mulberry street group clearly represented Methodism’s wealthy echelon
since theirs was one of only two of the denomination’s churches in the city with rented
pews – an elitist break from the usual practice of free seating” (Long 1992:287). At a
time when the plain practice of Methodism was quickly taking on many of the
accoutrements of refined urban living, these small group meetings seemed a potent
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outlet for Methodists seeking an intimacy that wasn’t available in their urban mid‐week
and Sabbath congregational services. As Long has argued, the parlor gatherings
brought Methodists together who ʺlonged to create their own distinctive synthesis,
balancing the religious zeal and populist vitality of the denominationʹs early years with
the propriety and decorum of mainstream respectabilityʺ (Long 1992:284).
Here, Palmer’s call for cutting the strings of attachment between the heart and
any object that would prevent becoming wholly the Lord’s, offered a theological
balance for members of the social circles in which Palmer’s message resonated. In those
social circles, was, in Long’s words, “a virtual who’s who” of Methodist society (Long
1992:295). Palmer’s diary and letters, and the pages of the Guide to Holiness include
references to Bishops Hamline, Hedding, Janes, Morris, Waugh, and Simpson. The
latter, one of the church’s wealthier Bishops and a resident of Philadelphia’s Society Hill
neighborhood, once famously arrived at a Philadelphia social event, his wife opulently‐
attired (Jones 1974). Educators and seminary presidents including Stephen Olin, Wilbur
Fisk, and John Dempster were among the attendees. So too were wealthy Philadelphia
industrialist Robert Pearsall Smith and his wife Hannah Whitall Smith, the latter a
prominent Quaker author and advocate for holiness. Further, Phoebe Palmer
maintained ties to Harriet Beecher Stowe and her brother Henry Ward Beecher.
At the height of its popularity, the Tuesday Meetings in the Palmers’ home found
an average of 50 to over 100 attendees filling the first floor. Reports in the Guide to
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Holiness suggest the central room for the meeting’s activities was the Palmer’s front
parlor. As Long notes, the home, a few blocks east of Broadway, was located in what
was by the 1840s a solidly middle‐class neighborhood in New York City (Long
1992:281). Despite their middle‐class neighborhood, the home was sizeable enough for
both the Palmer and Lankford families, a nursery, and several extra bedrooms (Long
1992:281). Yet, over time, as the meetings became more and more popular, Phoebe
Palmer began to express unease with the crowds spilling over into the hallway,
attendees sitting on the stairs, or pushed back toward the kitchen. In a diary entry from
December of 1857, she writes:
“Meeting excellent. Densely crowded as usual. Many, unable to get in,
occupied the hall and stairs. Have concluded to enlarge our borders.
Husband is contracting for an additional building, costing about two
thousand dollars, which will probably be commenced this week. We do it
for God, in view of arranging for permanent accommodation of the
meeting. And now my heart is gratefully exclaiming with David, ‘Now
therefore, our God, we thank Thee, and praise Thee, and praise Thy
glorious name’” (Diary December 15, 1857, in Hughes 1886:43).
Despite her plans in 1857, the Tuesday Meetings would remain at the Palmers’ home on
Rivington street until 1867. That year, an announcement in the Guide to Holiness
announced “The meetings for the promotion of holiness, held in New York for many
years past at the house of Dr. Palmer, Rivington Street, have been removed to 23 Saint
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Mark’s Place, near the Bible House. The meetings are held at 2½ o’clock every Tuesday
afternoon” (Guide to Holiness, March, 1867).
While steeped in middle‐class gentility and overflowing the cultural hearth that
was the Victorian parlor, the conduct of the Tuesday Meetings became an important
cultural practice. With the decline of urban class meetings and with them an
institutional Methodist venue allowing attendees the opportunity to share and model
their spiritual journeys, and for class leaders to assess the spiritual progress of the
congregation, Tuesday Meetings provided a new form for holiness modeling. Taking
Kathryn Long’s assessment of the role of Victorian gentility and the material
expressions thereof in these meetings, this modeling existed on several levels. On one
level, the social modeling of the Tuesday Meetings allowed middle‐class Methodists an
exercise in self‐presentation – the fashion, the use of space, and the comportment of
middle‐class, genteel selfhood were on display in a see‐and‐be‐seen setting (Goffman
1959; Hall 1968, 1959). On another level, the meetings allowed the already‐sanctified to
continue their practice of keeping their selves on the altar by testifying their
sanctification to others. On yet another level, the modeling occurred between the
already‐sanctified and the yet‐to‐be‐sanctified – the testimony of the already‐sanctified
serving a didactic function providing the yet‐to‐be‐sanctified (as well as others already‐
sanctified) with narrative structures and key terms to express their status.
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While portions of the practice of the Tuesday Meetings were revealed in Phoebe
Palmer’s diaries, the two main historical sources for understanding the structure of the
meetings are meeting reports in the Guide to Holiness, and Rev. George Hughes’ (1886)
Fragrant Memories of the Tuesday Meeting and the Guide to Holiness, a commemorative
book written by the Secretary of the National Camp‐Meeting Association, after Walter
Palmer’s death.
In Fragrant Memories, Hughes records a general sketch of the conduct of the
Tuesday Meeting. He writes: “The meeting commences at half‐past two o’clock, P.M.,
and is opened with the reading of Scriptures, singing, and prayer. Frequently, two or
three succeed each other in prayer. Several ministers are generally present, and the
opening exercises are conducted by some one of these, but much oftener than otherwise
by the venerable Dr. Bangs, who, during several past years, has seldom been absent”
(Hughes 1886:39). In reports of the meetings published in the Guide to Holiness, the role
of meeting leader was often filled by whatever noted Methodist clergy might be
present, however, the Guide’s definition of leadership of the meetings was comprised of
opening remarks, a short sermon or meditation, and a benediction. Phoebe Palmer
would then conduct the rather informal order of service.
The atmosphere of a Tuesday Meeting, Hughes claims, “is far more social in its
character than ordinary religious gatherings. It is rather the design of those under
whose supervision it is held, that it should be regarded as a social religious company,
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than as a formal meeting, requiring set exactions of any sort” (Hughes 1886:39). Yet, set
expectations were a part of the meetings. One task for the appointed leader of the
gathering was to identify the object of the meeting and invite testimony, prayers, or
inquiries on that subject. Hughes notes the tempo of the meetings commonly become a
stage for the yet‐to‐be‐sanctified to ask questions about the process, experience, and
nature of sanctification, while the already‐sanctified testify to their own experiences,
frequently turning to praising God for their salvation, justification, and sanctification.
Hughes’ sketch highlights the activities of women among the gathered meeting
attendees. He claims, “The testimony of the seeker of salvation, or of the timid, lisping
babe in Zion, is listened to with as much interest as that of the most deeply experienced.
Whether male or female, all are one in Christ Jesus. We have often thought, in our
observings, whether this meeting is not very like that gathering of the early disciples…
Here were the chosen apostles of our Lord, and here also were the beloved Marys,
Joanna, and the ‘many other women’ who, through evil and good report, with
undaunted step, followed the Man of Sorrows…” (Hughes 1886:40‐41). Hughes
similarly notes the participation of both laity and clergy, “the ministry does not wait for
the laity, neither does the laity wait for the ministry. There are seldom less than from
six to ten ministers present, and often more. These commingle as one with the laity,
irrespective of theological views or dignity of position” (Hughes 1886:41‐42).
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What Hughes presents as something of a free for all social gathering, belies
subtle structures shaping the flow of the meetings. These structures are both structures
of expectation for what should be said, when it should be said, and how it should be
said, but also structures guiding semi‐formal religious exercises in the meetings. For
instance, during a meeting in March 1867, Palmer commented after the opening songs
and prayers that she could “feel the presence of the Lord among us. In view of the
petition presented in the opening prayer, that this might be a believing meeting, I have
been asking for a special promise for myself; and may not every one of us have a
promise upon which to rest? Let each one ask the Lord for the promise best suited to
his present necessities” (Guide to Holiness, March 1867, p.98). Again in July 1868, the
Guide reports a meeting where “SISTER P. said she had a very special desire, and had
presented a very special prayer, that that meeting might be under the direction of the
Holy Spirit; so that they might realize as they sang ‘Spirit of burning come.’ That spirit
is here.” (Guide to Holiness, July, 1868). Yet, of that spirit, the Guide article notes that
“it might not be amiss to say, then, that the meeting was free for all, but yet there were
boundaries which the Spirit would set, such as that we should confine ourselves to the
object of the meeting, and perhaps it would not be in accordance with the Spirit for any
one [sic] to occupy a long time.”
Directed by the Spirit and the subtle facilitation of Phoebe Palmer, the Tuesday
Meetings created a performance space for middle‐class Victorians to experiment, within
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appropriate religious and social boundaries, with ways to synthesize their Methodist
faith with the accoutrements of their urban, upwardly mobile lifestyles. In the process,
they similarly were afforded opportunities to present their sanctified selves to others,
and, perhaps most importantly, before Phoebe Palmer herself. The small group
gatherings, also created affective bonds among the participants, developing an ever‐
expanding social network.
These meetings on Rivington Street soon formed a cultural core from which
attendees radiated outward, spreading the practice to other cities throughout the
Northeast. By the early 1840s, Congregationalist Thomas Cogswell Upham and his wife
Phebe Upham, after attending the Tuesday Meetings in New York, started similar
meetings at their home in Brunswick, Maine (Dieter 1980:40). In 1864, the newly‐
sanctified Rev. John S. Inskip and his wife Martha started a small parlor gathering for
the promotion of holiness in their home in New York. By 1865 Rev. Alfred Cookman,
an early member of the leadership committee of the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness, started a “Friday Meeting” in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania (Brown 1999:72). Jones notes that during this time frame similar meetings
were organized in Boston, Massachusetts; Trenton, New Jersey; Wilmington, Delaware;
and Baltimore, Maryland (Jones 1974:3). By 1886, Jones states, “over two hundred
meetings were operating in the United States and a half‐dozen other countries.” As lay
meetings for the promotion of holiness spread, first throughout the northeastern United
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States, and then further abroad, the need to keep these dispersed and growing
communities of holiness adherents tethered to each other and the writings of Phoebe
Palmer became more and more acute. By 1864, Phoebe Palmer found one solution in
the periodical, the Guide to Holiness.

The Guide to Holiness, Holiness Periodicals, and Imagined Communities
Over its years of publication the Guide to Holiness served as one of the main
vehicles for communicating holiness theology. At the height of its popularity in the
1860s, the Guide’s subscribership equaled that of the Methodist Quarterly Review and the
New York Christian Advocate (Jones 1974). As a religious periodical, the Guide was part
of that long history of association between Protestantism and print‐capitalism that, from
the late Middle Ages had been, according to Benedict Anderson, “exploiting cheap
popular editions, quickly created large new reading publics – not least among
merchants and women ... and simultaneously mobilized them for politico‐religious
purposes” (Anderson 2006: 40). The Guide was, to further draw on Anderson, a vehicle
for an imagined community of holiness adherents.
While most often associated with Phoebe Palmer, her editorship of the guide did
not begin until 1864. However, Palmer’s connections to the Guide were early in the
periodical’s history. According to Hughes’ account of the founding of the Guide, the
idea for the periodical began in a conversation in 1838 between Sarah Lankford and
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then‐agent for the Methodist Book Concern in New York, Rev. Timothy Merritt
(Hughes 1886:61). When their discussion turned to a recent love‐feast both had
attended, Merritt commented that such testimonies to the power of holiness could be
inspiring if ever published. Two years later, upon his return to his native Boston,
Merritt began publishing and editing the Guide to Holiness. At its outset, the Guide was
intended to report on new methods to promote Christian holiness, primarily through
accounts of revivals and, “accounts of such as have attained the enjoyment of this
blessed state, especially such as have died in the possession of it” (Dieter 1980:42).
That Merritt would turn to publishing a periodical to promote Christian holiness
seems a particularly Methodist practice. The year of American Methodism’s founding
in the Christmas Conference of 1784, when the most common characteristic of the
itinerant Methodist preacher was his illiteracy and lack of formal education, Methodists
were already hard at work planning colleges and seminaries up and down the Atlantic
seaboard. By 1789 they introduced a short‐lived denominational journal, which was
published anew in 1818 as the Methodist Magazine (Holifield 2003:257). By the 1830s the
Methodist Episcopal Church could boast one national periodical, the Christian Advocate
and Journal (published in New York), and six regional journals – the Western Christian
Advocate published in Cincinnati, Zion’s Herald published in Boston, the Pittsburgh
Christian Advocate, and, in the South, the Southwestern Christian Advocate published in
Nashville, the Richmond Christian Advocate, and the Southern Christian Advocate
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published in Charleston (Kirby, Richey, and Rowe 1996:108). By 1841, the Methodist
Quarterly Review, the denomination’s national theological journal, had subscribers
comparable to the theological journals of other major and longer‐established American
denominations.
While each periodical operated under the banner of the larger Methodist
Episcopal Church, each journal (other than the Methodist Quarterly Review) was
distinctly regional. This regional ownership of the church’s media would have two
significant and long‐lasting effects in Methodism’s history. First, the news, conference
announcements, events, and publications advertised through the pages of these journals
were distinctly local. For instance, even the New York Christian Advocate and Journal, by
the 1860s, regularly printed news from annual conferences abutting the city of New
York – to the point that every summer, lists of camp meetings appearing in
Methodism’s “national periodical” were those camp meetings easily accessible from the
city by rail, by steamer up the Hudson, or by schooner up the Connecticut coast. Over
time this area focus contributed to the growth of regional Methodist communities
whose religious news sources were keyed to the perspective of their particular region.
This media regionalism ties in to a second set of issues surrounding Methodist
periodicals – the influence of both abolitionism and holiness in antebellum papers.
As Kirby et al. note, “Methodists participated in the revived antislavery of the
1830s. The controversy animated conference life” (Kirby et al. 1996:108). Antislavery
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ministers flooded northern Methodist periodicals with their views on slavery and the
Methodist Church’s efforts to retain some measure of sectional neutrality on the issue.
While Northern Bishops including dissuaded editors from fueling the debate within
their papers, the Southern papers demonstrated a substantially opposite response.17 In
the South, “conferences issued resolutions condemning abolition, denying that slavery
was a sin, and insisting that the institution ought, as a civil matter, to be beyond the
church’s attention” (Kirby et al. 1996:109). Southern Bishops encouraged the southern
Methodist papers to carry these resolutions and fully express the region’s displeasure
with abolitionism.
Concurrently, holiness articles appearing in these regional Methodist periodicals
were relatively few, but as Dieter notes, increased in frequency throughout the
antebellum period (Dieter 1980:43‐44). Yet the periodicals in which holiness advocates
and opponents commonly aired their views were the Christian Advocate and Journal,
Zion’s Herald, and the Methodist Quarterly Review – all Northern outlets. In the post‐war
popular imagination, particularly among Southerners, associations between Northern
Methodist interests and the promotion of holiness would be palpable.
For holiness advocates, Merritt’s Guide to Holiness served as a public outlet and
vehicle for their pursuit of holiness. The Guide’s pre‐Palmer format featured generally
two kinds of articles. Lengthy personal accounts of sanctification were a specialty of
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Merritt’s Guide, as were excerpts from both American and British writers on the subject
of holiness. Other articles in the Guide emphasized themes of moral living, conversion
narratives, and biographies of prominent Methodist clergy. For subscribers to the
Guide, the periodical provided what Anderson called “deep horizontal” connections in
several directions (Anderson 2006:7): between the reader and the individuals
recounting their sanctification, as well as connections between the reader and other

Figure 3.5. Guide to and Beauty of Holiness, May, 1866.
Methodist Library, Drew University, Madison, NJ.

Source:
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readers, real or imagined. These fictive ties of community with other holiness
adherents were, if Anderson can be cited once more, further reinforced by the very
ritualistic act of reading the Guide and imaging one’s reading was paralleled by
hundreds or thousands of other subscribers (Anderson 2006:35).
As Hughes notes, the Guide would frequently publish testimonials from both
clergy and laity, effusing over the power of the periodical to not only witness to the yet‐
to‐be‐sanctified, but to reinforce the self‐identity of the already‐sanctified. Hughes
writes:
“The magazine has always enjoyed, to a large extent, the favor of
Christian ministers. Many thousands of them have been its constant
readers. The reasons for this ministerial favor are manifest. Its loyalty to
the Church and her institutions – its freedom from controversy – and its
perpetual maintenance of the spirit of Christian love – have secured for it
the countenance of those who have been set as watchmen upon the walls
of Zion. The blessed influence of the periodical was manifested in the
beginning and has been continued all along the line of its history”
(Hughes 1886:191).
For these ministers, the Guide provided a useful tool in ministry.
By 1851 Rev. Timothy Merritt relinquished his editorial title for the Guide to Rev.
H. V. Degen, another former agent of the Methodist Book Concern in New York. At the
time of the transfer of editorship, subscribership to the Guide stood between 2,500 and
3,000 (Rose 1975:38). By the end the decade the Guide’s subscribership grew to over
16,000, only to slip in readership during the Civil War. In 1864 the Palmers purchased
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the Guide to Holiness and the Beauty of Holiness, a periodical published by the Pittsburgh
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (Rose 1975:39). Although their initial
combined publication was named The Guide to and Beauty of Holiness, the longer title was
dropped by 1867 in favor of the more well‐known The Guide to Holiness.
Within the larger ministry of Phoebe Palmer, the Guide served several functions.
First, as Hughes claims, the Guide became a print auxiliary of the Tuesday Meeting.
While Palmer maintained much of the pre‐War format of the Guide, with its focus on
longer articles, excerpts of books on holiness, and stories of moral living, she made
several changes to that format. While her own theological writings were printed in the
Guide, the articles appearing in the periodical were not exclusively her orientation to
holiness theology. Holiness literature written by James Caughey, William McDonald,
James A. Wood, Asa Mahan, Thomas C. Upham, and other more orthodox Wesleyan
holiness writers appeared in the Guide during Phoebe’s, and later, after her death,
Walter’s editorship (Rose 1975:39). Where the Guide resembled an auxiliary to the
Tuesday Meeting was in Palmer’s decision to include accounts of the Tuesday Meetings
in the back of each issue. The articles are presented as verbatim accounts of the
meetings, but whether the articles in the monthly Guide were verbatim accounts of a
single meeting, or a synthesis of verbatim accounts from several meetings is uncertain.
In some cases, Palmer printed longer accounts of sanctification that took on a
narrative style common to Tuesday Meeting testimonies. For instance, in the February
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1866 issue the Guide printed at length an account of Martha Inskip’s sanctification
experience.18 The account begins with Inskip stating she had been saved as a child, but,
despite enjoying “the witness of the Spirit,” felt a need for a “deeper work of grace” in
her spiritual journey (Inskip 1866:40).19 Using Palmer’s phraseology to frame her own
past, Inskip described her attempts to “obtain a larger measure of the ‘baptism of fire’”
as having achieved multiple “seasons of special consecration,” but each season would
pass despite her efforts (Inskip 1866:40). As common in sanctification narratives, Inksip
sought the sociability of holiness gatherings. Attending the Methodist camp meeting at
Sing Sing, New York in 1864, she decided at that camp meeting to attend special
meetings for the promotion of holiness. She writes:
“I knew my husband’s strong and decided prejudice upon the subject, and
hence avoided the use of such phrases as ‘the blessing of holiness,’ ‘entire
sanctification’… My consecration was examined with scrupulous care and
determination to make it complete. I bowed in prayer with others, and
publicly announced myself as a seeker of ‘entire sanctification.’ The
sympathy and counsel of those who had ‘entered into rest’ were gratefully
received. Yet no light came… until the last morning of the ‘feast of
tabernacles’” (Inskip 1866:40).
That morning, as attendees gathered in the central worship area, Inskip felt she had
done everything she could to become entirely sanctified. She recounts her carefully
self‐examined consecration, her sense of having given herself wholly to God, and
having severed the connections of her heart to any intervening objects. Yet what her
account in the Guide emphasizes, in the end, was her hesitancy to tell her disapproving
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husband of her commitment to holiness. She writes, “I cried, ‘Yea Lord: I’ll tell my
husband all about it.’ … In an instant the blissful joy of assured faith filled my soul.
The work was done. I was fully saved” (Inskip 1866:41).
Under Palmer’s editorship, the Guide was a vehicle for holiness evangelism, its
articles providing narrative models to be emulated for its yet‐to‐be‐sanctified readers,
and models reinforcing its already sanctified readership. With these essays and
holiness vignettes back‐ended by purportedly verbatim accounts of Tuesday Meetings,
Palmer linked the larger, geographically dispersed writings in the Guide to the central
activity of the Tuesday Meeting. With articles in the Guide emphasizing the experience
and practice of holiness, and the monthly highlight of the periodical being Palmer’s
own weekly holiness practice, the Guide functioned as a textualized practice of holiness.
This textualized practice was occasionally intersected, during summers and early falls,
by the Palmer’s camp meeting ministry. Even before Palmer’s editorship, the Guide
occasionally published reports of holiness meetings at camp meetings. After Palmer’s
editorship, however, such reports, including announcements of upcoming camp
meetings at which the Palmers planned to facilitate holiness meetings, and travelogues
from the Palmers on their camp meeting circuit, became a much more regular feature.
For the private and public practice of holiness, the Guide under Palmer’s
editorship had two significant effects. First, as already discussed, the Guide’s emphasis
on providing narratives of holiness practice rather than theological tracts, as well as
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structuring connections between a diverse body of holiness literature to the purportedly
verbatim reports of the Tuesday Meetings defined the periodical as a text of practices.
Containing models for both the yet‐to‐be sanctified and the already‐sanctified, the Guide
was a textualized practice offering readers a repertoire of holiness orientations and
practical piety. Second, by framing camp meetings within its range of holiness
practices, the Guide not only encouraged its readership to take part in this revivalist
practice, but also served to legitimize participation in meetings that, while containing
some performative space for holiness meetings, were not conducted entirely as holiness
ventures. On these camp meeting landscapes, the sociability of the sanctified
encountered the sociability of unsanctified Methodists attending conference camp
meeting. It was these heterogenous landscapes in which the Palmers conducted their
summer ministry, and it was these landscapes that would carry holiness beyond the
boundaries of the Palmers’ work.

The Palmers at Camp Meeting
Camp meetings freed Phoebe Palmer from the attendance limitations of her
home in the city, but the holiness gatherings she facilitated at these outdoor tent
gatherings were not the intimate parlor meetings of 54 Rivington Street. Attendance at
camp ground holiness gatherings was larger, testimonies were shorter, the meetings
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were held daily and sometimes the Palmers facilitated multiple meetings per day
(Palmer 1856:132‐134). The structure of the Palmers’ meetings at campground revivals
changed from those held at home in New York through the circumstances of their
context. The camp meetings provided a formality that developed the Victorian parlor
practice into a more structured liturgical practice.
Writing on such public events, anthropologist Don Handelman (1990) suggests
the communicative potential of the gathering is of critical importance. As more public
event than parlor gathering, the Palmer’s camp meeting holiness meetings were
“phenomenally valid forms that mediate persons into collective abstractions, by
inducing action, knowledge and experience through these selfsame forms. They are
culturally designed forms that select out, concentrate, and interrelate themes of
existence – lived and imagined – that are more diffused, dissipated, and obscured in the
everday” (Handelman 1990:15‐16). These communicative events were the Palmers’
opportunity to convey and crystallize Phoebe’s holiness reorientation with large groups
of attendees, many of whom were likely to have never attended a Tuesday Meeting
with the Palmers. Further, as the Palmers’ camp meeting circuit throughout the
Northeast, Eastern Canada, and the Midwest brought them to camp meetings near cities
where holiness parlor gatherings were established in the late 19th century, the camp
meeting gatherings for holiness may have offered a third kind of model for holiness ‐‐
providing these dispersed holiness meetings with a model for their own operation.20
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Yet, as Dieter states in a cautionary note, while the Palmers brought something of their
small group holiness practice to camp meetings, the latter were not parlor gatherings.
Rather, “its more public nature necessarily brought changes which tended to a more
rigid formulation of theology, practice, and standards which the orthodoxy of true
holiness faith and life were measured” (Dieter 1980:51).
The Palmers’ camp meeting holiness ministry was not, of course, the
introduction of holiness into camp meeting revivalism. Writing of camp meetings in
the 1820s and 1830s, Kenneth Brown notes that “the doctrine of Christian perfection
received strong emphasis at Methodist revivals and camp meetings by such prominent
church leaders as Nathan Bangs and Timothy Merritt in the north, and Dr. Lovick
Pierce and others in the south” (Brown 1999:73). Phoebe Palmer, however, may have
been the first Methodist evangelist to turn holiness meetings at camp meetings into a
ministerial specialty. From her diaries and letters, Phoebe, her husband Walter, and
occasionally her sister began attending camp meetings at least as early 1838. Her camp
meeting work increased each year between 1839 and 1850. In 1853 and 1854 Palmer
preached entire sanctification and facilitated holiness meetings for at least nine camp
meetings in the Northeast and Canada. Brown notes that reports of one 1853 meeting in
Kingston, Ontario, claimed that over 1,000 attendees claimed to have been blessed by
her work (Brown 1999:73). Between 1854 and 1856 the Palmers took part in 28 more
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camp meetings. Writing in the Guide to Holiness in September of 1856, Palmer described
her experience at a Port Chester, New York camp meeting:
“it has been a season of remarkable religious interest – the best camp‐
meeting, unquestionably, we have had in the immediate vicinity of New
York, for several years. Between one and two hundred, at least, I
presume, have been converted. From the commencement, a solemn,
hallowing influence pervaded the encampment. The idea of spending a
week in the grove, with but little higher motive than merely rusticating in
the woods, seemed to have been banished, and the one apparent aim of
getting and doing good prevailed. … We were told, this morning, that, in
the Bethel tent, there had been about fifty souls converted since yesterday
noon. Several also professed to have been wholly sanctified” (Palmer
1856:132‐134)
By 1857 Phoebe Palmer’s camp meeting ministry was increasingly taking her into
New England and Ontario, Canada. Her work at meetings in the Hamilton, Ontario
area started to produce large numbers of attendees professing entire sanctification.
Historian J. Edwin Orr (1949) argued that Palmer’s work in Canada in 1856 and 1857
was the impetus for a large scale revival that erupted among Methodists and
Presbyterians in urban centers throughout the Northeast beginning in 1858 and
interrupted only by the Civil War.21 Writing to her sister Sarah from a meeting outside
Hamilton, Ontario in October 1857, Phoebe claimed enthusiastically:
“Could we tell you of what we are daily witnessing of God’s wonder‐
working power, in sanctifying believers, and saving sinners… Between
one hundred and two hundred have been translated out of the kingdom
of darkness into the kingdom of God’s dear Son. Last night, forty‐five
were saved; the evening previous, thirty, and the evenings previous,
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about twenty each evening. …” (Letter dated October 14, 1857, in
Wheately 1876:330‐332).
In this letter, Palmer described the structure of her and Walter’s holiness meetings on
the grounds. The meetings began with brief remarks from one of the attending
ministers, after which Phoebe facilitated the meetings. She does not, however, detail
how the meetings were conducted under her facilitation. After her work, Walter
“brought up the rear” with a prayer‐meeting (Letter dated October 14, 1857, in
Wheatley 1876:332).
The Revival of 1858, along with Phoebe Palmer’s larger ministry, was interrupted
by the American Civil War. Leaving for England in June of 1859, the Palmers would
spend the war years touring and preaching in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales
(Palmer 1866).22 Upon their return, the Palmers resumed both the Tuesday Meetings in
New York, and by the summer of 1865, resumed their camp meeting ministry.23
Writing in the Guide to and Beauty of Holiness in 1866, Palmer described the “blessed
work” conducted at the Sing Sing camp meeting the previous year (Are You Going to
Camp‐Meeting? Guide to Holiness, August 1866). She further points to several camp
meetings held in Ontario and southern New Jersey as evidence that such tented
gatherings remained a vital force in Methodism and holiness after the war.
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In July 1867, an anonymous article appeared in the Guide, titled “The Tented
Grove.” The article, likely the product of Rev. George Hughes, Secretary of the
National Camp‐Meeting Association, and frequent contributor to the Guide, presents a
succinct philosophy of camp meeting revivalism and invites readers of the Guide to
attend an upcoming “National Camp Meeting” to be held in the agricultural town of
Vineland, New Jersey that July. Beginning by addressing the place of camp meeting
revivalism in the Methodist historical imagination, Hughes writes:
“Camp‐meetings, though mainly appointed and sustained by the
Methodist denomination, yet the honor of originating them is to be
attributed to an earnest Presbyterian minister more than half a century
ago. Thousands will through endless ages praise the God of all grace that
they were ever instituted. Multitudes of redeemed, blood‐washed spirits,
now before the throne, learned the strains of Paradise while mingling with
the saints on earth amid those leafy temples; and multitudes more now
returning to Zion with songs and everlasting joy, began the new eternal
stand at the tented grove” (The Tented Grove, Guide to Holiness, July
1867).
Although a camp meeting expressly designed to promote holiness rather than Christian
conversion, was a novel practice, the author does not stress its novelty. Rather, he goes
to some length to express this National camp meeting in the beatific lineage of the
earliest Second Great Awakening camp meetings. Indeed, Hughes even quotes at
length from A Forest Hymn by William Cullen Bryant (1860). Evoking images of
Pentecost and promising attendees a powerful and holy experience, the author suggests
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that a camp‐meeting comprised largely of the already‐sanctified, could do little else
than “bring wondrous results.”
Within 30 years, Phoebe Palmer’s personal reorientation of holiness theology
moved from a locked room for grief to a parlor overflowing with attendees, to outdoor
revivals across the Northeast and Canada, to a tour of Britain, an internationally read
periodical, and National camp meetings drawing tens of thousands of attendees. At the
core of her work was an engagement with issues of theological anthropology and
soteriology – issues Methodism had long presented to laity in simple and practical
terms. This was the discourse Phoebe Palmer would seize in her theological writings.
Yet establishing the theological discourse of a reoriented holiness was not so much an
intellectual enterprise as it was a reflective exercise emerging from Palmer’s religious
practice – that of drawing on repertoires of understanding offered by her Methodist
faith, of the practice of engaging, sharing, and listening in the course of weekly
Victorian parlor gatherings, and of presenting her thoughts on holiness to large camp
meeting gatherings. For adherents, holiness media provided an important vehicle not
just for holiness theology, but also models of holiness practice and connections with
larger imagined holiness community. For this growing, multi‐region, holiness
community, the Guide offered not only encouragement, but legitimacy to take part in
camp meetings. As public events, Palmer’s holiness gatherings at camp meetings
offered the larger network of holiness adherents opportunities not only to experience
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the sanctified sociability they may have only read about in the Guide’s Tuesday Meeting
accounts, but the opportunity to do so in a traditional, if unofficial, form of Methodist
fellowship. Her theology, itself a culturally potent force before 1867, would enter a new
structure of practice with the work of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness.
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Sources: Wheatley (1876) The Life and Letters of Mrs. Phoebe Palmer; Oden (1988) Introduction. In Phoebe
Palmer: Selected Writings; Irons (1998) Phoebe Palmer: Chosen, Tried, Triumphant. It is important to note that
Eliza was Phoebe Palmer’s third child lost in infancy. Her first son, Alexander was nine months old
when he died in 1829. A second son, Samuel, died at just seven weeks of age in 1830. Her surviving
children were Phoebe and Walter Clark, Jr.
2The classic texts on holiness by Palmer include: The Way of Holiness (1854), Faith and its Effects; or,
Fragments from My Portfolio (1850), Four Years in the Old World (1866b), Incidental Illustrations of the Economy
of Salvation (1858), Present to My Christian Friend on Entire Devotion to God (1857a[1855]), Promise of the
Father (1859), and The Useful Disciple; or, A Narrative of Mrs. Mary Gardner (1857b). An article appearing in
the November 1868 issue of the Guide to Holiness encouraged readers to renew their subscriptions and
consider what a blessing the Guide had been in their lives. The article suggests that if each of the 30,000
subscribers to the Guide sent at least three to five new subscribers the work of God would enter 1869 with
over 100,000 subscribers. Source: One Hundred Thousand Subscribers. Guide to Holiness, November,
1868.
3While the Congregationalist and ethicist Thomas Upham is described as the first man invited to the
Tuesday Meetings in 1839, Leonidas Hamline and his wife, Nathan Bangs, and Matthew Simpson were
also fairly early attendees preceding the height of Palmer’s popularity in the 1850s.
4Accounts of the Palmer’s camp meeting ministry provide occasional articles in summer issues of the
Guide to Holiness, and are particularly frequent in the late 1850s and the late 1860s.
5 For a comparable practice, see Ross (2001) Slum Journeys: Ladies and London Poverty, 1860‐1940. Similarly,
in the same volume, Yamin (2001) Alternative Narratives: Respectability in New York’s Five Points, offers a
perspective on the material conditions of the Five Points neighborhood through the course of the 19th
century.
6Palmer’s account of Eliza’s death, which Wheatley reprints at length in his biography, is no doubt
shortened by autobiographical memory, but the meaning‐seeking aspect of Phoebe Palmer’s grief
process, however long it took, would have a significant impact on her theological writings. Luciano’s
(2007) Arranging Grief: Sacred Time and the Body in Nineteenth‐Century America, is an exploration of the
cultural construction of grief in both public society and private life. The concentration of moments is
more of a phenomenological sense of the thickness of experience in times of grief.
7This capacity for improvisation should not, however, be seen as entirely emancipatory. Orsi challenges
this on two accounts. First, the notion that people engage religious imaginings as part of a “meaning
making” process to make life less incomprehensible or unknowable is not the case for every situation.
Orsi argues, “At the very least we can say that if meaning is being made here out of pain and blood, the
movement between life and meaning… can be terrible and destructive, and that the meanings made, the
lives made, with religious media can be dreadful and painful” (2005:143). In another regard, the
adherents of any religious tradition enter into a longer and larger historical narrative. These larger stories
may be “stores that are made against them (or that are supremely oblivious of them in their own
particularities), that may alienate them from their own lives, and that bear within them power to
undermine them and make them and the people around them miserable and confused” (2005:144). This
is, of course, not to discount that Phoebe Palmer or any practitioner engages circumstance and religious
imaginings without inherent agency, but that there can be a tangible tragic character to the limitations
imposed by the very structures of meaning with which they labor.
1
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Her accounts of her entire sanctification experience are found throughout her writings. Extended
treatments occur in The Way of Holiness (Palmer 1854[1845]:20‐145), and Faith and Its Effects (1852:64‐92),
and her Diary July 27, 1837 reprinted in Wheatley 1876:36‐44.
9In her personal and public writings Palmer was consistent on the second stage of the process. The step
required the seeker to believe in what Palmer saw as the scriptural promises that sanctification would be
received by faith. In her diary, Palmer turned to the seventeenth chapter of the Gospel of John: “Sanctify
them through Thy truth, Thy word is truth” (John 17:17 KJV). In The Way of Holiness, she described her
own experience as “just while engaged in the act of preparing the way, as she deemed, to some great and
undefinable [sic] exercise, that the Lord, through the medium of faith in his written word [all italics in
original], led her astonished and satisfied in the fulfillment of the command, ‘Be ye holy’” (Palmer
1854[1845]:28)
10Palmer’s use of altar terminology was not new in Methodism. Eighteenth‐century English Methodist
laywoman Hester Anne Rogers had used the phrasing in describing commitment to God (Holifield
2003:271).
11Bangs was appointed editor of the Methodist Quarterly Review in 1842, and continued his involvement
with Methodist literary endeavors throughout his life. For his views on sanctification, see Bangs (1851)
The Necessity, Nature and Fruits of Sanctification: in a series of letters to a friend. For more on Bang’s career,
see Stevens (1863) Life and Times of Nathan Bangs, D.D.
12In early Methodist history, Aldersgate marks a turning point in Wesley’s development both as a
theologian and as the unintentional founder of the denomination. In short, from 1729 to 1735 Wesley and
the ‘Methodists’ challenged Calvinist impulses in the Church of England by emphasizing more Arminian
ideas such as justification by faith and the constant working of the Holy Spirit among the faithful. As a
young missionary, Wesley journeyed to the colonies in 1736 to 1737 (Hammond 2008). His mission to
Georgia was brief and unsuccessful. Upon returning to England he attended a meeting on Aldersgate
Street in May of 1738. There, according to Wesley, he “felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt that I did
trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation, and an assurance was given me, that he had taken away my
sins, even mine [emphasis in original], and saved me from the law of sin and death” (Wigger 1998:13).
After Aldersgate, Wesley’s activities were much more directed at establishing the foundations of a
denomination separate from the Church of England, than the revivalist impulse he followed before
Aldersgate.
13Prevenient grace is an essentially Armininan theological concept. Prevenient grace, is a kind of a priori,
pre‐existent grace that enables an individual to exercise their free will to accept salvation. See Grider
(1994) A Wesleyan‐Holiness Theology.
14In brief, Free Methodists objected to the church’s tacit acceptance of slavery, increasing urbanization, the
rental of pews, and other cultural accommodations seen as antithetical to the original intent of Wesleyan
practice. The denomination formed out of disaffected Methodists from New York, together with holiness
advocates from the Midwest. Kathryn Long notes thatʺ “The Free Methodists appealed to a different past
than Palmer did, and they viewed sanctification as the badge of a countercultural piety. First, although
they cited Wesley as their ecclesiastical and theological authority, their history was American. Their
primitive ideal was the original Methodist Episcopal Church of the early republic, a church of the poor, of
plain people, where the ‘might impulses’ of God’s Spirit were expressed through ‘strong emotion’ and
preaching ‘in thundering tones.’ Whereas Phoebe Palmer and many other urbanites were trying to
overcome prejudice against Methodists as ignorant fanatics, the Free Methodists gloried in their role as
enthusiastic outsiders” (Long 1992:299). For denominational histories of the Free Methodists see Roberts
8
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(1984[1879]) Why Another Sect?; Michael McClymond, ed. (2007) Encyclopedia of Religious Revivals in
America.
15The terms “new light” and “old light” refer to a divide in American Presbyterianism following the First
Great Awakening of the 1720s. For more on the divide, see Smith (1962) The Presbyterian Ministry in
American Culture, a Study in Changing Concepts, 1700‐1900.
16Class meetings had their origins in the gatherings of John Wesley and fellow students at Oxford. In
America, the meetings drew both converted Methodists and probationers. There were two core aspects
of the meetings. First attendees shared their self‐appraisals of their faith journey, thus providing models
for other attendees. Second, it was the responsibility of class leaders to assess the spiritual progress as
well as recommend church discipline for backsliding probationers and church members. For more on the
class meeting, see Watson (2002) The Early Methodist Class Meeting: Its Origins and Significance.
17The “muzzling,” as Kirby et al. term it (1996:108), of the Northern papers by the episcopacy would
significantly ease after the 1844 Plan of Separation between the Methodist Episcopal Church and the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South. Additionally, by the Civil War, ardent Unionists and abolitionists
headed more than one Northern Methodist periodical. Zion’s Herald was, for years, the platform for
Bishop Gilbert Haven to espouse his radically progressive views on race, the church, and American
society.
18Martha and her husband John Inskip, the first President of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for
the Promotion of Holiness, started attending Tuesday Meetings as early as 1864 according to Charles
Jones (1974), however, Martha’s account of her sanctification experience comes from the 1865 camp
meeting at Sing Sing, New York, and both she and her husband John appear multiple times in the Guide’s
accounts of Tuesday meetings as the suspiciously familiar, and somewhat verbose “Mrs. I.” and “Rev. I.”
19The experience of Methodist coversion/salvation without a deeper sense of a spiritual life seems a
common feature of the autobiographical narratives of holiness advocates. See, for instance, Smith (1976)
Religious Fanaticism: extracts from the papers of Hannah Whitall Smith, Smith (1949) A Religious Rebel; the
letters of H.W.S. (Mrs. Pearsall Smith). While this narrative is similar to the gradual conversion narratives
of disquiet leading to curiosity, contact, and growing involvement until conversion to a new faith
tradition many religious converts express, sudden “Road to Damascus” moments of conversion to
holiness are not common. For discussion of forms of religious conversion in American society, see
Rambo (1993) Understanding Religious Conversion.
20This is, of course, yet another potential avenue for research, assessing the correlation between the
spread of parlor holiness meetings and the Palmers’ summer camp meeting schedules.
21Of the 1858, Kathryn Long (1998:49) notes “gains across the board were most dramatic in the North and
most intense there during 1858. Northern Methodists posted increases for that year of 16.6 percent,
northern Baptists of 12.8 percent, and Old School Presbyterians of 7.9 percent.” However, Long argues
that seeking causation between a revival and the work of a particular revivalist (such as Orr’s dated
attempt), or even economic and social circumstances, faces considerable problems.
22Another promising avenue for research would be a study of the influence of the war on holiness
meetings in the Northeast and Midwest. The Guide to Holiness continued reporting holiness activities and
printing its regular slate of articles during the war years. However, rates of attendance, as well as shifting
demographics of attendance, at holiness meetings is unknown.
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Chapter 4
The National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness
and the Geography of Holiness in the Northeast1
In March of 1874, the Guide to Holiness published a letter from the Reverend John
S. Inskip.2 The letter was an account of the origins of the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness. Most, but not all of this story told by Inskip,
the Association’s first president, had previously appeared in two published books on
the Association’s camp meetings.3

All three accounts shared a common origins

narrative, the core for which stemmed from Inskip’s diary entries and letters between
April 16 and July of 1867.4 Inskip drew on this material for an account about planning
the Association’s first camp meeting on July 17 to 26, 1867 in Vineland, New Jersey.
That account was printed as the first chapter of A. McLean and J. W. Eaton’s (1869)
Penuel; or, Face to Face With God.5 The book, a sermon‐centered story of the Association’s
first three camp meetings, was published through the New York publishing house run
by Phoebe and Walter Palmer’s son, Walter, Jr.6 The origin story was retold with some
expansion in Reverend George Hughes’ (1873) Days of Power in the Forest Temple.7 In
Penuel and Days of Power, the details of the core narrative are consistent with Inskip’s
letter except for one striking detail.
Inskip begins the letter with oblique references to forces opposed to holiness and
to discussions between “several persons” on holding a holiness camp meeting – both
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points mentioned in more detail in other accounts. Turning from these points, Inskip
8

makes a claim missing from the later histories, that, “there had been several meetings in
the lower part of New Jersey, which were designated ‘full salvation conventions.’ The
brethren who united in holding these were greatly quickened, and many were
gloriously saved,” (Inskip 1874). Inskip’s praise for the meetings’ effects couches his
subsequent criticism. “At the time, we heard of these meetings with the deepest
concern and regret,” he writes. “They seemed to be so novel, radical, and entirely at
variance with our views of Church order and propriety, that we could not refrain
expressing emphatically our fears and dissent. We supposed the result of all such
things would be that our brothers would become extreme, and their good would ‘be
evil spoken of,’ and the cause we all loved would in this way suffer.” Inskip, whose
own sanctification occurred in 1864, before these “conventions,” was pastor at Green
Street Methodist Episcopal Church in New York City, and was a regular attendee of
Phoebe Palmer’s Tuesday Meetings (Dieter 1980:83‐84).9 That Inskip, a Methodist
minister whose practice of holiness was steeped in the middle‐class gentility and
respectability of Phoebe Palmer’s urban parlor gatherings would “emphatically”
express his “fears and dissent” over holiness revivals in the Pine Barrens of South Jersey
opens a window onto the formation of the National Camp‐Meeting Association that the
common story of the Association’s origins does not so directly address. Here the
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Figure 4.1 Reverend John Swanel Inskip.

Source: Ellen T. H. Harvey (1872) Wilderness and

Mount. Boston, MA: John Bent.

origins of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness and
the Association’s effort to create a national community of holiness adherents who
would revitalize the teaching of Christian Perfection across multiple denominations,
intersects not only issues of class identity, but geographic issues of urbanization,
industrialization, transportation, tourism, and the “nearest wildernesses” to the
Philadelphia/New York City corridor.
This chapter traces the early history of the Association through its geography,
bearing in mind two issues. First, following Allan Pred (1986), if places are more like
processes than static geographic entities, in what ways was the formation of the
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Association shaped by, or was part of the processes of the place in which it originated,
stretched as it was between Philadelphia, New York, the pine barrens of New Jersey,
and the rolling hills of the Pennsylvania Piedmont in the years after the Civil War?
Second, in what ways was the Association creating a geography of holiness for its
imagined community of holiness adherents, who, as suggested in Chapter 3, formed
through common practices of attending Tuesday meetings and readership of holiness
literature such as the Guide to Holiness?

The Geography of Planning the First National Camp‐Meeting
The town of Millville, New Jersey sits on a bend in the Maurice River where the
river ceases to be a braided stream coursing through sandy forests of shortleaf, pitch
and Virginia pine, red maple, and scrub oak, and runs broad, winding, and navigable
southward 17 miles into the cedar swamps and salt marshes on the Delaware Bay
(Harshberger 1916; Hunt 1908).10 Through the 18th century the river ran through tens of
thousands of acres of pinelands in Cumberland County owned by English and
Philadelphia capitalists. The creeks and “branches” feeding into the river powered
dozens of lumber mills by the late 18th century, well before the town’s founding in 1801
(Elmer 1869:81‐82).11 For the first half of the 19th century the river, possibly more so than
the King’s Highway snaking west from the Maurice River Bridge toward the county
seat of Bridgeton on the Cohansey River, was the small community’s connection to the
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Figure 4.2 Southern New Jersey (1868).
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world outside the Pine Barrens. From Millville’s docks ships completed a circuit
bearing timber, glass, vegetables, bay oysters, and commodities between the South
Jersey interior, coastal communities, and Philadelphia (Wacker 1979; Elmer 1869).
The rhythms of shipbuilding, timbering, glass making and work at the iron
foundry and cotton mill changed little with the opening of the Millville‐Glassboro
Railroad through the town in 1860 (Daniels 1971). The line ran north to Glassboro in
Gloucester County where passengers and freight could connect to the West Jersey
Railroad running from Bridgeton, north through Glassboro, and up to the Camden
waterfront opposite Philadelphia.12 With an infusion of capital from Cape May
investors, the line extended in 1862 from Millville south to the resort at Cape Island, in
Cape May County (Dorwart 1992:96‐100).13 The railroad offered members of
Philadelphia society an alternative to the lines of schooners running down the Delaware
River and east across the Bay to the peninsular resort. While the town’s manufacturing
interests were served by the rail link, passenger service may have had a marginal effect
on Millville.14 In the Spring of 1861, Charles Landis, a young lawyer from Philadelphia
visited Millville to negotiate the purchase of about 30,000 acres of pineland for the
future site of the alternative agricultural settlement of Vineland. Having traveled down
the Millville‐Glassboro Railroad on a train consisting of a locomotive pulling a single
passenger car, Landis disembarked at the Millville platform and was unimpressed. He
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writes, “I found that the town was a small and poor place. The streets were not paved
and had no sidewalks. They were deep in sand, and pigs were allowed to run at large.
The houses were small frame buildings, old and dilapidated. The place looked as
though it had been finished long ago” (Landis 1903:8).
At the time of Landis’ business trip the town’s population had grown from the
“twenty crude houses” of the 1810s to a population of just over 2,200 adults (Sherry
1975; Elmer 1869:82). While over a quarter of all employed adults worked in the town’s
industries, almost one third worked as less skilled laborers, farmhands, railroad
laborers, and domes tics. Less than five percent of employed adult residents
represented an emergent middle‐class of shopkeepers, lawyers, physicians and clerks
(Table 2).15 Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians held an early presence in the
community, joined by a Catholic chapel in 1862 (Elmer 1869:85). Methodists were a
sizeable presence.
In 1860, 545 Methodists worshiped in two congregations, and by 1870 their
numbers would grow to 853 members. The older of the two congregations, First
Methodist, sat on the south end of town, at the edge of the central business district
overlooking the town’s docks until 1868 when the congregation moved to a new brick
sanctuary in the middle of town, one block east from the town’s main street (“C.H.
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Table 2
Occupation Profile for Adult Population, Millville, New Jersey, 1860.
Total Adults

Total Employed Adults

(age 16 and over)

(age 16 and over)

2,208

1,410

Major Occupational Categories

African American Adults
(age 16 and over)

32
Number

Agricultural – Farmers

47

Agricultural ‐ Farm Labor/Farmhands

25

Laborers

234

Railroad Labor

17

Maritime Trades

75

(Seaman, oysterman, ship carpenter, captain)

Domestics

169

(Seamstress, washerwoman, housekeeper, domestic)

Emergent Middle Class

67

(Teacher, minister, clerk, merchant, lawyer, physician, nurse, engineer, bookkeeper)

Manufacturing ‐ Glass Industry

199

(blower, cutter, grinder, flattener, packer)

Manufacturing ‐ Jersey Cotton Mill

114

(operator, spinner, carder, weaver)

Manufacturing ‐ Millville Iron Works

49

(moulder, iron moulder, smelter)

Source: Joseph E. Sherry (1975). “United States Census Returns Millville Township. Part I: 1830—1860.” Standard Publishing Company: Vineland, NJ.

Whitecar reported a most successful year..” New York Christian Advocate, April 4,
1867). Millville’s second Methodist congregation, the “Foundry Church,” formed in
1862 in a working class neighborhood near the Smith and Wood Iron Foundry
(Simpson, ed. 1878:613; Minutes of the New Jersey Annual Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church 1850‐1870).16
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Pastoring First Methodist Church in the winter of 1866/1867, Reverend Alfred K.
Street wrote to the New York Christian Advocate of what the paper called “the most
gracious display of revival power” (“Rev. A. K. Street, of the New Jersey Conference…”
New York Christian Advocate, March 21, 1867). Before the close of the year “greatly
increased interest had been cherished by the members on the subject of entire
sanctification” and during a revival beginning on January 2, 1867, Street claimed over
200 attendees were converted.17 Street’s church was not the only site of revival in South
Jersey between 1865 and 1867. At the Foundry Church, Reverend James Tucker
reported revivals in 1865 and 1866 that brought 120 residents into the Methodist fold
(Minutes of the New Jersey Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
1905:143). In 1865, Reverend William Osborn, stationed in Cape May, “went over the
lower section of New Jersey, flaming with zeal, and everywhere flung to the breeze the
banner on which was inscribed, ‘Holiness unto the Lord!’” (Hughes 1975[1873]:37).
Osborn’s holiness preaching, along with Reverend Socrates Townsend, who, as Hughes
claims, “had for many years stood as a noble example of perfect love, was also stationed
in the same vicinity… had almost stood alone in the New‐Jersey Conference in the
confession of Christ as a perfect Saviour,” centered around the South Seaville Camp
Meeting established in 1863 in Cape May County (Hughes 1975[1873]:37‐38). During
the summer of 1865, and again in 1866, revivals at South Seaville promoted holiness
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theology. Hughes writes of the 1865 meeting that “the work of Entire Holiness was
made quite prominent. It contrasted strongly with camp‐meetings ordinarily held. …
The influence of the meeting was felt upon all the surrounding country. The witnesses
of perfect love returned to their homes full of the Holy Ghost, and testified of what they
had felt and seen” (Hughes 1975[1873]:38). Hughes observed that “remarkable
revivals” spread through the area following the meeting. The next year a meeting at
South Seaville was “flamed with the glory of God” and subsequently “revival followed
revival; and thus the tide rolled on” (Hughes 1975[1873]:38).
While announcements for camp meetings in South Jersey such as at South
Seaville, Belle Plain in Cumberland County on the railroad line between Millville and
Cape May, as well as Swedesboro and Penn’s Grove in Salem County were published in
the New York Christian Advocate and the Philadelphia Methodist Home Journal during this
time, those periodicals did not publish detailed accounts of these meetings.18 In an
article published in the Guide to Holiness in August 1866, Phoebe Palmer mentioned the
1865 meeting at Penn’s Grove along with the “Cape May N.Y. [sic] meeting” as revivals
where holiness was promoted (Are You Going to Camp Meeting? Guide to Holiness,
August 1866). However, reports of subsequent holiness revivals as the attendees
returned home from camp meeting to “spread the fire,” do not appear in any of these
three publications.19 While news of the holiness revivals in South Jersey may have
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spread informally through Methodist ministerial networks, Alfred Street’s letter to the
Advocate may have been the first news of the revivals in the press.
The Advocate’s mention of Street’s letter had no details of the Millville revival
that could have raised the ire of New York holiness advocates such as John Inskip. The
previous year, Inskip’s lengthy address to the New York Preacher’s Meeting in defense
of holiness – an address that emphasized the most effective and most appropriate ways
to promote the experience of entire sanctification – was printed in the March 14th issue
of the Advocate.20 In that address, Inskip wrote of his desire that dogmatic preaching on
holiness be avoided, and that points of difference in the interpretation of holiness be
subsumed by discussion of the practical faith of sanctified living. Holiness presented as
a dogma, Inskip argued, was a danger to avoid, especially when so many laity were
seeking to understand holiness theology. Inskip further warned against stirring
emotions to promote holiness. In general, he claimed, the faith of “the well‐instructed
believer is not based upon his experience, however clear and bright that may be. His
experience is the fruit of his faith. He does not believe because he feels, but he feels
because he believes” (Inskip 1866). Copiously citing Wesley’s writings on “perfect
love” and the character of a Methodist, Inskip suggested the appropriate approach for
preachers of holiness was to inform “those who attend our ministry” of the nature of
sanctification, the relationship between “regeneration” at salvation and “entire
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sanctification,” stress the role of the Holy Spirit in sanctification, stress the importance
of seeking holiness in the short term rather than gradually, and, importantly, witness to
their own experience of sanctification through their ministerial actions. The practicality
of Inskip’s proposed approach to promoting the experience of entire sanctification and
the rather sedate language of his address stands in some contrast to the language
George Hughes applied to the holiness revivalism of William Osborn in South Jersey.
Nonetheless, it would be William Osborn spending an evening with John and Martha
Inskip that would bring Inskip and urban parlor holiness into the South Jersey woods.
On April 16, 1867 John Inskip wrote in his diary:
“Bro. W. B. Osborn, of the New Jersey Conference, spent the night with us.
The evening was occupied in talking over a proposition to hold a camp‐
meeting for the special purpose of promoting the work of entire
sanctification. It strikes my mind with favor. It is a new idea, yet it
forcibly impresses me. The Lord direct in this matter” (McDonald and
Searles 1985[1885]:187).21
Osborn’s visit to Inskip in New York is the beginning of the common origin story of the
Association. That story would, over time, add to Inskip’s intitial diary entry both a
backstory to Osborn’s visit and a later elaboration of the visit. In the backstory, in
August of 1866, Reverend John A. Wood attended a camp meeting in Red Bank,
Monmouth County, New Jersey.22 There, Harriet Drake of Wilkes‐Barre, Pennsylvania,
talked with Wood about the challenges of the practice of holding holiness meetings at
traditional camp meetings with their emphasis on Methodist sociability and bringing
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the unconverted into the Methodist fold (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:186). Such a
practice was becoming common at camp meetings in the Northeast. Writing in Penuel,
Inskip notes that “at many of the most popular camp‐meetings of the country it was the
custom to hold a special meeting for prayer and testimony which was designated ‘The
Holiness Meeting.’ Some spoke of it reverently, others with distrust, and even sarcastic
disapprobation” (McLean and Eaton 1869:3‐4). For Harriet Drake, distrust and
disapprobation were detracting from her camp meeting experience. In conversation
with Wood, she suggested that if a camp meeting were held for the promotion of
holiness, she would pay, if necessary, half the cost of holding the meeting (McDonald
and Searles 1985[1885]:186).23
At the Red Bank meeting, James Wood then discussed the idea with William
Osborn (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:187). The two ministers remained in contact
over the next several months. “At length,” writes John Inskip in Penuel, “the heart of
Rev. W.B. Osborn, of the New Jersey Conference, was so full of the matter that he could
no longer restrain himself. His mind was so aroused and excited that he hastened to
New York, and coming to the study of the writer, said with great emphasis: ‘I feel that
God would have us hold a holiness camp‐meeting’ [italics in original]” (Inskip 1869:8‐9).
After cordially listening to the proposal Osborn gave with “unusual emotion,” Inskip
knelt with his guest and prayed for guidance. Waiting followed prayer, weeping
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followed waiting, and an experience Inskip describes as “the heavenly glory” came
upon them.24 Convinced by the experience that they should hold a holiness camp
meeting, Inskip and Osborn turned to their ministerial networks for support (McDonald
and Searles 1985[1885]:188; Inskip 1869:9).
Informal discussions soon turned to arrangements for a formal planning
meeting. While McDonald and Searles stressed the informal discussions were among
ministers “whose views were known to be purely Wesleyan,” Inskip claims those
ministers were holiness advocates for whom a “position on this question had long been
well defined” (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:188; Inskip 1869:9).25 On May 11, 1867
the Philadelphia‐based Methodist Home Journal reported on a planned “National
Encampment” promoting holiness to be held “early in the season” in New Jersey. The
latter point contradicting a point in the common origin story of the Association that the
location for the first camp meeting was not determined until the planning meeting
itself. In Days of Power in the Forest Temple, Hughes published what he claimed to be the
“first public call” for the planning meeting:
“Ministers and laymen favorable to holding a camp‐meeting, the special
object of which shall be the promotion of the work of entire sanctification
will meet, Providence permitting, at the Methodist Book‐Room, 1018 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, on Thursday, June 13, 1867, at ten A.M., to make
arrangements for such meeting. All favoring this camp‐meeting, without
regard to conference boundaries, are earnestly invited to be present. On
the evening of the same day, there will be a public meeting in Nazareth
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Church, 13 Street, below Vine, under the charge of Rev. J. S. Inskip of
th

New York” (Hughes 1975[1873]:49).
The announcement was signed by 13 ministers including Inskip, Osborn, and Wood.26
On June 6, 1867 the New York Christian Advocate published a shorter version of the
announcement lacking reference to Inskip’s holiness lecture, and, among the
signatories, lacking William Osborn, but adding Anthony Atwood (Camp‐Meeting.
New York Christian Advocate, June 6, 1867).
The meeting announcements provide a glimpse of the ministerial network Inskip
and Osborn had turned to after their discussion, those “pure Wesleyans” with “well
defined” positions. As for the shape of the network, the announcements’ signatories
ministered in conferences along a geographic axis from New York City to Baltimore,
Maryland:
(1) Inskip, at the time, pastored the Green Street Methodist Episcopal Church in New
York City as a member of the New York East Annual Conference (Smith 1893).
(2) James A. Wood was part of the Wyoming Annual Conference, pastoring a church in
Wilkes‐Barre, Luzerne County, in Pennsylvania’s growing anthracite coal region (Licht
2002; Brown 1999).
(3) Benjamin Adams, of the New York East Annual Conference, lived in Brooklyn, New
York (Adams 1885).
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(4) Signatories from the Baltimore Annual Conference included George C. M. Roberts of
Baltimore, and Andrew Longacre, pastor of the Charles Street church in Baltimore
(Hughes 1975[1873]:52; MEC Minutes 1868:19).27
(5) Among Philadelphia Annual Conference members signing the announcements were
Anthony Atwood and Alfred Cookman (Ridgaway 1873; MEC Minutes 1848:42).
(6) The remaining signatories were ministers of the New Jersey Annual Conference.
George Hughes was, at the time, living in Trenton, New Jersey, and serving as an agent
for the Methodist Freedmen’s Aid Society (MEC Minutes 1868:48). Noticeably, the
other six signatories had strong ties to Methodism in South Jersey and the Bridgeton
District of the New Jersey Annual Conference. Stationed at the time in New Brunswick,
New Jersey, Ruliff V. Lawrence had entered the ministry in 1858, and pastored churches
in Camden, Salem, and Burlington counties until 1865 (Lawrence 1885). William
Osborn, as previously mentioned, was stationed in Cape May County, New Jersey.
Reverends H. M. Brown and John S. Heisler, respectively, pastored the South Street and
Broadway churches in Salem (MEC Minutes 1867:48). Joining the signatories was
Alfred K. Street, pastor of First Methodist Episcopal Church in Millville. Finally, joining
his ministers from the Bridgeton District was Aaron E. Ballard, the district’s Presiding
Elder (Scannell 1917:32).
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The planning meeting on Thursday, June 13, 1867 met at the Methodist Book
Room on Arch Street in Philadelphia, a few blocks west of Independence Hall.28 That
morning George Hughes thought he could almost hear angel’s wings. A “holy
atmosphere seemed to pervade the room,” the “presence of the triune God – Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost – was distinctly apprehended,” and “every face was bright; every
spirit was joyous” (Hughes 1975[1873]:51). Despite the colors of Hughes’ language,
details of the meeting are few in both Days of Power in the Forest Temple and McDonald
and Searles’ commemorative biography.29 The results of the meeting were the creation
of committees tasked with the management and site preparation of the camp meeting,
setting a time for the camp meeting early in the camp meeting season from July 17 to
July 26, 1867, and the selection of the meeting’s location as the alternative agricultural
settlement of Vineland in Cumberland County, New Jersey. On June 22, 1867 the
Methodist Home Journal printed a formal announcement of the camp meeting. Drafted
by Alfred Cookman, the announcement invited “all, irrespective of denominational ties,
interested in the subject of the higher Christian life, to come together, and spend a week
in God’s great temple of Nature.” The announcement framed the purposes of the
meeting as providing a time for collective prayer for “the revival of holiness in the
churches” and to “strengthen the hands of those who feel themselves comparatively
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isolated in their profession of holiness,” and to “realize together a Pentecostal baptism
of the Holy Ghost.”
Participants at the meeting further enhance the image of the geography of the
Association’s ministerial network. While Hughes lamented the loss of a register signed
by all of the participants at the Arch Street meeting, he does record the names of
committee members (Hughes 1975[1873]:51, 54‐55). While most participants Hughes
identifies were signatories of the meeting announcements, four additional ministers and
five laymen are included in the committees. To a management committee consisting of
Inskip, Roberts, Atwood, Longacre, Cookman, Hughes, Adams, Wood, and Street, were
added Reverend Lewis R. Dunn of Jersey City, a member of the Newark Annual
Conference, and Reverend William McDonald of Boston, a member of the Providence
Annual Conference (Dunn 1873; MEC Minutes 1867:51, 59). In contrast to the
management committee, a grounds committee was formed of ministers and laymen
from South Jersey.30 The committee consisted of ministers Aaron Ballard, William
Osborn, and Alfred Street.31 Additionally, Reverend R. J. Andrews of First Methodist
Episcopal Church in Vineland, and Reverend C. K. Fleming, James Tucker’s
replacement at Millville’s Foundry church, joined the committee. Hughes notes five
laymen “all of New Jersey, and residing contiguously to Vineland” joined the grounds
committee including C. Sickler, J.W. Potter, A. R. Libby, and George Sutherland. A fifth
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layman Hughes mentions, Stephen A. Garrison of Millville was, at the time, the General
Superintendent for the Glassboro‐Millville Railroad.32
The shape of the National Committee’s emerging early network of ministers and
laypersons, both a division and collaboration between holiness advocates in large urban
centers with their counterparts in small towns in the rural hinterlands surrounding
those cities would characterize the Association’s operational model for subsequent
camp meetings. This was a model in which the largely urban Methodist ministers of
the National Committee/Association assumed responsibility for managing the “spiritual
affairs” of the meeting, while a local committee was responsible for preparing the
grounds, announcing the meeting, making arrangements with local railroads, and
securing supplies, and other amenities.33 Like emerging patterns in Victorian leisure
and tourism, the National Committee sought “nature” accessible to the urban centers of
their network (Grover, ed. 1992). Yet the country experience to which the National
Committee turned sat at the intersection of “wilderness” and a host community able to
provide an encounter with the “wilds” structured or refined by civilized amenities and
space for up to seven to ten days of holy leisure for thousands of visitors at a time
(Corbett 2001; Sterngass 2001). A key aspect of this new urbane use of the backcountry
implicated both processes reframing the relationship between rural and urban areas,
and projecting urban visions of a refined “country life” onto backcountries with their
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own lengthy rhythms of daily life (Koons and Hofstra, eds. 2000). Vineland, as the
quasi‐utopian vision of one Philadelphia lawyer, marketed to and settled by
transplanted urban and small town residents throughout the Northeast, was one such
projected vision.

John Inskip and the Bovine War of 1863
For George Hughes, the selection of Vineland was providential. Crediting the
holiness revivals in South Jersey with “preparing the place,” Hughes praises the
accessibility of New Jersey as it “was in the divine order that New Jersey should be the
place where this advance movement of the times should be made. Its central position,
situated as it is between the two great cities of New York and Philadelphia, and its
accessibility from every quarter, gave it the desired geographical advantages” (Hughes
1975[1873]:37). While Hughes saw New Jersey as centrally accessible, it is some
question whether his view was widely shared. New York Tribune editor Horace Greeley
called the state a “free‐booting baron” for the fact that by the 1860s four railroads
carried passengers from New York City to Boston, more were available between the city
and Albany, and yet only one railroad connected the city to Philadelphia – a shorter trip
than to Albany and a trip that cost almost four times as much (Fleming 1977:106). In the
1850s the Camden and Amboy Railroad had charged $3 for first‐class travel between
New York City and Philadelphia, and second‐class was only $.50 cents less (Fleming
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1977:104). Other observers complained the railroad monopoly of the Camden and
Amboy stifled the accessibility of Southern New Jersey from the 1830s through the
1860s (Dorwart 1992:93). In 1867, making the 120 mile trip to Vineland from New York
City meant passage first across the Hudson River and then by carriage to the depot at
South Amboy, New Jersey. From South Amboy the Camden and Amboy Railroad ran
through Essex, Mercer, Burlington, and Camden counties. In Camden the traveling
holiness advocates would have to transfer themselves and their baggage to a train of the
West Jersey Railroad and travel their final 30 miles southwest through Gloucester City,
Woodbury, and then due south to Glassboro where another transfer awaited them onto
the southeasterly line of the Glassboro‐Millville Railroad.34
While South Jersey was not an equidistant point for holiness advocates traveling
to the camp meeting from New York City and Philadelphia, it was the location of the
previous two years’ holiness revivals that caused Inskip such concern. Holding the
National Camp‐Meeting in South Jersey was seemingly a response to those revivals, but
holding the meeting in Vineland, New Jersey, is another issue. Vineland, despite its
location on the line of the Glassboro‐Millville Railroad, its hotel, and widely‐published
support of temperance, was not a camp meeting ground (Andrews 1911). Camp
meetings were not uncommon in South Jersey, having a long history of revivalism and
a number of meeting grounds that could have been made available for the National
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Camp‐Meeting as alternatives to Vineland.

35

With the imprimatur of the Bridgeton

District’s presiding elder, the National Committee could have been welcomed, if not at
least tolerated, at any of the established camp meetings in the district. Noticeably, the
Committee chose Vineland over the previous two years’ holiness meeting locations at
South Seaville and Penn’s Grove.36
While Hughes found the geographical position of Vineland “favorable” for the
same reasons he found New Jersey as a whole accessible and centrally located, he had
much more praise for the character of the community than its geography. He writes:
“Its population at the time of the meeting numbered about ten thousand,
composed of families largely from the Eastern States, and indeed from
almost every State of the Union; who are characterized by intelligence,
culture, and social refinement. … The moral aspects of the community are
also quite inviting, especially as relates to temperance; no place for the
sale of intoxicating liquors being allowed within their precincts…
Beautiful cottage‐homes with gardens tastefully laid out, dot the
landscape. The reputed healthfulness of the spot has led many in various
sections of the country to seek a residence there. … Christianity has a
strong hold upon this intelligent people. Several of the evangelical
denominations occupy spacious and eligibly situated houses of worship.
Our own church has a commanding site, and an edifice reflecting credit
upon the enterprise of the society” (Hughes 1975[1873]:57‐58).
Intelligence, culture, and social refinement marked Vineland (Figure 4.3) as an outpost
of Victorian middle‐class gentility in a backcountry that had been connected to
Philadelphia through its extractive industries and the early tourist appeal of Cape May.
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The utopian qualities of the settlement had long been moderated by the town’s founder,
Charles Landis, and his emphasis on a kind of revitalized Jeffersonian agrarianism
crossed with single family homes, and town planning emphasizing an idealized central
city surrounded by “tasteful” suburbs (Landis 1882, 1875). Temperance, and a
Methodist church Reverend C. H. Whitecar, former Presiding Elder of the Bridgeton
District referred to as “the finest edifice and the most prosperous Church of the place”
furthered the settlement’s credentials as a Methodistically‐appropriate location for the
conduct of holy leisure (“C.H. Whitecar reported a most successful year…” New York
Christian Advocate, April 4, 1867).
Hughes’ praise for Vinelanders, however, seems incongruous with Inskip’s fears
of a people whose religious practice was antithetical to respectable Methodism.
Whether evangelicals in Vineland took part in the holiness revivals of 1865/1866 is
uncertain. The town’s newspaper, the Vineland Weekly Independent, did not report
holiness revivals in the community, but then, neither did it report revivals in Millville
nor did it mention the holiness camp meetings in the region. What may be telling in

Figure 4.3 Vineland Settlement, Cumberland County, New Jersey, circa 1867.
Source: A. F. Wrotnowski (1867) Map of the Settled Parts of the Vineland Tract.
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Hughes’comments is his claim that the town’s residents were, for the most part, not
from South Jersey (Figure 4.4). Allured by the promise of an ideal country life, new
residents brought their diverse experiences to collaboratively build a new cultural order
in the Pine Barrens.37

Writing for an English audience in 1875 on the theme of practical applications of
social science for the moral, material, and aesthetic advancement of human societies,
Charles Landis described the Vineland settlement in terms of grafting civilization onto a
Pine Barrens landscape having many natural disadvantages. “The people all around
my tract of land, whom I should first have to depend upon to open roads, clear lands,
and make a commencement in farming, had been kept down by the great landlords and
manufacturers in the vicinity,” he writes of the 30,000 acres of land he leased of Richard
Wood’s timber lands north of Millville (Landis 1875:122).38 Landis described these
tenant laborers and farmers as illiterate, living in “degradation and brutal ignorance”
on a landscape where residents allowed their cattle to roam freely, roads were “little
more than bridal paths,” and Landis feared the safety of the wooden bridges across the
area’s numerous streams. In an account of the founding of the settlement written for a
more local audience, Landis was less kind to both the residents of the area and the
quality of the pine lands. In the account, later published by the Vineland Historical and
Antiquarian Society, Landis writes:
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Vineland Land Purchases by Place of Origin.
Reported in the Vineland Rural, January 1864 to December 1865.
Legend
As part of his efforts to market the Vineland settlement, Charles
Landis published a monthly newspaper. The Vineland Rural
printed articles on farming basics, new innovations, news about
Vineland’s growth, and healthful climate. The Rural also
featured lists of individuals who had purchased or entered into
agreements to purchase land in Vineland.

Prepared by
Samuel Avery‐Quinn
23 October 2009

Map shows eastern U.S. only. Excludes 5 locations in California,
and foreign locations including England, France, and modern
Germany.

Purchaser’s Place of
Origin
N=427

(points represent locations, not
individual purchasers)

Map not to scale.

Map Sources: Vineland Rural (monthly) January 1864 to December 1865. Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society, Vineland, New Jersey. Geospatial locations for communities
of origin are derived from the U.S. Board on Geographic Names. http://geonames.usgs.gov/ [accessed January 2009].

Figure 4.4 Vineland Land Purchases by Place of Origin.
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“The whole tract was a wilderness of a forbidding aspect; no beautiful
parks, but oak of second or third growth, pine and brush, all of which had
been swept by fires. The lay of the land was graced by no pleasing
diversity of surface… Yet there was a population to a certain extent, of
wood choppers and charcoal burners who lived around in log cabins with
clay floors, a people as simple, and almost as barbarous in their habits as
though they lived a thousand miles from Philadelphia. The policy of all
the landholders had been an extremely selfish one… This narrow view
kept the people degraded, and the country a wilderness. These wretched
people worked for only fifty cents a day, paid in orders on the stores in
Millville. Their supplies usually consisted of pork, whisky, and tobacco,
and an occasional calico dress for wife or daughter” (Landis 1903[1882]).
The landscape Landis sought to graft civilization onto, however, had been shaped by
human activity for thousands of years (Cavallo and Mounier 1980).
At the time of Landis’ venture, the pine barrens were an oak‐pine forest covering
over 1.4 million acres almost entirely on the Outer Coastal Plain of New Jersey (Figure
4.5) (McCormick and Forman 1979:xli). To the south and east the pine lands were
bounded by saltmarshes interspaced between bays and river outlets, while to the north
and west deciduous forests roughly followed the line of the Inner Coastal Plain
(McCormick and Forman 1979:xlii; Harshberger 1916). The divisions of the Coastal
Plain into inner and outer follow surficial geology of different ages and composition,
with the narrow band of the Inner Coastal Plain consisting of Cretaceous period
unconsolidated gravel, sand, and clay, the Outer Coastal Plain consisting of later
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Map not to scale.
Map Sources: Physiographic Provinces of New Jersey (06/30/2002). New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP), New Jersey Geological Survey (NJGS), Ronald
S. Pristas, ed. Trenton, NJ. http://www.state.nj.us/dep/njgs/geodata/dgs02‐7.htm (accessed on June 14 2009). | John W. Harshberger (1916) The Vegetation of the New Jersey Pine
Barrens. Philadelphia, PA: Christopher Sower Company. P. 3.

Figure 4.5 Physiographic provinces of New Jersey.
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deposits of unconsolidated gravel and sand (McCormick and Forman 1979:xli; Widmer
1964).
While the Inner Coastal Plain was settled by Swedish immigrants and Quaker
farmers in the late 17th century, early European and colonial perceptions of the Outer
Coastal Plain’s prospects for settlement were dim (Cook 1882). In the 1680s, for
instance, efforts by the colony’s proprietors to settle Scottish immigrants in East Jersey
(northern New Jersey) promoted those lands as fertile and as good a land as could be
found in the colonies, but of the southern portion of Jersey, they admitted “some of that
Sea‐side be Pintree Land, which is the worst sort, though good for the ranging of cattel”
(Board of General Proprietors (1685), cited in Wacker 1979:5). Almost a century later,
Claude Joseph Sauthier’s (1777) Map of the Provinces of New‐York and New Jersey
identifies the east‐central portion of West Jersey (southern New Jersey) as consisting of
“Sandy Barren Desarts” (Figure 4.6). Wacker, noting the region was thinly‐populated
through the 19th century, traces the slow settlement of the region first through 17th
century whaling and timbering industries along the coast, while further inland cutting
white and red cedar for barrels and shingles from the South Jersey swamps was
marginally lucrative through the mid‐18th century (Wacker 1979:9‐10). Into the 19th
century timbering activities in the pine barrens rose and fell with exhaustion of
resources and changing industrial demands, particularly due to the demand for fuel
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Figure 4.6 Detail of A Map of the Provinces of New‐York and New Jersey, with a part of Pennsylvania and the Province of Quebec, Claude
Joseph Sauthier, 1777. Source: Library of Congress Geography and Map Division, Washington, D.C.

wood and charcoal that came with the growth of Philadelphia and of iron foundries in
the early 19th century, and by mid‐century, glass factories (Wacker 1979:11‐14; Johnson
1971; Pierce 1957). Throughout the period, Wacker notes, the prevalence of large tracts
of land owned by absentee landholders provided ample opportunities for surreptitious
exploitation of unguarded timber (Wacker 1979:10). Residents’ exploitation of
unoccupied land extended from timbering to agriculture.
While early travelers’ accounts from the region suggest residents grew modest
amounts of maize and rye, stock‐raising was also common (Wacker 1979:15; Wacker
1971). Stock‐raising in South Jersey the time meant herds ranged widely and residents
at times cleared and burned pineland owned by non‐residents to provide pasturage
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(Figure 4.6). Writing of his travels in New Jersey at the end of the 18 century, Julian
th

Niemcewicz noted this practice with little sympathy,
“Again sand and pine forests, the more sad because it was all burnt over.
This tremendous damage is caused by indigent inhabitants who, having
no meadows in which to feed their cattle, burn the woods. The fire,
running along the ground, turns the lower bushes to ashes; with this the
earth is enriched and puts forth grass and other plants… This advantage
does not compensate for the harm done by the fires which rise from the
lower growth to the tops and burn the taller and more useful trees. The
largest part of these woods belong to a company of people living in
England.” (Niemcewicz 1965[1805]:217‐218).39
The practice of free‐ranging continued into the late 19th century, but may have been
more limited outside the barrens on the Inner Coastal Plain (Landis 1903[1882]; Warner
1981[1869]). By the time of the first National Camp‐Meeting, the margin of the inner
and outer divisions of the New Jersey coastal plain was a sharp line of strikingly
different landscapes ‐‐ one of meadows and oak forests cut away since the late 17th
century into gently undulating meadows, farmland, and market gardens, the other of
flat, sandy pines, cedar swamps, streams, mosquitos, and roaming cows (Cook 1882).40
The success of the Vineland settlement, Landis wrote his English audience in
1875, would depend on the collective success of its residents. Landis claimed that early
in planning the settlement he realized that “it was necessary for me to create such a
state of things that, when the people were brought together, from the commencement…
these people should prosper as a mass, and be contented” (Landis 1875:121‐122).
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Figure 4.7 Cattle ear mark, 17th century. Cape May County Cattle Earmark Book, Cape May County Clerk’s Archives, Cape May
County, New Jersey. Source: Jeffery M. Dorwart (1992) Cape May County New Jersey: The Making of an American Resort Community. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University
Press.

Landis reasoned that individual prosperity, industriousness, contentment, and virtue
could be promoted through material conditions and such moral strategies as he would
implement in three aspects of the landscape design and “civic contract” of his
settlement.41 Foremost, Landis incorporated aesthetic values and compliance with those
values into the structure of purchase agreements ‐‐ such that failure to build a house in
a set period of time, plant shade trees and grass along the roadside, or produce or sell
alcoholic beverages would result in negative sanctions, that could include forfeiture of
that property (Andrews 1911; Landis 1875:124‐125). In creating public space, shade
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trees, public squares, a park for festivals and fairs, and insisting on the use of hedges
and shrubbery rather than wooden fences, Landisʹ design softened the hard right angles
with which the streets of the settlement’s core intersected each other following a grid‐
iron plan (Marcuse 1987; Landis 1903[1882]:13). Landis provided churches, schools, and
civic organizations with free lots. Bostonian Edward Hale, an advocate of urban social
reform, noted that in 1867 the town boasted 11 agricultural societies, five fraternal
orders, three health associations, sixteen district schools, one private school, a
Methodist seminary, a library, an historical society, seven societies for art and literature,
three benevolent associations, 12 churches, and five newspapers, but, Hale cautioned,
“many of these are doubtless larger on paper than anywhere else, still they represent
something” (Hale 1869:140‐143).42
To some degree the civic landscape and purchase agreements mandating a
particular aesthetic and defining appropriate ways to use one’s property represented
Victorian middle‐class gentility and propriety intentionally woven into the fabric of the
local community. To the degree that Vineland was utopian, its communalism
celebrated merchant/commercial capitalism, individualism, and, through landscape
design, urban Victorian ideals of both a model city and life in the “country.” Enforcing
and inculcating these values in settlers was a negotiation over what sociologists would
call moral orders (Wuthnow 1987). As Yorgason writes, moral orders are
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“a set of definitions regarding what is proper to do and what can
reasonably be expected from others… The moral order of a group or area
represents a popular consensus regarding the legitimacy of practices.
Moral orders may or may not correspond with actual practices. But
widespread action around such norms can often easily be mobilized.
These rules and norms define what is and is not permissible for ‘good’
members of a society’ (Yorgason 2002:450).
As Landis, through appeals to the state legislature, and Vineland settlers through daily
interaction projected this moral order onto “native” South Jerseyans whose lands and
business dealings were impacted by the settlement, conflict arose over land use, private
property, and particularly cows.43
As previously mentioned, settlers were encouraged to grow shrubbery and
hedges as boundaries rather than build fences. In the early years of the settlement,
when hedges were short and farms were a patchwork of clearings between boulevards
and avenues roughly cut through the pinelands, cows roamed the tract. Their owners,
standing at the margins of the early histories of the settlement were small subsistence
farmers living in the barrens surrounding the settlement (Landis 1903[1882]; Warner
1985[1869]; Ladd 1974[1881]). For these farmers, Richard Wood’s 30,000 acres of timber
land had been like any other large tract of absentee‐owned land offering scarce
pasturage for cattle. Landis’ purchase of the tract changed the situation. The purchase
brought a resident owner and not only competing small farms, but farmers who sought
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to impose their practices of farming onto the Jersey farmers. Demands from these new
farmers that the owners of the cattle pen their herds came quickly.
Having moved to Vineland in 1863, A. G. Warner, eccentric and erstwhile editor
of The Advertiser, wrote of the tensions between settlers and prior residents, “the new
settlers… demanded of their owners that they should shut up their cattle, which was
almost equally impossible, because they did not have sufficient pasturage for their
stock” (Warner 1985[1869]:30).44 “Besides,” Warner continued, “their prejudice against
the Yankee invaders prevented them from making any sacrifice to accommodate them.”
Landis, for his part, refused to support fences and thought the free ranging of cattle
wasted valuable manure (Landis 1875:125). With new settlers and Landis’ work crews
cutting timber lands for new farms and destroying pasturage for cattle, and roaming
cows trampling the crops of new settlers, tensions spiraled onward into 1863, the year
of the Bovine War.
“On the 15th day of May of this year [1863] many of the settlers met and formed
themselves into an Association known as the ‘Cattle League,’ and enlisted in a
campaign against the roving herds of horned bandits,” Warner writes of the start of
armed hostilities (Warner 1985[1869]:30). After the cattle owners rebuffed the League’s
calls that they pen their cattle, settlers began killing roaming cows (Ladd 1974[1881]:11).
The war did not go well for the cows and their owners. Dozens, if not hundreds “of the
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animals were found dead in the woods and out‐of‐the‐way places.” (Ladd
1974[1881]:11). While owners responded by threatening the League, no accounts of
owner‐on‐settler violence appear in the Vineland histories. The owners, as mostly silent
recipients of the settler’s action in the historical narratives, appear as the victims of the
war.45 In an anecdote related by Warner, a settler fired at cows wandering onto his
land, but his gun failed to fire. As he repeatedly pulled the trigger, one of the cattle
owners stepped out of the pine forest and, in the only space provided for the subaltern
voice of South Jerseyans in the Vineland histories, shouted “For God’s sake don’t shoot
my cows!” (Warner 1985[1869]:58).
The immediate impact of the Bovine War may have been negligible on
agricultural practices in South Jersey. For Landis, the hostilities were the backdrop to
lobbying the New Jersey legislature for laws prohibiting free‐ranging in the state
(Landis 1875:125). Warner claims the actions of the Cattle League brought an end to
free‐ranging in the area surrounding the Vineland tract as cattle owners took to penning
their herds (Warner 1985[1869]:31).46 Beyond culling their herds, the cattle owners may
have turned to selling manure to Vineland farmers and supplementing their diet by
using manure to fertilize fields planted with Irish and sweet potatoes (Landis 1875:125).
As an historical event, the Bovine War was a violent clash of moral orders at the
intersection of commodities (cattle versus market gardens) and imagined territories.
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Cattle represented part of the centuries’ old circuit of goods flowing down rivers and
“bridal paths” out of the interior Pine Barrens to coastal communities and the
Philadelphia market. By the late 1860s these small, regional stock‐raising areas were
becoming overshadowed by western stockyards sending beef by rail to the Philadelphia
and New York markets (Burrows and Wallace 1999:251, 908). With new farming
techniques and the application of “only moderate amounts of green marl” as fertilizer,
the sandy soils of the Pine Barrens opened to farming ventures such as Landis’ project
(Cook 1868:468‐470). Over the subsequent decades of the 19th century the Pine Barrens
would become a gateway for Philadelphia tourists traveling to the burgeoning seaside
resorts of Ocean Grove, Atlantic City, Ocean City, and Sea Isle City (Allen, Lane, and
Scott 1877).
As a trope, the Bovine War was a negotiation over the late 19th century processes
redefining the relationship between urban centers and their backcountries in the
Northeast. Writing of New Jersey in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Buchan notes
the frequency of utopian experiments taking place in the state (Buchan 2000). She
argues that the state served as a blank wilderness upon which urban social reformers
and communards from Philadelphia and New York City could project their plans for an
ideal society. It is an argument that could, on the one hand, be extended to the all the
rural areas Philadelphians and New Yorkers saw as their “nearest wildernesses.” On
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the other hand, those wildernesses could be the imagined territories for any number of
urban social ventures from utopian communities, to vacation resorts, to camp meeting
revivals.

Revivals in the Nearest Edens: The Expanding Geography of the National
Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness
On July 16, 1867 F. P. Crocker’s Vineland Weekly ‐‐ which advertised in trade
publications with the slogan “The Wilderness has Blossomed as the Rose” (Rowell
1869:254) – reported on preparations for the National Camp‐Meeting. On the north
edge of Vineland’s downtown a 40 acre tract of pine and scrub oak owned by Charles
Landis was being cleared and turned into a city of tents. The report claimed the family
tents were too numerous to count.47 Livery yards prepared on the southeast side of the
grounds similarly made no public reports as to the number of teams of horses that
arrived at the grounds. Similarly, if the Glassboro‐Millville Railroad announced the
number of passenger trains stopping at Vineland for the meeting, neither the National
Committee nor the Vineland Vineland Weekly Independent published that figure.
McDonald and Searles claimed that “an effort was made to keep account of the
numbers converted, but the work went on so rapidly, and in so many tents, as well as at
the stand, that it was impossible” (McDonald and Searles 1985[1884]:193). On Saturday
the 25th, the Vineland Weekly Independent suggested the meeting’s Sunday attendance, a
day when Philadelphia Bishop Matthew Simpson was the featured speaker, drew
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10,000 attendees.

48

“…Six hundred teams passed a given point on Landis avenue, west

of the railroad, by actual count in the morning,” reported the Vineland paper, adding
that “these teams only came in from one direction, and when we take into the account
all which came in from other directions, the number is almost beyond belief.”
Presuming attendees arriving at the meeting by wagon were more local than those
arriving by train, this would mean, given two to four attendees per “team,” at least
1,200 participants travelled to Vineland from westerly points including Gloucester and
Salem counties, Bridgeton, and Millville.49 Far more arrivals, the Independent notes,
arrived by train.50
As Hughes recounts the opening service, Methodists, Presbyterians, Baptists,
Congregationalists, Episcopalians, and Friends gathered at the preacher’s stand for the
opening service on July 17th (Hughes 1975[1873]:59). McLean and Eaton, while
concurring with Hughes’ estimates of the interdenominational character of attendees,
quote an unnamed minister’s claim that ʺin this meeting we may be fully anointed for
the work of soul‐saving, and those from Maryland and Maine, Rhode Island and
Virginia, New York, Vermont, and the far West, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and all these regions round about, gathered with one accord with these hosts of
Godʹs electʺ (McLean and Eaton 1869: 58).51 Of the 26 speakers at the meeting, most
were Methodist ministers from seven area conferences including the New Jersey,
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Newark, New York East, Troy, Wyoming, Philadelphia, and Baltimore Annual
Conferences.52 As Jones notes, the presence of Bishop Matthew Simpson of
Philadelphia “demonstrated the tacit approval of the church’s leaders,” while one
Presbyterian minister “hinted at ecumenicity” (Jones 1974:20).53
At the end of their ten days in Vineland, the National Committee regarded the
event a success. Meeting in a tent to review their work, the Committee appointed John
Inskip, Alfred Cookman, John Wood, W. T. D. Clemm of Baltimore, and George Hughes
to a committee tasked with planning a second National Camp Meeting to begin the
second Wednesday in July, 1868 (Hughes 1975[1873]:65). Following this appointment,
the assembled ministers renamed their organization as the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness, and elected John Inskip their president, and
George Hughes the Association secretary.54
The committee tasked with planning a second National camp meeting met on
April 22, 1868 at the Methodist Book Room in Philadelphia (Hughes 1975[1873]:66).
Reverends Alfred Cookman and William L. Gray of Philadelphia proposed the second
National camp meeting be held in Lancaster County, in the lush agricultural region of
the Pennsylvania Piedmont, west of the city. The proposal was not met with
unanimous approval. Although the area had been part of a belt of exurban counties
around Philadelphia that, between 1860 and 1870, were experiencing significant
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Methodist membership growth (Figure 4.7), rural areas of Lancaster County were still
predominantly German and Mennonite (Mombert 1869). Further, the Philadelphia‐
based Methodist Home Journal, had not reported holiness revivals or significant holiness
camp meetings in the region between 1865 and 1867. When a counter‐proposal was

Figure 4.8 Methodist membership growth, 1860‐1870.
http://mapserver.lib.virginia.edu/index.html.

Source: University of Virginia Library, Historical Census Data Browser,
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made, offering the newly established camp ground at Round Lake, New York as a
viable location for the next Meeting, Cookman and Gray were asked to provide more
information on meeting ground options in Lancaster County at a later date (Hughes
1975[1873]:66).55 For Alfred Cookman, advocating for the second meeting to be held in
Lancaster County may have been personal – Cookman’s father, George, a Methodist
minister, had been assigned to the Lancaster Circuit in 1827 and soon after Alfred was
born at the Cookman’s home on the Susquehanna River near Columbia (Ridgaway
1874:19‐20).56 Finding that the planning committee, uncommitted to holding a meeting
in Lancaster County despite having further details of the potential grounds, had
travelled to Saratoga County, New York, to meet with Joseph Hillman and other
members of the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association, Cookman, together with Judge
James Black, a prominent Lancaster County Methodist layman, wrote to the
subcommittee urging them to commit to a meeting in the old glassworks town of
Manheim, 10 miles northwest of the county seat of Lancaster City (Brown 1999; Hughes
1975[1873]:66).
Cookman’s persistence, the support of at least one prominent Piedmont resident,
commitments from area Methodists, and perhaps Manheimʹs transportation
connections to both Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York City on the Reading and
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Columbia Railroad, tipped the balance for the Second National Camp‐Meeting to
Lancaster County (McConnell 1893).
Philadelphia had been an entry point for European settlers and commodities into
the Pennsylvania Piedmont since the 17th century. In the late 17th century, after the
founding of Germantown, Pennsylvania in 1683 by settlers from the Rhineland,
occasional boatloads of peoples who would become known as the “Pennsylvania
Dutch” arrived at Philadelphia and settled in scattered villages from the Falls of the
Schuylkill westward (Pennypacker 1970[1899]). As early as 1717 John Wilhelmius, a
Dutch minister in Rotterdam, “estimated that ’15,000 Reformed confessors of the
Palatinate’ had settled in Pennsylvaniaʺ, but by far a significant migration of German
and Dutch immigrants to the colony would arrive between the late 1710s and the 1750s
(Parsons 1976:44). The Piedmont cultural landscape was changing dramatically by the
late 18th century. In the 1760s, the Susquehannocks, the most recent native peoples of
the Susquehanna River Valley, were driven from their lands following the French and
Indian War (Kent et al. 1971; Witthoft 1965; Rupp 1844). By late in the 18th century other
ethnic European groups were filtering into the Piedmont including English and Welsh
Quakers and Scots‐Irish, the latter settling in the western portions of Lancaster County
along the Susquehanna River (Walbert 2002:20‐21).
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By the 19 century the farms, lime kilns, and small tobacco and cigar
th

manufacturers of Lancaster County had long benefited from their proximity to the
Philadelphia market (Walbert 2002; Mombert 1869). Starting in the 1840s, however,
three significant and related changes in the Philadelphia market would have lasting
impact on Lancaster and the rural counties of southeastern Pennsylvania – the rise of
diversified industries, substantial gains in population, and the spread of rail lines
between Philadelphia and the city’s rural hinterlands. In the 1840s the city surpassed
the industrial output of rival New England towns, its manufacturers turning to steam
power to produce engines, machine tools, locomotives, and iron steamers (Dawson
2004). Using cheap, locally produced iron, Philadelphia shops produced heavy,
custom‐manufactured tools and parts for blast furnaces, lumber and cotton mills in
eastern Pennsylvania and central New Jersey, as well as supplies for shipbuilding
throughout the Delaware Bay region. As Licht notes, “the state’s economic map as of
1850 provides hints of a fuller maturation with flurried manufacturing activity in the
southeast and southwest corners, start‐up mining enterprises in the eastern anthracite
coal area, and canal and early railroad connections beginning to link the whole” (Licht
2002:219). Within 50 years those manufacturing areas and rail networks would form
“three highly developed and productive regional economies, each marked by dense
labor, material, and capital resource utilization and intense interconnected
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entrepreneurial activity.” Second, Philadelphia’s population more than doubled in the
last half of the 19th century. The city’s 1840 population of 258,000 would more than
double to 565,500 in 1860, while its number of manufacturing workers would more than
triple in that same 20 year period to almost 99,000 workers (U.S. Census Population and
Manufacturing Schedules 1840‐1860). Finally, since the 17th century, the city’s Quaker
commercial elite had long invested their profits in business ventures that extended
away from Philadelphia, in the form of ships, timber, and, by mid‐century, railroads
and canals (Licht 2002:221). The first such railroad venture, started in 1846, connected
Philadelphia with Pittsburgh and established the main line of the Pennsylvania
Railroad (Burgess and Kennedy 1949). By 1865 the Reading and Columbia Railroad
would cut through small Lancaster towns such as Manheim, further propelling market
access between Philadelphia, the greater northern Mid‐Atlantic region, and its rural
hinterlands.
The Piedmont itself was not the foreboding “desarts” of pine lands that settlers
encountered across the Delaware River from Philadelphia. Rather, while William Penn
had established his port city on the flat, sandy Pennsylvania side of the Inner Coastal
Plain, the nearby Piedmont offers gently rolling hills and valleys ranging from 400 to
600 feet above sea level (VanDiver 1990). Of the major river drainages on the Piedmont,
two, the Lehigh and the Schuylkill, flow eastward to the Delaware River. Near
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Philadelphia both rivers, crossing a fall line between the Piedmont and the Coastal Plain
provided industrial power for early mill towns at Manayunk and Conshohocken
(Marsh and Lewis 1995:19). A third river, the Susquehanna, flows along the western
boundary of Lancaster County, southward into Maryland, emptying into the
Chesapeake Bay. Within the Piedmont, Lancaster County sits on a division between the
province’s two subregions. In northern Lancaster County, in the townships
surrounding the town of Manheim, topography is marked by the broad rolling hills and
flat valleys of the Piedmont Lowlands. This is an area of karst topography and a
surficial geology of limestone and dolomite rocks (VanDiver 1990). Southern and
eastern portions of the county sit in the Piedmont Uplands, an area of broad hills and
valleys developed atop metamorphic rocks. By the 19th century, this division of the
county’s surficial geology would have an important impact on land use and agriculture
in the region.
The productive and diversified farms of Lancaster County provided produce for
the Philadelphia market throughout the 19th century. By the mid‐19th century,
agricultural lands in the county remained productive as farmers increasingly applied
manure, burnt lime, and potash as fertilizers and included red clover in their crop
rotation (Walbert 2002:19). As rail connections to the Midwest brought cheaper
quantities of rye, wheat, and other cereals to the market, Lancaster farmers responded
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by shifting from wheat to rye, corn, and a variety of vegetables in market gardens for
Philadelphia and a range of smaller, growing urban markets in eastern Pennsylvania.
As Walbert contends, the productivity of Lancaster agricultural lands and ready access
to urban markets for produce helped maintain the county’s rurality through the 19th and
into the 20th century (Walbert 2002:25‐26). In reverse, however, the proximity of
Lancaster and other Piedmont counties to Philadelphia meant that agricultural practices
and the material conditions of daily life were particularly sensitive to urban influences.
At the time of the Second National Camp‐Meeting at Manheim, that urban/rural
relationship was demonstrating a significant impact on daily life in the mostly rural
county.
Agriculturally, Lancaster farmers had grown tobacco since the early 19th century
(Good 1967). As the price of wheat dropped in the 1840s, farmers, particularly in the
southern portions of the county near Lancaster City, turned in growing numbers to
tobacco as a supplemental cash crop. At mid‐century these farmers had a small market
for their crops in Lancaster City with the “Segar Manufacture” of Snavely, Welchans
and McNaughtan, two wholesale dealers, and a handful of independent buyers (Boyd
1857). A decade later, the city’s one cigar manufacturer was joined by 15 tobacconists
clustered in the city center along King and Queen Streets (Lant’s Directory of Lancaster
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City 1867). By 1877 independent buyers were furnishing the city’s 57 cigar
manufacturers and 29 tobacconists (Barnes 1877).
While prices for tobacco increased from the 1840s through the 1880s, and the
number of pounds of tobacco produced in southern Lancaster County followed this
trend, rates of tobacco production varied across the county (Good 1967:28). In
townships in the northern portions of the county, where farms sat on the fertile
Piedmont Lowlands, many farmers, believing growing tobacco depleted the soil, were
hesitant to set aside productive land for the cash crop (Frear, Hibsham, and Olson 1922).
Yet, the onset of the Civil War increased prices for broadleaf and Havana varieties of
the plant, making the prospect of planting the cash crop much more tempting across the
county (Walbert 2002:26; Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society 1875).
In Rapho Township, site of the 1868 National Camp‐Meeting surrounding the
Borough of Manheim to the north and west, annual tobacco production grew
dramatically from just over 2,200lbs in 1850 to over 48,800lbs in 1860, and was
approaching 50,000lbs per year by 1870 (Table 3).57 In contrast, production of cereal
crops such as wheat and oats remained relatively flat over the same period. Increasing
tobacco production was not the only shift in the daily lives of Rapho township farmers.
Their numbers were increasing. The number of farms in the township inched upward
over the middle of the century, while average farm size declined from 107 acres in 1850
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to 73 acres by 1870. While farms were shrinking in acreage, Rapho residents were
utilizing much more of their available farmland. The ratio of unimproved to improved
land on farms in the township declined significantly from a high of .25 acres of
unimproved land for every acre of improved land in 1850, to .09 to 1 by 1870. The cost
pressures on Rapho farmers to clear woodlands would have made the woodlands
Daniel Hamaker let the Association use for the Second National Camp‐Meeting an
increasingly rare commodity (The National Camp Meeting. Manheim Sentinel, June 12,
1868).
Table 3
Agricultural Production. Rapho Township and Manheim Borough, Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania, 1850 – 1870.
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Providing goods and services for farmers in surrounding Rapho and Penn
townships, the Borough of Manheim was established west of the banks of the
Chicquesalunga Creek in 1762 by two Philadelphia merchants Charles and Alexander
Stedman and their partner, iron and glass manufacturer Henry Stiegel (Manheim
Historical Society 2000; Manheim Bicentennial Book Committee 1976).58 By 1832 the
town had 350 residents living in 60 dwellings, many of which were built using bricks
fired from local clay, set on foundations of local dolomite blocks (Manheim Bicentennial
Book Committee 1976:9). Construction of residential dwellings proceeded at a slow
pace over the next 30 years, as by 1850 the town’s population increased to 778 residents
and 80 dwellings, and about 1,000 residents by the end of the 1860s (Figure 4.9).
Economic activity in Manheim centered on commerce, light industry and craft
production. In 1860 small craft shops were keyed to the agricultural rhythms of Rapho
and Penn townships, offering lime burning, distilling, milling, tanning, shoe making,
and blacksmithing (United States Census, Manufacturing Schedule, Rapho Township,
1860). Insurance agents, tailors, a surgeon, a dress store, drug stores, grocery stores, a
liquor store, a general store, and a photography studio clustered around Manheim’s
central market and Prussian Street, offering goods from Lancaster City and
Philadelphia.
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Figure 4.9. View to the south, Manheim, Pennsylvania. Photo circa 1907.

Source: Lancaster County Historical Society,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

In 1862 the Reading and Columbia Railroad depot at Manheim was completed
on the south side of town, along the west side of South Charlotte Street, and was soon
joined by a warehouse (Manheim Historical Society 2000:144‐145). By May of 1868 the
Reading and Columbia Railroad was running passenger trains connecting to
Philadelphia for $2 a ticket, and New York for $3.40 (“Reading and Columbia Railroad.”
Manheim Sentinel, May 29, 1868). At the time of the Second National Camp Meeting in
July 1868, passenger trains run by the Reading and Columbia Railroad would transport
many of the meeting’s estimated 25,000 attendees. In part, reduced rates, negotiated by
the planning committee for the Manheim meeting, meant passengers could travel round
trip between Lancaster City and Manheim (connecting from the line of the
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Pennsylvania Railroad at Landisville, southwest of Manheim) for $.50 (“The Great
National Camp Meeting at Manheim.” Lancaster Intelligencer, July 8, 1868). Passenger
rail travel to the meeting from Philadelphia and New York entailed a connection at
Lancaster City at this round trip rate. Making a sizable profit on camp meeting
connections coming in to Lancaster City from the east, the Reading and Columbia also
offered five passenger trains each day of the meeting running between Columbia and
Manheim.
Announcements for the Second National Camp‐Meeting began appearing in
regional religious periodicals and area papers by early May, 1868. On May 9, 1868, for
instance, one Lancaster County newspaper, the Columbia Spy, reported, “We understand
that the Methodist Episcopal Church, propose holding a National Camp Meeting ner
[sic] Manheim, Lancaster county, commencing on the 14th of July and lasting ten days.
Sixty acres of lands have been secured for this purpose, and the necessary conveniences
are to be provided. These meetings have been usually held in Vineland, New Jersey”
(“York County Items.” Columbia Spy May 9, 1868). By early July the New York
Christian Advocate was running thickly‐detailed announcements for the meeting. Fare
from New York City to Manheim via the New Jersey Central Railroad was $5.60 per
ticket. Board on the grounds was available at $1 per day, or a week for $7, while meals
were available in the boarding sheds on the grounds for $.50 a meal. Tents could be
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rented at $7 for a 14x14 foot tent, or $2 for a 7x7 foot tent on a first come first served
basis by contacting Reverend W. H. Boole at Williamsburgh, New York; O. D. McClain
in New York City; or Reverend Barlow W. Gorham in Manheim. A variety of
furnishings, supplies, and beadsteads were available for rent. Finally, diagrams of the
ground could be purchased for $.10 each in New York City either at the Methodist Book
Room or by contacting Walter Palmer, Jr.
At the commencement of the Second National Camp Meeting at Manheim,
George Hughes proclaimed the event both truly “national” and “Pentecostal” in
character. Describing the landscape prepared under the direction of Reverend Barlow
W. Gorham of the Wyoming Conference, Hughes noted the large prayer meeting tents
erected around the large circular plan of the grounds (Hughes 1975[1873]:66‐67). The
tents were each sponsored by a participating congregation from the New York East and
Philadelphia Annual Conferences – John Inskip’s Green Street Church, the Bedford
Street Methodist Episcopal Church in New York, a tent for a congregation from
Brooklyn, New York, and the Kensington and St. John’s tents for two Philadelphia area
congregations. A report in the Lancaster Intelligencer on July 18, 1868 notes that “many
of those present come from a distance, the Methodists of New York, New Jersey,
Maryland, and Pennsylvania being largely represented.”
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The geography of the Manheim camp meeting participants mirrored the
participation at the Vineland meeting. Although 30 ministers preached or exhorted
during the main services, these ministers represented the same conferences as at
Vineland – the Wyoming, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Jersey, Newark, New York
East, and Troy Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church. As an
ecumenical representative, Bishop Alexander W. Wayman of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church spoke during one service (Brown 1999).59 While historical accounts of
both the Vineland and the Manheim meeting emphasize the “national character” of the
meetings by attending to the participation of out‐of‐state attendees, the accounts do not
mention the degree to which local residents took part in the meetings. As Kostlevy has
claimed of the Manheim meeting, “the overall implication, admittedly unencumbered
by much evidence, is that the encampment had little impact on area religion and that
the ‘plain people’ seem to have been curious by‐standers” (Kostlevy 1997:32).60 Even if
the impact of National camp meetings was spiritually negligible on their immediate
host community as Kostlevy suggests, the efficacy of the meetings lay with their
organizers’ intentions and the dispersed imagined communities of holiness advocates
who flocked to these meetings. What remains important for both the Vineland and
Manheim meetings was the intersection of urban/rural commodity flows and an
imagined territory of holiness created by urban holiness advocates projecting ideas
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about “nature” onto backcountries with their own rhythms of daily life. While
Vineland and Manheim started the Association’s work of creating an imagined holiness
territory through the personal networks of the organization’s ministerial leadership,
subsequent National camp meetings would continue to rely on the intersection of
commodity flows and urban territory, but with a slight modification.
Between 1867 and 1883, the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness held 52 camp meetings in 16 states – including seven states in the
Northeast, seven in the Midwest, and two in the South (Figure 4.8). Where the meetings
at Vineland and Manheim were selected due to their proximity to urban centers, their
accessibility by rail, and the network of personal contacts shared by the Association’s
leadership, the locations of subsequent meetings were selected from invitations from
established Methodist camp meeting grounds (McDonald and Searles 1985[1884]:197).61
This decision to only hold National camp meetings at established camp grounds had
several significant implications for the practice of the Association, for the relationship
between the imagined community of holiness adherents and the Methodist Episcopal
Church, and for the imagined holiness territory the Association was creating.
By abandoning landscapes entirely of their own creation (such as they created at
Vineland and Manheim), the Association invested their holiness format in landscapes of
grounds that were not explicitly founded as holiness camp meetings. As Brown argued,
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this shift came with the benefits of lessening the administrative and planning burden on
the Association while providing large, expansive grounds in known locations with
ready‐made amenities (Brown 1999). On the other hand, while the Association’s
reliance on existing camp grounds limited their geographic range away from areas that
did not have such grounds, the lack of a planning period (which at Vineland had been a
month, and at Manheim over two months) freed time during the early camp meeting
season that, by 1870s, allowed the Association to hold multiple camp meetings each
year.62
Holding National camp meetings at established Methodist camp meeting
grounds, in some sense, marked the Association as “good Methodists” cleaving closely
to the camp meetings established by the church rather than striking out on their own
into formerly secular landscapes. After Vineland and Manheim, the Association’s
meetings had the imprimatur the featured Sunday preacher at both meetings, Bishop
Matthew Simpson, and would continue to have not only Simpson’s support, but the
support of other members of the Methodist episcopacy including Adam Clark and
Gilbert Haven (Dieter 1980). The tacit approval of church hierarchy and holding
National camp meetings at established Methodist camp grounds may have served not
only to blunt criticism of the Association, but help the Association gain what Dieter has
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Figure 4.10 National Camp Meetings, 1867 to 1883.

Source: William McDonald and James Searles (1985[1885]) The Life of Rev.

John s. Inskip President of the National Association for the Promotion of Holiness. New York: Garland Publishing. P. 198.

described as practically unquestioned leadership role in the holiness movement for the
15 years following the Vineland meeting (Dieter 1980:89).
While the Association, after 1869, no longer relied entirely on the personal
network of its ministerial leadership to select sites for camp meetings, little changed in
the basic urban/rural dynamic that framed the selection of Vineland and Manheim.
Subsequent meetings at established Methodist camp grounds were within a day’s ride
of urban areas. Further, expecting large crowds of attendees, the Association
consistently selected established grounds that were on or near major rail lines
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connecting urban areas (Brown 1999). This not only perpetuated the rural/urban
dynamic of the Vineland and Manheim meetings, but, as Jones argued:
“Sponsored by well‐established urban middle‐class people, the [Vineland]
meeting attracted listeners similarly situated. Although not consciously
exclusive, post‐war camp meeting organizers located meetings in places
most attractive to the families of entrepreneurs and professional men able
to afford formal vacations. The ordinary working man not in the
immediate vicinity simply could not afford to attend the new camp
meetings. Even if he had been able to manage the transportation costs to
attend on the weekends, he would likely have been frustrated in his plans,
for holiness evangelists generally felt that Sunday travel violated the
Sabbath. As a result they forbade Sunday rail service to camp sites. The
crowds that thronged these early Eastern meetings represented the
comparatively few urban Methodists affluent enough to afford escape
from the city heat” (Jones 1974:20).
By locating the organizers, attendees, and holiness practices of the National Camp
Meetings as performances by and for the post‐War Victorian urban middle‐classes, the
meetings represent a changing dynamic between the urban centers of the Northeast
and, eventually, Midwest (as the Association’s meetings increasingly shifted into the
Midwest through the 1870s), and their surrounding hinterlands, backcountries, and
wilderness areas as those areas were becoming increasingly enmeshed in intraurban
transportation networks. Where these urban centers and rural areas had a long history
of relations based on merchant and industrial elite exploiting resources from the
hinterland, the migration of workers from the hinterland to urban centers, and the
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closure of this circuit by urban centers shipping goods into the these backcountries, the
dynamic symbolized by the National camp meetings was new (Bradbury 1979). In the
camp meetings of the Association, the urban middle‐class were entering the urban/rural
dynamic in a way that required a reconceptualization of the “rural,” of “wilderness,”
and of “nature.” In some sense, this is a trajectory Weiss identified, placing camp
meetings in a line of historical development with vacationing, resorts, and
suburbanization (Weiss 1987). National camp meetings provided a place in the “nearest
wilderness” that, on a small scale, mirrored the urban, “parlor religion” that was the
religious practice of the holiness advocate attendee – a practice that may have been,
following Kostlevy, quite disconnected from daily life on the Pennsylvania Piedmont or
the Jersey Pine Barrens.
If the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness created
a geography of holiness, an imagined territory for its imagined community of holiness
adherents, by holding widely‐marketed meetings across the Northeast and, later, the
Mid‐West, such a practice was both political and personal. In the years following the
Civil War, an organization seeking to operate across both denominational and sectional
boundaries would receive significant attention in the religious and secular press. On
the other hand, developing an understanding, however partial, of the larger political
and geographic implications of the Association is not the same as understanding the
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practice of the Association’s camp meetings. Each meeting enwrapped these larger
revitalistic goals and geographic trends into a smaller scale place of 30 to 50 acres in
“forest temples.” The shape of these meetings and their transposition of urban parlor
holiness practice into a then‐century’s old template of the camp meeting held amidst
cities of tents and summer cottages, present an opportunity to explore the meetings in
detail.
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This chapter is, admittedly, a reinterpretation of the early history of the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness. Where previous chapters established the historical trajectories
of camp meeting revivalism and holiness theology, and subsequent chapters focus on the ritual,
landscape, and “discourse of objects” at the first three National Camp Meetings, this chapter offers a
reinterpretation of the Association through the geography of what I see as its “cultural hearth.” While
each subsequent chapter engages the spatiality of the Association’s holiness practice at a “site level,” the
Association’s larger spatial practice, its connections among ministers and laity, and the geographic
context of its founding are similarly important.
2
A type‐set copy of Inskip’s letter is available in the Delbert Rose Papers at the Asbury Theological
Seminary Archives, Wilmore, Kentucky. This is the copy referenced in my List of References. The March
1874 date for Inskip’s letter may not be correct ‐‐ I have a paper copy of a microfilm slide of the Guide
article stapled to other articles from the March 1874 issue of the Guide, but did not write citation
information on that particular print‐out of a microfilm copy of the Guide. I am certain, however, the letter
does appear in the Guide no later than 1876 as I did not review issues of the Guide after 1876.
3
Numerous accounts of individual National Camp Meetings were published in Methodist periodicals in
the Northeast and Midwest between 1867 and the publication of Inskip’s letter in the Guide. Inskip’s
letter to the Guide to Holiness is the only occurrence of the origin story in a periodical during this time
frame of which I am aware.
4
Currently, Inskip’s diary is not in the known holdings of any archive or private collector. While the
diary volume(s) may be lost, excerpts were reprinted in William McDonald and John Searles’ (1885) The
Life of Rev. John S. Inskip, President of the National Association for the Promotion of Holiness. Inskip’s sermon
books from the mid‐1830s are, however, available in the collections of the Methodist Library at Drew
University, Madison, New Jersey.
5
Bishop Matthew Simpson, placing the National Camp Meetings in a long line of religious worship in
groves extending from the Presbyterian revivals in Kentucky to the English druids, to Biblical peoples,
provides the book’s introduction.
6
McLean and Eaton claim that the sermons in Penuel are “faithfully transcribed.” Comparison of
Benjamin Pomeroy’s Vineland sermon published in Penuel with a version Pomeroy published himself in
1871 demonstrates not only a number of variant readings between the two versions, but also a change in
style. Pomeroy’s Vineland sermon appearing in his 1871 Visions from Modern Mounts has a less polished
feel than that in Penuel, with shorter sentences, breaks in the flow of the narrative, and a style much more
consistent with Pomeroy’s other published sermons both in the same volume and as reported in
newspaper accounts of Pomeroy’s sermons at the Round Lake Camp Meeting in Saratoga County, New
York from 1869 to 1873 (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 2009[1868‐1874). While
Pomeroy did not explicitly challenge the accuracy of his Vineland sermon printed in Penuel, he writes in
the introduction to Visions from Modern Mounts that “finding the reports in the periodicals so imperfect
(from the difficulty of reporting some speakers), and in some instances to the disadvantage of truth, to
say nothing of the speaker, it occurred to the author for the first, that these Talks and Testimonies might
be corrected and put in pamphlet form” (Pomeroy 1871:3).
7
Hughes, then Secretary of the Association, prefaces’ Inskip’s standard story with accounts of the holiness
revivals Reverend James A. Wood, and Rev. William Osborn took part in around New Jersey. The next
appearances of the origin story in published books would not be until after Inskip’s death in 1884.
William McDonald and John Searles’ (1985[1885]) The Life of Rev. John S. Inskip, President of the National
Association for the Promotion of Holiness turned to Inskip’s diary to reprint his original account. McDonald
would retell this version again in the introduction to The Double Cure (McDonald, ed. 1894).
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In the common narrative Harriet Drake, Reverend James A. Wood, and Reverend William Osborn hold
the roles of these discussants, but that the idea of a holiness camp meeting was discussed by more than
these three may be likely (Inskip 1869:8‐9; McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:186‐187).
9
While Inskip may have disapproved of holiness theology, he did claim to have experienced
sanctification briefly in the 1830s before losing the experience (Inskip Collection, Methodist Library, Drew
University, Madison, New Jersey). For an account of Martha Inskip’s sanctification experience, see
Chapter 3.
10Hunt, writing of an ornithological trip down the Maurice River from the Union Mill Dam above
Millville writes, “On the afternoon of June 6th we left Millville, N.J., on board the Duma, a forty‐foot cabin‐
launch, and ran nine miles down the river to Buckshutem, where the owner of the boat has a little
hundred‐acre farm. It was my first trip on the Maurice river [sic] below the Millville dam, and I was
surprised at the marked difference in both the character of the stream and the country bordering it, the
crookedness of the river and the amber color of its water being the only things that the river below the big
dam holds in common with the river above Union Lake. …Now the pine‐barren country had
disappeared, and the river was bordered by high sand‐banks or wriggled its snake‐like course through
stretches of tide‐marsh. I have never traveled a more crooked stream” (Hunt 1908:14).
11Lucius Quintius Cincinnatus Elmer’s 1869 history of Cumberland County remains the yet‐to‐be‐updated
standard history for Cumberland County up to the mid‐1860s. Elmer reports the town of Millville was
organized around the Union Mill Company, established on 24,000 acres in 1776 by Joseph Smith and
Henry Drinker, who, by 1795 sold the pinelands, a mill, and dam on Union Mill Pond to a partnership of
Eli Elmer, Robert Smith, Ezekial Foster, and Joseph Buck. The latter partner, Buck, is credited with
platting the town lots for what would be Millville (Elmer 1869:81). Buck’s efforts to establish a thriving
timbering and ship building interior river port did not happen in his lifetime – Buck died financially
strapped in 1803, and, according to local oral histories, is believed buried in a lot fronting what is now the
City of Millville’s Waterfront Arts District.
12The Camden and Amboy railroad company, with an exclusive 30 year guarantee from the New Jersey
state legislature of being the only line the state would charter between Philadelphia and New York City,
shaped the state’s transportation corridors from the 1830s to the late 1850s (Fleming 1977:103). The
railroad’s lucrative business between Philadelphia and New York City and close relations with
government officials effectively cut off Southern New Jersey for competing railroad companies.
13The line from 22 mile line from Millville to Glassboro was purchased in April of 1868 by the West Jersey
Railroad company for $184,000. The West Jersey then leased the 44 mile line from Millville to Cape May
in June of 1868 (Vernon 1873:185).
14The Millville‐Glassboro railroad was chartered in 1859 and financed by Glassboro glass manufacturer
Samuel and Thomas Whitney, and Richard D. Wood, a Quaker from Philadelphia who purchased the
Union Mill tract and mill in 1850, and had opened a foundry and cotton mill in Millville (Dorwart
1992:98; Elmer 1869:82).
15Class structure in Millville was ordered around industrial employment through the middle of the 20th
century. The Whitall‐Tatum glass factory, and later the Wheaton Glass Company were major employers
for Millville and the immediate surrounding area. Within the glass factories managers and skilled glass
blowers constituted a middle‐class status obscured by the generalization of one quarter of residents
employed in manufacturing (Johnson 1971).
16Before this period, Millville was part of the Cumberland Circuit, in the Bridgeton District of the New
Jersey Annual Conference. The circuit was large, excluding the town of Bridgeton on the Cohansey
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River, the circuit extended through central and eastern portions of Cumberland County and western
Cape May County (New Jersey Annual Conference Memorial 1865:143).
17Bishop Matthew Simpson’s (1878) Encyclopedia of Methodism includes an entry on the history of
Methodism in Millville, highlighting the 1866/1867 revivals at both Street’s First Methodist and the
Foundry Church.
18Announcements in the Methodist Home Journal and the Advocate were wide‐ranging, but generally
limited to camp meetings within a day’s travel of each respective city. The Methodist Home Journal, for
instance, on July 13, 1867 published a Camp Meeting Directory, 1867 listing 21 camp meetings from Sing
Sing, New York, south to Virginia, with most (14 meetings) occurring in New Jersey, Delaware, and
eastern Maryland. Importantly, none of the listed meetings announced a holiness emphasis in their
revivals. While the 1865 meetings at Penn’s Grove and South Seaville are variously identified by Phoebe
Palmer and George Hughes as promoting holiness, it is uncertain whether holiness advocates took part in
the Belle Plain meeting. While the announced camp meetings in Cumberland and Salem counties were
presided over by the Bridgeton District’s Presiding Elder, Reverend C.H. Whitecar, who also presided at
the Seaville meetings, no available reports mention holiness theology promoted at the Cumberland and
Salem county meetings.
19
This claim is based on a review of microfiche copies of all three periodicals available at the United
Methodist Archives Center at Drew University, Madison, New Jersey.
20
In a periodical normally given to shorter stories, the Advocate printed Inskip’s address over several full
columns.
21
Again, all references to Inskip’s diary are indirect – or, rather, references to Inskip’s diary extracts
mediated by the Association’s second president, William McDonald and Association member John
Searles.
22
For more on John A. Wood, see Chapter 3.
23
This exchange between John A. Wood and Harriet Drake appears in William McDonald and John
Searles’ (1885) commemorative biography of John Inskip. No published material from Wood mentions
the encounter, nor do any reports from the first National Camp Meeting at Vineland mention either
Harriet Drake’s presence on the grounds, or whether it was, in the end, necessary for her to pay half the
costs of that meeting. As with most of their book, it is difficult to trace source material. In their
introduction, the authors express a belief that Inskip lived a remarkable life, and that their readers would
be pious, and responsive to “plain, unvarnished facts” about that life (McDonald and Searles
1985[1885]:7). Tantalizingly, they apologize that much of their writing process was cutting down the
substantial material on both Inskip’s life and the National Camp Meetings found in Inskip’s journals and
personal letters.
24
There is some historical uncertainty surrounding the expanded account of Osborn’s visit. Inskip’s
initial diary entry for April 16 1867, quoted above, held few details except for Osborn’s proposed meeting
and mention of Inskip’s agreement to it. McDonald and Searles follow their excerpt of Inskip’s April
entry with an expanded version of the encounter. They preface the expanded version, “Mr. Inskip,
subsequently, gives a fuller account of this meeting” (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:187), and proceed
to relate: “He says: ‘Bro. Osborn was so full of the matter that he could no longer contain himself. His
mind was so aroused and excited that he hastened to New York, and coming to my study, said, with
great emphasis ‘I feel that God would have us hold a holiness camp‐meeting!’ [italics in original] His manner
of speaking gave the fullest assurance that he was persuaded of the truth of his statement. To his
impassioned utterance he received a sympathetic and cordial response. We knelt together, and in all
godly sincerity, implored Divine guidance and help. We prayed, waited, wept, and believed, and the
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heavenly glory came upon us. It was to our minds no longer a question of doubt as to whether we
should hold a camp‐meeting for the promotion of holiness. As we arose from the mercy‐seat, we took
each other by the hand, and pledged eternal fidelity to God and holiness, and separated with the
understanding that at contemplated camp‐meeting for the promotion of holiness. As we arose from the
mercy‐seat, we took each other by the hand, and pledged fidelity to God and holiness, and separated
with the understanding that at the contemplated camp‐meeting there would, by the permission of
Providence, be at least two tents [italics in original].” The story is repeated word‐for‐word in Inskip’s
chapter in Penuel. At what point Inskip wrote the expanded version, and whether it appeared in his
journals or elsewhere in the personal papers McDonald and Searles drew upon for their biography (even,
perhaps a draft or printed copy of Penuel) is uncertain. Brown (1999) suggests the expanded version was
an entry in Inskip’s diary made at a later date than the April 16, 1867 entry.
25
Technically both McDonald and Searles, and Inskip indirectly mention the discussions were with other
ministers. Both books draw on what Russell Richey characterizes as the “fraternal language” of
Methodism – describing only fellow clergy as “brethren” (Richey 1991). In both books the planning
discussions were among “brethren.”
26
In this discussion of who took part in the planning meeting for the Vineland camp meeting, I am
reminded how thankful historians and historical anthropologists approaching Methodism should be for
the habits of Methodist fraternity. Methodist ministers were consummate biographers. In Methodist
tradition, annual conferences, if not fellow ministers, produced copiously detailed, although somewhat
hagiographic, memorial accounts of the lives and labors of Methodist ministers.
27
Longacre spent his young adulthood in the Philadelphia area, where he befriended another signatory of
the announcement, Alfred Cookman. By 1873 Longacre had transferred to the New York Annual
Conference (Ridgaway 1873:116).
28
While Inskip’s address to the attendees on the opening day of the first National Camp Meeting at
Vineland makes oblique mention of opposition to holiness and the need for the meeting to avoid
controversy, opposition to the meeting may have been active during the planning stage (Inskip 1869).
Brown claims that disapproval of holding a holiness camp meeting extended from Bishop Edmund Janes
down to anonymous letters to area religious periodicals including the Northern Independent in which
worries the meeting would be “fraught with mischief” and could create “wide‐spread strife and division”
were expressed (Brown 1999:79). Further, Brown notes that Alfred Cookman, responsible for securing a
location in Philadelphia for the meeting, turned to the Methodist Book Room as a back‐up location, as he
could not get permission from the trustees of the Spring Garden Methodist Episcopal Church to hold the
meeting at that church. Similarly, Dieter notes that appeals were made to Aaron Ballard to withdraw the
sanction of the Bridgeton District from the meeting (Dieter 1980:87).
29
The latter’s description of the planning meeting seems a cursory summary of Hughes’ description. See
McDonald and Searles (1985[1885]:188‐189) contra Hughes (1873:51‐55).
30
Of note, unless other laypersons were present and were then not invited to take part in the committees
formed to make arrangements for the meeting, or served on the committees but were not mentioned by
Hughes, the presence of laypersons only from South Jersey, and the preponderance of ministers from
South Jersey, would suggest that the decision to hold the National Camp Meeting in South Jersey, and
perhaps even in Vineland, was decided before the Arch Street meeting.
31
That Alfred Street was the only meeting participant to have roles on both the management committee
(where he was the only South Jersey minister), and on the ground committee, may speak to the
“attentional gravity” Millville and Street’s revivals held in the planning process of the Association.
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Garrison owned 10 acres of land in Vineland, in a belt of 10 to 20 acre‐sized properties surrounding the
1 square mile downtown (Vineland Deed Book 1862). Lists of purchases published in The Vineland Rural
between 1862 and 1866 (Garrison purchased his land in 1862) in this area and of comparable size to
Garrison’s land were commonly listed as orchards or gardens. George Sutherland, on the other hand,
purchased 50 acres for farmland on Wheat Road. For both men, as for most early Vineland residents, it is
difficult to describe their class structure based solely on their occupation. Early Vineland residents were
mostly transplants from elsewhere in the Northeast. While most new residents pursued farming, their
backgrounds varied from poorer farmers relocating for better opportunities, to middle‐class families
turning to a new life in the country, to well‐off older residents lured by the town’s promised “healthful
climate.” Sickler, Potter, and Libby’s names are on neither of the three data sets for Vineland in my
possession – neither purchasers listed in the Vineland Rural from 1864 to 1865, a New Jersey State Census
of Vineland in 1865, or names of purchasers entered in Charles Landis’ deed register.
33
Importantly, following Hughes, I use the term “National Committee” to refer to the group of ministers
and laypersons who organized the National Camp Meeting at Vineland in 1867. A number of ministers
of this group, at the close of the Vineland meeting, met, prayed, and decided to form a National Camp‐
Meeting Association to hold subsequent National Camp Meetings. When discussing actions subsequent
to the 1867 meeting, I refer to the “Association.”
34
For travelers from Philadelphia and points west, a short ferry ride across the Delaware River and a walk
from the Camden waterfront to the passenger station preceded travel down the West Jersey and
Glassboro‐Millville lines. For travelers from Delaware and Maryland options were either travel by rail
north to Philadelphia by way of Wilmington, Delware, or by schooner across the Delaware Bay to Cape
May and then by rail to Vineland, or to Fortescue or Port Norris, New Jersey, and then by carriage to
Vineland.
35
Eisenlohr reports early 19th century meetings held throughout the area from Mullica Hill, Harrisonville,
Bridgeport, Swedesboro, Paulsboro, Williamstown, Barnsboro, to Glassboro (Eisenlohr 1970:33).
36
Brown suggests the date selected for the meeting was intentionally early in the camp meeting season as
to not interfere with that summer’s planned conference camp meetings, as well as being early enough in
the summer for attendees at Vineland to “carry the spiritual fire to other encampments” (Brown 1999:78‐
79). Along these lines, two similar conjectures are possible for why the National Committee did not use
an established camp ground in South Jersey. First, the opposition Aaron Ballard encountered over a
holiness camp meeting may have come from other camp meeting committees worried about attendance
at their meetings and hence these committees were reluctant to let the National Committee use their
traditional grounds. Second, the National Committee may have wanted to avoid using an established
camp ground in order to not appear as under the direction of any particular conference. Further,
selecting a site that had not previously been used as a Methodist camp meeting ground may have
addressed the Committee’s desire that their meeting be interdenominational.
37
One of the features of daily life in early Vineland for Mary Schley was the regular arrival of farmers
from throughout Cumberland, Salem, and Gloucester counties arriving in Vineland to sell their crops.
Living in rural west Vineland, near a bridge where Landis Avenue passed over the Maurice River, when
she asked from where the passing farmers came, Schley writes, “to my inquiries the answer was returned,
‘They come from over in Jersey.’ It was perplexing at first, but I soon learned that Vineland and its
inhabitants were to be considered by themselves. All outside this tract was foreign territory, or ‘over in
Jersey’” (Schley 1916:11).
38To whom specifically Landis refers is uncertain as Wood’s timber holdings were a patchwork of lands
running northeast from the Maurice River past the eastern margins of the Vineland tract. North of the
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tract, for instance, a small number of farms north of the Blackwater Branch near the Horse Bridge and
Weymouth Roads formed the Forest Grove community (Hartman 1978).
39Niemcewicz is also cited in Wacker (1979), however, the University of Tennessee has this book in their
holdings and I turned to it in order to break the nearly single‐sourcing of the last couple of paragraphs.
Wacker is, though dated, the best source of which I am aware for a general history of human exploitation
of the pine barrens.
40Travelling down the West Jersey Railroad from Camden to Cape May in 1881, Joel Cook narrated the
division between the inner and outer coastal plains for the Philadelphia Public Ledger newspaper. Of the
trip, he writes, “The railway… begins its southward journey through the town [Camden] and out over
the meadows and low lands, the cars rattling across two narrow‐gauge railways on the road to
Gloucester. Then for nearly forty miles the line runs through a succession of market‐gardens, truck‐
farms, fruit‐orchards, and vineyards in traversing [the Inner Coastal Plain]… Below this [Glassboro] the
land along the railway gradually changes its features and the market‐gardens become interspersed with
orchards and vineyards. Franklinville and Malaga are passed, and for miles the traveller glides along a
level region, devoted to vine‐ and fruit‐growing, with a wagon road on each side of the railway, and well‐
kept hedges dividing the fields. This is Vineland, one of the most remarkable settlements in the United
States, stretched for eight miles along the railroad, and rescued from the Jersey pine barrens by the
indomitable energy of its thrifty settlers. … Below Millville the railway runs a long stretch through pine
barrens, with an occasional settlement, and a broad strip of cleared land on either side of the line to
prevent the locomotive firing the woods, although this precaution is not always effectual. For miles the
cars swiftly pass on through this region, the pines standing up in long ranks on either side. This is the
land of the hoop‐pole and the mosquito, and its inhabitants, who cut the former, tell fabulous tales of the
prowess of the latter, which, according to report, grow to vast size, and do great deeds back in the dark‐
green woods in Cumberland, Cape May, and Atlantic Counties. The train passes the station at
Woodbine, where along a most desolate road to the eastward a stage runs to the well‐known town of
Tuckahoe, a perfect little oasis in a desert of pines, and built on the shores of the very crooked but very
pretty Tuckahoe River. We steam along through more sand, pine woods, and mosquitoes, past Seaville,
with its new road off to Sea Isle City, and then down the Cape. Here quickly the pines are left behind and
the road goes through fine farms” (Cook 1882:40‐41).
41While the former will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, the latter was not so much separate from
the subject of landscape.
42The New Jersey Annual Conference Seminary at Vineland was never completed. At the time of the First
National Camp Meeting Landis and the community were lobbying the conference to locate its planned
“South Jersey seminary” in Vineland, on land Landis pledged to donate across the railroad boulevard
from the park in which the National Camp Meeting was held. Financial difficulties stopped the project,
but not before the structure itself was completed. An entry in the Cumberland County Register of
Historic Structures and Sites describes the building as “built of stone having five stories and 150 rooms.
It is 142 ft. long, 56 ft. wide at either end and 44 ft. at its center, height from ground to top of cornice is 50
ft. It has a lofty French roof, spacious cupola, porticoes, pizzas[sic], balconies, etc. Its style is quoted as
‘Large Italian’” (New Jersey Memorial Home 1980). The structure went through several iterations first as
a Catholic Sacred Heart Seminary, and ultimately as part of the Vineland Soldiers and Sailors Memorial
Home. For Vineland boosterism associated with the Methodist seminary see Vineland Weekly issues for
May 18, 1867; May 25, 1867; June 15, 1867; and especially June 22, 1867. For the history of the seminary
property see an archaeological report by Mounier (2004).
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In March 1864 Landis succeeded in lobbying the state legislature to allow the inclusion of an article
banning the sale of liquor in the charter for the formation of Landis Township (Andrews 1911:15; Warner
1869). Landis would turn to the legislature again on the issue of free‐ranging cattle.
44Casting Warner as “eccentric” was an observation made by Charles Landis in his diary for February 7,
1868. See Landis (1916[1868]).
45
Given that accounts not only of the Bovine War, but also Landis’ negative perceptions of inhabitants on
the tract prior to the settlement, are written entirely from the settlers’ perspective, a project in the
historical archaeology or even metaphorical archaeology of the cattle owners would be extremely useful
in understanding early‐ to mid‐19th century lifeways and tenancy in South Jersey.
46Although well‐beyond the scope of this chapter, if the outcome of the Bovine War and Landis’
successful lobbying to have laws passed against transhumance, could be traceable in township tax
records listing cattle holdings for communities throughout the pine barrens before and after 1864.
47
For details of the landscape of the National Camp Meeting at Vineland see Chapters 5 and 6.
48
In the common histories of the Association a running presumption is that National Camp Meeting
attendees were, by and large, predominantly white members of the urban middle‐class. Little in the
historical record contradicts this. Although Israel (1998), tracing the biography of African American
evangelist Amanda Smith, notes her participation at National camp meetings such as Oakington,
Maryland in 1870, Williamsville, Illinois in 1872, and Knoxville, Tennessee in 1872 and 1873, Smith was a
rare voice in the public faces of the Association. Further, Smith’s own autobiography mentions little of
the presence of other African Americans at National Camp Meetings (Smith 1893).
49
Presuming attendees from South Jersey traveled to Vineland along least‐cost paths, teams arriving from
the south and southeast, which in 1867 meant travel up the Railroad Boulevard or up Main Road, would
have passed through Millville – either as Millville residents, or residents of Bayside towns in Cumberland
County such as Newport, Port Norris, Fortescue, or any number of townships in Cape May County. In
1867 arriving in Vineland by carriage or wagon from the east or northeast by Landis Avenue or Main
Road connecting to the Weymouth Road would have been a 20 to 30 mile journey through the pine
barrens from points along the shore in Atlantic and Ocean counties.
50
The Independent gives no account of the number of trains arriving or how many passenger cars
comprised each train, nor does the article indicate the number of passenger trains arriving from the
direction of Cape May versus the direction of Glassboro and northerly points. The article does, however,
mention that “every train for several days has brought large numbers” (Weekly Independent, July 25, 1867).
51
Hughes claimed the congregation’s ranks were further bolstered by a host of “angels, poised on pinions
were just above the worshippers” (Hughes 1975[1873]:59).
52
Representation of ministers from the Troy Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
seemed particularly strong at the Vineland meeting. Three of the 12 published Vineland sermons in
McLean and Eaton’s (1869) Penuel were penned by ministers of this northern Hudson Valley conference.
53
McLean and Eaton identify the meeting’s Presbyterian participant as “Rev. Johnson.” In 1869, the
Minutes of the Presbyterian Church in the United States lists two ministers named Johnson in the New
Jersey/Pennsylvania/New York area including a minister stationed in Fairton, New Jersey, and the more
well‐known Rev. Herrick Johnson, D.D., of Philadelphia – the latter a noted Presbyterian author,
theologian, and professor with ministerial experience in both Troy, New York, and Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania (Robinson 1914).
54
Founding members of the Association were John Inskip, Benjamin Adams, Alfred Cookman, William
McDonald, W. Reddy, W. C. Browning, William Osborn, Alfred Street, S. Coleman, Barlow Weed
43
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Gorham, George C. M. Roberts, John Wood, Aaron Ballard, G. C. Wells, Lewis Dunn, W. T. D. Clemm,
Anthony Atwood, J. W. Horne, R. J. Andrews, A. McLean, and George Hughes.
55
Joseph Hillman, a Troy area Methodist insurance agent, was the President of the Round Lake Camp
Meeting Association. Hillman had a running friendship with William Osborn and, in 1868 and 1869
would be instrumental in supporting Osborn’s efforts to establish the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting in
Monmouth County, New Jersey (Osborn 1911).
56
Further, Cookman had preached at an 1867 camp meeting of the Lancaster and Columbia circuits of the
Methodist Episcopal Church held in Kaufman’s woods, just south of the Borough of Manheim (“The
Camp Meeting Near This Borough.” Manheim Sentinel, August 16, 1867).
57
Noticeably the significant in tobacco production in Rapho Township precedes the disruption of
southern tobacco due to the Civil War.
58
This is only the second time in my research that I use “Chicquesalunga” as the proper name of the creek
winding just east of the contemporary Borough. The first time I used the full name, on my first visit to
Manheim, a resident sitting at the Baron’s Diner (named after Henry Stiegel’s nickname) laughed and
said “You must not have been studying Manheim very long if you’re not calling it Chiques (pronounced
chick‐eez) Creek like the rest of us!”
59
Wayman’s participation marked the first of several intersections the Association had with the AME
Church. African American participation in National Camp Meetings is an important subject currently
lacking study. See Smith (1893).
60
If history and social memory are indicators of the profundity of an event’s impact on a community, then
neither the Vineland meeting nor the Manheim meeting had much significant impact on their respective
local host communities. In Vineland, social memory of the National Camp Meeting is thin, and the
town’s one memorial marker for the meeting (a stone monument sitting amidst shrubbery near the south
entrance of Landis Park) was erected in 1967, not by the City of Vineland, but by the National Holiness
Association, a successor organization to the National Camp ‐Meeting Association (Rose 1967). Tellingly,
at the service erecting that monument, then‐Mayor of Vineland Henry Garton began his address to the
assembled members of the NHA, that “It is nice to learn something new about your community” such as
that at one time 10,000 people gathered in the park for a religious revival. At Manheim, even less remains
of the Second National Camp‐Meeting.
61
Technically this practice began in 1870, after the Association held their deferred camp meeting in Round
Lake in 1869.
62
Technically, this division of camp meetings such as Vineland and Manheim the Association had to
create from lands used for other purposes, and later meetings at grounds that were already existing camp
meeting sites, is not as clear cut as it may seem from my language. The Association technically received
proposals/requests from local camp meeting committees to hold a National Camp Meeting on a ground
the committee would prepare. In some cases, the camp meeting locations offered in these proposals were
not yet extant camp grounds, but as part of their proposal the local committee pledged to prepare the
grounds and manage all logistical concerns short of running the “spiritual affairs” of the meeting which
were left to the Association. In some cases, such as the Association’s 1872 National Camp Meeting in
Knoxville, Tennessee, the local association of the Methodist Episcopal Church Holston Conference
(North), rented unimproved woodlands north of Knoxville, and, by the time some of the Association
leadership arrived before the scheduled camp meeting, had failed to secure enough tents or make
adequate arrangements for water (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:291‐292).
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Chapter 5
Worship in the Forest Temple: Performance, Sincerity, and the Subjunctive
World of the First National Camp Meeting, Vineland, New Jersey, 1867
The afternoon of July 17, 1867 was warm with clear skies over southern New
Jersey. Shortly after 3 o’clock, after the final verses of the hymn There Is a Fountain Filled
with Blood were sung (Figure 5.1), John Inskip stepped forward on the preacher’s stand
and lead the congregation in prayer. After asking for God’s blessings on the First
National Camp Meeting at Vineland, Inskip looked to the congregation. Their heads
were bowed in prayer and although the women, outnumbering the men, were dressed
in somber colors, the gathered hundreds of mostly Methodists were bathed in a pale
gray‐white sunlight. The plank benches on which they sat were a gray‐white pine. The
recently cleared ground beneath them was a sandy gray loam. Ending the prayer,
Inskip proclaimed “it is evident to me, and it must be to all, that God is present in this
place, and the fact of His special presence is to us a clear indication of His approval of
this meeting” (McLean and Eaton 1869:15). Declaring the presence of a divine power in
those forty acres of pine and oak forest was not, as sources suggest, based upon any
evident feature of the landscape (Figure 5.2). The meeting itself had started late,
workers were still busy erecting tents across the grounds, attendees were still arriving
regularly by the passenger trains that rumbled past the park, the livery yards across
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Figure 5.1 William Cowper, There Is a Fountain Filled with Blood, 1772. Arranged by Lowell Mason (1792‐1872). Set to an
American folk camp meeting tune, Cleansing Fountain.

Source: www.freehymnal.com/lyrics/there‐is‐a‐fountain/ [accessed 6/10/2010].
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Park Avenue were a cacophony of activity, the weather still threatened rain, and, with
evening approaching, the threat of South Jersey mosquitos was ominous.1
Inskip’s declaration of divine presence at the meeting was, to a degree, constative
(Rust 2006). Declaring this presence, he could expect the attendees’ collective ascent of
his statement as factual. God was present. For the observer, the newspaper reporter,
the curious Vineland settler, the historical anthropologist almost a century‐and‐a‐half
later, not sharing Inskip’s ethos leaves no definitive means of assessing the truth value
of his declaration. However, for both observer and attendee, Inskip’s declaration was
equally important as a performative utterance. Following J. L. Austin’s (1975[1962])
How to Do Things with Words, Inskip performed an illocutionary act. Not only was God
present, but that presence must be evident to everyone gathered. In a more social
semiotic vein, Inskip’s declaration not only bore an indexical function pointing to

Figure 5.2. Duval & ? (artist or printers, damaged on original print), “Vineland, New Jersey. View from the Seminary,” circa 1875.
Groves of trees populating the southern portion of Landis Park are visible on the left of the print, across the tracks of the West
Jersey Railroad. Source: Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society, Vineland, New Jersey.
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“God’s special presence,” but also a contextual function indicating a subjunctive
religious world in which a divine being could be “evidentially present” in a place and
could “clearly approve” of a camp meeting promoting holiness (Seligman et al. 2008).
Emphasizing that saying something is doing something, this chapter is an
historical anthropology of performance at the First National Camp Meeting held from
July 17th to July 26th 1867 in Vineland, New Jersey. Through the narrative of the
Vineland meeting this chapter engages the pattern of ritual/liturgical practices that
comprised the early camp meetings of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness. 2 Specifically, here Vineland is a lens onto the performative
repertoire of the Association’s meetings at Vineland, Manheim (1868), and two
meetings (1869 and 1871) held at Round Lake, in Saratoga County, New York. Written
accounts, sketches, photographs, and the landscape of the Vineland meeting provide an
opportunity to jostle discourse, performance, landscape, and material culture to arrive
at a more thickly‐detailed and interpretive perspective on several key issues
surrounding how the Association communicated holiness theology through the camp
meeting format. Among these key issues are the design or order of services on the
grounds, the function of formal services, prayer meetings and social modeling, and how
both formal services and prayer meetings intersected race and gender.3
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Vineland was not, at first sight, very prepossessing…4
On July 6, 1867 the Vineland Weekly Independent published an article noting that
it was common knowledge in Vineland that a National Camp Meeting would soon be
held promoting holiness and “godliness.” The attendees of the meeting would be from
all parts of the Union and were certain to include many “persons of culture and
refinement.” Therefore, the article reminds readers:
“Now the good Book says that cleanliness is the next thing to godliness,
we cannot give the people better advice than to exhort them to… clean up
his grounds about his premises of all superfluous matter, such as old
roots, dried grass, weeds, &c. Let all grass be mown smooth and raked up
nice. … There can be no better advertising medium for Vineland than to
show that among all our good habits, we have that of neatness about our
homes” (Clean Up. Vineland Weekly, July 6, 1867).5
While Vineland residents may have considered tidying their yards weeks before the
camp meeting (Figure 5.3), preparation of the camp meeting ground did not begin until
a few days before the meeting.
The camp meeting ground was called a “park” by Vinelanders in 1867 and
consisted of 40 acres of undeveloped pineland surrounded by a dirt drive on the
northern margin of the one square mile downtown of the settlement. The land, given
by the settlement’s founder, Charles Landis, for the National camp meeting was
bounded to the south by Park Avenue, to the east and north by farm fields, and to
the west by the Railroad Boulevard consisting of the line of the Millville and Glassboro
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Figure 5.3. View to the north, intersection of East Plum Street and North Sixth Street, Vineland, New Jersey. Circa 1865. Three
blocks south of the Park. Source: Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society, Vineland, New Jersey.

Railroad flanked by two dirt farm roads (Cook 1882; The Park. Weekly Independent,
July 20, 1867; Wrotnowski 1867). The grounds were flat with less than eight degree
slopes and consisted mostly of a gray Downer sandy loam flanked to the north and
south by areas of Hammonton sandy loam (Natural Resources Conservation Service
2008a). After heavy rains, these northern and southern margins of the grounds could be
slow to dry, but in time for the National camp meeting rain on the night of the 16th did
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little more than help settle the dust that had fallen on the town over the previous weeks
of hot and dry weather (Fittipaldi 1980:5; Hughes 1975[1873]:59).6
“To those who had been wont to attend camp‐meetings in some of the grand old
forests, Vineland was not, at first sight, very prepossessing” George Hughes claimed of
the grounds (Hughes 1975[1873]:58). A fire in the spring of 1864 had swept through the
grounds, destroying underbrush and leaving behind a grove of older oak trees in the
southwest part of the grounds, and taller pines throughout the acreage (Warner
1985[1869]:35; Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society n.d.).7 By 1867 a thick
growth of young trees, particularly oak, covered the grounds (The Park. Weekly
Independent, July 20, 1867). It was this underbrush F. P. Crocker, editor of the Vineland
Weekly Independent, observed workmen clearing in the days before the camp meeting.
A “large number of workmen” had been busy for two days clearing brush and
preparing the area when Crocker visited the grounds on July 16th (Appearance of the
Camping Ground Yesterday. Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867). South of the park, at
the intersection of Park Avenue and North Sixth Street, were the first preparations he
encountered (Figure 5.4). Two livery yards, suggesting the scale of the event to take
place the next day, were being set up on unsold lots on the blocks south of the park.
Crocker described the scene as “extensive arrangements for keeping horses by H. J.
Judd on the one hand, and Otis Mann on the other. Hundreds of horses can be cared
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Figure 5.4 Landis Park, Vineland, New Jersey. Map presents contemporary park features with overlays of historic areas.
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for at these establishments. A well has been dug, and all other requisites for first‐class
boarding stables [italics in original].” Walking further east on Park Avenue and turning
north onto a dirt drive circling the park from the east, past Henry Boody’s farm, he
encountered areas on both sides of the drive for wells and large boarding tents ‐‐ “…the
extensive boarding establishment of M. Z. Ellis & Co., which is gotten up in real
Vermont style, with a nice brick oven, where the best of bread will be baked and
dinners prepared that will make an epicure smile,” was the most prominent of the
“several tents” that could accommodate as many as 100 boarders each.
During the day, boarding tents provided meals for about 50 cents (National
Camp‐meeting. New York Christian Advocate, July 2, 1867).8 At Vineland, meats and
breads were advertised, and it was likely that local produce and fruits were available as
well (Camp‐Meeting in a Book. Methodist Home Journal, July 13, 1867). At night,
boarding tents demarcated different types of camp meeting attendees. As Charles
Edwin Jones noted, few Methodists could afford the leisure of spending a week or ten
days at camp meeting (Jones 1974). At National camp meetings, few of the thousands
of attendees reported at Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake were tenting on the
grounds. Most of the nearly 10,000 attendees estimated to have attended the Vineland
meeting were visitors or “day trippers” present on one Sabbath for a featured sermon
by Bishop Matthew Simpson.9 Those attendees that did tent on the grounds were
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families who could either afford a week of holy leisure, or were wives and children
spending a week on the grounds while business concerns kept men at home during the
work week.10 Boarders, on the other hand, were most often individual attendees drawn
to the camp meeting for a few days.11
While support structures for the meeting clustered along the southeastern
margins of the grounds, the ritual/liturgical features of the meeting were arrayed within
the forest west and north of the boarding tents.12 Entering the grounds past the
boarding tent area, F. P. Crocker described the center of the meeting ground consisting
of “a neat, substantial platform, raised about four feet from the ground, covered with
boards, made tight enough to keep out rain and sun. It is well furnished with settees
and chairs” (Appearance of the Camping Ground Yesterday. Weekly Independent, July
20, 1867). The stand faced south toward Park Avenue, onto a 150’x150’ (~2,090 square
meters) seating area of plank benches.13 Behind the stand and slightly to the north was
“a large enclosure fitted up for a daily prayer meeting. This has a roof well supported
and well covered with boughs. As the ground is perfectly smooth, this will be an
excellent place to hold meetings in fair weather. It will be well provided with settees.”
The structure, built at the suggestion of William Osborn, was a circular brush arbor
called “the Bower of Prayer” and was capable of accommodating at least 300 attendees
for prayer and holiness meetings (Hughes 1975[1873]:58‐59).14
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Between the central worship area and the Railroad Boulevard, a distance Crocker
estimated was about 30 rods (492ft/~150m) were tents “in such numbers and constantly
receiving additions that it is almost impossible to state their number” (Appearance of
the Camping Ground Yesterday. Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867). Among their
number were at least six congregational tents (Figure 5.5) (Brown 1999:80). At early
meetings of the Association, such tents were usually 20x30’ or 20x40’ (~55 or 74 square
meters, respectively) canvas structures with an internal wooden framework supporting
a high pitched roof.15 As their name suggests, the tents were sponsored, and sometimes
owned, by Methodist congregations attending the meeting. Congregational tents
provided worship space for both prayer meetings and congregational worship, as well
as nightly room for boarders during the camp meeting. Among these tents, Crocker
noted “a monster canvas tent from Philadelphia. …designed to accommodate two or
three Societies.” The tent was sponsored, and possibly owned, by a Methodist Searles
1985[1885]:193; Hughes 1975[1873]:59).16
Although tents were still being erected on the day of F. P. Crocker’s visit, and the
arrangement of the grounds would not be complete until the starting day of the
meeting, the layout of the grounds at Vineland is significant. Additional accounts of the
grounds provided by William McDonald, George Hughes, and Benjamin Adams
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Figure 5.5. Attendees outside a line of congregational tents at the First National Camp Meeting, 1867, Vineland, New Jersey.
Source: Kenneth O. Brown.
Episcopal
Church in the Kensington neighborhood of Philadelphia (McDonald and

resonate with Crocker’s description of the grounds – one of a utilitarian landscape
divided into four functional areas (boarding and infrastructure, central worship area,
congregational/prayer tents, and a domestic area of family tents), contrasting sharply
with more formal ritual/liturgical landscapes of the Association’s subsequent meetings
as will be discussed in Chapter 6.17 How the meeting’s order of services created a
system of activities across the grounds and the role of formal services are the subject of
this chapter’s next section (Rapaport 1990).
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Ritual, Liturgy, and Orders of Service at the First National Camp Meeting
The early morning of July 17, 1867 smelled of wet pine needles. The air was hazy
but clearing with the rising sun. With delays in finalizing the preparation of the
grounds, the First National Camp‐Meeting began with an impromptu prayer meeting.
A reporter for the Vineland Weekly Independent observed “those who had already taken
up position on the grounds, seemed disposed to make no loss of time, and many
clergymen and others assembled in a large tent intended for the holding of prayer
meetings, and engaged in exercises of singing and prayer” (The Camp Meeting.
Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867).18 George Hughes, reflecting on the morning’s
threatened rain showers, proclaimed that instead, within the prayer tent, “the Lord
poured out his Spirit” (Hughes 1867). The events of that morning highlight two
recurring themes in the ritual/liturgical practices of the Association’s meetings. First,
activities, even during more formal worship services “at the stand” were open to
improvisation. Second, from a material perspective, boundaries between secular and
sacred space at the Vineland meeting, as well as the next year’s meeting at Manheim,
seemed quite permeable. Prayer meetings were held surrounded by workers erecting
tents. Services “at the stand” were ongoing while passenger trains rumbled down the
rail line bringing hundreds more attendees into the camp.19 While material elements at
each National camp meeting provided some degree of boundary work, a significant
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degree of marking camp meeting space as sacred occurred at these first two meetings
through discourse and ritual/liturgical enactment. The sacred qualities of the camp
ground were commonly evoked through the experiential qualities of ritual/liturgical
events – the sacralization of Otto’s “the holy,” or van der Leeuw’s idea of “power” (van
der Leeuw 1967; Otto 1958[1917]).20
As the revivalists at Vineland sang hymns and prayed to pass the morning, they
improvised a rhythm to camp meeting time. As Messenger described the temporal
order of early 19th century camp meetings, the rhythms of daily prayer, congregational
worship at the preacher’s stand, even communal meals fostered an experience of the
passage of time different from the routines of daily life (Messenger 1999:30‐31). As
discussed in Chapter 2, camp meeting time was itself shaped by orders of service
announced from the stand or posted on the grounds.
At Vineland, the National camp meeting’s order of service was not enacted until
3 p.m. July 17th.21 That order of service, like the subsequent orders of service at
Manheim in 1868, and Round Lake in 1869 and 1871 mirrored a camp meeting schedule
that was widely‐established by the middle of the 19th century and was reflected in
Barlow Weed Gorham’s (1854) A Camp Meeting Manual. Gorham, a Methodist minister
of the Wyoming Annual Conference, and member of the Association’s planning
committee for the 1868 Manheim meeting, offered recommendations on establishing
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and running camp meetings in ways that would be more orderly and respectable. For
Gorham, the ideal camp meeting day was structured around:
“1. Rise at five, or half‐past five in the morning.
2. Family prayer and breakfast from half‐past six to half‐past seven.
3. General prayer meeting at the altar, led by several ministers
appointed by the Presiding Elder, at half‐past eight, A. M.
4. Preaching at half‐past ten, followed by prayer meeting to twelve,
M.
5. Dine at half‐past twelve, P. M.
6. Preaching at two, or half‐past two, P.M., followed by prayer at
the altar till five.
7. Tea at six, P. M.
8. Preaching at half‐past seven, followed by prayer meeting at the
altar till nine or ten.” (Gorham 1854:155).
At the Vineland meeting, the order of service reflected much of Gorham’s suggested
order, but with a decidedly altered spatiality (Figure 5.6). Beginning the morning of
July 18th, attendees spent most of their time in “small” group settings rather than in
services at the stand.22
Although not mentioned in accounts of the Vineland meeting, attendees may
have begun each morning in private family devotions prior to the first “exercise” of the
day.23 Early morning devotions were explicitly mentioned, however, for the meetings at
Manheim, Round Lake (1871), and other Association meetings such as Oakington,
Maryland in 1870, Knoxville, Tennessee in 1872, and Landisville, Pennsylvania in 1873.
As McDannell (1986) notes, family devotions were a common parlor practice for
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observant Victorian Methodists. At each of the early National camp meetings, times
early in the morning and immediately after the mid‐day dinner were devoted to family
worship in either tents or, at Round Lake, cottages.24 In the family tents on the western
and northern portions of the Vineland grounds, the experience of morning at camp
meeting would shift from family‐centered to communal gatherings in the “Bower of
Prayer” north of the central worship area by 5 o’clock (Hughes 1975[1873]:127).25
Breakfast followed prayer meetings, and returned attendees either to their family tents
or, for residents of the boarding tents, back to the southeast side of the park for their
first purchased meal of the day. Breakfast ended with experience meetings which
preceded the first formal preaching service of the day at the stand.
By the 1868 meeting in Manheim (Figure 5.7) and the first meeting at Round Lake
(Figure 5.8), the Association increasingly emphasized the efficacy of these smaller group
gatherings rather than large assemblies gathered at the central worship area for lengthy
sermon‐based services. Hughes commented on the efficacy of the smaller group
gatherings and informal meetings at the Vineland camp meeting that offered venues for
“the simple testimonies… bearing upon the great theme, smote hearts with conviction
which had resisted the most powerful preaching, the most searching pulpit appeals.
This was especially gratifying, and in exact accord with the anticipations of the friends
of the meeting” (Hughes 1867). In an article titled “Pentecost at Manheim,” the Guide to
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Figure 5.6 Order of Service, First National Camp‐Meeting. July 17 to July 26, 1867. Vineland, New Jersey.
Sources:”First National Camp‐Meeting for Holiness.” Guide to Holiness September 1867; “The Vineland Encampment.” Guide to Holiness September 1867;
McDonald & Searles (1985[1885]:191); McLean and Eaton (1869:15‐157); Hughes (1873:58‐59, 212); “Vineland During the Camp.” Bridgeton Chronicle, July 20, 1867;
“The Camp Meeting.” Vineland Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867; Benjamin Adams Diary July 1867; Brown (1999:79‐81).

Holiness reported that at the Second National Camp Meeting, “several large tents were
kept in constant use when there was no service at the stand, and sometimes the
meetings were signalized by such displays of power that it was impossible to close
them, even when the trumpet was blown for more public worship” (Guide to Holiness,
October 1868). Similarly, as a contributor to the September 1868 Guide to Holiness
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Figure 5.7 Order of Service, Second National Camp‐Meeting. July 14 to July 24, 1868. Manheim, Pennsylvania.
Sources: The National Camp Meeting.” Columbia Spy July 18, 1868; “R.P.S.” (1868); “The Pentecost at Manheim, No. I.” Guide to Holiness September 1868; “The
Pentecost at Manheim, No. II.” Guide to Holiness, October 1868; “J.W.H.” (1868); McDonald and Searles (1985[1885]:199‐202); McLean and Eaton (1869:158);
Hughes (1873:66‐67; 129‐131); “The National Camp Meeting.” Manheim Sentinel, July 17, 1868; “The National Camp Meeting.” Manhiem Sentinel, July 24, 1868;
“The Great National Camp Meeting at Manheim.” Lancaster Intelligencer July 18, 1868; Benjamin Adams Diary July 1868; Brown (1999:84‐89); Dieter (1980:90‐91).

identified as “R.P.S.” wrote of the Manheim meeting, that the “power of the meeting
did not seem to depend much on the character of the preaching” as even the formal
preaching at the stand was “lacking a certain literary ability” that was made up for in
the “simplicity” and “intensely natural” character of the messages (“R.P.S.” 1868).
Although the Association emphasized these smaller group meetings such as prayer
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Figure 5.8 Order of Service, Third National Camp‐Meeting. July 6 to July 16, 1869. Round Lake, New York.
Sources: “National Camp Meeting.” Guide to Holiness, April 1869; Hughes (1869); “Puritan” (1869); McDonald and Searles (1985[1885]:203‐207); McLean and Eaton
(1869:274‐315, 462‐482); Hughes (1873:214‐217); Benjamin Adams Diary 1869; Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1868‐1874.

meetings and experience meetings, more formal public services oriented the camp
meetings, sought to sacralize the grounds, and provided more traditional venues for
homiletic discourse no matter its “literary ability.”
While de‐emphasizing formal services at the stand was a particular characteristic
of National camp meetings, avoiding formalism or the appearance of ritual was, even in
the late 1860s, a common Methodist characteristic. In one of his more lasting impacts on
the Methodist Episcopal Church, Bishop Francis Asbury had urged his American
brethren to put aside John Wesley’s Sunday Service. In doing so, Methodists would
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eschew the high church liturgies of Anglicanism. As Asbury wrote to William
McKendree, “the simplicity of gospel truth ill accords with a farrago of rites and
ceremonies. Nothing could be more unadorned than the primitive worship” (Asbury
1821[1813]:488). Over 50 years later, Methodists, despite decades of Gothic revival
church architecture, pew rentals, seminary‐trained ministers, and other accoutrements
of embourgeoisement, maintained at least an ideal of simplicity in worship (Kilde 2002;
Robins 1994; Johnson 1955).26 At camp meetings, formalism could be derided. As
George Wells railed at the Vineland National Camp Meeting, formalism “is the
representative of death; and formalists are the tubercles on the lungs of the Church,
causing the consumption of her life” (McLean and Eaton 1869:42‐43).
Removed from the city and the liturgical design of the urban church, camp
meeting worship would seem the height of Methodist primitivism (Gorham 1854). Yet
camp meeting worship moved in its own rhythms, schedules, and practices as these
National camp meeting orders of service illustrate. Participants attended services at the
stand, took part in Love Feasts and sacramental services reaffirming their bonds of
community, and attended prayer meetings amidst behavioral norms and shared
communicative strategies expressing their varying statuses as seekers, converts, and
sanctified saints (Andzrejewski 2001). Taking part in both formal and informal camp
meeting services day after day at the same hour of the day in a setting declared sacred
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and bounded from the world, behaving in a prescribed manner, communicating status
and mentality through dress, behavior, and speech, and, supposedly working at
transforming the self, were practices that were, if not ritual, then ritualistic (Bell 1997,
1992; Tambiah 1979; Turner 1995[1977]).27
Despite the Association’s emphasis on small group meetings, formal services on
the grounds served an important function. These services, held at the stand, were the
meeting’s largest‐scale ritual/liturgical performances. Other activities, both scheduled
smaller group meetings and leisure activities were expected to cease at the start of these
services (More About the Camp Meeting. Lancaster Intelligencer, July 22, 1868). On
each full day of the Vineland meeting, as at subsequent meetings, three services were
held at the stand, two of which (one in the morning, another in the evening) consisted
of formal preaching and exhortation, while an afternoon service was less formal
consisting of exhortations, ministers’ conversion or sanctification narratives, and the
congregational singing of hymns. Additionally, each camp meeting opened and ended
with services at the stand.
At all four early meetings the opening service was held at the stand, but the time
of the service varied from an unintentional 3:00 p.m. at Vineland, to 10:30 a.m. at
Manheim, to 2:00 p.m. at both the 1869 and 1871 Round Lake meetings. The service
began with both visual and auditory cues. At Vineland, ministers assembled on the
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preacher’s stand or platform a few minutes before 3 o’clock in the afternoon (The Camp
Meeting. Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867). At this point a core of attendees
assembled in the central worship area.28 At the direction of the ministers, the assembled
began to sing the William Cowper hymn, There is a Fountain Filled with Blood.29 The
hymn would be adopted as the “battle hymn” of the Association, and sung at every
National camp meeting (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:191).30 The structure of the
opening service varied slightly meeting to meeting, but consisted of six basic practices
including the singing of the Cowper hymn, an opening prayer, reading of select
passages of the Bible, a brief history of the Association, and a statement of purpose for
the meeting.31 At the close of these elements, a prayer of dedication or consecration of
the grounds, the ministers, and the attendees would be offered. While these elements of
the service were usually presented at these early meetings by the Association’s
president John Inskip, they were followed by remarks, acknowledgements, and
announcements by three or four visiting ministers as well as ministers representing the
local planning committee.32 Overall, the structure of the opening service was neither
uncharacteristically Methodististic in the use of congregational singing, reading Bible
verses, and following those verses with a brief lesson, nor was the service uncommon
for the opening services of a late 19th century camp meeting seeking to welcome
attendees, establish guidelines for the meeting, dedicate the grounds, and set a tone for
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the worship services to follow (Messenger 1999; Johnson 1955; Round Lake Camp Meeting
Newspaper Accounts, 1868‐1874; Book of Discipline 1860).
Manifesting the sacred on the grounds, John Inskip followed the opening
service’s statement of the manifest presence of God by addressing the behavior of
attendees. Suggesting the awareness of the presence of the divine would require
appropriate behavior, Inskip urged attendees to set aside differences, disputes, and
fault‐finding (Vineland During the Camp. Bridgeton Chronicle, July 20, 1867). The
meeting should be marked by a “spirit of mutual forbearance and brotherly love.” The
idea of “holiness to the Lord” should, he argued, be the subject of every sermon,
exhortation, and prayer, and the men and women present on the grounds should
exemplify holiness. Additionally, participants in the camp meeting were encouraged to
take their time on the grounds “seriously” by leaving “all trifling and temporal matters
aside, and in all soberness, talk of our experience in the deep things of God” (McLean
and Eaton 1869:17).
Inskip’s concerns for holy comportment were buttressed by posted rules of order
for the camp meeting.33 At early meetings of the Association, such rules were published
prior to the meeting in area newspapers, and were posted, distributed, and/or
announced on the grounds. At National meetings the rules generally reflected a
concern with the ability of participants to seek a sanctification experience during their
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time on the grounds by ensuring a good space for their experience of camp meeting life.
Ensuring this orderly environment meant policing activities that violated camp meeting
time, or behaviors disruptive of camp meeting space. All of the rules were enforceable,
ranging from chiding requests by ministers to physical removal from the camp meeting
by local police hired as security for the grounds. While the local associations in charge
of camp meeting grounds upon which the Association held meetings after 1868 had
their own rules of order, the Association’s own rules for at least the Manheim meeting
(if not Vineland) were published in at least one local newspaper before the start of the
Second National Camp Meeting. This code, signed by John Inskip and George Hughes,
consisted of nine rules for the meeting including:
“I. The entire space within the entire circle of tents will be regarded as the
‘House of God,[‘] and having been consecrated to His service, will be
respected accordingly. Smoking within these limits at any time is strictly
prohibited.
II. Standing or walking on the seats will not be permitted in any case.
III. …[the signal] for retiring at 10 p.m. when all persons not provided
with lodgings on the ground will leave the encampment, and as soon
thereafter as practicable those remaining will retire for the night.
IV. …[during] public service at the stand… no conversation or walking
about will be allowed.
VI. …no meals will be served during the stated services at the stand.
VII. Neither horses nor vehicles allowed on the ground occupied by the tents.
Cutting or injuring the trees, fences, &c., in this grove or the lands adjacent, is
absolutely prohibited. Hitching horses to trees cannot be permitted. Ample
hitching posts and rails are provided on adjacent ground” (“More About the
Camp Meeting.” Lancaster Intelligencer, July 22, 1868).34
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The behavioral expectations conveyed in the Association’s rules paralleled traditional
camp meeting rules from the mid‐19th century, such as those of the Wesleyan Grove
Camp Meeting on Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts, or Nathan Bangs’ (1839)
idealized rules discussed in Chapter 2 (Vincent 1858).35
Inskip followed his description of the purpose of the meeting and requested holy
comportment with a prayer dedicating the meeting, the stand, the benches, tents, and
other material elements of the grounds. “From that hour,” claimed George Hughes, “it
was unmistakable that every foot of that consecrated enclosure was holy ground [italics
in original], covered with the divine panoply” (Hughes 1867).
That holiness was to be communicated through performances should shift
historical attention to the Association’s meetings away from the symbolic speech of
formal services at the stand to a broad range of activities across the grounds. Scholars
studying ritual have suggested that attending to the observable mechanics of ritual
performance can avoid, to a degree, much of the temptation to conceptualize ritual
entirely within meaningful symbols and the ethos of communities that generate them.
Catherine Bell traces the popularity of performance approaches to ritual to the late
1960s, influenced by Victor Turner’s “social dramas,” John Austin’s “performative
utterances,” and Erving Goffman’s study of “face work” in social interaction (Bell
2001:206). In a performative vein, the symbolic meaning of ritual does not mold
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participants, but rather participants work on a ritual that works on themselves and their
world (Bell 1997:73).36
What is performed in ritual, as Jonathan Z. Smith argues, is not a dramatized
version of everyday life, no matter how much that life may reflect the normative values
and ideals of a culture. Rather, for Smith, “ritual is a means of performing the way
things ought to be in conscious tension with the way things are. Ritual relies for its
power on the fact that it is concerned with quite ordinary activities placed within an
extraordinary setting, that what it describes and displays is, in principle, possible for
every occurrence of these acts” (Smith 1987:109‐110).37 Seligman et al. describe this
“ought to be” context as a subjunctive, or “as if” universe pointed to or indexed by
ritual social interaction (Seligman et al. 2008:7‐8). When self and other enter in to ritual
interaction, they assert not only a shared identity, but a shared “as if” (Seligman et al.
2008:24).38 As ritual participants make this assertion of a shared subjunctive world, they
do so not only through symbolic discourse and sociability, but also through non‐
discursive elements including material objects or props, the space in which ritual is
performed, and embodied symbolic communication (Inomata and Coben 2006; Crossley
2004:31).39
At a basic level, ritual “works” on participants through their sociability and by
shaping their experience (Conquergood 1991; Bruner 1986). For any individual
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participant, the very presence of other ritual participants provides both a model and an
audience for their own performance. Shaping ritual experience, as Kapferer noted in
his study of exorcism ceremonies among Sinhalese Buddhists, can be a matter of
arranging the space of a performance, modulating songs, prayers, dances, or other
discourses, reframing the relationships between participants, and shaping the focus of
participants (Kapferer 1979). Discussing Kapferer’s research, Schiefflen notes that it
demonstrates that performance can create a symbolic reality “by socially constructing a
situation in which the participants experience symbolic meanings as part of the process
of what they are already doing” (Schiefflen 1985:708).
Following Schiefflen (1985), that the presentation of holiness was distributed
across a broad range of activities on the grounds draws attention to the differing
dynamics, if any, by which different worship situations were socially constructed and
provided participants an active experience of symbolic meanings. Two worship
situations – more formal gatherings at the stand, and more social worship gatherings in
prayer and experience meetings – seem sufficient to explore these dynamics.

Homiletic Locations and Social Modeling
On Thursday, July 18th, J. W. Horne of the New York East Conference preached
the first regular sermon at a National camp meeting. Horne, the former superintendent
of a Methodist seminary in Liberia, was described by George Hughes as “a man of
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culture and unction, and in thorough sympathy with the work of holiness” (Hughes
1975[1873]:90).40 With 1 John 1:7, “and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us
from all sin,” as his text, Horne began his sermon reflecting that, “this text ought to
arrest the attention of all, and send through every soul a thrill of joy. This news is
sweeter than the sound of gushing waters, more precious than tidings of deliverance to
the captive exile, for I am addressing a congregation of sinners, though doubtless many
are sinners saved by the grace of God” (McLean and Eaton 1869: 20). The core of his
sermon addressed the relationship between salvation and sanctification. Of the former,
Horne spoke of salvation from a rather common Christian understanding of the fallen
nature of humanity, the incarnation, crucifixion, and redemptive power of the Christ’s
blood, and, restating traditional Wesleyan doctrine, the transformative power of a
freely‐accepted grace at the moment of salvation. Of sanctification, Horne seized on the
tension in Wesley’s (1959[1794]) A Plain Account of Christian Perfection, claiming that
sanctification was an ongoing process over the saved Christian’s lifetime, but that entire
sanctification was possible in a single moment (McLean and Eaton 1869:26).
Addressing holiness in relation to salvation, Horne voiced a common theme in holiness
circles, and argued that “as the moral leprosy of sin spreads its virus through all the
system, and men cry out to the great physician, God forbid that they should rest
satisfied with a partial cure” (McLean and Eaton 1869:27).41 The notion of salvation as
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an incomplete state and the offering of necessary next steps for spiritually unfilled
Methodists would be a common theme in holiness sermons on the grounds.
The previous day, John Inskip preached on 1 Thessalonians 23, “and the very
God of peace sanctify you wholly.” The sermon shared Horne’s concern that saved
Methodists should not be content with partial sanctification, but should immediately
seek entire sanctification. Defining entire sanctification as a state of perfect love, or one
in which “we love God with all our heart,” Inskip would repeatedly preach on the
theme at National camp meetings (Hughes 1975[1873]:93). At Round Lake in 1869, this
mostly doctrinal sermon claimed entire sanctification as “something above
justification.” Specifically addressing Methodists lacking spiritual fulfillment, Inskip
claimed, “after thus experiencing to some extent the sanctifying grace of God, every
Christian feels at times uprisings within his soul which clearly indicate that he is not
entirely [italics in original] sanctified, and it is this that leads us to cry out with the
Psalmist, ‘Create in me a clean heart, O God!’” (McLean and Eaton 1869: 274‐275).
Inskip offered entire sanctification as a solution for this unfulfilled state. Specifically,
and importantly, Inskip offered steps for seeking entire sanctification that mirrored
Phoebe Palmer’s “shorter way” (see Chapter 3).
At Vineland, Horne’s characterization of justification without entire
sanctification as an incomplete and unfulfilled state, and Inskip’s efforts to define
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sanctification, entire sanctification, and the relationship between these two concepts and
justification, were the most common homiletic themes. For Alfred Cookman, for
instance, entire sanctification was a separate matter from justification, one that required
“the acceptance, this moment, of Jesus as a full and perfect Saviour… this momentary
acceptance of Jesus as a perfect Saviour must be continued in all the subsequent life”
(Hughes 1975[1873]:93‐94; McLean and Eaton 1869:117). The outline of Cookman’s
sermon moved from doctrinal statements about entire sanctification to expository
discussion of elements of its experience. Of the twelve Vineland sermons published in
McLean and Eaton’s (1869) Penuel, each shared this traditional Methodist theological
concern with expressing a doctrine of entire sanctification simply and clearly. Yet the
sermons bore a curious feature of only explicitly describing the accoutrements of the
experience of sanctification. In the sermons at Vineland, as well as subsequent
meetings, the specific experience of sanctification was a subject left unaddressed. While
each sermon offered concrete steps to pursue while seeking the experience of entire
sanctification, no sermon provided an authoritative imprimatur on how to experience
sanctification – the moment of the experience itself would be left to the holiness
adherent.42 What sermons addressed, rather, were the results of such an experience.
For Cookman these results were twofold: “In the first place, it is purity. … The second
consequence of this grace is a more regular and continuous growth in grace and in the
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knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ” (McLean and Eaton 1869:121). Similarly, John A.
Wood urged attendees: “Come to Christ at once and obtain this purity of heart, and
your growth in grace and knowledge will be unsurpassed, nay, unequalled in all your
previous experience” (McLean and Eaton 1869:95).
In the Vineland sermons, this experience of entire sanctification bore further,
more collective fruits. For George Wells, holiness was a spontaneous power, an
earthquake, a cleansing blood, a refining fire, and a sanctified Methodist body was
sufficient to combat the skepticism, formalism, rigid traditionalism, and worldliness
facing the church (McLean and Eaton 1869:41‐48). Promoting holiness was, in the
words of Benjamin Pomeroy, saying “Amen to the religion of Jesus, and to declare
opposition to the worldly, powerless, Christless systems of the present day, which are
coming in upon us like a flood” (Pomeroy 1871:7; McLean and Eaton 1869:128). Other
ministers on the grounds, including Barlow W. Gorham expressed opinions that such
“Pentecostal outpourings of the Holy Spirit” as were occurring at the Vineland meeting
were historically accompanied by growth in the church (McLean and Eaton 1869:136‐
137). More specifically relating holiness to Methodist history and revitalization, Alfred
Cookman claimed:
“Is not this experience of entire sanctification the great need of the
Church, and is it not the great want in individual experience? … And this
will be the power of the Church. During the centenary year we heard
much about the numbers of the Church. But it is not numbers, nor fine
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churches, nor ecclesiastical polity, nor theological schools, nor ritual that
constitutes power. These are all well in their place; but purity, after all, is
true power. This has ever been so, and ever must be. In 1760, as Wesley
recorded in his journal, a very extraordinary revival commenced in
Yorkshire, then extended to London, and finally crossed to Ireland, and
was the beginning of the societies at Dublin and Limerick. This
progressed till the societies of Ireland seemed wrapped in revival
influence. Wesley explicitly says that wherever the work of holiness
spread, the work of God generally revived” (McLean and Eaton 1869:124‐
125).
Cookman’s comments, among others, placed the gathered holiness adherents within the
longer narrative of Methodism and provided conceptual links between a sanctified self
and a reformed beloved community of sanctified saints.
Offering holiness as a means of addressing a lack of spiritual fulfillment, defining
a doctrine of holiness, describing steps for the pursuit of holiness, and highlighting both
the individual and collective fruits of the experience of entire sanctification marked the
sermons at Vineland as generally didactic. This “teaching” quality of the sermons was
marked as much by the content of the sermons as by what the sermons were not – they
were not traditional camp meeting sermons threatening damnation, seeking to convict
attendees of their sins and bring them to the altar for repentance. The performative
dynamic the sermons presented was one in which holiness, and the relationship
between holiness, salvation, and the larger life of the church were explained in terms
with which the attendees, or at least the common reader of the Guide to Holiness, were
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already familiar. Yet a didactic dynamic was not the same as creating an environment
for the experience of entire sanctification. The Association claimed its successes
through the numbers of attendees sanctified at meetings, not those who only learned
more about the process.
That formal services at the stand were not measures of the Association’s success
is echoed by George Hughes who claims: “Another prominent aim has been to avoid
undue dependence upon preaching” (Hughes 1975[1873]:90). By de‐centering camp
meeting “exercises” away from the traditional formal homiletic location “at the stand,”
the Association turned to smaller group services for promoting the experience of entire
sanctification. As Hughes writes,
“at times, the social meetings beginning at eight o’clock in the morning
have continued until noon, excluding preaching altogether; and often in
the evening there has been no sermon, but pointed exhortation, and close
altar‐work. In some instances, the exercises were entered upon without
any pre‐arranged plan; and the brethren have been led to engage in some
extraordinary movement. It has also been observable that those who have
been called upon to preach have frequently ignored the idea of
sermonizing; and when there was the greatest self‐abandonment, and the
adoption of the simplest methods, the presence of the Holy Ghost has
been most signally manifested” (Hughes 1975[1873]:90).
With such emphasis, smaller group meetings were declared a success, even at times
when such meetings overran their allotted time. That Association leadership
enthusiastically reported meetings that broke camp meeting rules that all activities
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should cease during formal services at the stand, suggests the Association’s camp
meetings not only inverted the traditional stand‐centered structure of the Methodist
camp meeting, but in doing so fostered a somewhat liminal, carnivalesque atmosphere
in which attendees could immerse themselves in a number of different prayer and
experience meetings allowed to continue as long as the meeting collectively evidenced
some movement of the Holy Spirit.43
Neither prayer meetings nor experience meetings were early elements of
Methodist practice, however, but both were derived from early Wesleyan concern with
fostering sociability and community in imitation of early Christian praxis (Tucker
2001:60). If such early Christian communal praxis was manifest in any particular early
Methodist practice, it was manifest in the love feast. Wesley, influenced by Moravian
love feasts, introduced the practice to Methodist societies in 1738 (Tucker 2001:61). By
the 1770s, American Methodists were regularly holding such communal meals in
conjunction with quarterly meetings (Richey 1991:3). By the 19th century, liturgically,
little of Wesley’s event was significantly altered. While a communal meal formed the
core of the event, personal testimonies offered a significant opportunity for sharing faith
journeys, while prayer, exhortations, and hymns framed the service. As Baker describes
the common structure of the early love feast:
“Hymn
Prayer
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Grace (sung)
Bread distributed by stewards
Collection for the poor
Circulation of the loving‐cup
Address by the presiding minister
Testimonies and verse of hymns
Spontaneous prayers and verses of hymns
Closing exhortation by the minister
Hymn
Benediction” (Baker 1957, cited in Tucker 2001:61).
Richey describes the love feast as ritualizing deeply shared experiences of community
(Richey 1991:4). The love feast’s dynamic and public presentation of personal
narratives generated an empathetically shared narrative that was itself colored by
Methodist beliefs (Durkheim 1995[1912]).44
Importantly, while love feast participants may have engaged these collective
representations and religious symbols in the subtle flow of their daily lives, collective
rituals such as the love feast, as a public event, theatrically exaggerated and dramatized
these representations while participants enacted cultural ideals and traditions in extra‐
ordinary ways (Singer 1991; Handelman 1990). As a public event, the collective
representations and values ostensibly marking such ritual events are not presented as
purely cognizable elements to be intellectually imbued by participants, but rather
enacted by the structured interaction of ritual performances (Schiefflen 1985:707). At
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love feast, collective representations were manifest in and blended with personal
narratives.
On the grounds of National camp meetings, love feasts occurred twice during
early meetings – usually on the Sabbath and on the closing evening of the meeting,
preceding the closing formal service at the stand. Yet love feasts were neither the only
opportunity for communal praxis during National camp meetings, nor were they the
most prominent. Rather, the writings of Association leadership, attendees, and
observers were drawn much more from events occurring in a similar vein of praxis –
experience meetings and prayer meetings.45
At the time of the Vineland camp meeting, both prayer and experience meetings
were relatively recent and unofficial innovations in the life the Methodist church.
Writing a Prayer Meeting Assistant in 1852, Samuel Backus claims, “social meetings
expressly for prayer, are of comparatively recent date, unless we go back to the early
days of the Christian church. Many can remember when ‘prayer‐meetings,’ as the term
is now understood, were unknown” (Backus 1852:3). While not exclusively Methodist,
prayer meetings were long an adjunct service on camp grounds. At Vineland,
congregational tents and the “Bower of Prayer” brush arbor north of the preacher’s
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Figure 5.9. Maine delegation, Third National Camp Meeting, Round Lake, New York. Photograph by James Irving, Troy, New
York, July 1869.

Source: Round Lake Library, Round Lake, New York.

stand provided regular space for these meetings – at the Manheim and Round Lake
meetings congregational tents (Figure 5.9), the preacher’s pavilion, and, at Round Lake,
a large, 3,000 person capacity “Rochester” tent provided prayer meeting space. The
experience meeting, following Thompson (1880), was a form of prayer meeting that
emphasized personal narratives of conversion or sanctification rather than the personal
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testimonies coupled with prayer requests that marked more general prayer meetings.
The format of the daily ministers’ experience meetings at the Vineland camp meeting
was strikingly similar to the Tuesday Meetings at the Palmers. In the September 1867
issue of the Guide to Holiness, Phoebe Palmer published testimonies from the daily
ministers’ experience meeting and a love feast in lieu of the periodical’s standard
reports of Tuesday Meetings. Each testimony in the report nestled the work of holiness
within autobiographical narratives of gathered ministers. The holiness meetings
“Brother Lawrence of New Jersey” held at his church “had seen some great displays of
divine power” and “had quickened the whole of his people” were framed by his
Presbyterian upbringing, his “entering upon the blessing of holiness” that was followed
by some “dark seasons and some lapses,” but that now was present at Vineland
desiring “their prayers, that he might enjoy this blessing more fully, and preach it more
distinctively, and convincingly” (First National Camp‐Meeting for Holiness. Guide to
Holiness, September 1867). Benjamin Adams of Brooklyn, raised in an “Orthodox”
Congregationalist family, rebelled, drifted toward Arminianism and Universalism, and
converted to Methodism at a camp meeting in 1825. His pursuit of sanctification, like
Brother Lawrence, was long and arduous. “Brother A.” of the Philadelphia Conference
wrestled with teaching entire sanctification in his congregation, but witnessed that
“wherever he preached this doctrine, the Lord had converted souls” and felt confident
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that the doctrine of entire sanctification “was Wesleyanism, it was Bible, it was
salvation!” The ministers’ experience meetings were comprised of similarly‐structured
personal narratives – a brief mention of childhood conversions, a long process of
seeking sanctification, and troubles preaching entire sanctification coupled with
requests for prayer.
The core of the general prayer meeting, on the other hand, as Presbyterian
minister J. B. Johnston writes, consists of “concerted social prayer” and “Christian
conference” as “the attractions of the communion of saints, the love of brethren, the
sympathies of the Christian’s sanctified nature – all seem to demand exchange of
thought, and sentiment, and feeling, as essential to the enkindling of the exercises of the
graces of the soul. Hearts burn while talking together” (Johnston 1870:61). In form,
prayer meetings at the Association’s early camp meetings were improvisational,
varying in form but generally incorporating opening remarks from a prayer meeting
leader or co‐leaders who subsequently facilitated the singing of hymns, requests for
prayer, social prayer, and personal testimonies (Figure 5.10). Hughes, paraphrasing a
report by one prayer meeting leader, a “Mrs. James,” describes a prayer meeting at the
1869 National Camp Meeting at Round Lake:
“At the time of which we now speak, the meeting was led by Rev. W. B.
Osborn, who loves straight work. He first requested those who were
seeking for purity to make it known. A brother arose, and expressed his
earnest desire for full salvation. Brother Osborn said, ‘Lead us in prayer,
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brother, and look for the blessing while you pray.’ The prayer was
fervent, offering himself as a living sacrifice to God. The fire came down
during the three‐minute prayer, and consumed the sacrifice. Then a sister
spoke, expressing her full consecration, and desire for the witness of her
acceptance. The leader said again, ‘Lead us in prayer, sister, and expect
the blessing now.’ While praying the witness came, and in two or three
minutes she, too, was rejoicing in the clear light of full salvation” (Hughes
1975[1873]:228‐229).
Hughes was not alone in presenting the didactic character of the prayer meetings.
Writing in the September 1868 issue of the Guide to Holiness, an author identified as
“R.P.S.” described the 5:30 a.m. meetings at Manheim as occasions for prayer, praise,
and “helping those who were in special need, whether of practical sanctification by
faith, or of the forgiveness of sins” (“R.P.S.” 1868). Eight o’clock meetings at Manheim
were either prayer meetings in which “groups gathered in the tents to pray for and
teach inquirers” or prayer meetings led by Phoebe Palmer and her husband Walter that
could give instructions in the way of holiness and where the “needs and difficulties of

Figure 5.10. Stanley Fox, Prayer Meeting, 1867. Sketches of the Camp‐Meeting of the Methodist Episcopal Church at Sing‐Sing,
New York. The prayer meeting leader is presumably standing at a rostrum.

Source: Harpers’ Weekly, August 10, 1867.
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inquirers were here publicly stated and answered for the guidance of others as well as
themselves” (“R.P.S.” 1868). Notably, the Palmers’ meetings were allocated the largest
possible worship space at the early National camp meetings – at Vineland, the “Bower
of Prayer,” and at Manheim the preacher’s stand between services (The Pentecost at
Manheim, No. II. Guide to Holiness, October 1868; Adams July 23, 1867).
By 1871, when the Association was operating prayer meetings continuously
between services at the stand, the meetings attracted considerably more attention from
newspaper reporters than at previous National camp meetings.46 An afternoon prayer
meeting “was conducted in the customary manner, succeeded by ‘experience’ and the
usual order of excited manifestations. Mr. Inskip said he didn’t know how other
people’s faith was, but he saw Jesus at that moment as plainly as he saw the people”
(Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts, July 8, 1871). Attending a 5:30 a.m.
prayer meeting, ‘excited manifestations’ became the point of attention for the same
reporter from the Troy Press as he writes:
“The five o’clock bell roused me this morning to find the early service. I
soon found myself in the midst of a great multitude. The Tabernacle was
nearly filled. Mr. Little of the Water St. Mission sang a ballad with great
spirit and feeling. Miss [Lucy] Drake delivered herself of some apt
illustrations, which enriched her clear, sharp sense. A reformed rum seller
from Poughkeepsie, N.Y., said that when he was selling rum he couldn’t
read his Bible. It condemned him. He hadn’t read it for two years prior to
his conversion. … After prayer, during which ‘the blessing’ had come to
many the excitement was very great. One strong, weather‐beaten man,
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who had apparently been crushed with his misery, breaking out into sobs
and groans suddenly arose from his knees in joy. A woman, unusually
blessed, seemed unable to terminate her expressions of exultation.
Another leaping on a seat, raised her hands, shouting ‘Glory to God’ until
at length she fell backward. The benediction was pronounced, but was
unheeded. Men with streaming eyes embraced each other. Women broke
out in rapturous expressions of joy. Everybody seemed anxious to shout.
Sister [Amanda] Smith, who had made vigorous efforts to restrain herself,
broke forth with ‘Hallelujah, anyhow!’ and added a ringing hand clap”
(National Camp Meeting. Troy Press, July 8, 1871).47
Rather than a breakdown in meeting order and propriety, such moments that propelled
prayer meetings past their scheduled block in the order of service were seen as evidence
of the workings of the Holy Spirit and belied a kind of authentic communitas the
Association was seeking to promote among attendees.
Exchanges of thought, sentiment, and feeling at experience and prayer meetings
were often hailed by the Association. Benjamin Adams, describing the prayer meetings
he facilitated at Manheim, repeatedly drew upon the word “power” to describe them.
George Hughes described the experience of attending these meetings as a melting
“down into the mould of love,” where the ground was “swept by the mighty power of
God” (Hughes 1975[1873]:224, 232). Accounts attributed this power to the presence of
the Holy Spirit. The workings of the Spirit were manifest through not just ‘excited
manifestations’ but what seemed the ‘authentic’ sociability of attendees. “Hours of such
burning testimony,” Hughes writes of this sociability, “stalwart manhood, sweet
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childhood and blooming youth interchanged words of love, under the shadow of the
cross. … Mothers in Israel, just ready to step into the chariot, smiled through their tears,
and said to the younger daughters of Zion, ‘Bless the Lord, how much this is like
heaven!’” (Hughes 1975[1873]:228). More than the commonly attended to Methodist
architectures of emotion, the meetings thrived on a kind of social modeling.
Prayer meetings provided space for this social modeling, and offered more
opportunity for modeling than was possible for the individual members of the
imagined community of holiness adherents reading sanctification accounts through the
pages of the Guide to Holiness and other holiness literature – although such literature
readily provided the adherent with the necessary terminology and structures of
discourse to experience and proclaim one’s sanctification. Yet, the prayer meetings at
Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake were on an order of attendance much larger than
most dispersed holiness advocates would have experienced at the local level. If those
advocates had access to holiness parlor meetings in their local area, the prayer meetings
at Vineland and later meetings were a decidedly different form. Despite their larger
scale and limited time for individual testimonies, as Brown (1999) has suggested, the
meetings provided an imprimatur, nationally sanctioning the potential diverse holiness
practices of these attendees, as well as helping demonstrate that the structures of
discourse attendees learned through holiness literature such as the Guide and their local
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holiness gatherings were legitimate. More than legitimation, however, the prayer
meeting provided a sufficiently unfamiliar (in a new location, among strangers) but
familiar space for holiness adherents to offer their own sanctification narratives, test
those narratives against the narratives of others, and receive the “testimony of the
spirit.”
Prayer meeting socialization created an environment within the confines of each
tent that allowed for both the presentation and affirmation of personal transformation.
Such social modeling was a transgressive act that crossed boundaries not only between
self and other, but ran across social boundaries the Victorian attendees brought into the
meetings. The Association, offering a holy manhood, frequently reported on men
breaking down in tears and embracing each other as authentic expression and sincere
emotional engagement under the transformative and convicting power of the meeting.
Hughes praises the work of the Association’s long‐standing prayer meeting leaders,
“beloved sisters like Mrs. [Sarah?] Lankford, Mrs. Keen, Mrs. [Amanda] Smith, Mrs.
Wright, Mrs. James, and other blessed helpers in the holy work, there has been kept up,
from morn till eve, this delightful fellowship” (Hughes 1975[1873]:228). While the men
of the Association excluded women from preaching during formal services at the stand
by soliciting sermons from only ordained ministers, women’s work on the grounds
found other substantial outlets. At a National camp meeting in 1872 in Oaks Corners,
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Ontario County, New York, a reporter for the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle reports
that during a four hour experience meeting held at the stand,
“Mrs. Amanda Smith, a colored woman, took the grand stand and spoke
to a large congregation for nearly an hour. This woman gave her
experiences. She spoke with great fervor and earnestness. Her thoughts
were of a highly religious character, and her mode of expressing them
very forcible. Her address was heard with unabated interest to its close,
and it was much praised by all who listened to it” (“National Camp
Meeting.” Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, June 19, 1872).
Amanda Smith and other African Americans navigated the liminal spaces in accounts of
the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness. While the
economics and logistics of traveling hundreds of miles and attending camp meeting for
a week or owning a summer cottage on the Round Lake Camp Meeting grounds visibly
bracketed most attendees as likely members of the Victorian middle and upper classes,
how common middle‐class status was cross‐cut by race, let alone gender, at National
camp meetings is not as visible in the historical record. Nonetheless, available accounts
allow for sufficient inferences and attention to one further dimension of the worship
services of the Association and African American participation in those services.48

Amanda Smith and the Invisible Daughters of Zion
The rhythms of prayer meetings, preaching, family and communal meals, and
tea time continued for ten days at the northern margin of Vineland’s downtown core.
Making entries in his diary over the course of the meeting Benjamin Adams noted
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“sweet seasons in prayer”, hearing “powerful sermons” and “most powerful prayer
meeting(s)” (Adams 1867). F. P. Crocker, searching for a description of the character of
the meeting claimed that, “services throughout have been of a most interesting
character and the deep feeling manifested at all times, betokened that the thousands of
men and women who congregated on these grounds from day to day, were deeply
imbued with the spirit of their divine Master” (The Camp Meeting. Weekly
Independent, August 3, 1867). Of these thousands of attendees, however, no surviving
historical account mentions African Americans on the Vineland camp ground.49 That
African Americans were not mentioned, however inattentively, by the Association or
the meeting’s attendees, visitors, or reporters speaks to the largely white, urban, and
middle‐class nature of the meeting. However, African American participation in
meetings, from roles as servants and workers to attendees to prayer meeting leaders to
preachers trickled through the Association’s history and was occasionally partially
captured in narratives and photographs such as W. L. Gill’s photographs of the
National Camp Meeting at Manheim (Figure 5.11).
From demographic statistics alone, the Vineland meeting would not have
seemed a likely draw for substantial numbers of African Americans. As Charles Landis
turned to newspapers and religious periodicals throughout the Northeast to advertise
his agricultural experiment in the South Jersey pinelands, hundreds of new settlers
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responded. By 1865, 2,279 adults lived within the boundaries of Landis Township
(New Jersey State Census 1865). Of these residents, 99.8 percent were white. The 34
African American adults comprising 13 households in Landis Township on the 1865
New Jersey State Census grew to 35 African American households, 2 “mulatto”
households, and six African Americans living as domestic servants or farm laborers in

Figure 5.11. Gill, W. L. Great National Union Camp Meeting. Manheim, PA., 1868. Attendees sit along a lettered avenue leading to a
courtyard at the Second National Camp Meeting at Manheim. While a substantial majority of persons on the grounds at any
meeting were white Methodists, some African Americans (at far left) were present.

Source: Robert N. Dennis Collection of Stereoscopic Views,

Photography Collection, Miriam & Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs, New York Public Library, New York, New York.
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white households by 1870 (U.S. Census Schedule of Population 1870). Millville’s census
showed similarly small numbers of African Americans, with only 34 African American
adult residents in 1860 (Sherry 1975).50 However, demographic data for South Jersey do
not provide a complete picture of African American religion in the region.
As Dodson notes, the region was important in the early 19th century formation of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church (Dodson 1988: xxvii). Among the earliest
congregations in the AME connection were churches located in Philadelphia, Baltimore,
and Salem, New Jersey. Black churches in the region’s early free black communities,
such as Bethel AME in Springtown, Cumberland County, New Jersey, were founded by
the African Society of Methodists early in the 19th century, joining the AME connection
soon after (Bennett 1997). By the early 1870s, AME churches in Cumberland and Salem
counties would become the setting for Amanda Smith’s first revival tour (Figure 5.12).
Frisby Cooper, pastor of the Pisgah AME Church in Salem wrote to Amanda in October
1870, inviting her to hold holiness revival meetings at his church (Israel 1998:53). The
revivals, which Cooper described as successful in drawing both white and black
attendees, spread through South Jersey and brought Amanda to other AME churches in
the area including a small AME chapel in Millville (Smith 1893:153‐163; Cooper
1871,cited in Israel 1998:54).51
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By the late 1870s, Amanda Smith would become the most prominent African
American participant in National camp meetings, drawing attention from secular,
religious, and black church press. Her 1893 autobiography, The Story of the Lord’s
Dealings with Mrs. Amanda Smith, the Colored Evangelist, published after her return to
America following twelve years of missionary work in India and West Africa, stands as
one of the more detailed recollections of daily life at National camp meetings during the

Figure 5.12. Amanda Berry Smith, circa 1870.

Source: Adrienne M. Israel (1998).

Amanda Berry Smith: From Washerwoman to Evangelist. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press.
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1870s. Her accounts of meetings at Oakington, Maryland in 1870, and Round Lake,
New York in 1871, and Knoxville, Tennessee in 1872, offer several details of the cross‐
cutting of race, gender, and class on the grounds.52
Amanda Smith’s connection to the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness developed over several years in the late 1860s. In 1865 Amanda
had moved with her second husband James to New York City after spending her
childhood and early adult life in York and Lancaster counties in Pennsylvania. In New
York, as Israel notes,
“the Smiths thought of themselves as part of the aspiring lower middle
class in black society. … Amanda wanted to educate her daughter. She
also wanted to be a respected minister’s wife and possibly an evangelist,
but claimed to have no clear secular ambitions. James wanted to climb the
social ladder, and for whatever reason, she joined him. But while the
Smiths were trying to move up, their fortunes steadily declined” (Israel
1998:36).
By 1867 Amanda was living in a damp basement apartment in Greenwich Village. Her
work as a washerwoman barely covered her expenses, her marriage was strained by
James’ position as a waiter in a Broadway hotel, and in late May their son, Thomas
Henry, died of tubercular meningitis (Israel 1998:40; Smith 1893:68).53 After the birth of
her fourth child, Will, Amanda increasingly turned to her AME church for help and
social connections. By September of 1868, her fraying marriage splintered by James’
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move to New Utrecht, New York to work as a coachman, Amanda attended a Sunday
service at the Green Street Methodist Episcopal Church (Smith 1893:70‐74).
The service, at which John Inskip preached on holiness, led to Amanda’s
sanctification. She writes,
“O, what glory filled my soul! The great vacuum in my soul began to fill
up; it was like a pleasant draught of cool water, and I felt it. I wanted to
shout Glory to Jesus! but Satan said ‘Now if you make a noise they will
put you out.’ I was the only colored person there and I had a very keen
sense of propriety; I had been taught so and Satan knew it. … And when
they sang these words, “Whose blood now cleanseth,” O what a wave of
glory swept over my soul! I shouted glory to Jesus. Brother Inskip
answered, ‘Amen. Glory to God.’” (Smith 1893:77,79).
The service at Green Street and her experience of sanctification did not amend the
troubles in her home life – Amanda continued to take odd cleaning jobs and work as a
washerwoman, and her marriage essentially ended in June of 1869 when her second
son, Will, died and John refused to send money to pay for his funeral – but did mark a
turning point in her religious life. She became a regular attendee of Phoebe Palmer’s
Tuesday Meetings, and began sharing her sanctification experience at area black
churches (Israel 1998:49). Finding resistance in local black congregations to the doctrine
of entire sanctification, Smith turned to passing out holiness tracts on street corners and
attending National camp meetings.
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Amanda Smith’s first National camp meeting demonstrated one avenue for
presence for African Americans at the meetings. In 1870, her employer, a Methodist
laywoman named Margaret Clark, suggested she attend an upcoming National camp
meeting at Oakington, Harford County, Maryland. Amanda responded,
“’I should like to go if I could get something to do, taking care of the
lodging tent, or get a chance as waitress in the boarding tent, so as to earn
a little something.’ My rent was six dollars a month, and if I lost two
weeks, then what would I do? So I said, ‘You write and get me a
situation.’
‘Well yes,’ she said, ‘but you won’t get much good of the meeting that
way.’
‘Well,’ I said, ‘I can’t go any other way.’ So she said, ‘All right’” (Smith
1893:164)
Although Margaret Clark did not receive a reply to her inquiry, Amanda received a
second offer. She writes, “Mrs. Clark said, ‘You can take your own bed‐tick and have it
filled, and you can have room in our tent to sleep, and you will only have our tent to
look after’” (Smith 1893:165).
While Amanda’s subsequent recollections of the Oakington meeting were of her
time in the role of attendee, her dual status as servant goes unreported in her account.
That other African Americans were on the grounds at Oakington and other early
National camp meetings as servants seems likely. As urban middle‐class Victorian
attendees prepared for camp meeting, shifting their households for ten days from the
city to the countryside may have included shifting domestic servants as well (Du Bois
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and Eaton 1899).

54

The scale of the meetings created logistical challenges for the

attendees’ comforts, opening roles for workers to attend to horses and carriages, sell
provisions, services, and conveniences (Figure 5.13), transport baggage, and maintain
the grounds. Amanda, having attended camp meetings during her earlier years in
southeastern Pennsylvania knew of the working of boarding tents and lodging on the
grounds, and believed these facilities would have need of staff and would be willing to

Figure 5.13. Stanley Fox, In the Barber Shop, 1867. Sketches of the Camp‐Meeting of the Methodist Episcopal
Church at Sing‐Sing, New York.

Source: Harpers’ Weekly, August 10, 1867.
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hire an African American woman.

55

Importantly, as will be discussed in Chapter 6,

these logistics of creating a temporary city in the woods meant as much the creation of
stages for the performance of holiness, as it did the creation of backstage areas and
social margins.
Amanda Smith’s experience of camp meeting worship at Oakington reflects a
racial dynamic at the National camp meetings that to observers, including then‐editor
of Boston‐based Zion’s Herald, Gilbert Haven, seemed schizophrenic (“We allow our
Baltimore correspondent…” Zion’s Herald, September 8, 1870). In some measure,
Smith’s autobiography limits its direct engagement with issues of race when those
issues impinged on the members or the activities of the Association . For instance, in a
repeated narrative balancing paternalism and Christian community, Amanda writes of
an encounter on the grounds of the 1871 National camp meeting at Round Lake when
an attendee, leaving the meeting early, offered her his remaining tickets for meals at the
dining hall (Smith 1893: 173). She was concerned the dining hall might not serve
African Americans, but “it was all right. They treated me and my daughter most
kindly; and the secret of it was, they were earnest Christians” (Smith 1873:174). This is
not to suggest Amanda avoided the subject of race, nor that she was unaware of issues
surrounding the intersection of her race and her participation in the predominantly
white National camp meetings.
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At a love feast at Round Lake in 1871, she spoke of what “perfect love” had done
for her, including freeing her from “pride, prejudice, and ambition” (National Camp
Meeting. Troy Daily Press, July 7, 1871). Describing her as a “beautiful singer” and a
“remarkable woman,” a reporter for the Troy Daily Press noted at length how “perfect
love” had led her to forgive white violence against blacks, ranging from New York draft
rioters to slaveholders. The narrative of Amanda’s closeness to the white National
Camp‐Meeting Association was coupled with a growing narrative in the black press
about her avoidance of AME conferences and camp meetings (Dodson 1988). “I knew
what some of my own people would say, and had said already,” she writes of financial
difficulties in 1878 that were resolved with financial assistance from her white camp
meeting connections, “that I was a kind of a ‘white folks’ nigger,’” (Smith 1893:232). Yet
Amanda’s relationship with the Association and her racial identity was more complex.
Soon after her sanctification she claimed,
“I always had a fear of white people – that is, I was not afraid of them in
the sense of doing me harm, or of anything of that kind – but a kind of
fear because they were white, and were there, and I was black and was
here! But that morning on Green street [sic], as I stood on my feet
trembling, I heard these words distinctly. They seemed to come from the
northeast corner of the church, slowly, but clearly: ‘There is neither Jew
nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female,
for ye are all one in Christ Jesus’ (Galatians 3:28). I never understood that
text before. But now the Holy Ghost had made it clear to me. And as I
looked at white people that I had always seemed to be afraid of, now they
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looked so small. The great mountain had become a mole‐hill” (Smith
1893:80).
Amanda’s self‐understanding of her racial identity and her relationships with whites
developed over time, and her thought on the subject in the early 1870s was not
necessarily her thought on the subject by the early 1890s while writing her
autobiography. Her early 1870s experience of race was viewed through the prism of
experience and autobiographical memory, particularly after the 1880s when her work
took on a more activist role on behalf of marginalized Africans and African Americans
through her labors at orphanages in Senegal and Liberia, and in her later work
establishing the Amanda Smith Industrial School for Girls in Harvey, Illinois (Dodson
1988: xxxviii).56
At Oakington, Amanda’s recollections avoided any mention of difficulties or
prejudice on the grounds. Instead, she emphasized her participation in at least one
prayer meeting, the openness of ministers to engage her in conversation, the presence of
multiple attendees she knew from Phoebe Palmer’s Tuesday Meetings, and her
opportunity to speak of her sanctification during an experience meeting. At a Sunday
evening love feast, a report in the Guide to Holiness noted the communion service
included 150 persons of color (National Camp Meeting. Guide to Holiness, August
1870). While Amanda emphasized her sense of inclusion in the predominantly white
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meeting, at least one observer saw the Association’s larger relationship with African
Americans as inherently racist as evidenced by the Oakington camp meeting.
Writing in Zion’s Herald, an unnamed “Baltimore correspondent” whose report
was endorsed by the periodical’s editor, Gilbert Haven, asked, “as this was a National
Camp‐meeting, how does it happen that it was restricted as to color [all italics in
original]? ‐‐ are not the colored people now as real citizens as the white population?”
(“Color Prejudice Not Yet Cured.” Zion’s Herald, September 8, 1870; “We allow our
Baltimore correspondent…” Zion’s Herald, September 8, 1870). The writer charged the
Association with racial prejudice on two counts. First, the Association, at Manheim,
invited AME Bishop Alexander Wayman to speak at the service. However, the writer,
noting Bishop Wayman was invited to address the congregation, but not invited to
preach, asks “was not Bishop Wayman invited upon the stand and treated in a
brotherly manner? The Bishop has not asserted to the contrary, to our knowledge. But
was he invited to preach, or to take any part in the public exercises? Listen for the
echo!” Second, the writer’s larger complaint with the Association centered on the
perceived exclusion of African Americans from the meeting and that instead the local
committee made arrangements for an AME camp meeting to take place on the same
grounds after the close of the National camp‐meeting. Although given the
Association’s emphasis on an exclusive focus on holiness at National camp meetings
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may have itself precluded holding a joint meeting with other organizations, Methodist
conferences, or other Wesleyan denominations, the writer’s complaints of the
Association bearing “the sin of caste” resonated with Gilbert Haven, an erstwhile ally
and featured speaker at the 1873 National Camp Meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee
(Hughes 1873). In Haven’s advocacy of full inclusion of African Americans in the life of
the Methodist Church and the nation, by 1870 the Association and its widely‐publicized
predominantly white “national” camp meetings may have offered a tempting target for
criticism.57
Amanda Smith did not comment on the controversy surrounding the Oakington
camp meeting. Following the National Camp Meeting she and her daughter Maize
traveled back to New York and attended a camp meeting at Sing Sing (Smith 1893:168).
While Amanda’s account of the Oakington meeting as well as the report of the meeting
published in the Guide to Holiness mention the presence of African Americans in services
on the grounds, the reports provide few details on the facets of their participation such
as whether they faced racial segregation in seating arrangements or sleeping
arrangements. Amanda’s account of the Association’s 1872 meeting in Knoxville,
Tennessee suggests the Association left such arrangements to the discretion of the local
organizing committee.
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The Association was invited to Knoxville by John B. Ford, a minister and holiness
advocate, and John F. Spence, the Presiding Elder of the Knoxville District of the
recently re‐established Holston Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (Price
1913; Pearne 1899; Holston Annual Conference, MEC 1872a, 1872b, 1873a, 1873b).58 The
idea of integrated congregations was particularly unpopular in Knoxville, where soon
after the formation of the Northern Holston Conference in 1865, the clergy procured
separate churches for the townʹs rapidly growing African American population, and
where an attempt at the 1867 Annual Conference meeting by a visiting Northern bishop
to have the African American ministers of those churches participate in a love feast with
the conferenceʹs white ministers was called a “disgusting practice” by the majority
(Knoxville Daily Free Press, October 30, 1867, cited in Morrow 1956:193).59 Learning that
Gilbert Haven would be the featured speaker at the Association’s prior meeting to
Knoxville, (a National camp meeting in Williamsville, Illinois) Spence penned an urgent
appeal to Bishop Matthew Simpson:
“I am requested to extend to you a fervent invitation to attend our Nat
Campmeeting ... Our church ... must make a success of this campmeeting.
The Southern Church are doing all they can to make it a failure. ... Our
people know you and love you. But they repudiate Bishop Haven. Any
member of the board but G. Haven will be heartily recʹd” (John F. Spence.
Letter dated September 13, 1872).
Ford’s request to Simpson was not the local camp meeting committee’s only effort to
avoid controversy that could accompany an interracial meeting. At the Williamsville
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camp meeting Amanda noted some tension on the grounds between the Association
and John B. Ford over the planning of the Knoxville meeting. As part of his negotiations
with the Association, Ford may have requested the Association either allow for racially
segregated spaces on the grounds, or to specifically exclude African Americans from the
meeting including Amanda Smith (Smith 1893:205).60

Despite arrangements Amanda felt would limit her role in the meeting, she
found white women in her camp meeting network willing to finance her trip south.
Arriving in Knoxville three days after the start of the meeting, Amanda describes the
situation on the grounds as “terribly uphill” as the Association found that “prejudice
against the doctrine was strong” and some detractors from the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South were on the grounds willing to argue their point against what they saw
as an invasive meeting sponsored by the Northern Church (Smith 1893:209; The
Sanctification Fanaticism. Holston Methodist, September 5, 1873; National Camp
Meeting. Holston Methodist, September 27, 1873). While Amanda writes of the
challenges faced by the Association and the few attendees who were receptive to
holiness, the meeting’s segregated seating in prayer tents and the Association’s large
tabernacle tent was a feature of the Knoxville meeting Amanda had not experienced at
previous National camp meetings.61 It was also a feature she resisted. Writing of a
Sunday afternoon love feast she states,
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“On Sunday morning at eight o’clock, Brother Little was lead [sic] the
Love Feast service. I was very glad Brother Little had charge of that
meeting, as I knew he would not hinder me from speaking as the Lord
might lead. Brother Inskip preached at eleven. So the Lord laid it on my
heart very heavily that I was to relate my personal experience of how the
Lord led me into the blessing of entire sanctification. … It was in the big
tent; I shall never forget it. There was a side where the colored people all
sat, specially. So I sat on that side, quite near the front, and I kept looking
to the Lord to indicate to me when he wanted me to talk” (Smith
1893:210).
After more testimonies and hymns sung by the congregation, Amanda found her time
to stand up and tell how “the Lord blessed me and gave me great liberty in speaking”
as she related her sanctification experience for fifteen minutes of the meeting (Smith
1893:210‐211).62
National camp meetings, as overwhelmingly white religious worlds reflected the
racial engagements of urban, middle‐class, Victorian Methodists who organized and
attended these meetings. The Christian community Amanda Smith experienced at
these meetings was one marked by kindness muddied by paternalism, and concerns for
the worship experience of black brothers and sisters cross‐cut by role and status
expectations for African American attendees that were not far from those of late 19th
century social life beyond the bounds of the camp ground. While mostly gone were the
separate worship areas of earlier 19th century camp meetings, just as comportment and
expectations established the boundaries of holiness on the grounds, so too did
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comportment and role expectations maintain racial boundaries. For some, such as
Gilbert Haven, maintaining these boundaries at National camp meetings was a missed
“chance yet to go on unto perfection” (“We allow our Baltimore correspondent…”
Zion’s Herald, September 8, 1870). By the end of the 19th century, that chance may have
been irreparably missed by Methodism. While white holiness groups were leaving the
church by the mid‐1880s, Methodist holiness advocates, including the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, did not inculcate a black holiness
movement within the church. It was not until the turn of the 20th century that black
holiness and Pentecostal denominations, such as the Church of Christ Holiness, U.S.A.
(1894), emerged (Sanders 1996:19).

Vineland’s March Around Zion.
On Thursday evening July 25th, the First National Camp‐Meeting closed with a
formal service at the stand. The event began as a sacramental service. The number of
gathered attendees was likely far fewer than the 10,000 that attended the meeting at its
height on the prior Sunday. At Manheim, “R.P.S” estimates “probably three thousand”
(of the estimated 20,000 gathered for the Sabbath) attended the sacramental service at
the close of that meeting (“R.P.S.” 1868). Hughes describes the closing services as
“gathering about the sacred altar to hear the words of parting counsels, to mingle in the
farewell song, and to leave behind a last testimony for Jesus” (Hughes 1868). Following
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the communion, many attendees formed a procession. Their line marched “around the
square” of the central worship area while singing “Glory Hallelujah” (Closing Night of
the National Camp Meeting. Vineland Weekly Independent, August 3, 1867). At
Round Lake in 1869, the procession, headed by Bishop Matthew Simpson and John
Inskip, circled the central worship area slowly three times, passing the preacher’s
pavilion for hurried blessings. Returning to the stand both men led the assembled
attendees in singing a doxology, followed by a benediction offered by Simpson and a
declaration from Inskip that the camp meeting was adjourned “to meet in one year from
this date, somewhere this side of Heaven” (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper
Accounts, July 17, 1869).
For a camp meeting organization that inverted long‐standing practices
emphasizing services at the stand in favor of dispersed smaller group gatherings,
closing the Vineland and subsequent meetings by marching around the ground was a
rather traditional camp meeting practice (Johnson 1955). As George Hughes’
announcement of the Vineland meeting in the Guide to Holiness emphasized the
traditional character of the upcoming meeting (see Chapter 3), the Association’s services
at Vineland drew from the full range of traditional camp meeting and general
Methodist practices of community worship. Love feasts, sacramental services, and
protracted preaching from the stand were all traditional forms framing holiness content
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that was decidedly untraditional. Turning to the larger scale event format of a camp
meeting to promote holiness experiences that had previously been promoted in small
group gatherings and through the periodicals linking dispersed members of the
imagined holiness community, provided these holiness advocates with a traditional,
legitimating, venue – a venue that for decades had been a folk theater for Methodists to
tell themselves stories about themselves. Opening this venue to holiness advocates
shifted their own narratives of group identity into a larger, national narrative. Yet,
simply reaffirming the Methodist narrative as their own was insufficient for the stated
goals of the Association. The success of the Vineland meeting, or any meeting, would
be measured in the accounts of the Association by the promotion of entire sanctification.
On the one hand, the rhetoric of the meeting’s formal services defined
sanctification, addressed the relationship between salvation, justification, and
sanctification, the steps one could take in seeking sanctification, as well as the
individual and social benefits of a sanctified community of saints. On the other, it was
in small group settings the Association sought to create space for attendees to model
and develop the presentation of their sanctified self. Cross‐cutting both the dynamics at
the stand and the dynamics in the smaller group tents was a concern for authentic
experience. The unfulfilled or dissatisfied Christian subject of Inskip, Wells, and
Cookman’s sermons at Vineland was seeking a spiritual fulfillment or personal growth
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the Association offered as entire sanctification. In their didactic role, prayer meetings
and experience meetings offered the seeker and the sanctified social means to assess
their sanctification.
In some sense, this spiritual self‐searching was described in Seligman, Weller,
Puett, and Simon’s (2008) Ritual and Its Consequences as “sincerity.” In their view,
sincere modes of religious practice grow out the kind of reaction against ritual such as
emerged during the Protestant Reformation. Sincerity “criticizes [ritual] as
performance without belief,” they write, adding that “the sincere mode of behavior
seeks to replace the ‘mere convention’ of ritual with a genuine and thoughtful state of
internal conviction” (Seligman et al 2008:103). In settings such as the small group
meetings at Vineland, practicioners operating under a “sincere” mode of religious
practice enter camp meeting exercises not to become something new or changed
through ritual performance, but rather to continue an introspective process in hopes of
performing their new/saved/sanctified/”born again” selves that were arrived at through
self‐examination that began long before workers cleared brush from Vineland’s “park.”
Here, camp meeting settings provide the impetus for concentrated self‐examination and
the opportunity to present and copy models of the “sanctified” sincere self.
Yet, religious practice in a “sincere” mode, does not operate without the
trappings of ritual. Regularity in services, formal language, and patterned expression
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were all part of the rhythms of camp meeting time and, as will be discussed in Chapter
6, the textures of camp meeting space. Focusing camp meeting attendees’ attention,
establishing boundaries between camp meeting space and the secular world, declaring
the presence of God in the place of the meeting, and regulating atttendees’ behavioral
comportment with expectations for holy performances were inescapably ritualistic.
Without these behavioral and social conventions to index or point to a shared “as if”
behind the attendees performances, maintaining a religious world would be impossible.
As accounts from Vineland to Round Lake, Oakington, and Knoxville suggest, this
subjunctive world of the National camp meetings, while bounded by alternate rhythms
of time and textures of space, was buttressed by and interwoven with the social fabric of
the daily lives of the meetings’ attendees. Social roles for attendees, men and women,
whites and African Americans, were taken for granted. Formal services at the stand
were possibly the most strikingly patriarchical moments for the National camp
meetings, as only ordained, and ergo male, ministers preached to an audience that
generally consisted of more women than men (Figure 5.14). While the grounds did
open space for prominent performances and some leadership by Amanda Smith and
other “Daughters of Zion,” these performances did not push too far past the bounds of
Victorian propriety in worship services – services remaining under the control of the
wholly white male Association leadership. Elsewhere on the grounds, tents and
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cottages may have provided a dynamic in which women, freed of domestic labor, took
more advantage to, in the words of Margaret Clark’s advice to Amanda Smith, “get
much good of the meeting” – a topic to be discussed in Chapter 8 (Messenger 1999: 58‐
59). Yet, the meetings were not the egalitarian gatherings to which Gilbert Haven
challenged them to be. As much as the meetings were predominantly white, they were
predominantly middle‐class. As Amanda Smith fretted, ten days at camp meeting were
ten days of lost wages – a logic not as much driving decisions over the disposable
income of her leisure‐seeking Victorian employer (Smith 1893:164).
To provide the opportunity for all attendees to seek sanctification, the
Association’s use of the camp meeting format provided a specific, traditional event
form by which to structure attendee’s sociability, expressions of sanctification, and
worship experiences. Performing sanctification necessitated performance space. At
Vineland and Manheim, the Association created camp meeting landscapes out of an
undeveloped village plot of pineland and “improved” woodlands on a Rapho
Township farm. In subsequent years, the Association’s traveling camp meeting
landscape rested like a palimpsest on camp meeting villages from Maine south to
Georgia and west to Kansas (Brown 1999). This spaciality of the meetings was integral
to the performances discussed in this chapter. Yet, how did the Association and
attendees engage and express this spatiality? How did this landscape intersect the
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Figure 5.14. Attendees seated in the central worship area, Round Lake Camp Meeting, N.D. Source: Hesson, Mary, David J.
Rogowski, and Marianne Comfort (1998) Little Village in the Grove. Round Lake, NY: Round Lake Publications.
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holiness messages offered in the meetings performances? Further, just how did the
shared “as if” or subjunctive world created through ritual/liturgical enactment and
sociability relate to the physical environment of the meetings and, in turn, how did this
physical environment shape ritual/liturgical enactment and sociability?
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Visiting her mother’s Vineland residence in July of 1868, Mary Schley writes, “When I returned to the
station no conveyance could be obtained. Omnibuses were not in evidence. I did not mind the walk of
something over a mile and a quarter and started out quite cheerfully. I found some things had been
omitted in the description given in the Vineland Rural. Nothing was said of the sand into which one’s feet
sunk at every step; nothing of mosquitos which settled on face, hands and clothing. These insects deserve
attention. They did not remain idle for a moment. They sawed, they bored, they pumped, using with
swiftness and dexterity the six tools with which each is provided. … It was a relief to enter the house.
Here every door and window was barred by screens. I was told that only strained air could be breathed
in mosquito season. I afterward learned that a south wind drives them in from the swamps, while a
northerly breeze takes them away” (Schley 1916).
2Throughout this and subsequent chapters, when referring to the religious performances of camp meeting
revivalism I use the term “ritual/liturgy” or “ritual/liturgical.” My use of the term denotes on the one
hand my embrace of the explanatory power ritual studies can bring to the religious world of the
Association’s camp meetings. On the other hand, there is much to be said in this chapter against the
simple application of “ritual” to the religious practices of Methodist camp meeting revivalism.
3 In this chapter’s discussion of race and religious practice at the National Camp Meetings, I allow the
experience of Amanda Smith at two additional National meetings – Oakington, Maryland in 1870, and
Knoxville, Tennessee in 1872 – to provide three important observations that were not made by the white
participants and observers of the Association’s first three meetings, but were very likely observations that
applied as much to the early meetings as to the meetings at Oakington and Knoxville.
4Hughes 1975[1873]:58.
5As with all articles published in the Vinelend Weekly Independent in 1867, I presume the author, unless
otherwise stated, is the paper’s editor and publisher, F. P. Crocker.
6In the archaeological history of Vineland, only three projects have been conducted within one mile of the
park (Mounier 2004; Liebeknecht et al. 2001; Fittipaldi 1980). The earliest, conducted by Fittipaldi in 1980,
is the only archaeological research project conducted in what is now Landis Park. As Vineland municipal
code Chapter 507 Article II Section 507‐7 Subsection A Paragraph 3 restricts the disturbance of soil in city
parks, Fittipaldi’s limited Phase I testing (two shovel tests) preceded the construction of a baseball field in
the southeast part of the park – an area highly sensitive for historic features relevant not only to boarding
tents and wells from the National Camp Meeting, but later the site of Vineland’s Women’s Christian
Temperance Union headquarters. His site report is unfortunately thinly‐described, erroneously describes
landscape features as “glacial,” lacks a map, and presents a limited number of recovered artifacts in a
table that conflicts with the narrative of his report. Whether the artifacts, including one sherd Fittipaldi
identifies as “pearlware,” were recovered from primary or secondary contexts is uncertain.
7The Record of Current Events, a document in the collections of the Vineland Historical and Antiquarian
Society, containing a yearly journal of events around Vineland, describes the park fire in some detail. “In
the spring of this year, on a certain Sunday, a most fearful fire ran over the Park, & north east part of
the Town plot. On the previous Saturday a man in the Northwest of the town, or village plot, a mile or
two out, was burning brush heaps, and a high ‐ very high and strong wind rose on Sunday from the Norh
West, and blew the embers into life and swept a sheet of flame in the direction of the town ‐ across the
R.R. near Mr. Boodyʹs place, defying the opposition of a hundred men or more. These, with spades and
sticks and brush wood fought bravely, some in their Sunday suits, just from worship, but were beaten
back by wind and smoke and flame till the fire crossed Park Avenue, burning only brush and leaves and
rubbish, occasionally darting up a pine tree and singing its locks by way of variety and so forth. Mr.
1
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Landis was seen on horse‐back daring through smoke, here and there giving directions. The men beat a
sudden retreat to Wood Street recently opened, and the only one open between Park and Landis
Avenues. Here, by raking the ground removing wood piles and starting back fires, the citizens had then
<illegible> of whipping the onward and fiery foe. It came to a dead halt, looked back with mortification
(not to say, the burnt trees and ground did) and disappeared. Had it crossed Wood Street and reached
Landis Ave ‐ the fate of the School House, Pres. Church and many private dwellings must have been
fatal.”
8Meal prices for the Vineland meeting are unavailable. However, prices for meals at Manheim in 1868
and Round Lake in 1869 ran for 50 cents per meal.
9Based on the open space available in the landscape design of the Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake
meetings, I suspect regular daily attendance at each meeting could have reasonably been between 500
and 2,000 attendees.
10The Association’s stand against running trains on Sundays was often a point of contention with local
camp meeting associations. At Round Lake in 1871, and Knoxville, Tennessee in 1872, conflicts arose
when families that had pre‐registered for tents or board for the evening, including men coming to join
their families already on the grounds confronted a lack of transportation directly to the meeting ground,
or gates closed to them on the Sabbath (Round Lake Camp Meeting Association Minutes July 7, 1871;
Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts, September 29, 1872).
11While families may have taken advantage of the board offered by these facilities, there is some support
to suggest the majority of boarders were attendees visiting the grounds as individuals rather than
families. At Round Lake, for instance, two large boarding halls were erected in time for the 1871 National
Camp Meeting. That the halls were divided by gender would have likely precluded family occupancy.
12Of course this is not to mention the temporary passenger platform erected opposite the park to the west
along the line of the Glassboro‐Millville railroad. The Vineland Weekly Independent noted this station
would provide “for the better convenience of visitors… so that passengers, with their baggage can be left
within a very few rods of the camping ground, which will save the expense of carriage hire and truckage”
(The Park. Vineland Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867). The paper further notes that by the start of the
meeting that temporary station was not yet completed.
13The area immediately surrounding the plank benches was clear enough for standing room. Crocker
describes the worship area as “extendable.”
14Among the Association’s anecdotes surrounding its camp meetings, including a few that have appeared
in academic histories of the holiness movement, is the story that the “bower of prayer” was a shaded area
on the grounds that Vineland residents had, before the camp meeting, used as a dancing circle (Brown
1999:81). I have been unable to find corroborating stories about the 40 acres of the Vineland National
Camp Meeting having any use prior to the meeting itself. On the contrary, available sources suggest
Vinelanders did not begin earnest use of the grounds as a park until 1868. Histories referring to the camp
meeting as being held in Vineland’s “park” may be a bit anachronistic (Brown 1999; Dieter 1980; Jones
1974).
15For a fuller treatment of the varieties of tenting on National camp grounds, see Chapter 8.
16From the 1830s through the area’s incorporation into the City of Philadelphia in the 1850s, Kensington
as a whole was a diverse place. East Kensington, settled in the 18th century by families of British and
German ancestry, was staunchly Protestant and, from an early economy centered on ship building and
commercial fishing, prosperous. West Kensington, on the other hand, was a more rural area through the
early 19th century and attracted largely Irish Catholic immigrants. By the middle of the 19th century
Kensington as a whole was marked by a diverse class structure of workers, skilled craftsmen, and
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growing industrial sites (Remer 2010). My suspicion that the Kensington Methodist Episcopal Church
owned the tent is based on its re‐appearance at the Association’s meeting in 1868. If the Kensington
church owned such a large congregational tent, it is suggestive that the church may have used the tent at
other camp meetings in the region, as well as possibly urban tent revivals in Kensington (Long 1859).
17Notably, no descriptions of the Vineland meeting describe the layout of the ground bearing the marks of
traditional camp meeting forms (Johnson 1955).
18The only “large tent” mentioned on the grounds of the Vineland meeting was called the “Kensington
Tent.” The tent’s origin, size, and location on the grounds has escaped the historical record. However, a
Methodist Episcopal Church in the industrial Philadelphia neighborhood of Kensington, erected a large
tent on the grounds of the Second National Camp Meeting in Manheim.
19Having experienced a train passing Landis Park in the quite hours of the morning, I can attest that a
train (at least a modern diesel engine) passing the grounds at Vineland was an auditory experience one
would find it difficult to ignore. While the Delaware and Hudson rail line is now a bicycle trail at Round
Lake, I can imagine a similar auditory experience at Round Lake’s central worship area with each passing
train.
20For Rudolf Otto, the idea of the “holy” was experientially realized through a numinous encounter with
the “holy.” Here, holiness was active and experiential rather than something invested in a physical
space. For Gerardus van der Leeuw, “power” in a religious world in inherent in an individual’s search
for meaning. Constructing a meaningful religious world is both an act of individual power, and in turn,
provides power to that individual’s life. The vestment of power in the agency of the individual
foregrounds participants in a religious world rather than investing their environment with that power.
21While prayer meetings were scheduled for 5:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. during the normal course of a camp
meeting day at Vineland, George Hughes and F. P. Crocker suggest the morning camp meeting was a
matter somewhere between divine providence and organizational necessity rather than something that
was part of the planned schedule of camp meeting events for the day. Most likely, the 3:00 p.m opening
service would have been held that morning, perhaps in place of the 10:30 a.m. service at the stand.
22Here, “small group” is a relative term. Generally, any meeting on the grounds other than formal
services at the stand could be considered a “small group” gathering and could range from a few members
of a family gathered in a tent for private devotions, to a few hundred gathered in a large prayer tent or in
the “Bower of Prayer.” Importantly, as will be discussed in the next section of this chapter, the dynamics
of these “small group” meetings, no matter their size, was qualitatively different than formal gatherings
at the stand.
23The degree to which families on the grounds attended to their morning devotions is another matter.
Visiting the Round Lake Camp Ground in 1873 for the New York State Camp Meeting, reporter Susan
Power writes of such early morning devotions, “The woods are like a neighborhood of blackbirds in the
morning. Everybody’s tin basin is ringing as the lazy ones wash their faces, the cover is falling off
somebody’s stove, the family next door is having prayers, and the way they cut over their devotions
surprises one, for they’ve said the Lord’s Prayer all together and the Elder has dusted the knees of his
trousers, and the man of the house begins “Now, my dear, we must be in a hurry…” (Round Lake Camp
Meeting Newspaper Accounts, 1873).
24The material conditions of these family prayer gatherings will be explored in Chapter 8.
25No references in the historical record of the meetings I have studied suggest attendance figures at the
early morning prayer services. Whether attendees, such as families with young children, were excused
for sleeping in until breakfast is uncertain. At the Round Lake Camp Meeting in 1873, Susan Power
remarked that it took a “special grace” to rise for such an early service.
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Westerfield‐Tucker (2001:11) defines formalism as “rigidity in order (a risk when imposing uniform
patterns), long and languid prayers, use of liturgical texts, and ostentatious attitudes and accoutrements.
27Troy Messenger, on the other hand, would argue early 19th century camp meetings were not so much
ritual as they were carnival – bounded from the rhythms of daily life in a meeting context that provided
participants multiple options for worship and sociability, the meetings could be disorienting and thus
open participants to the alluring influences of the meeting for self‐transformation (Messenger 1999).
28Seating in the central worship area at National camp meetings, it should be noted, was not divided by
gender. Rather, following the practice established in most urban Methodist churches of the mid‐19th
century, seating was by family.
29Camp meeting hymns generally simplified the melodic structure of long‐established church hymns and
were thus easier to “pick up by ear” and sing in congregational singing (Johnson 1952). As Johnson
notes, Methodist revivalists had a long history of using hymns in worship – founder John Wesley’s
brother Charles famously wrote dozens of hymns for the young church (Johnson 1955:192). In camp
meeting context, many early meetings relied on both popular church hymns and “unwritten music” in
which the preacher lead the congregation in one verse of a hymn, the congregation following and
repeating that verse, and so forth. Camp meeting hymns, initially “unwritten” or modifications of
popular hymns were compiled and published in camp meeting songsters through the 1840s. As Johnson
notes, the songsters appeared in print soon after the revivals in Kentucky at the turn of the 19th century.
These hymnbooks generally comprised several divisions or types of camp meeting hymns Johnson
identifies as “allowed hymns” (the traditional church hymns modified for simple congregational
singing), “religious ballads” primarily relating Biblical narratives, “experiential songs” which moved
from the sinfulness of the subject to the salvation of the subject, hymns of praise, and “farewell songs”
(Johnson 1955:196‐200). Attempting to determine if the Association relied on a particular camp meeting
songster for its services is a frustrating effort for the historical researcher. No account of the early
Association meetings mentions a songster, and what hymns are mentioned in historical accounts are
reprinted in multiple camp meeting songsters and church hymn books published between 1850 and 1870.
30The Methodist Book of Discipline (1860) recommends that to guard against formality in singing hymns,
only five or six verses should be sung of any hymn, and that singing should be in the appropriate tempo
for the hymn.
31While detailed accounts of the 1867, 1869, and 1871 opening services are available, detailed accounts of
the opening service at the 1868 Manheim meeting are conspicuously absent from the historical record.
John Ensminger of the Manheim Sentinel, described the 1868 opening service as “opened by singing and
prayer, followed by an address of welcome by the presiding elder, Rev. Mr. Gray. He spoke of the great
privilege to be a Christian, and concluded by giving a fervent invitation to members of all denominations
to participate in the exercises of the meeting. Rev. Mr. Inskip responded to the address of welcome. He
alluded to the eminent success of their last year’s National Camp Meeting at Vineland, and hoped that
much good would result from this ‐‐. Both these addresses were able, and were attentively listened to.
When the addresses were concluded, Rev. Mr. Inskip delivered a fervent prayer in which he formally
consecrated the encampment to the services of the Lord. These exercises were very solemn and
impressive” (“The Columbia Herald is very much troubled about our Borough…” Manheim Sentinel, July
17, 1868). The statement of the Association’s history began at the Vineland meeting. At that meeting
Inskip praised the sincerity of the men who gathered at the Arch Street planning meeting. According to
an account in the Guide to Holiness, Inskip “never saw a company of men in his life who were more
sincere, or more thoroughly desirous of being led and influenced by the Spirit of God” (Guide to
Holiness, September 1867). This phrasing was repeated word‐for‐word by the Vineland Weekly
26
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Independent (July 20, 1867). By the 1871 Round Lake meeting the statement of history praised the first
three meetings at Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake, as well as the most recent meetings held prior to
the 1871 Round Lake meeting (in this case, meetings in Oakington, Maryland and Des Plaines, Illinois in
1870).
32At the Vineland meeting, Alfred Cookman read scriptural passages following the opening prayer by
Inskip (Guide to Holiness, September 1867).
33While no historical records are available documenting the rules of order for the Vineland meeting, such
rules were so widespread in camp meeting practice that it is highly unlikely the Association had no rules
for grounds at Vineland.
34No similar code appears in either the Philadelphia, New York, or Vineland newspapers prior to the First
National Camp Meeting.
35The camp meeting rules of order printed as an appendix in Vincent’s history of the Wesleyan Grove
Camp Meeting demonstrates just how common the Association’s rules were. For instance, the first rule
of the Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting states: “The ground within the circle of tents is sacredly set apart
for religious services. [This, for the time being, is our house of worship.] There shall be, therefore, no
walking to and fro, or gathering together in companies for conversation of any kind, during public
worship at the stand.” Another similar rule forbids the smoking of tobacco within the central worship
area and the inner circle of tents surrounding the worship area.
36This is not to suggest studies of the ritual/liturgical practices of camp meeting revivalism cannot or
should not bear some concern for the place of symbols and symbolic behavior on the grounds. Too much
emphasis on meaning and symbolic communication bears a danger of presuming ritual actors
understand, to some degree, the logic underlying their performance (Schiefflen 1985:708). This
communication of ritual meaning, then, is monovocal, presenting a common, underlying, meaningful
universe that differs actor to actor largely by degree of understanding. Yet, scholars have long
recognized that the symbols engaged in ritual are polysemous (Turner 1967). As Victor Turner in his
study of Ndembu ritual argues, “dominant or focal symbols conspicuously possess this property of
multivocality which allow for the economic representation of key aspects of culture and belief. Each
dominant symbol has a ‘fan’ or ‘spectrum’ of referents which are linked by what is usually a simple mode
of association, its very simplicity enabling it to interconnect a wide variety of significata” (Turner
1967:50). Turner’s concept of a “fan” of associated referents mirrors much of Mikhail Bakhtin’s the
dialogic relationship of the sign with other signs – although Bakhtin would not suggest the relationship is
as “simple” as Turner posits. Bakhtin writes, “no living word relates to its object in a singular way:
between the word and its object, between the word and the speaking subject, there exists an elastic
environment of other, alien words about the same object, the same theme, and this is an environment that
is often difficult to penetrate… The living utterance, having taken meaning and shape at a particular
historical moment in a socially specific environment, cannot fail to brush up against thousands of living
dialogic threads, woven by socio‐ideological consciousness around the given object of an utterance; it
cannot fail to become an active participant in social dialogue. … The word, breaking through to its own
meaning and its own expression across an environment full of alien words and variously evaluating
accents, harmonizing with some of the elements in this environment and striking a dissonance with
others, is able, in this dialogized process, to shape its own stylistic profile and tone” (Bakhtin 1981:276‐
277).
37In a certain note of the tragic, Smith further argues that ritual is not only a presentation of what “ought”
to be, but the conscious knowledge that what “ought” to be isn’t what is the case. The ideals and
expectations of everyday life are fragmentary and fractured, and ritual contexts, bounded or set apart
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from this reality, offer an opportunity to either collectively or individually (re)create the “ought” in the
face of the “is” (Smith 1987:109‐110). For an exploration of ritual and the tragic, see Orsi 1996.
38Writing of this shared “as if” or “could be” in terms reflecting Durkheim’s (1995[1912]) idea of the
“moral community,” Seligman et al write, “when Jews sit around the Passover Seder table and are
explicitly enjoined to fulfill the commandment to feel ‘as if you yourselves have been liberated from
Egypt,’ they create that shared symbolic space where the communality of the ‘could be’ becomes the very
basis of the ongoing collective experience. The Shi’ite enactment of the defeat of Imam Hussein at
Karbala and the Catholic participation in the Eucharist all have similar import” (Selimgan et al 2008:24).
39Of these aspects of ritual, the space in which ritual is conducted will be the subject of Chapter 6, while
the material accoutrements of ritual will be the subject of Chapter 7. Embodied gestures and patterned
movements will be discussed briefly in this chapter as one of the problematics of approaching ritual
historically.
40Matthew Simpson’s (1878) Cylcopedia of Methodism, identifies Horne as the former superintendent of
Monrovia Seminary in Liberia. The school opened in 1854 under the auspices of the Missionary Society of
the Methodist Episcopal Church.
41Many of Horne’s metaphors reflect both notions of holiness cleaning the stains of sin, and God’s role as
a divine physician curing the illness of sin. Such language foreshadowed the later 19th and early 20th
century Pentecostal belief in faith healing. See Hardesty (2003).
42In some ways this avoided some of the controversy that surrounded Phoebe Palmer’s relatively
emotionless experience of entire sanctification and the charges of critics who complained her experience
de‐emphasized the “signs of the spirit” or “strange warming of the heart” that traditionally accompanied
Methodistic experience of conversion and salvation.
43Messenger similarly described one of the features of early 19th century camp meeting revivalism as the
carnival atmosphere of multiple preachers, prayer gatherings, and activities on the ground providing a
liminal space for attendees to explore their self‐construction (Messenger 1999:32). As Methodism moved
into the stand‐centered, bourgeois camp meetings of mid‐century, much of this carnival atmosphere may
have been lost. From my research at the Round Lake, New York, I suspect that by the 1870s, leisure
activities and recreation at camp meeting resorts and summer cottage communities were replacing this
carnival atmosphere with something qualitatively different.
44 Specifically in Durkheim’s (1995[1912]) Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, ritual is a dynamic process
operating on the basis of existing collective beliefs while helping to (re)generate collective beliefs. Taking
part in this activity of (re)enacting collective representations instills in participants both an acceptance of
and affective investment in those beliefs. While an emphasis on the social solidarity of the love feast
masks the differential workings of power and resistance in a ritual setting, it nevertheless highlights the
social function of ritual settings as didactic locations for socialization (Bell 1992:20, 175‐176).
45The Association’s love feasts were, however, held on a scale Wesley may not have been able to presage.
Describing a love feast on Sunday July 19, 1868 at Manheim, Benjamin Adams writes, “An immense
crowd all day – In the love feast in the morning 450 and over spoke in 80 minutes. Such was the cause
that I turned out on the ‘police business’ helping to maintain order” (Adams July 19, 1868). At a love
feast at Round Lake in 1869, “there were testimonies from twenty‐nine states, the District of Columbia,
Canada, and Great Britain. As these testimonies were being given, no language can properly describe the
deep interest manifested among the great crowd who were present. ‘Amen!’ ‘Glory to God!’ and
‘hallelujahs,’ leaped forth on all sides, like the sound of many waters” (McDonald and Searles
1985[1885]:204). Hughes, describing that love feast, writes: “Within one hour three hundred and fifty
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persons testified of the grace of God in brief sentences, some using an expressive passage of Scripture,
and others a few lines of a favorite hymn” (Hughes 1975[1873]:214).
46A curious feature of the 1869 National camp meeting at Round Lake was, despite significant attention to
the meeting from national newspapers and periodicals including Harpers Weekly, accounts of the meeting
bifurcated between descriptions of the grounds and social activities on the one hand (see Chapter 7 on
Round Lake), and services at the stand on the other. Prayer meetings, children’s meetings, ministers’
experience meetings, and even experience meetings for ministers’ wives, were noticeably underreported
compared to more careful attention of sermons from the stand. I suspect some responsibility for this lack
of attention may have rested with how the Association inverted camp meeting activities, emphasizing
prayer meetings over formal services at the stand – something with which the gathered reporters were
unfamiliar.
47Lucy Drake, a self‐financed Methodist missionary to India would befriend Amanda Smith and would
convince Smith to accompany her to India. In 1875 Lucy Drake married William Osborn who was in
India to found camp meetings at Lanowli and Madras (Jones 1974:51, 54; Taylor 1882:351).
48While often noted in the extant histories of the holiness movement that treat the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, the participation of African Americans remains not as
visible as the eventfulness of the Association’s meetings in these histories (Brown 1999; Cooley 1991;
Dieter 1980; Jones 1974).
49Much the same could be said for the 1868 meeting in Manheim. While Bishop Alexander Wayman of
the AME Church was invited onto the stand at Manheim, his was not a formal sermon, but rather he was
given time during an experience meeting at the stand. See Gilbert Haven’s criticism of the Association’s
Oakington meeting in 1870 later in this chapter.
50As Wright (1988) notes, hundreds of blacks were enslaved in South Jersey counties in the 18th and early
19th centuries (1790s estimates of 120 in Cumberland County and 141 in Cape May County, respectively).
51Amanda Smith was, at the time, on the crest of a wave of efforts by black women evangelists and
preachers seeking official sanction for their ministry in the AME Church. It was a wave that began long
before Amanda’s birth, and had substantial participation by women evangelists in the northern Mid‐
Atlantic region. Dodson notes that: “In the Philadelphia area, for example, Sophie Murray, ‘first
evangelist of Bethel,’ and Elizabeth Cole, who ‘held many glorious prayer meetings [through which]
many souls were brought to the saving knowledge,’ were active female preachers. In New Jersey, Rachel
Evans was a woman of no ordinary ability and generally considered a better preacher than her
distinguished husband. Harriet Felson Taylor of Washington, D.C., ‘distinguished herself as the ‘First
Female Exhorter and Local Preacher’’ of the Union Bethel congregation. Mrs. Zilpha Elaw ‘attended a
conference of the coloured brethren … [and] was very kindly received’ in Baltimore in 1828” (Dodson
1988: xxxi).
52Amanda Jane Berry, later Smith, was born into slavery in rural Maryland on January 23, 1837. By the
early 1840s her father Sam Berry bought his family’s manumission and moved them to Shrewsbury
Township, York County, Pennsylvania (Smith 1893:22‐26). Prior to her evangelistic career, Smith’s
autobiography recounts her childhood growing up in rural York County, her first marriage and the loss
of her husband in the Civil War, the birth of her daughter Mazie, her second marriage to James Smith, a
deacon in the Bethel AME Church in Philadelphia, the birth three more children, and the family’s move
to New York City. For a full biography of Amanda’s life, see Adrienne M. Israel (1998) Amanda Berry
Smith: From Washerwoman to Evangelist. Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press.
53Following the death of Thomas Henry, Amanda writes of her washing: “I still went on with my
washing. Many nights I have stood at my wash‐tub all night, from six in the morning till six the next
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morning, and so at my ironing table, night and day. I would get so sleepy I could hardly stand on my
feet, then I would lean my head on the window ledge and sleep a little till the first deep sleep would pass
off, then I would work on till daylight with perfect ease. I had to use all the economy I could, and I knew
just how much ironing I could do with a ten cent pail of coal. If I lay down I would oversleep myself, and
my fire would burn out, and my coal would be gone. I worked hard day and night, did all I could to help
my husband, but he was one of those poor unfortunate dispositions that are hard to satisfy, and many a
day and night my poor heart ached as I wept and prayed God to help me” (Smith 1893:68).
54While on the grounds at Oakington, Smith reports that a Methodist layman from Espa, Pennsylvania
offered her a job as his family’s live‐in domestic servant (Smith 1893:148).
55Living in York County near the site of Lowe’s Camp Ground, Amanda claims her parents kept a
boarding house during the meetings. She writes, “My mother was a splendid cook, so we arranged to
keep a boarding house during the camp meeting time. We had melons, and pies and cakes and such like,
as well” (Smith 1893:32).
56Smith funded the school through soliciting donations from wealthy donors she knew through her
network of camp meeting and missionary contacts, the profits of her autobiography, sales of a monthly
newspaper she published, and even autographed portrait photographs of herself (Dodson 1988: xxxviii).
57To describe Gilbert Haven as an abolitionist and advocate for civil rights would be a mild description.
Haven’s vision of race relations in Christian churches and American society as a whole was decidedly
radical for his day. Angering many who stood further to the segregationist side in his denomination,
Haven, among other actions, famously published a sermon in which he argued, “the hour is not far off
when the white‐hued husband shall boast of the dusky beauty of his wife, and the Caucasian wife shall
admire the sun‐kissed countenance of her husband, as deeply, and as unconscious of the present ruling
abhorrence as is his admiration of her lighter tint. Desdemona was as deeply fascinated by Othello’s
visage, as was he by Desdemona’s. That hour is not coming – it already is. Not a few of these marriages
which God has made, and whose legal validity man, in some instances, has reluctantly acknowledged,
are already filling homes with happiness, and both prophesying and leading the way to the future unity
and blessedness of America. Amalgamation is God’s word, declaring the oneness of man, and ordaining
its universal recognition. Who art thou that fightest against God?” (Haven 1869:626). For more on Haven,
see Prentice (1883).
58Knoxville, located in the ridges and valleys of East Tennessee, had been a divided town for much of the
decade prior to the 1872 National Camp Meeting. At the time of the meeting, Knoxville was home to
about six thousand residents (Wheeler and McDonald 2005:40‐48; US Federal Census Schedule of
Population 1870). The townʹs wealthy, landed families had largely supported the cause of secession,
while the working class and the townʹs rising merchant class mostly remained, in local parlance,
“Lincolnites” (McKenzie 2006; Temple 1899; Rule 1887). These divisions extended to area Methodists,
most of whom worshiped in the Methodist Episcopal Church, South until 1864 when the Holston
Conference, South began expelling members charged with Union sympathies (Minutes of the Holston
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1864). In the eyes of some, such as Unionist
firebrand and local newspaper editor William Brownlow, the trials were an effort to exile Unionists from
the region (Coulter 1937). Brownlow retaliated by collaborating with Cincinnati Bishop Adam Clark in
organizing expelled members into the Holston Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC)
(Pearne 1899). During Federal occupation and subsequent Reconstruction (during which Brownlow was
appointed Governor), the Holston Conference (MEC) seized dozens of churches and parsonages from the
Church South (MECS) in a swath from Athens, Tennessee to Jonesboro, Tennesse (Bergeron, Ash, and
Keith, eds. 1999; Minutes of the Holston Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1866,
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1870). These occupied churches remained in the hands of the Church North until the early 1870s when a
string of Chancellery court decisions returned them to the Church South (R. D. Jourolman et al. vs.
Thomas H. Pearne et al., July 13, 1867). The trustees of one such occupied church, the Church Street
Methodist Episcopal Church in Knoxville, also served as the local National campground committee.
59For more on the city’s growing post‐bellum African American population, see Wheeler and McDonald
(2005). For more on the conflict between the Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC) and the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South in East Tennessee between Reconstruction and the time of the 1872 National
Camp Meeting see Morrow (1956).
60Relating her own concerns over traveling to East Tennessee, Amanda describes a prayerful conversation
she had with God in the woods outside the Williamsville camp meeting after learning from Martha
Inskip that the Association did not want her to go to Knoxville: “Just as I went to get up from my knees, a
suggestion like this came: ‘You know the Kuklux are down there, and they might kill you.’ Then I knelt
down again, and thought it over: and I said, ‘Lord, if being a martyr for Thee would glorify Thee, all
right: but then, just to go down there and be butchered by wicked men for their own gratification,
without any reference to Thy glory, I’m not willing. And now, Lord, help me. If Thou dost want me to
do this, even then, give me the grace and enable me to do it’” (Smith 1893:207).
61Although Amanda’s observations make no mention of segregated tenting on the grounds, it is likely
that if worship spaces were segregated, African American attendees may have spent nights on the
grounds in a segregated part of the grounds. Just how many African American attendees tented at
Knoxville is uncertain. As the love feast Amanda relates occurred on a Sunday, many of the African
American attendees present at the service may have been on the grounds only for the Sabbath. Further, I
should note that no account of the Knoxville meeting provides an estimate of the number of African
Americans on the grounds.
62Based on her description of the tabernacle tent “at capacity,” would mean at least 2,000 attendees were
gathered for that Sunday love feast. In prior meeting love feasts, personal narratives were considerably
shorter than 15 minutes.
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Chapter 6
Landscape and the Subjunctive World of the Second National Camp‐
Meeting, Manheim, Pennsylvania, 1868
(1) Rapho Township, July 1868
With 600 tents erected a mile and a half (~2.4km) north of the “old Dutch town”
of Manheim, circumstances were not propitious. Hacks and omnibuses had to be
rented at the Reading and Columbia passenger station or behind the Union Hotel
downtown (The National Camp Meeting. Sentinel, July 24, 1868). At least one over‐
worked horse died on the road between town and the camp ground (Kostlevy 1997).
Dust was everywhere. Activities at the margins of the grounds were spilling over into
the surrounding fields of wheat and Indian corn (Brown 1999). For William McDonald,
the “weather was oppressively hot; dust was abundant; water scarce, and board most
miserable” and would have been enough to “crush most camp‐meetings” (McDonald
and Searles 1985[1885]:199). Arriving at the station, Benjamin Adams found a “deal of
confusion about tents, etc.” (Adams July 13, 1868). The situation at the grounds did not
improve as Brother Hunt and his wife made space in their tent for the aged Brooklyn
minister who would spend a hard, “terribly hot” night in prayer. The heat and dust
would be constant companions at the meeting. On the morning of July 14th Adams
started the day “getting up my little tent” in the intense heat.
(2) Rapho Township, Pennsylvania, July 1868
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“It was morning. The pioneer forces were at work. The tall, majestic trees were
lifting themselves far up toward heaven. The great stand was before us; and we
thought, ‘What a glorious place to proclaim the everlasting gospel!’” (Hughes
1975[1873]:66). Visiting the grounds before the commencement of the Second National
Camp Meeting, George Hughes was full of admiration for the site. In the morning
hours he mingled with workers and campers. The grounds, in preparation since May,
were nearly complete. Attendees, at least a few hundred of whom had been tenting on
the grounds since June, had recently celebrated their second Sabbath in the woods on
farmland owned by local lawyer Daniel Hamaker.
Surveyed into two broad, concentric oval avenues bisected by streets, and
flanged by smaller cul‐de‐sacs lined by family tents, the design of the grounds had been
under the direction of Barlow W. Gorham of the Wyoming Annual Conference
(Gorham 1868). The grounds were “laid out on a large scale, an immense space being
included in the circle; and a very spacious stand was erected for the use of the ministry.
A number of large prayer‐meeting tents were in the encampment; viz., Green Street and
Bedford Street, New York; Brooklyn, N.Y.; Kensington and St. John’s, Philadelphia”
(Hughes 1975[1873]:66‐67). Radiating out from the central worship area, past the
congregational tents, were avenues named after John Wesley, John Fletcher, Francis
Asbury, Elijah Hedding, Leonidas Hamline, and Joseph Lybrand. Hughes “walked
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through the avenues; and it seemed as if we were in communion with the sainted
worthies whose names were in bold capitals.” Manheim, Hughes reasoned, would be
“a great battle‐ground.”
The accounts from William McDonald and Benjamin Adams present a landscape
suffering through the fleshly heat, dust, and logistics of holding a mid‐summer camp
meeting that was, on the Sabbath, attended by upwards of 25,000 people. With a
landscape designed by Central Pennsylvania Methodist minister Barlow W. Gorham,
the Manheim meeting drew holiness pilgrims from throughout the Northeast to a
predominantly Mennonite region for a holiness gathering couched in “traditional”
camp meeting landscape design elements. On the other hand, at Manheim, George
Hughes, in the midst of a 90 degree (Fahrenheit/32o Celsius) morning, felt he was in
communion with John Wesley and other Methodist luminaries, in part, by the act of
walking streets named after them. Hughes, describing trees reaching for heaven and
feeling the place was “a battleground,” cast the meeting both as a “forest temple” and a
millennial Pentecost and spoke to the meaningful landscape of the meeting.1 Here, the
symbols that shaped Methodist holiness discourse and discursive knowledge
intersected nature, shaped the land, and provided means of engaging that landscape in
a meaningful way.
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The contrasts between these two vignettes are important. The contrasts between
the rough physicality of McDonald’s and Adams’ accounts and the poetics of Hughes’
religious world are homologous to the contrasts between the embodied experiences of
attendees performing in, acting upon, and moving through the heat and dust of the
Manheim meeting, and their expressions/experience of holiness performance in a
“forest temple” tinged with the presence of the Divine. Such contrasts are extensible
into an ever‐expanding series of bifurcations between physical and mental, profane and
sacred, event and context, (or for that matter, event and record of the event),
ritual/liturgy and landscape. The latter is of particular concern in this chapter. As the
previous chapter explored ways the ritual/liturgical performances of the Association
created a shared “as‐if” or subjunctive world for attendees, this chapter seeks
connections between meaningful landscape elements and the subjunctive world created
through and indexed by formal services at the stand and prayer meetings ‐‐ what,
following Jonathan Z. Smith, could be called the processes of ritualization active on the
grounds (Smith 1992).
That religious landscapes, or any landscape is inherently ideological seems a
well‐established tenet of cultural geography (Cosgrove and Daniels 1988; Cosgrove
1984). In their design and their apprehension, landscapes form predominantly visual
ideologies whose symbolism and spatial grammars instruct and guide while masking
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the exploitative power relations in a society’s socio‐economic system (Harvey 2001).
Religious landscapes, like Eastern Orthodox icons, offer, in both their design and their
landscape discourse, potential for didactic meditations on cosmology, religious history,
and any number of the core concerns of a religion’s theological ontology. Yet religious
landscapes do not reside solely in the lofty world of mental representations. Camp
meeting landscapes, particularly, offer performative locales – the formal service space of
the central worship area or the intimate and expressive spaces of congregational and
other prayer tents. Here landscape holds, in a sense, its own agency, a secondary
agency following Gell (1998), alluring, enabling, and facilitating performance and the
construction of meaning.
The challenge for camp meeting designers, organizers, attendees, as well as
ethnographers distanced by time and mentalité, lies in the negotiation of the meaning of
this space, these activities, and the dynamic between ritual/liturgical performance and
performance space. This chapter explores landscape first as experiential context (a first
section on the eventful landscapes of the meeting), and second as discourse (a second
section on the meaningful world of the camp meeting) in order to better trace the
contours of the Association’s meaningful worlds. If National camp meeting
participants co‐created the meaningful worlds of National camp meetings through their
shared experience of the meetings, their experience not only of the meeting’s worship
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services, but preparations for, travel to, as well as participation in the meetings must be
taken seriously.
This chapter explores the meaningful landscape of Manheim as a lens onto the
larger meaningful landscapes of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness. First, attending to the larger context of the National camp
meeting at Manheim, may offer one insightful means of engaging participant’s
experiences. Second, connecting the landscape elements of the Manheim meeting to the
larger history of camp meeting revivalism may demonstrate the intentionality of
Gorham’s landscape design. Finally, a primary locus for the generation of meaning at
the interface of holiness performance and camp meeting landscape lies in the
“landscape discourse” of the Association, attendees, and observers. On the one hand,
attending to the Association’s landscape discourse is to follow what humanistic
geographer Yi Fu Tuan calls a “narrative‐descriptive” approach (Tuan 1991). Tuan calls
for close attention to the interpretive and explanatory strategies bundled into discourse
as a means, if not of “reading” discourse closer to its original communication/reception,
then at least attending to what the discourse attempted to do in its original context
(Tuan 1991:686). According to Tuan, a place “is constructed… through accretional
layers of gossip and song, oral history, written history, essays and poems” suggesting
not only the importance of narrative and spoken/written forms of discourse in shaping
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place, but also the importance of oral traditions and historical connections in such
discourse.

Manheim and Railroad Pilgrims
Manheim, a Lancaster County town of 1,000 residents in the late 1860s, was not
the middle‐class experiment in Jeffersonian agriculturalism that hosted the First
National Camp‐Meeting (Figure 6.1). The borough, established in 1762 around the iron
bloomery and glass manufacturing interests of Philadelphia partners Charles and
Alexander Stedman, and Henry Steigel, is located in northwestern Lancaster County,
ten miles (16km) northwest of Lancaster City, the county seat. The county is one of six
counties forming an exurban belt to Philadelphia whose productive soils had drawn
generations of “Pennsylvania Dutch” immigrants from the Rhinelands (Parsons 1976).
Although the county’s population began to shift subtly in the late 18th century, changes
were more pronounced in the 1850s as more residents of English, Irish, and African
American ancestry followed industry, railroads, and lucrative tobacco production into
Lancaster City and its surroundings. By the late 1860s, however, Manheim was still a
predominantly “Dutch” town (Manheim Bicentennial Book Committee 1976). The
religious life of Manheim was largely Mennonite, with sizeable minority populations of
United Brethren, Lutherans, Episcopalians, and Congregationalists (Ellis and Evans
1883). Although the borough did not have a Methodist church at the time of the Second
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of the downtown (Manheim Affairs, Lancaster Intelligencer August 7, 1867).2 Although
that camp meeting, at which Association member Alfred Cookman preached, may have
Figure 6.1. Manheim and southeastern Rapho Township, 1864. Farm of “Dl Brandt” north of the borough was later purchased by
Daniel Hamaker. Second National Camp Meeting held on Hamaker property, across Lebanon Road from “Menonist M. Ho. &
Grave Yd.” Source:

H. F. Bridgens (1864). Bridgens’ Atlas of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Lancaster, PA: D. S. Barre.
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National Camp Meeting, the York and Reading Districts of the Philadelphia Annual
Conferences held a joint camp meeting near Manheim in 1867, in a grove three quarters
of a mile (1.2km) south of the borough. While that meeting may have spurred Alfred
Cookman’s advocacy of Manheim as the location for the Association’s second camp
meeting, Manheim itself was a marginal host community for the Second National Camp
‐Meeting.3
Prior to the meeting, it seemed the borough could find some benefit in the crush
of visitors. When the burgesses of Manheim passed ordinances charging non‐resident
hucksters, stage drivers, and vendors licensing fees for operating in the borough during
the National Camp Meeting, the nearby Columbia Herald criticized the measure and
suggested that even without the tax Manheim and its residents would make a
significant profit from the event.4 “The Camp Meeting is not of general benefit to our
town” countered John Ensminger, Manheim postmaster and editor of the Manheim
Sentinel (“The Columbia Herald is very much troubled…” Manheim Sentinel, July 17,
1868). Ensminger was not an unbiased observer. A deal to publish The Daily Sentinel
and Camp Meeting Record, an ambitious effort to record the daily events of the meeting,
fell through (That Daily. Manheim Sentinel, July 17, 1868; Our Daily Paper. Manheim
Sentinel, July 1, 1868; The Camp Meeting Daily. Manheim Sentinel, June 24, 18680).5 In
its place, the pages of the Sentinel would carry summary stories of the meeting’s
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worship services interspersed with editorials that would be not‐so‐subtly critical of the
Association. Ensminger’s observations of Manheim during the meeting were stretched
between the borough as carnival and the borough as Egypt suffering as the Children of
Israel were on the march.6
Manheim was a waypoint on the rail‐bound pilgrimage of holiness adherents.7
Ensminger writes that every “train brings crowds of strangers, and all the roads leading
to the encampment are streaming with people in carriages and on foot” (The National
Camp Meeting. Manheim Sentinel, July 24, 1868). The Association had been
advertising the meeting since May (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:181‐182). By July,
railroads such as the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company were advertising
excursion trains to Manheim from Philadelphia and larger towns in southeastern
Pennsylvania (Excursions – Manheim Camp Meeting. Philadelphia Daily Evening
Bulletin, July 18, 1868). In the New York Christian Advocate, Alfred K. Street asked
ministers of the New Jersey Annual Conference for a financial contribution to defray the
costs of bringing his congregation’s new and large tent to “make a ‘New Jersey home’ at
the camp” (To Preachers and members of the New Jersey Conference. New York
Christian Advocate, June 25, 1868).
John Ensminger obsessed over both the crush of strangers processing through
Manheim and what little of their money was changing hands with Manheim residents.
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Near the Reading and Columbia passenger station on South Charlotte Street, someone
erected a canvas tent where acrobats and slight‐of‐hand artists attracted curious
onlookers who could sate their curiosity by paying to see the remains of a South
American mummy inside the tent (Show. Manheim Sentinel, July 17, 1868). Near the
station and behind the borough’s Union Hotel, hacks, stages, and omnibus drivers from
neighboring communities regularly departed for the grounds a mile and a half north of
the station.8 As Ensminger claimed in one editorial, between the station and the camp
meeting grounds, “ice cream salons, peanut stands, cake shops, etc., are as numerous as
were the frogs in Egypt” (The National Camp Meeting. Manheim Sentinel, cited by
Brown 1999:89).9
The meeting’s grounds were located in Rapho Township, a half mile (0.8km)
north of the Borough of Manheim, along the Lancaster to Lebanon Road (Figure 6.2).
The meeting’s designed landscape fell within 25 acres (0.1km2) of a forest of oak,
hickory, and chestnut on a farm that lawyer Daniel Hamaker recently purchased from
Daniel Brandt (The National Camp‐Meeting. Lancaster Daily Express, July 15, 1868).10
Hamaker’s farm sat on the east side of the Lancaster to Lebanon Road, while the
Hernsley Mennonite Meeting House and Cemetery occupied land across the road and
roughly 600 feet (~182m) northwest of the entry drive to the National camp ground.11 If
Hamaker’s farm was comparable to his Rapho Township neighbors, the fields bounding
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Figure 6.2. Georeferenced map of the Second National Camp Meeting. Overlay map with elevation contours (feet above sea
level), soils, and 1940 aerial photograph.

Source: Barlow. W. Gorham (1868) Plan of National Camp Ground, Manheim, PA 1868. Collections of the Manheim

Historical Society, Manheim, Pennsylvania. | U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. Soil Survey Geographic Database for Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania. Fort Worth, TX: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. | Lancaster County GIS (12/2008). Contours.
http://www.pasda.psu.edu [accessed 3/19/10] | Aero Service Corporation (4/1940) Rapho Township. USDA Agricultural Adjustment Administration Northeast Division.
http://www.pennpilot.edu [accessed 4/05/10]
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the woods to the north, east, and south were producing a mix of Indian corn, oats,
and/or wheat (United States Federal Census 1860‐1870, Schedule of Agriculture, Rapho
Township). As discussed in Chapter 4, market pressures, including increasing prices
for broadleaf and Havana tobacco, were contributing to more frequent subdivisions of
Rapho Township farms and greater utilization of farmland that could have made such
large tracts of farm woodland an increasingly rare commodity (Walbert 2002:26;
Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society 1875).
While the soils within the forested tract as well as in the fields surrounding the
forest were an agriculturally productive Bedington silt loam, they were potentially
highly erodible (Natural Resources Conservation Service 1985). The grounds
throughout the northern half of the camp meeting site were relatively flat with slopes of
less than 8 degrees, but formed a gentle slope running to the southwest approaching the
Lebanon road. South of this slope ‐‐ an area a correspondent for the Lancaster
Intelligencer described as the location of the meeting’s central worship area and noted
with some admiration its amphitheater qualities – the grounds turn to a steeper slope
(up to 15 percent) approaching at least one active spring (The Great National Camp
Meeting at Manheim. Lancaster Intelligencer, July 18, 1868).12
Under the direction of Barlow W. Gorham, the Second National Camp Meeting
grounds were quite literally designed by the book. In 1854 Gorham published A Camp
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Meeting Manual. The camp meeting of Gorham’s Manual is a revitalized, but
importantly, traditional offering. Services are offered at the stand, sinners are converted,
families gather in simple canvas tents carefully illustrated by Gorham. All services
including prayer meetings, exhortations, and congregational hymn singing take place at
the stand – the gathered attendees move pendulum‐like between the stand for services
and their tents for meals and tea. Absent from Gorham’s Manual is a concern or
acknowledgement of the promotion of holiness in camp meetings. Here camp meetings
are for the conversion of sinners. Yet, in turning to Gorham for their first and only
planned landscape design, the Association strategically reinvented camp meeting
tradition.
Gorham’s text is not only a guide to the location, design, and management of
camp meetings, but is also a philosophy of camp meeting revivalism. Offering a seven
point “philosophy” of camp meetings, Gorham begins by arguing for the benefits of
camp meetings for the Church by claiming the success of early 19th century camp
meetings rested in “call[ing] God’s people away from their worldly business,” keeping
them “so constantly and so long in contact with the sublime truths of revelation,”
providing occasion to “exercise the powers of faith and prayer,” and, in a Durkheimian
sense, providing a primitive setting for communitas (“improve[ing] the bonds of
christian union”) (Gorham 1854:17‐18). Gorham goes on to add that the camp meeting
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as public event and as spectacle attracted multitudes who “rarely or never attend
church services” and “are perhaps never held without being attended by persons under
a painful sense of unforgiven sin” (Gorham 1854:18). Yet the effects or “religious
power” of a camp meeting revival are not, in Gorham’s view, confined to the meeting.
Rather, the camp ground is a location on which “the fire is kindled” during the summer
and “burns in the form of a blessed revival carried forward” through the winter by
prayer meetings and protracted revivals in local churches (Gorham 1854:36). Yet to
spark the revival fires, the design and management of a camp meeting must be
effective. There is, Gorham writes, “no such thing as mediocrity in a Camp Meeting.
To escape contempt, it must be the greatest assemblage and the most thrilling occasion
of religious worship” (Gorham 1854:146).
That the grounds of the Second National Camp‐Meeting were designed for a
great assemblage seemed evident to a reporter from the Lancaster Daily Express. Visiting
the grounds days before the official start of the meeting he describes the camp as “laid
out first in two oblong circles – the inner circle for the congregation, surrounded by a
street or avenue, named East and West Front Streets – the outer circle surrounded by a
street named East and West Pennsylvania Avenue” (The National Camp‐Meeting.
Lancaster Daily Express, July 15, 1868). Prior to the meeting, the Association printed
what may have been thousands of copies of a map of the grounds. The maps, available
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for purchase by attendees, were formatted in dual‐panels, one panel displaying the
larger camp meeting landscape, the other panel providing details of the central worship
area (Figure 6.3). The core of the central worship area panel, the “inner circle for the
congregation,” is Gorham’s ideal camp meeting design offered in the Camp Meeting
Manual, but at an exaggerated scale (Figure 6.4). Given that Gorham’s Manual sought to
revitalize camp meeting revivalism at mid‐century by returning the practice to an
idealized early 19th century form, that the Association turned to this conservative,
traditional form marks a decidedly strategic move (Ton and Pederson 2005).
That the Association’s conceptually new camp meetings for the promotion of
holiness drew on a “traditional” camp ground design for its Manheim meeting’s central
worship area should not be surprising. In announcing the First National Camp‐
Meeting in the July 1867 issue of the Guide to Holiness, George Hughes evoked imagery
of McGready’s Kentucky revivals and Bryant’s forest temples (The Tented Grove.
Guide to Holiness, July 1867). For their introduction to Penuel (1869), McLean and
Eaton reprinted a treatise on camp meetings written by Bishop Matthew Simpson in
which Simpson places Methodist camp meetings in a tradition of forested worship – a
tradition he traces back to Druids, the early Christian community, and early Israelite
religious practices.13 Extending from discourse to landscape, Gorham’s “traditional”
central worship area not only sought an idealized spatial order of early 19th century
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Figure 6.3. B. W. Gorham, Plan of the National Camp Ground, Manheim, PA, July 1868.

Source: The Manheim Historical Society, Manheim, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
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Figure 6.4. B. W. Gorham’s recommended plan for a central worship area.

Source: Barlow W.

Gorham (1854) A Camp Meeting Manual, a Practical Book for the Camp Ground; in Two Parts. Boston, MA: H. V. Degen.

camp meetings, but furnished that area with “traditional” objects from the preacher’s
stand, to plank pews, to lighting. At night, for instance, the central worship area at the
Manheim meeting was illuminated not by then common post‐in‐ground, glass‐encased
oil lamps, but by fiery braziers at the margins of the worship area reminiscent of those
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observed at an Indiana camp meeting by Frances Trollope in 1830 (Trollope 1832).

14

The

Association’s use of both “traditional” camp meeting discourse and landscape design
was strategic and could be described by Berger and Luckman’s term “legitimation”
(Berger and Luckman 1991[1967]). In this sense, the retelling of mythical camp meeting
history, and the evocation of early camp meeting design serve as both an explicit and
implicit commentary on the social order of the meeting. The meeting, with these
frames, would be a valid instantiation of the traditional camp meeting format, allowing
holiness advocates a Methodistically legitimate theater for the promotion of holiness – a
theological orientation struggling for legitimacy within the mid‐ to late‐19th century
church (Otto and Pederson 2005; Hobsbawn and Ranger 1983). For attendees, the
authenticity of the central worship area, the space deemed the “House of God” in the
Association’s posted rules for the campground, may have served not just to legitimize
the practices of the camp meeting, but also to legitimize the spatial form of the whole
campground (Rules for the Camp Meeting. Lancaster Intelligencer, July 22, 1868).
Beyond the margins of the central worship area, the landscape of the Manheim
camp meeting was hardly traditional and may have needed Methodistic legitimation.
As a reporter for the Columbia Spy described the city of tents, service tents, wells, and
jams of hacks and carriages, “Manheim is turned into a miniature New York” (The
National Camp Meeting. Columbia Spy (Pennsylvania), July 19, 1868). In this crush of
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attendees and their equipage, the Lancaster Daily Express describes, “avenues radiating
from the centre” named after Methodist luminaries connecting the inner oblong Front
Street with the outer oblong Pennsylvania Avenue. “From Pennsylvania Avenue,” the
description continues, “streets again radiate called A, B, C, &c. These avenues and
courts leading from them are lined with tents and the camp presents quite a town‐like
aspect” (The National Camp Meeting. Lancaster Daily Express, July 15, 1868).15
Further, each court, as the Lancaster Intelligencer notes, clustered attendees from a
particular area – “here is a circle of tents from Illinois, there a large number from New
York, while Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Jersey, Wilkesbarre, Columbia, Lancaster,
Harrisburg, Altoona and various other places are represented” (“he Great National
Camp Meeting at Manheim. Lancaster Intelligencer, July 18, 1868). These outer
grounds with residential areas accompanied by commercial establishments such as
barber shops and livery yards, were a dense, model suburb to the central worship area
core of the grounds – a new, emergent form of what was becoming the camp meeting
cottage community (Weiss 1987). To the observer, these outer grounds stood in some
contrast with the central worship area. Yet, Hughes, seeing the grounds through the
lens of Methodist metaphor, as well as William McDonald, Benjamin Adams, and John
Inskip all described the grounds holistically. The grounds within the central worship
area, other than standing as the “House of God,” were not explicitly described by any of
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these participants as “traditional,” nor were the outer grounds of a temporary tent city
described as untraditional. All was, in Hughes’ sense, the same “battleground.”
Over the course of the meeting, Manheim was a battleground navigated in heat
and dust. On July 14th Benjamin Adams expressed his fears that “I am very much
burdened for the meeting the arrangements are not well made much complaining
among the people” (Adams July 14, 1868). Yet, despite the heat, a few days later on July
16th Adams notes that the “early meetings were very well attended indeed and many
souls were blessed of the Lord. … The morning sermon [William McDonald’s sermon
on Acts 28:24] was very good and one of the best ever heard power –“ (Adams July 16,
1868).16 The next day brought “powerful meetings early in the day” and a sermon by
George Wells, one of several Methodist ministers of the Troy Annual Conference on the
grounds, that Adams describes as “powerful… one of the best I ever heard very long –
but full of power” (Adams July 17, 1868)17.
On Sunday July 19th, the grounds were flooded by attendees. “An immense
crowd all day,” Benjamin Adams notes in his diary for that Sabbath, a day attendance
estimates soared to as many as 25,000 gathered for the meeting’s keynote address by
Bishop Matthew Simpson (Adams July 19, 1868). Yet, it would not be Simpson’s
address to so large an audience that would mark the Association’s description of the
Manheim meeting as a “Pentecost.” The sense that Manheim became a place of
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Pentecostal power, a place that in Hughes’ words brought heaven so very close to earth,
became firmly established in the longer organizational history of the Association and
was shaped far more by a Monday evening service in the brazier‐lit central worship
area. The event, through layers of description recounted in the Association’s
organizational history and marketing, provides entre to the complex of symbols
shaping the meaningful landscapes of the Association.

Pentecost, with some of its external symbols wanting.18
On Monday, July 20th, Reverend John Thompson of Philadelphia opened that
evening’s formal service at the stand by preaching on the theme “hinderances to
holiness.” Following the sermon, John Inskip stepped forward on the preacher’s stand
to exhort the congregation. Describing the occasion, George Hughes claims Inskip
“addressed the great congregation with burning emphasis. Every sentence was
touched with fire” (Hughes 1975[1873]:129). The burning sentences of Inskip’s
exhortation urged the congregation to “look to God for the baptism of power”
(McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:201). To begin doing so, Inskip invited the
congregation to kneel in silent prayer.
Soon, as James Horne reports in the November 1868 issue of the Guide to Holiness,
a “murmur of prayer” was heard through the congregation followed by clapping.
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Either John Inskip or G. W. Woodruff, a prayer leader, began to sing John Wesley’s
hymn, I thirst, Thou wounded Lamb of God (1740):
“Take this poor Heart, and let it be
For ever clos’d to all but Thee!
Seal Thou my Breast, and let me wear
That Pledge of Love for ever there”
(Julian 1892; Horne 1868).
For “R.P.S.” writing in the September 1868 issue of the Guide, what occurred that hour,
during the singing of that traditional Wesleyan hymn and subsequently in the service,
was difficult to describe. “R.P.S.” writes, “I almost hesitate to describe this to those who
have not experienced anything like it,” as such second‐hand narrative would fail to
convey the experience of the event (“R.P.S.” 1868). Even during the service itself,
“R.P.S.” adds, language seemed insufficient as “expressions of the overwhelming
feeling seemed like intrusion” of the experience.
For “R.P.S.” the sense of divine presence began during Inskip’s exhortation.
When invited to kneel in prayer, “the presence and power of the Holy Ghost came over
the meeting, so marked that almost the whole company of Christians fell on their knees
without a word, and unconverted men were seen in all directions, running away to get
behind the tents” (“R.P.S.” 1868). Claiming the “visible presence of Jesus was there,”
“R.P.S.” thought some attendees “seemed to be swept up into heaven.” Published that
November in the Guide, James Horne echoes this observation. During the
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congregational singing of Wesley’s hymn, “many fell in the congregation, as in the
assemblies of the early Church, and lay prostrate” (Horne 1868). Some of the “holy
women” in the congregation “spoke as I had never heard mortal tongue speak before.”
Watching others model and provide embodied manifestations of his own numinous
sense, Horne writes:
“I felt myself giving way under the divine influence pressing upon us all,
and laid hold upon the chairs on either side of me to keep myself from
falling. It seemed as though my soul might be taken out of the body, and
the physical effect was such that cold sweat came out over my person. I
had also a sensation as though a soft, pleasant air were playing about my
forehead. … There was no fear upon me, but a deep, solemn sense of the
presence of God, and it appeared to me that if the divine power continued
and increased much more, the Christian portion of the worshipers would
be lifted into glory!” (Horne 1868).
Efforts by ministers on the stand were unsuccessful in returning the service to its
planned form. A request by John Inskip for a congregational prayer went unheeded.
Another minister, either in the congregation or on the stand, cried out “ride on, O Lord
Jesus, ride on!” (Horne 1868). As “the influence gradually returned to a more ordinary
degree, though still very present,” the ministers gathered on the preacher’s stand
climbed down into the congregation to exhort and counsel individuals and smaller
groups of attendees.
By the early 1870s, as the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion
of Holiness operated its own Philadelphia‐based publishing house, and printed a
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monthly newspaper, the Advocate of Christian Holiness, this service would become iconic.
George Hughes, serving as the Association’s secretary and first official historian,
contributed multiple articles to both the Advocate and Phoebe Palmer’s Guide to Holiness
about the Manheim meeting and subsequent meetings around the theme of
“Pentecostal Power.”19 Further, the theme of Manheim as Pentecost appears repeatedly
in Hughes’ account of the Association’s early meetings (Hughes 1976[1873]).20 Hughes
was not only a driving force in the Association’s organizational identity, but a voice
reflecting the practices and discourses surrounding the Association’s meetings. His
regular participation in Phoebe Palmer’s Tuesday meetings and in the operations of the
Association steeped Hughes in the core practices of the holiness movement, while his
frequent articles in holiness periodicals and his history of the Association were
themselves steeped in Methodist metaphor and holiness symbolism.
By providing a vantage point onto the cluster of symbols or themes of holiness
discourse drawn upon by the Association and National camp meeting participants in
their accounts of early National camp meetings, Hughes, as a widely‐written and
widely‐read voice of the Association, offers a perspective on the shared “as‐if” or
subjunctive world of the Association’s meetings. While not every attendee at Vineland,
Manheim, or Round Lake may have shared the same meaningful world populated by
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Hughes’ vision of the meetings, many presumably understood his metaphors, Biblical
allusions, and religious themes.
Hughes was, of course, not alone in making claims of the meaningful world of
the National camp meetings. Other members of the Association’s leadership,
sympathetic ministers, participant preachers, and attendees drew upon a repertoire of
these frames for understanding camp meeting landscape. In a sense, if the performative
landscape of a National camp meeting offered communicative cues for participant’s
roles and expected performances, then Hughes and each author, through their claims of
the meaningful world of National camp meetings, were engaged in an exercise in
metacommunication. Following Gregory Bateson (1951), these meaningful frames
offered by Hughes and repeatedly throughout the larger National camp meeting
literature ‐‐ if consistent parts of a larger discourse that existed both in the spoken
discourse on the grounds as well as the printed discourse of camp meeting accounts ‐‐
signaled to participants potential ways of interpreting and responding to
ritual/liturgical performances. Importantly, each meaningful frame draws upon and
projects onto the camp meeting landscape. For instance, Hughes’ meaningful
expressions are consistently metaphors with inherent spatiality – angels hover on
pinions above the congregation, a sense of personal encounter with Methodist
luminaries is gained by walking avenues named after them, the Holy Ghost rushes
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downward, congregational hymns ascend to heaven, waves of spiritual power spread
through the meeting, and so forth. Manheim, as Hughes describes the meeting in his
Days of Power in the Forest Temple (1873), was “nothing short of a PENTECOST” where
“the glory‐waves swept over the ground! It was as if the flood‐gates had been suddenly
uplifted, and down rolled the ocean‐surges” in language Hughes claims “is not equal to
an adequate portrayal of the scene” (Hughes 1873:113, 130).21 The Monday evening
service at Manheim was,
“an hour of indescribable moral sublimity! What deep plunges into the
crimson tide! What uprisings into the realm of purity! What loosening of
burdens! How they tumbled like that of Bunyan’s Pilgrim, into a deep
sepulchre!“ (Hughes 1873:130).
For Hughes, the landscapes of National camp meetings were Beulah Land, a ground
raised very close to heaven (Hughes 1873:128‐129).
As very close as a National camp meeting ground was to heaven, it was closer to
the metaphorically‐structured subjunctive, or the “as if” world of the meetings. If such
a subjunctive was indexed by holiness performances at the stand or in the smaller
group settings of prayer and experience meetings, then a broad range of participants
indexed this world through landscape discourse.
Stephen Cooley, exploring the poetics of the Association’s holiness discourse,
argues this theme or trope of “camp meeting as heaven” was one of several dominant
themes in late 19th century Methodist and holiness camp meetings (Cooley 1991).22 A
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range of such themes had developed over the course of the 19 century, equipping
th

Victorian Methodists with a camp meeting tradition that looked back upon the “camp
meeting of memory.” While Charles Edwin Jones (1974:35‐46) was the first scholar of
camp meeting revivalism to note the commonality of these meaningful frames, Jones
particularly emphasized the theme of the late 19th century Methodist experience of
“camp meeting as Canaan,” or a place away from the world on the verge of the
Promised Land. Cooley expands the associated symbolic structures of camp meeting to
include a complex of Canaan, Jerusalem, heaven, forest temple, and Eden (Cooley
1991:133‐134). Cooley suggests the range of significations of the holiness camp meeting
represented religious symbols that sufficiently captured and communicated revivalists’
experience of camp meeting time and space (Cooley 1991:133). For Cooley, the
Association offered a shared, meaningful landscape expressing a theological
relationship between revivalist, nature, and the divine realm by fusing holiness
theology with the long‐established meaningful symbolic system of the 19th century
Methodist camp meeting (Cooley 1991:134‐136).
Blending of these symbolic structures of holiness and one or more “camp
meeting” themes appear early in the Association’s discourse and precede the First
National Camp‐Meeting. In George Hughes’ announcement of the Vineland meeting in
the July issue of the Guide to Holiness, “redeemed, blood‐washed spirits, now before the
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throne, learned the strains of Paradise while mingling with the saints on earth amid
these leafy temples” (Hughes 1867a). Here, as previously mentioned, the conceptually
new camp meeting for the promotion of holiness was announced within the frame of
traditional camp meeting discourse in an article drawing on both the themes of “camp
meeting as heaven” and (as the article goes on to quote substantially from Bryant’s
Forest Hymn) “camp meeting as forest temple.”
Cooley traces the “forest temple” theme through a range of mid‐19th century
Methodist literature from camp meeting preacher James Finley’s (1854) autobiography,
to Gorham’s (1854) Camp Meeting Manual, to A. P. Mead’s (1860) Manna in the
Wilderness, to Bishop Gilbert Haven’s introduction to George Hughes’ (1873) Days of
Power in the Forest Temple in which Haven writes, “if the groves were God’s first
temples, so are they his last. There he was worshipped; there is he worshipped still”
(Hughes 1976[1873]:3).23
Cooley argues the “camp meeting as forest temple” provided a structure for
interpreting nature through the aesthetics of tall trees and leafy canopies mimicking the
gothic architecture of a cathedral.24 Yet the “forest temple” theme had a cultural
resonance with mid‐ to late‐19th century Methodists beyond the revivalists of the
Association. At Vineland, the Guide to Holiness casts the Park grounds as a “well
prepared” forest grove of 40 acres, while McClean and Eaton introduce the grounds as
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“a well‐shaded grove of forty acres, most beautiful for situation” while the park’s
landscape history suggests otherwise ‐‐ younger trees were predominant on the
grounds after the 1864 fire and substantial portions of the grounds did not provide
sufficient shade (see Chapter 5; McLean and Eaton 1869:15; First National Camp‐
Meeting for Holiness. Guide to Holiness, September 1867). At Manheim, the forest
canopy that afforded “the sky’s broad arch” and views of the soft “azure skies above,”
was, according to the New York Christian Advocate, “not one of the best, as the trees were
too much scattered, and were of too great a height to afford sufficient protection by
their foliage” (Hughes 1976[1873]; The National Camp‐Meeting. New York Christian
Advocate, July 30, 1868).25 For Ellen Harvey, the Round Lake grounds of the 1869
National camp meeting were similarly a temple:
“This is the place, ‐‐ the temple Nature made;
High heaven its dome, its roof the bounteous shade
Of kingly oaks, and beeches in a royal line,
Among the hemlocks and the fragrant pine.
Here are the paths of graceful curve, which lead
Far in beyond our view. Let us proceed” (Harvey 1872:14). 26
However, while the various portrayals presented the grounds as a forest temple, the
portrayals did not cast the grounds specifically as heaven or a model of heaven itself.
While Cooley sees the theme of “camp meeting as heaven” theme as “easily
unified” with the “camp meeting as forest temple” theme in mid‐19th century camp
meeting literature, nuance exists. Accounts of the Association’s meetings place
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National camp meeting grounds just this side of heaven. At Hughes’ Manheim,
services at the stand were very close to heaven, the “wealth of eternity was in
proximity,” and the stately trees stretched their boughs up toward heaven (Hughes
1976[1873]:66, 129‐131). Services on the grounds could be, however, like heaven.
Setting the early morning meetings at the 1869 Round Lake meeting to verse, Ellen
Harvey writes,
“Likewise upon this tented ground,
Where many early meeting found,
Arose delightful notes of joy,
Like as the angels might employ
To sing the story of God’s love
Around the sapphire throne above” (Harvey 1872:42).
Close to heaven, the “holy ground” of the National camp meeting was a place “like”
heaven. As a likeness, the theme of “camp meeting as heaven” as it applied within the
meaningful landscape of the Association’s grounds left a recognized distance between
heaven and the campground, on one hand a sense of foretaste and symmetry between
camp meeting and Paradise, while on the other an awareness of the earthly tones of
meeting landscape. While Cooley suggests themes of “camp meeting as Eden” and
“camp meeting as Jersusalem” are tightly woven with heaven and the forest temple,
neither are explicit in the discourse of the Association. The latter theme, however, of
camp meeting as Jerusalem, Zion, or as a holy city appears not so much in the discourse
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of the Association as it appears in the landscape of the Association’s meetings – an issue
to be discussed in Chapter 7.
While Cooley’s study of late 19th century camp meeting discourse highlights a
symbolic system of camp meeting as temple‐heaven‐Eden‐Jerusalem, two additional
themes appear repeatedly in the Association’s discourse. The first, “camp meeting as
Pentecost” is, as already mentioned, a prominent theme in both discourse on the
grounds of the meetings as well as in the descriptions of the meetings that form the
organizational history of the Association. The second theme is less frequent, but speaks
of a triumphalist and nationalist theme of “camp meeting as battleground.” As
Pentecost, the Association’s vision of the spiritual power of the meeting’s services
recalled the Christian New Testament account of the Holy Spirit descending upon the
early Christian Community and imbuing members with such powers as the ability to
speak in tongues (Acts 2:1‐4). The Association’s Pentecost was not, however, the
spiritually‐expressive American Pentecostal tradition which would arise in the early 20th
century following such events as the Azusa Street Revival (Robeck 2006). Rather, the
Association’s Pentecost was an experience of the presence of the Holy Spirit amidst an
interdenominational congregation. The millennium, and a millenarian rapture were an
inextricable part of the National Pentecost.
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As Charles Edwin Jones (1974) has argued, millenarian traditions were not
strong in the late 19th century holiness movement. For holiness advocates, the
perfection some Christians would seek in the coming millennium and its potential for a
new rule of Christ on Earth, was a personal perfection and a presence of Christ
available to the sanctified believer at the present time. For the Association, the
millenarian moment consistently arose with the experience of the power of the Holy
Spirit shared by holiness advocates from multiple denominations at National camp
meeting services. For George Hughes, the Pentecostal power of the Association’s
meetings was “the millennial dawn – the morning ray of the latter day glory” (Hughes
1868b). During one service at the stand in Manheim, John Inskip declared to the
assembled congregation that, “we have on this ground the beginning of Millennium.
Up yonder is a tent of Baptists, Presbyterians and Quakers – all happy in the fellowship
of love. That is Millennium on a small scale” (Pomeroy 1871:47). McDonald and
Searles, recounting the report of one attendee at the Manheim meeting, find this
millennial interdenominational gathering as Pentecost:
“During the progress of the meeting, a brother remarked that he had just
witnessed a little Pentecost. He was asked to explain. He said he had
come from a testimony meeting, where Methodists, Baptists, and
Presbyterians, Dutch Reform, Congregationalists and Quakers, had
spoken of the work of God in their hearts, and from the testimony given,
he was utterly unable to distinguish the one denomination from the other.
This was Pentecost” (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:202).27
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With interdenominational services set in forest temples so close to heaven, themes of a
millennial Pentecost were, on the one hand, signs that God’s presence could be
everywhere on the grounds shaping the religious experience of Methodist and non‐
Methodist alike, while on the other hand, following Hughes, the National camp
meeting movement was itself part of an emergent Millennia (McLean and Eaton
1869:260).
Recounting the eventful history of the National camp meeting at Manheim,
William Kostlevy ties the millennial urges of the Association to Methodism’s growing
social and political stature (Kostlevy 1997).28 While Methodism had experienced
phenomenal membership growth through the 19th century, its mid‐century process of
embourgeoisement was coupled with considerable political engagement during the
Civil War and Reconstruction. At a basic organizational level, hundreds of Methodist
ministers served as chaplains throughout the Union army during the war (Miller
2007).29 As Federal forces retook cities throughout the South, the church soon followed
in a program of occupying the properties of the Methodist Episcopal Church South
(Jervey 1966; Morrow 1956).30 Under the direction of such prominent members of the
episcopacy as Matthew Simpson, Adam Clark, and, later, Gilbert Haven, Methodist
ministers from outside the region, together with a smaller number of Southern
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Methodist ministers, facilitated the exit of whole congregations from the church South
to the church North.
The wartime political engagement of Methodism fueled a triumphalist sentiment
among at least some of the church’s members. In one widely‐published Methodistic re‐
envisioned history of America, Methodist Bishop Jesse Truesdell Peck’s (1868) The
History of the Great Republic, declared that the close of the Civil War marked a new era in
the nation’s history.31 For this new era, Peck reasoned, it was necessary for Americans
to properly understand the role of God and a Methodistic faith in the nation’s history
and destiny. For Peck, “God is the rightful, actual Sovereign of all nations; that a
purpose to advance the human race beyond all its precedents in intelligence, goodness,
and power, formed this Great Republic; and that religion is the only life‐force and
organizing power of liberty” (Peck 1868: viii). The new post‐war era would be
“astonishing” and would “overwhelm” the reader of 1868 with “visions of greatness”
(Peck 1868:1).32 Importantly, this new era would see a new American Church that
would transcend a mass of conflicting sects, be a “Church of vitalized and harmonized
action,” engaged in “spiritual warfare” and would be “a living, united, free, evangelical
Church, the vital force and grand working power of the new nation” (Peck 1868:693‐
694). While the Association’s “camp meeting as Pentecost” resonates with futurist
visions of the church’s role in the nation’s coming post‐war grandeur, the Association
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seized the mantle of “spiritual warfare” and cast the harmonized action of their
interdenominational meetings under one additional theme, that of “camp meeting as
battlefield.”
The National camp meeting as battleground theme occurs in two sources – the
texts of sermons preached at Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake as published in
McLean and Eaton’s (1869) Penuel, and in the larger corpus of George Hughes’ writings.
In the case of the latter use of the theme, Hughes consistently applies the analogy in two
forms. First, Hughes applies the analogy to the locations of National camp meetings.
Describing his early morning visit to the grounds of the Manheim meeting a few days
before the commencement of the meeting, Hughes concluded the grounds were a “great
battleground.” In June of 1869 Hughes similarly declared in the Guide to Holiness that
the upcoming National camp meeting at Round Lake would be a “great
BATTLEGROUND [capitalization in original]” (Hughes 1869a). Second, Hughes
evokes images of attendees as the army of Biblical Israel repeatedly gathering beneath
the blood‐soaked banner of holiness, or of “marshaled hosts, gathered under the banner
of Emanuel [having] met the enemy and conquered” (Hughes 1975[1873]:115‐116;
Hughes 1869b). At the 1869 Round Lake meeting, the “forces of Israel are to gather
there on the 6th of July. They shall come from the east, and from the west, and from the
north, and from the south, in militant array, to do battle for the Lord of hosts!” (Hughes
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1869a). When several hundred attendees arrived early for the 1869 Round Lake
meeting, Hughes deemed the early arrivals the Association’s “advance guard” on the
grounds “several days before the opening of the battle” (Hughes 1869b).33
Battleground or military references appear 25 times in the sermon texts McLean
and Eaton published in Penuel (1869). These military themes bear their own conceptual
magnetism and course through the sermon texts picking up a long list of referents from
Civil War accounts to analogies of soldiers bearing swords (McLean and Eaton
1869:287‐288, 346, 481). The sermons, however, do not directly mirror Hughes’ theme of
“camp meeting as battlefield.” In the sermons, military themes provide two core
analogies – an individual’s conflict between sin and salvation, and the larger church as
a conquering army, but never the camp meeting ground explicitly as a battlefield
(McLean and Eaton 1869:84, 138, 187, 335, 437, 481). These sermon themes resonate
with Hughes’ military landscape by thematically buttressing the emplaced work of the
camp meeting with both large scale and individual martial activities occurring within
and without the camp meeting ground. Charles Munger’s sermon at Manheim argues
that at such battles as National camp meetings, “Christ contemplates this sanctification
for His Church while on the field of battle; for a Church thus sanctified, and that only,
can conquer the world” (McLeand and Eaton 1869: 187). Likewise Barlow Gorham’s
sermon at Vineland casts the work of camp meeting revivalism in the larger work of the
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church, a larger work that “lives by conflict and victory” and in which “every soldier of
the cross is a captive taken from the ranks of the enemy, brought into the ranks of Jesus,
and trained and inspired and moved by the Holy Ghost” (McLean and Eaton 1869:138).
While the church could live by conflict and victory, some sermons sought to highlight
the role of conflict within the individual. At Round Lake in 1869, William Reddy of the
Central New York Conference claimed “there is always antagonism between self and
Christ, so that to live for self, is to be at war with Christ; and to live for Christ, is to be
dead to self” (McLean and Eaton 1869:335). Sanctification, as John Inskip claimed at the
same meeting, was a state in which, “when a man has reached this state, how great is
the advantage he has gained, and how much more easily does he triumph over his foes,
for they are all without now, and none within” (McLean and Eaton 1869:275). While
such analogies may not have tied the meaningful landscape of the meetings to their
physical features, these martial themes oriented meeting attendees to a larger,
triumphalist church in which they were the ardent soldiers for Christ, studying holiness
(through literature such as the Guide to Holiness) was their training, and modeling
sanctification on the grounds of a National camp meeting was their exercise in spiritual
warfare.34
Addressing recurrent meaningful landscape themes, Stephen Cooley suggests
that,
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“Victorian camp meeting grounds… can be understood as one great
physical construction of a sacred scene to assist in a kind of meditation
upon heaven. Methodists literally made application of the senses as they
placed themselves physically within the sacred scene of their composition
to walk the spheres and taste the flood issuing from the sides of the
fountains. The Victorian camp meeting offered an elaborately extended
meditational exercise” (Cooley 1991:148).
While these recurrent themes of National camp meeting landscapes may have offered
attendees points for reflection on the qualities of heaven, these themes offered more
than just a role as guideposts for meditation. Beyond a Methodist theology
presumptively shared by most attendees, if not a holiness theology shared by many
more attendees (the other denominational participants in the Association’s Pentecosts),
the themes trace a subjunctive world indexed by the National camp meetings (Seligman
et al. 2008). This shared “as if” dimension of the meetings provided a meaningful
constellation of codes, cues, and referents which attendees could potentially draw upon
to interpret not only their actions but their landscapes.
As Arnold Modell writes of psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott’s defense of illusions
or “as if“ worlds: “Illusions create a psychological space in which cultural experience
occurs. It is a space that belongs neither to the subject nor to the object: it is a potential
space, a third area of being that belongs neither to the self nor the other, it is a space in
which we experience the illusion of shared imaginations. This third, a potential space
in which illusion occurs, is also the psychological space in which playing occurs”
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(Modell 2003, cited in Seligman et al. 2009:50‐51). Like play or festival, these
ritual/liturgical performative landscapes created bounded worlds of religious activity
with their own temporal rhythms and spatial orders (Gadamer 1976). Built through the
narrative of discourse spoken, written, and inscribed on the physical landscape, it
seems insufficient to claim these spaces served only in a meta‐communicative role
establishing the ‘frame’ of camp meeting time and space. Rather, the trifold camp
meeting discourse explored in this chapter continually indexed a subjunctive Beulah
Land, encountered by participants on holiness pilgrimage, in holiness performance in
ritual/liturgical services, social occasions, during the process of embodied movement
across grounds marked by traditional camp meeting landscape elements, and even in
the cottage parlors, markets, and dining halls of less‐than‐traditional residential and
commercial areas on the camp meeting grounds.
As the Association’s meetings brought this sanctifying citizenry away from their
mostly secular urban landscapes into a meaningful landscape complex of temple‐
Beulah‐Pentecost‐Millenium‐battleground, the Association did not condemn the
bourgeois lifestyles of its ranks. Rather, the Association’s discourse and designed
landscapes celebrated the urban Victorian home and the suburban ideal to which
increasing numbers of the urban middle‐classes aspired. At Vineland, and Manheim,
the Association surrounded the central worship area, the “House of God” with
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suburban neighborhoods of family tents radiating from avenues and cul‐de‐sacs. After
Manheim, the Association would plant its blood‐soaked banner at some of the newest
and most popular Methodist camp meeting resorts in the Northeast and Midwest.
These summer cottage communities, through a landscape mixture of central worship
area surrounded by some neighborhoods of curving, bucolic streets, and other
neighborhoods of gridiron land plats, foreshadowed the latter suburbs launched from
the Victorian ideal (Hayden 2003). The next chapter explores National camp meeting
landscapes further by attending to both the structure of the grounds and the larger
urban design of the meetings as a key to the intersection of the Association’s
subjunctive worlds and Victorian American culture.
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1

As I explore this meaningful landscape later in this chapter, Hughes’ words here are evoking three camp
meeting themes – camp meeting as forest temple, camp meeting as Eden (both traditional camp meeting
themes), and a triumphalist theme of camp meeting as battleground.
2
That Manheim would become the hub of Methodist camp meeting activity in Lancaster County between
1867 and the establishment of the nearby Landsville Camp Meeting ground in 1872, without a substantial
Methodist population is curious. Reliable statistics for the specific number of Methodists in Manheim are
unavailable, and the Borough itself was part of a larger circuit for northwestern Lancaster County. The
location of a passenger and freight station for the Reading and Columbia Railroad at Manheim may have
fostered its accessibility, but does not seem sufficient to explain this Methodistic interest.
3
The camp meeting was quite large. The Reading and Columbia Railroad reported selling almost 2,000
excursion tickets for the meeting, while the meeting’s estimated Sabbath attendance was reportedly at
least 10,000. Preaching before 10,000 attendees may have provided Cookman with strong impetus to
advocate for Manheim as the site of the Association’s second meeting (Camp Meeting at Manheim.
Lancaster Intelligencer, August 14, 1867).
4
Copies of the ordinances were published in the Manheim Sentinel on July 17, 1868. The ordinances are
also currently available in an unpublished manuscript by historian George Heiges (n.d.) Manheim Borough
Council Journal, 1838 to 1881. George Heiges Collection. Lancaster County Historical Society, Lancaster,
PA.
5
Few National Camp Meetings actually had a daily newspaper published on their proceedings. F.P.
Crocker produced a daily paper chronicling the Vineland meeting, but copies of that newspaper have
been lost since at least the 1960s (Letter, Vineland Historical Society to Delbert Rose, 1967). The closest
any National camp meetings came to a daily paper were regular, feature articles appearing in both
secular and religious papers (ie. Adam Wallace’s accounts of the Vineland and Landisville National
Camp Meetings in the Methodist Home Journal, William Rule’s daily reports of the 1872 National Camp
Meeting at Knoxville, Tennessee for the Knoxville Daily Chronicle, or the Rochester Democrat and
Chronicle’s accounts of the National Camp Meeting at Oaks Corners, New York in 1871). According to
Ensminger, the plan for the daily Manheim paper was discussed with Barlow W. Gorham, with
Ensminger leaving that discussion believing the Association would subsidize the printing of the paper.
John Inskip claimed no knowledge of such an arrangement and rejected the subsidy. The Association
offered Ensminger a press tent on the grounds for $10, and free access to the meeting so long as the
Sentinel absorbed the costs associated with printing and selling its daily paper.
6
See Ensminger vignette in Introduction chapter.
7
As a geographically significant form of religious behavior, the preparations for and pathways of travel to
the Second National Camp Meeting mirror traditional pilgrimage activities (Stopford 1999; Harvey 1979;
Turner and Turner 1978; Sopher 1967). As Seng‐Guan Yoeh writes of a pilgrimage for the feast day of
Saint Anne at a shrine in Bukit Mertajam, Malaysia, for instance, the pilgrimage is both inherently about
movement and sociability (Yoeh 2006). Yoeh contends the “spiritual magnetism” of the shrine extends
across borders as pilgrims fast and pray as they collectively journey to the shrine. At the shrine itself, the
feast day is preceded by nine days of novenas at which early arrivals – perhaps not too unlike the few
hundred attendees who had encamped on Daniel Hamaker’s land since June and had themselves
celebrated two Sabbaths on the grounds – took part in evening masses (Yoeh 2006:31). The collective
journey to a National camp meeting, through preparations by attendees and the pathways they
collectively traveled, spatially extended the landscape of the meeting if not to the homes of attendees,
then at least to the churches organizing congregational trips and to the passenger stations running
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excursion trains to the meeting. As one reporter attending the 1871 National Camp Meeting at Round
Lake writes, “the camp‐meeting, in truth, really begins in the Troy [NY] depot. A center table is covered
an inch deep with tracts and other pious reading” (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts, 1869).
8
As a correspondent for the Columbia Daily Spy claimed of the meeting, “all sorts of vehicles are to be
found, from the four‐in‐hand to the nondescript of Read[,] Wolf & Co. – the Co. meaning a white pony
and spare Rosinate, such as the redoubted Don Quixote rode” (The National Camp Meeting. Columbia
Daily Spy (Pennsylvania), July 18, 1868).
9
While the rates charged by the peanut stands and other vendors are uncertain, a correspondent for the
Columbia Daily Spy found transportation from the downtown to the camp meeting for 25 cents (“The
National Camp Meeting.” Columbia Daily Spy (Pennsylvania), July 18, 1868).
10
As a deed transferring the property from the possession of Daniel Brandt to Daniel Hamaker has proven
an elusive item at the Lancaster Office of the Recorder of Deeds, I base my statement on Bridgen’s 1864
county atlas (an excerpt of which appears as Figure 6.1) which shows a Daniel Brandt associated with the
property. An article appearing in the Manheim Sentinel on May 8, 1868, identified Daniel Hamaker as
owner of the woods on which the meeting was to be held.
11
Contemporary local histories following historian George Heiges (1943) have identified the site of the
National Camp Meeting with the contemporary Erb’s Woods across Lebanon Road/Route 72 from
Hernsley’s Meeting House. Georeferencing Barlow W. Gorham’s (1868) larger map of the Manheim
meeting with a 1940 USDA aerial photo of the former Hamaker property with contemporary USGS
digitalorthoquads suggests the meeting’s designed landscape is both within a subdivision in Erb’s Woods
and a highly developed cul‐de‐sac filled subdivision south along Hamaker Road.
12
Multiple reports of the meeting’s landscape mention two springs south of the grounds. Only one spring
is extant south of the grounds in the contemporary landscape. The 1980s era subdivision may be
responsible. Two springs, one smaller and northeast of the other, are visible on the USDA’s 1940 aerial
photograph of the site. The larger of the two springs is still extant.
13
Of note, Simpson’s treatise on camp meetings does not mention the National camp meetings, despite its
presence as an introduction to a collection of sermons from the first three meetings. Although the text
appears neither in Simpson’s other published works, nor in his unpublished manuscripts in the Matthew
Simpson Collection at the Library of Congress, its inclusion as the introduction to Penuel and its rather
abrupt ending in that text hint at the possibility McLean and Eaton included a portion of a text that may
not have been written expressly for their book.
14
See Chapter 2.
15
The Lancaster Daily Express notes with some admiration that “sign boards are placed at the corners of
Front Street and the avenues. Thus to find any particular tent, first learn the Avenue, Street, or Court
upon which it is located and then note these sign boards and there will be no difficulty” (The National
Camp Meeting. Lancaster Daily Express, July 15, 1868).
16
Acts 28:24 (KJV) “And some believed the things which were spoken, and some believed not.”
17
As at Vineland the previous year, prayer meetings were far more numerous on the grounds than the
sermons which consumed the majority of Adams’ attention as recorded in his diary. McLean and Eaton
note that “the Prayer Meetings held at Manheim were almost without number. At the stand, in the great
tents, in scores of smaller ones, in family tents, during the interval of preaching, the tide of prayer was
ever rolling on” (McLean and Eaton 1869:261).
18
William McDonald describing a Monday evening service at Manheim in which “scores were converted
and sanctified” and was described in subsequent histories of the Association as the “Pentecost” at
Manheim (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:201‐202).
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Hughes’ reports on the Manheim meeting published in the September 1868 and October 1868 issues of
the Guide were titled The Pentecost at Manheim, and The Pentecost at Manheim, No. II, respectively. In the
Guide’s June 1869 issue Hughes announced a “new battleground” of Round Lake for that July, a site
Hughes assured his readers would have a history that would be “grand, unparalleled, world‐reaching.
Not a continent on earth – not an island of the sea – that shall not feel the electric shock going out from
Zion’s batteries in sight of that placid lake” (Hughes 1869a). Following the 1869 Round Lake Meeting, the
Guide published Hughes’ account of the meeting, an account titled Round Lake Camp‐Meeting; or, The
Pentecost of 1869! (Hughes 1869b).
20
Hughes was not alone in his assessment of the Pentecostal character of the Manheim meeting. The
article the Guide published from James W. Horne was titled Modern Pentecost (Horne 1868), while McLean
and Eaton (1869) also repeat the theme.
21
As I will discuss later in this chapter, the theme of Pentecost became a key theme for the Association’s
understanding of its meetings. The core of the theme was drawn from the Christian New Testament
Book of Acts 2:1‐4:
And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one place.
And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the
house where they were sitting.
And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them.
And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit
gave them utterance.
22
While Cooley’s work is a significant achievement in tracing the intersections of English and American
literature, poetry, and mid‐ to late‐19th century Methodist discourse, I have some pause in engaging his
text on two counts. First, Cooley, working mostly with the writings of well‐educated Methodist
ministers, frequently extends their writings to speak for a category of people Cooley consistently
identifies as “the Methodists.” Second, this extension of the work of particular segments of the Methodist
body to the Methodist whole appears in his chapter treating the poetics of the discourse of the
Association – the services of the Association are cast as the services of “late 19th century holiness camp
meetings.”
23
Bishop Matthew Simpson’s treatise on camp meeting history as published as the introduction to
McLean and Eaton’s (1869) Penuel could easily be added to Cooley’s short list.
24
For support of this point, in part, Cooley turns to observations made my Adam Wallace, then editor of
the Philadelphia Home Journal, at the 1873 National Camp Meeting at Landisville, Pennsylvania. There,
Wallace “spoke similarly of how the trees at the Landisville camp ground reached a height of fifty feet
before arching into a ‘leafy bower’ of interlocking branches, ‘the trunks appearing as pillared aisles in a
vast cathedral’” (Cooley 1991:111, citing Wallace (1873:17)).
25
After briefly describing the landscape of the Manheim camp meeting (a description that forms the first
vignette of this chapter), Hughes turns to a poem by Priscilla Owens written in dedication to the meeting.
The poem evokes multiple themes of “camp meeting” including “camp meeting as forest temple” (When
in the temple thou hast made,| The sky’s broad arch, the woodland shade,| Our white‐ranged tents in
order stand| ….. | When in that summer temple bright, | Our prayers go upward, swift as light,), and
“camp meeting as Canaan” (More ready lips to speak thy praise,| More steady feet to tread thy ways;|
Till, safe above, our gathered host| Encamp on Canaan’s coast) (Hughes 1976[1873]:67‐68).
26
Methodist and Methodist holiness observers were not necessarily alone in appreciating the picturesque
qualities of the meetings’ landscapes, at least at Round Lake. One evening at the 1869 National Camp
Meeting at Round Lake, a reporter for the Troy Daily Times sought to capture a sense of the grounds after
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dark: “No more picturesque scene can be imagined than that presented by these grounds after dark.
Lights are dimly seen from all the tents and buildings. From hundreds of trees along the avenues are
suspended huge lanterns, and the light from these bleded with the foliage, and waving to and fro cheats
one into dreams of fairy land. … [late into the night] Lights no longer illumine the trees, and the full
round moon and the laughing stars give the foliage its only lustre. Far off in the long distance, is heard
the rumble of the locomotive. No voice breaks the stillness, and there is naught to tell of human presence.
Listen as you will, and throughout all the recent scene of bustle and activity, hurry and life, you hear
nothing but the faint rustling of the boughs, and the gentle patterings and gurglings of the waters playing
at the fountain” (National Camp Meeting. Troy Daily Times, July 7, 1869).
27
Whether Inskip and McDonald and Searles referred to the same meeting is uncertain. That attendees at
National camp meetings, while predominantly Methodist, represented multiple Protestant
denominations was frequently reported by the Association.
28
Specifically, Kostlevy claims of the Association, “its leaders, pastors of great urban Methodist churches,
were the moral aristocracy of a triumphant nation. Although occasionally waxing nostalgic when
celebrating the Methodism of a simpler age, and even at times admitting that the carnage accompanying
the Civil War had demoralized the nation, Holiness leaders understood themselves as the spiritual force
that lay behind the military and industrial power of the post‐bellum North” (Kostlevy 1997: 32).
29
During the war, John Inskip served as regimental chaplain for the 14th Brooklyn Regiment. What
influence his wartime service had on his subsequent ministerial career with the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness has not received significant treatment in the literature.
However, the source material for Inskip’s time with the regiment is limited to accounts edited by
McDonald and Searles in their 1885 commemorative biography of Inskip. Among the letters McDonald
and Searles reprint, is a May 1861 letter from Inskip to the Ninth Street Methodist Episcopal Church he
pastored before joining the regiment. Perhaps providing some insight into Inskip’s sense of both the
millennialism and militant nationalism of interdenominational camp meeting worship, Inskip writes,
“No opportunity has occurred for any definite religious movement until we reached our encampment.
Prayer‐meetings have been held in many of the tents. Sometimes you could, without much effort,
conceive yourself at a camp‐meeting. Prayer and praise may sometimes be heard in almost every
direction. … Our first Sabbath service was held in a grove contiguous to our camp. The troops were
formed into a hollow square, the flag and officers in the centre. All joined in singing, ‘Blow ye the
trumpet, blow … The gladly solemn sound’ to the good old tune ‘Lenox.’ I never heard so sweet a sound.
Earnest prayer was offered up to God. All hearts seemed united in one, when we came to the mercy‐
seat… In the afternoon we held a highly interesting prayer‐meeting; all denominations of Christians were
represented” (McDonald and Searles 1985[1885]:138‐139).
30 In 1844 the Methodist Episcopal Church divided along sectional lines over the issue of slavery. For
more on the division see Carwardine (2000); Kirby, Richey, and Rowe (1996:32); Goen (1988). For the
most comprehensive treatment to date of the activities of the Northern Methodist Episcopal Church in the
South during Reconstruction, see Morrow (1956).
31A connection between Nationalist (pro‐Union) religion and the Association identified by Kostlevy
(1997), Peck’s text makes more solid the connections between the triumphant Union and the Methodist
Church.
32It may be of some note that Peck’s futurist vision of American greatness was composed during the
collapse of Reconstruction in the South and the continuing embrace of segregationalist policies by large
swaths of the northern Methodist church throughout the South and even in border conferences
(Carwardine 2000).
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Following Johnson (1997), the “March around Zion” that concluded every National camp meeting, with
roots in African practices that ended the meeting and offered one more ritual action to sacralize the
grounds. However, in light of the martial themes of the Association’s discourse, the march around the
grounds at Vineland while the attendees sung the “Battle Hymn of the Republic” takes on significantly
nationalistic connotations.
34There seems a possible opening for a line of research investigating the performances of camp meeting
revivalists as a Victorian form of asceticism. Discourse surrounding Christian vacationing, resorts, holy
leisure, sanctification, and moral health seems a ripe and untapped source for re‐envisioning Christian
asceticism. For treatments of asceticism, discipline, and power, see Valantasis (1995) and Harpham
(1992).
33
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Chapter 7
Temporary Zions: National Camp Meetings, Sanctified Urbanism, and
Holiness Town Planning
Monmouth County, New Jersey, 1868.
One cold winter’s day William Osborn stepped onto a snowy, wind‐swept beach
in Monmouth County, New Jersey (Daniels 1919:24). In the months following the First
National Camp‐Meeting at Vineland, he had traveled the state acting as an agent for the
South Jersey Seminary at Vineland. In the course of his fundraising travels, Osborn
scouted locations along the Jersey shore suitable for a permanent holiness camp
meeting. The thick brush fronting that Monmouth County beach seemed at first “so
unpromising as to be unworthy of further consideration” (Daniels 1919:41).
By the summer of 1869, Osborn was visiting another prospective site, Seven Mile
Beach, in Cape May County (Osborn 1911:7).1 Spending the night camped on the beach
with Robert J. Andrews of the Methodist Episcopal Church at Vineland, both men
quickly realized that buying the Cape May parcel would mean buying the swarms of
mosquitoes that called it home (Daniels 1919:43).2 When Osborn returned to that
unpromising beach in Monmouth County, it was then that he noticed something. There
were no mosquitoes. Osborn took this as a sign from God. One mile (1.6km) of that
beach and the brushland fronting it would be God’s square mile (~2.58km2) of Ocean
Grove, a Methodist holiness camp meeting resort on the Jersey shore (Figure 7.1).
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Lucy Drake Osborn, who William married during an evangelistic tour of India in
the 1870s, writes of the first religious services at Ocean Grove during the last week of
July 1869:
“This was the condition of things… Tents, new and old (ten in number),
were located about as follows: Rev. W. B. Osborn’s was near the northeast
edge of what was then Thompson Park, now called Founder’s Park, under
quite a large hickory tree… Near him was the tent of Rev. J. H. Stockton
and Rev. G. [George] Hughes. A little south of these Orville Howland of
Troy [N.Y.]… A little north of the ravine – which ran down to the Lake
about where Pilgrim’s Pathway lies – was a tent, occupied for a night or
two by our beloved Alfred Cookman. Next to that, about where the
Cookman cottage stands, was the tent of Rev. E. H. Stokes; near him, still a
little north, was R. [Robert] J. Andrews’, then Gardner Howland’s and
Joseph Hillman’s, both of Troy…” (Osborn 1910:13‐14).
Hillman, President of the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association in Saratoga County,
New York, would rent the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association tents in time for
Ocean Grove’s first camp meeting in 1870.
By the 1880s Ocean Grove was a Victorian religious boomtown. The ground’s
governing association functioned as half ministry and half land company, selling
residential lots on a gridiron city plan to fund their revivals. Holiness advocates
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Figure 7.1. Detail from Thaddeus M. Folwer, Bird’s Eye View of Ocean Grove and Asbury Park, New Jersey, 1881. Ocean Grove proper
lies between Fletcher Lake to the south and Wesley Lake to the north. The southern quarter of Asbury Park is visible across Wesley
Lake.

Source: Library of Congress Geography and Map Division, Washington, DC.

involved in the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness
gravitated to the resort – William Osborn, Aaron Ballard, Ruliff V. Lawrence, and John
Inskip served as members of the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association’s board.
Alfred Cookman, George Hughes, and Benjamin Adams owned cottages within the
square mile, while Phoebe Palmer and Amanda Smith were regular visitors to the grove
through the 1880s leading prayer and holiness meetings (Messenger 1999:55‐58; Osborn
1911). Under the direction of Reverend Elwood Stokes, the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting
Association organized camp meetings each season, provided Methodistically‐
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appropriate facilities for bathing and summer recreation, leveled sand dunes, laid
streets, created parks, and erected facilities for worship services. According to Troy
Messenger, Ocean Grove modeled perfection by drawing on camp meeting pilgrimage
structures to “extend the mythic link” between people and the divine, present a “visible
picture of the perfect order,” a kind of presaged heavenly city of Zion on the Jersey
shore, and provide spaces that facilitated holiness performances (Messenger 1999:45).
Yet, what is the nature of the relationship between holiness theology and
spatiality? As the previous chapter explored, participants’ experience of moving
through and engaging the larger landscape of a camp meeting as well as the discourses
spoken of, written about, and inscribed upon the camp meeting landscape provide a
narratively rich bed for the cultivation of meaning and self‐formation. As most
interpretive frames employed in the discourse of the Association – camp meeting as
forest temple‐Pentecost‐battle ground‐Beulah – spoke for the grounds as a whole, what
of the internal structure of the camp meeting? For attendees, participation in
ritual/liturgical events proceeded along a temporal rhythm guided by the meetings’
orders of service as well as through the spatiality of the meeting’s ritual/liturgical
performance spaces. But not only was the spatiality of a meeting’s ritual/liturgical
performance spaces important, but so too were the other locations both referenced and
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not referenced by the meeting schedules – domestic, commercial, and infrastructural
spaces such as privies, wells, liveries, and other “backstage” spaces on the grounds.
As the Association’s camp meeting practice changed following the Manheim
meeting, shifting from camp meeting landscapes of the Association’s own design to
camp meeting cottage communities designed and managed by local camp meeting
associations with holiness sympathies, the relationship of the Association’s worship
space to the common components of the late 19th century cottage camp meeting would
become a significant issue for the subsequent decades of camp meeting work conducted
by the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness. The
intersection of and the interstices between the Association’s holiness performances and
the idyllic middle‐class vacation communities these performances were grafted onto
reveal much of the middle‐class roots and Victorian anxieties permeating the
Association’s practice.
This chapter explores the spatiality of these anxious roots at two levels of detail:
the internal spatial structure of National camp meetings, and the design of the camp
meeting as a whole. Beginning at the first level of detail, this chapter explores the
structure, location, and spatial relationships between a variety of locales on the grounds
of the Manheim and Round Lake National camp meetings. Suggesting the landscape of
the Association’s subjunctive world is a key to interpreting spatial form, systems of
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activities across the grounds, and the infrastructure of the meetings, the chapter goes on
to explore the relationship between the meetings’ urban morphology and Messenger’s
concept of Ocean Grove’s “architecture of holiness” (Messenger 1999). Key questions of
the Association’s “architectures of holiness” center on questions of how did the
Association’s revivalist repertoire articulate the central worship area with these
residential areas? As the Association’s meetings shifted from its own designed
landscapes at Vineland and Manheim, to the pre‐made landscapes of camp meeting
resorts such as Round Lake, how did the spatial organization of the Association’s
revivalist practice change? Further, what was the relationship between this (sub)urban
“camp meeting as Jerusalem” landscape theme and holiness theology?
At a wider level of detail this chapter explores the more holistic urban design of
these camp meetings reflecting design trends and ideals in the mid‐ to late‐19th century
Northeast. Here, Ocean Grove, William Osborn’s holy city by the sea, stands as frame
and foil for understanding both the performative and infrastructural dimensions of the
meetings’ landscape of performance spaces linked by public spaces and roads, flanked
by residential, commercial, and recreational areas. The contrasts between Ocean
Grove’s urban design and the design of National camp meetings at Manheim and
Round Lake, as well as other late 19th century camp grounds in the Northeast, raise
important questions about middle‐class ideals, holiness camp meeting revivalism, and
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late 19 century suburbanization into the Northeast’s transforming “backcountries” of
th

the Jersey Pine Barrens, the Dutch country of Pennsylvania, and the pastoral reaches of
New York’s Upper Hudson Valley.
By spatially contextualizing the holiness performances of early National camp
meetings and linking their performance spaces to each other and to the grounds as a
whole, this chapter seeks to trace the shape of the religious worlds created by the
Association – religious worlds populated by the performances investigated in Chapter
5, made meaningful through the experiential dimensions and performative landscape
discourse traced in Chapter 6, and worlds that will be textured by the material
conditions of holy leisure explored in Chapter 8.

Holiness Landscapes and Locales
As much in the population density of its attendees as in its design of radial
avenues transected by streets feathered into residential cul‐de‐sacs, boarding houses,
and livery yards, the Second National Camp‐Meeting at Manheim was the earliest
exercise in holiness urban planning in North America. Yet the Manheim meeting, what
was in the eyes of the Columbia Spy, a “miniature New York,” was only a temporary city
and the only instance of the Association’s work at urban design.3 Sometime after the
close of the services, the meeting’s 20 “wood frame” boarding houses were dismantled.
Their lumber, together with planks from the central worship area and numerous tent
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platforms were likely sold at auction in a manner similar to the previous year’s sale of
lumber from the Columbia and York joint district camp meeting (The Camp Meeting
Near This Borough. Manheim Sentinel, August 16, 1867). The following year, the
Association abandoned its own efforts to manage spiritual affairs as well as design the
landscape and plan the logistics of its camp meetings. Rather than rely on an ad hoc
local committee of Association members and local Methodists as at Vineland and
Manheim, the Association instead turned to established camp meeting resort
communities throughout the Northeast and Midwest.4 On these grounds the
Association would operate as guest managers, responsible for the spiritual affairs of the
gathering as manifest in each meeting’s liturgical performance spaces.
As a temporary holy city, Manheim, and the more permanent camp meeting
resorts onto which the Association grafted its traveling holiness repertoire each summer
offered, through their urban plans, yet another element in the late 19th century symbolic
complex of camp meeting referents: camp meeting as Jerusalem. As Cooley notes of
late 19th century camp meeting revivalism’s larger use of the Jerusalem frame, “religious
resorts reached to draw in the millennial fulfillment along with the Edenic beginning”
(Cooley 1991:134). Here, Jerusalem was the New Jerusalem of the Book of the
Revelation to John conceptually connected to “camp meeting as Eden” and the
millenarian aspects of “camp meeting as Pentecost.” Yet, in the discourse of the
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Association, as it shied away from millennial proclamations other than its predominant
“camp meeting as Pentecost” theme, “camp meeting as (New) Jerusalem” was
infrequently referenced.5 Jerusalem would not be so much spoken of as acted out and
designed on the landscape. At Manheim and subsequent meetings the central worship
area would stand as the “house of God,” Zion‐like, surrounded by (sub)urban
residential, commercial, and town infrastructure.6
In managing the spiritual affairs of meetings first in the model of Vineland and
Manheim, and then in the model of Round Lake, the Association assumed
responsibility for managing the liturgical performance spaces of the meetings, the
central worship area and prayer tents. Formal services at the stand and small group
meetings were established as a system of temporally and spatially separated activities
on the larger campground. Within the rhythms afforded by a meeting’s order of
service, these closely aligned locales created a central gravity for holiness performances
on the camp meeting landscape. As Cooley writes of camp meeting cosmology in the
late 19th century:
“If these camp meetings [at Wesleyan Grove, Massachusetts in the 1850s]
physically represented the heavens, circling around their grand out‐door
pulpit‐centered auditoriums as the orbs circled around the heavenly
throne, the Victorian campmeeting, like its heavens, also permitted lesser
centers with their own systems orbiting round. The greatest of these
lesser centers occurred in the ‘social meetings’ of the prayer meeting tents.
Here the devout women of the holiness movement found their sphere of
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activity in the holiness campmeeting. Notables such as Phoebe Palmer,
her sister Sarah Lankford, Mrs. Keen of Philadelphia, Hannah Whitall
Smith, and others attracted large crowds to these centers which may well
have witnessed more conversions and sanctifications than did the main
altar” (Cooley 1991:125‐126).7
Beyond their own celestial circuits in the camp meeting’s liturgical space, attendees
flowed between these activities, and the gravities of commercial, residential, and other
less celestial points on the grounds (livery yards, wells, privies, passenger rail stations).
Tracing these flows is, following the work of Troy Messenger at the Ocean Grove Camp
Meeting, to trace the Association’s “architecture of holiness” (Messenger 1999:44‐59).
In his study of the cultural history of the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting in
Monmouth County, New Jersey, Troy Messenger argues for the active role of the built
environment and urban design for facilitating performances of holiness. More than
static architectural elements as semiotic signifiers, Ocean Grove’s worship, domestic,
and leisure spaces were a means of grace (Messenger 1999:44). Offering attendees both
the spaces and the times for holiness performance, Ocean Grove’s “architecture of
holiness” buttressed in three ways the social modeling necessary for holiness adherents
and seekers to present and emulate sanctification. First, the architectural elements of
Ocean Grove’s first central worship area and core residential area evoked themes of
pilgrimage (Messenger 1999:45). Although by 1894 the central worship area would
become an enclosed 10,000 seat auditorium, Ocean Grove’s first central worship area
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was a brush arbor, a “forest temple” design theme that the camp meeting association
maintained through multiple iterations of central worship area architecture (Daniels
1919). Further, despite the camp meeting association’s platting of the grounds for
cottage leases, attendees established a core of “crude factory cloth tents” near the
central worship area and later auditorium (Messenger 1999:45, 47). Second, the built
and natural environments of the seaside resort presented “a visible picture of the
perfect order, tidiness, economy, and beauty of the heavenly home to come”
(Messenger 1999:45). Third, Ocean Grove’s built environment, design aesthetics, and
orderly urban plan structured attendees’ potentials for action in a way Messenger
argues reflected the particular concerns of the camp meeting association’s holiness
theology. These concerns, addressed throughout Messenger’s text, included
appropriate worship space for the social modeling of holiness performance,
comportment with Wesleyan standards for domestic behavior (as suggested by the
close arrangement of the almost translucent walls of family tents, or the large windows
and doors on the street‐facing facades of Ocean Grove’s cottages), and Methodistically
appropriate seaside leisure. While spatial structures comprise most of Messenger’s
“architectures of holiness” concept, temporal structures were equally important.
In 19h century camp meetings, temporal rhythms were defined by orders of
service.8 As Messenger argues, early 19th century camp meetings presented an
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“amorphous festival temporality [that] underscored the difference between camp‐
meeting and ordinary time by disrupting linear profane time with numerous
simultaneous and spontaneous events” (Messenger 1999:31). The dynamism of these
early meetings gave way to standardization between the 1810s and 1840s, early in
Methodism’s embourgeoisement.9 Yet, the National Camp‐Meeting Association’s
emphasis on multiple smaller group meetings in prayer tents at somewhat‐fixed times
of the day, each day of a National camp meeting, retained something of this traditional
sacred festival rhythm. Here, this festival atmosphere (or, what following Victor Turner
could be considered spaces for anti‐structure) could be modulated by time limits which
emphasized the expected departure of participants from that locale to other locales for
other events on the grounds (Turner 1995 [1977]). As Victorian attendees moved
between sanctioned times of anti‐structure, didactic occasions of structure at the stand,
or experiences of communitas at dining halls and family tents, meaningful frames,
aesthetics, and the orderliness of the built environments and (sub)urban landscape
through which they performed holiness and moved between performances promoted
the social modeling and comportment expected of them – thus providing both the
spatial and temporal dynamics of a meeting’s “architecture of holiness.”
To trace architectures of holiness at National camp meetings, it is necessary to
move beyond the primary source accounts.10 The thick reports of the Vineland,
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Manheim, and Round Lake meetings commonly emphasize individual settings of
services at the stand or particular prayer meetings.11 As Amos Rapoport has argued,
when assessing the relationships between behavior and the built environment, or, for
that matter, assessing people’s engagement with landscape, single settings are not
necessarily adequate units for analysis (Rapoport 1990). Settings, he notes, “are linked
by the way people use them, through activity systems … People’s activities take them
from setting to setting which they organize sequentially almost like beads on a string”
(Rapoport 1990:14). These “activity systems” emphasize the relational qualities of a
camp meeting’s architecture of holiness – relationships that are positioned both
temporally and spatially (Rapoport 1990:12). The beads on the activity system string, or
“landscape locales” as archaeologist Christopher Tilley termed them in his
phenomenological archaeology of prehistoric sites on England’s Bodmin Moor, are
more than stopping points in the system. Rather, following Tilley, these beads are,
“specific physical settings for social interaction … which presence material
and symbolic potentialities on which actors draw in the conduct of their
activities. … A concept of landscape, by contrast, transcends the particular
meanings of locales, signifying a set of conventional and normative
understandings through which people construct and make sense of their
cultural world. Locales stand, then, in relation to landscapes as parts to
wholes” (Tilley 1998:161).
Understanding architectures of holiness as the design model for the activity systems
visible on the grounds of a National camp meeting, allows not only for meaningfully
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tracing these locales and their relationships in camp meeting space and time, but also
attending to each locale’s potential for holiness social modeling and Wesleyan
comportment. While the “material and symbolic potentialities” of the meetings will be
addressed in Chapter 8, it is first necessary to understand the spatial relations of these
meeting locale types.
Although social modeling and comportment occurred across the grounds, the
orders of service at National camp meetings established a hierarchy within each
meeting’s architecture of holiness. Scheduled services at the stand and in prayer
meeting tents, coupled with the central locations of these performance spaces at
Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake, as well as the Association’s direct role in
facilitating these services placed such locales atop the National camp meetings’
architecture of holiness. With each meeting’s order of service providing for at least
three time periods for private or family devotions, the domestic space of family tents or,
at Round Lake, cottages, followed closely the importance of spaces for collective
worship. Commercial locales stood at the margin of each meeting’s order of service.
Dinner and supper time periods allowed attendees the choice of returning to their
domestic space for a meal, or taking part in a communal meal in the ground’s dining
hall(s). Other commercial locales such as barber shops, groceries, a newspaper stand or
bookstore operated outside the prescribed activity time sets of the Association’s orders
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of service.

12

Similarly operating outside the prescribed activity sets of the Association,

but not operating apart from the camp meeting’s expectations for social modeling and
Wesleyan comportment were infrastructure sites such as wells, privies, and livery
yards.13
With family devotions and small group meetings in individual tents, such as at
least one meeting held by Benjamin Adams in his tent at the Vineland National Camp‐
Meeting, places for worship could be socially constructed spontaneously across the
camp meeting landscape (Adams July 19, 1867). However, what could best be
described as “liturgical locales” for holiness performance were constructed in a limited
number of prominent or central locations across the grounds at Vineland, Manheim,
and Round Lake. The change in their spatial relations between the first two meetings,
and the camp meeting resort of Round Lake was one of the more notable shifts in the
practice of the National Camp‐Meeting Association as it grafted its holiness repertoire
onto the grounds of camp meeting resorts through the 1870s and later.
At both Vineland and Manheim, landscapes designed specifically for holding National
camp meetings, liturgical locales formed the central core of each meeting. While the
design of the Vineland meeting followed a traditional camp meeting square containing
the preacher’s stand, backless benches for the congregation, and a brush arbor “bower
of prayer” north of the stand with congregational tents forming the western margin of
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the square (see Chapter 5, Figure 5.4), Gorham’s design of the Manheim meeting
exaggerated the traditional camp meeting circle (Appearance of the Camping Ground
Yesterday. Vineland Weekly Independent, July 20, 1867; Gorham 1868). While
Gorham’s map of the grounds does not indicate locations for prayer meeting tents,
George Hughes’ description of the grounds is suggestive that congregational tents from
at least five congregations were within the bounds of Pennsylvania Avenue, an area
surrounded by the cul‐de‐sacs of family tents that Benjamin Adams hand‐drew upon
his own copy of Gorham’s map – perhaps to note the location of the tent he erected one
sweltering July morning (Figure 7.2) (Hughes 1976[1873]:66‐67). The preacher’s stand at
Manheim, which Hughes describes as “spacious,” stood to the east of the inner circle of
the central worship area, fronting plank benches capable of seating between 3,000 and
5,000 attendees (The National Camp‐Meeting. Lancaster Daily Express, July 15, 1868;
The Great National Camp‐Meeting at Manheim. Lancaster Intelligencer, July 18, 1868).
In relation to the stand, the Lancaster Intelligencer found the ground “admirably
adapted” as “there being a gradual rise from the altar and preaching stand to the upper
end of the large circle in which seats are arranged capable of accommodating several
thousand hearers.” At the height of the Manheim meeting’s Sunday service attendance,
this 284 by 224 foot area (~5,910m2) could have accommodated at least twice that
number if attendees congregated on Wesley Avenue, between the seating area and
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Figure 7.2. Portion of Barlow Gorham’s map of the Manheim National Camp Meeting, cut
and pasted into a page of Benjamin Adams’ diary. What are described as cul‐de‐sacs in
most accounts, appear as long avenues sketched in pencil on Adams’ diary copy of the map.
Source: Benjamin Adams Diary, July 1868. Drew University Methodist Library, Madison, New Jersey.
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between any surrounding prayer meeting tents.
While both the Vineland and Manheim landscapes offered liturgical locales
within a closely contained central area on the grounds, the liturgical locales of the 1869
National camp meeting at Round Lake were not so contained. The central worship
area, located at the core of the northern half of the campground (the southern half
consisting of commercial and residential areas), was dominated by a large pavilion for
preachers (Figure 7.3). Praising the pavilion in a supplement to the July 1869 issue of
the Guide to Holiness, a contributor identified as “Puritan” claims it “was the largest and
best arranged we have ever seen, having under the cornice, on each side, some brief and
striking passage of Scripture, and a bell of considerable size and good tone surmounted
it” (“Puritan” 1869). The 20 by 20 foot (37 square meter), elevated wooden structure
was located on the southern side of the camp meeting’s central worship area and was
oriented to the northeast facing Mount Morris, a hill rising 32 feet (~9.7m) in elevation
from the level of the pavilion, its nearest slope approximate 425 feet (~129.5m) from the
pavilion. Fronting the pavilion were plank benches providing seating for between 5,000
and 6,000 attendees (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts July 1869). The
whole of the central worship area, about 64,000 square feet (~6,002m2) was surrounded
by an inner core of family tents which were themselves backed by a radial street named
Wesley Avenue (Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.3 Preaching Pavilion, Round Lake Camp Meeting, circa 1869.

Source: Mary Hesson, David J. Rogowski, and Marianne Comfort (1998)

Round Lake: Little Village in the Grove. Round Lake, NY: Round Lake Publications.

However, at Round Lake prayer meeting tents and a larger tabernacle tent were
removed several blocks from the central worship area (Drube 1869). Prayer meeting
tents were located at the terminus of seven numbered streets running at angles from the
central worship area, intersecting Wesley Avenue, and continuing to the margins of
what was then the property of the Round Lake Camp Ground. Further, two blocks
south of the central worship area, fronting Eight Street, the Round Lake Camp Meeting
Association erected a 3,000 seat capacity tent for the National camp meeting. According
to George Hughes, this Rochester tent “was a valuable auxiliary in dry weather”
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Figure 7.4 Detail of H. Drube, The Third National Camp Meeting/Plan of the Round Lake Camp Ground, 1869.

Source: Round

Lake Village Historian’s Office, Round Lake, New York.

providing worship space for the camp meeting’s well‐attended early morning meetings
(Hughes 1976[1873]:71). Although separated from the commercial and livery yards on
the south and southwest portions of the camp meeting grounds, worship at Round Lake
was distributed amidst the residential landscape of the camp meeting’s family tents and
growing number of summer cottages. Paths to and from the central worship area and
prayer tents at street termini were as much an experience of passage through a forest
temple as through a suburb.
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For attendees at Round Lake, this created striking implications for both holiness
modeling and Wesleyan comportment. At the Vineland and Manheim meetings, the
close gravities of services at the stand and prayer meeting tents created a zone in which,
following Anna Andrzejewski, attendees’ situational awareness was shaped by the
activity of worship, the social modeling of holiness, and a camp meeting architecture
that bounded those worship activities from the other zones or spaces of the camp
meeting landscape (Andrzejewski 2001). As Andrzejewski notes, “at Methodist camp
meetings established during the middle decades of the nineteenth century, and holiness
ones founded after the Civil War, lines of vision played an essential part in religious
activities. The highly ordered layout of the grounds worked to direct gazes between
and among buildings and their users” (Andrzejewski 2001:139).14 Yet at Round Lake,
the campground’s worship zone nested within the domestic landscape of a growing
summer cottage resort. The worship space of the “house of God” bled over and
coursed through suburban streets in straight lines of sight from the central worship
area. Here holiness modeling mixed with the Wesleyan comportment a number of
scholars have identified in the architecture of camp meeting residential space
(Buchanan 2005; Messenger 1999; Robins 1994; Weiss 1987).
Established in 1868 by Albany area businessmen, and platted off into cottage lots
whose leases were being sold to finance the development of the camp ground, Round
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Lake’s urban design stretched out from the central worship area in a latticework
cobweb of streets running into a network of residential neighborhoods – all separated
from neighboring farmlands by a picket and field stone fence (Weise 1887; Drube 1869,
1868; RLCMA Minutes: 1868). At the time of the 1869 National camp meeting, Round
Lake’s residential landscape consisted of 13 cottages and 500 family tents (Weise
1887:17; Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869; Round Lake Village
Deed Book).15 Cottages, first incorporated into the architectural repertoire of Victorian
camp meeting revivalism in the early 1860s at the Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting on
Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, were an outgrowth of Methodism’s
embourgeoisement (Robins 1994). As will be discussed in Chapter 8, cottages allowed
upwardly mobile Methodists to purchase a small summer home in the country. As one
observer of the cottages at Round Lake declared, the small village’s cottages were
“handsomely and even elegantly furnished… with the added luxury of glorious shades,
pure country air, and an abundance of the society of congenial spirits” (Round Lake
Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).
Like the architecture of tents, Round Lake’s cottages, while at times a space for
the social modeling of holiness within a family setting, fostered Wesleyan
comportment. Both in their luminosity at night as well as the acoustic thinness of their
factory cloth, tents at the early camp meetings of the Association fostered a self‐
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monitoring among attendees, always with the awareness one’s neighbors were both
nearby silhouettes and nearby hearers. Cottage architecture at Round Lake, like other
Victorian camp meeting cottage communities, as Weiss argues, adhered to similar
design principles (Weiss 1989:70‐72). Large windows and wide doors commonly
opened onto central parlors of cottages at Round Lake, allowing residents for little
privacy.16 With most domestic life in parlors, small porches, front gardens, rockeries,
and even in sleeping quarters visible to both neighbors and the flows of attendees
passing from the central worship area to prayer tents, the necessity of Wesleyan
comportment, of propriety and modesty in the cottage may have been as pressing as
comportment in worship space.
Stemming from the functional needs of a temporary city of tents and day visitors,
each early meeting of the National Camp‐Meeting Association drew a growing range of
commercial businesses to the camp grounds. Throughout the 19th century camp
meetings stood in some tension with the commercial enterprises such large gatherings
attracted. By the middle of the century, Barlow Gorham begrudgingly acknowledged
the usefulness of having boarding tents on the campground:
“As to the propriety of having a boarding tent on the ground, that must be
decided by circumstances. Generally, I have no doubt, it will be found
conducive to the ends of the meeting to have such a tent, provided it be in
suitable hands, located on the ground, and wholly subject to the rules of
the meeting. It should, however, be only a place for taking meals, and not
at all a place for the sale of beers, candies, or the like. No huckstering
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should by any means be allowed about a Camp ground” (Gorham
1854:143).
The Association followed this more traditional approach to commercial activities,
limiting the commercial areas of the Vineland and Manheim camp grounds to boarding
tents located at the margins of the grounds near wells and livery yards, and, at
Manheim, perhaps two barber shops (The National Camp Meeting. Lancaster
Intelligencer, July 24, 1868).17 The Associations’ prohibitions on “huckstering,” at least
as expressed through their ordinances passed before the meeting by the burgesses of
Manheim on behalf of the Association, however, did little to limit the availability of
leisure goods and meals (Borough Ordinance. Manheim Sentinel, July 17, 1868). At
Vineland, a hotel and stores along Landis Avenue were a short walk away from the
Park, while John Ensminger’s “plague” of vendors stretched from town to the camp
meeting grounds at the Manheim National Camp‐Meeting.
This relationship between worship locales, residential areas, and commercial
space shifted at the Round Lake meeting. Located on the line of the Saratoga and
Rensselaer Railroad (later the Delaware and Hudson), 14 miles south of the resort of
Saratoga Springs and about 20 miles (32km) north by rail from the city of Troy, New
York, the Round Lake Camp Meeting was surrounded by farmland and rolling forested
hills. Without an urban center nearby the grounds, the Round Lake Camp Meeting
Association incorporated commercial space into the design of the camp meeting cottage
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community, locating most commercial structures on the southwest portion of the
grounds. As a Troy Daily Times reporter noted at the 1869 National Camp Meeting,
Walter C. Palmer, Jr., managed the camp meeting’s post office, magazine, and book
store out of the local association’s two‐story management building to the rear of the
central worship area, but further south on the grounds “another building is occupied as
a store, where a great variety of articles may be found. Another still is a market, where
the choicest meats, fish, vegetables, etc., are arranged in profusion [Figure 7.5]. In
addition there are fine public accommodations of several large boarding tents, through
whose length are spread well‐furnished and inviting tables” (Round Lake Camp
Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).18 The inclusion of barber shops, stores selling
groceries and sundries, meat markets, and dining halls into the camp meeting
landscape at Round Lake created an important intersection between sacred space and
commerce. For the urban Victorian attendees, these commercial locales enabled
holiness modeling and Wesleyan comportment to buffet the process of consumption.
As much as commercial locales formed important functional areas of the (sub)urban
landscape of the Association’s early meetings, they were infrequently referenced in the
writing of the Association. Rather, references to their presence on National camp
meeting grounds were made either by local newspaper reporters highlighting these
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Figure 7.5. Meat market at Round Lake Camp Meeting. Photograph circa 1900.
Source: Mary Hesson, David J. Rogowski, and Marianne Comfort (1998) Round Lake: Little Village in the Grove.
Round Lake, NY: Round Lake Publications. Lake, NY: Round Lake Publications.

commercial establishments as signs of sophistication in the operation of the camp
meeting, or, in the case of Round Lake, records of lease agreements made between the
local association and proprietors for the right to operate these establishments during
lucrative camp meetings. Descriptions of camp meeting infrastructure such as
transportation, wells and privies, or camp meeting boundaries are, in contrast, much
less frequent in newspaper reports and are entirely absent from the reports of the
National Camp‐Meeting Association.
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At Vineland, the meeting’s two large livery yards and complex of boarding
houses and wells to the south and southeast of the grounds, respectively, spoke to C.F.
Crocker’s sense of the grand scale of the religious undertaking that was transforming
the town’s park (Appearance of the Camping Ground Yesterday. Vineland Weekly
Independent, July 20, 1867). At Manheim, Gorham’s plan for the grounds incorporated
two gender‐specific and spatially separated privy locales in the eastern margins of the
grounds, and one spring south of the grounds for a water source. While no records
exist for the design of the privy locales, one observer of the meeting described a
network pipes and tanks providing water to the grounds:
“Three wells have been dug, which in addition to two or three springs,
furnish an ample supply of excellent water. The water is pumped into
tanks [into] which spigots are inserted so that several persons draw water
at the same time without waste. Water cups, held by chains, hang ready
for those who wish to drink” (The National Camp‐Meeting. Lancaster
Daily Express, July 15, 1868).19
At Round Lake, arrangements for wells, fountains, the construction of a reservoir, and
the construction of three multi‐stall privies at the margins of the grounds had been
undertaken by the local association the prior year soon after the establishment of the
camp ground (RLCMA Minutes: June 29, 1868).
As part of each meeting’s infrastructural locales, boundaries such as fences and
walls physically marked the margins of each meeting, controlled access to the camp
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meeting grounds, and separated the meetings’ sacred space from the sometimes very
nearby secular homes and farms. While at the Vineland meeting no historical evidence
suggests the presence of a fence around the park grounds, photographs and discussions
of the Manheim and Round Lake grounds document if not substantial physical
boundaries, then at least the presence of physical structures marking the bounds of each
meeting. While the unimproved forest may have served as a significant visual
boundary separating camp meeting space from the fields of Daniel Hamaker’s farm, a
split‐rail fence is visible in one photograph of the western margin of the grounds,
between the road from Manheim to Lebanon, Pennsylvania, and the forested tract of the
meeting (Figure 7.6). This fence, mentioned in the posted rules of the camp meeting as
a place not to hitch one’s horse (see Chapter 5), may have either been a previously built
part of the Hamaker farm, or, if built for the camp meeting, may have provided a
physical boundary between the meeting grounds and the rest of the Hamaker farm.
Efforts to maintain a boundary at the Round Lake Camp Meeting were well‐
documented in the records of the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association. This
surrounding fence served to separate the grounds from nearby farms (and in some
cases the fence ran only a few feet from apple orchards and the homestead of John
Moore’s farm south of the grounds, or a few hundred feet along the fields of the Corp
farm east of the grounds), controlled access to the ground allowing the local Association
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Figure 7.6. W. L. Gill, “Great National Union Camp Meeting. Manheim, PA,” 1868. Lancaster
County Views by W.L. Gill of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Spit‐rail fence visible mid‐ground,
behind gathered attendees.

Source: Robert N. Dennis Collection, New York Public Library, NewYork, NewYork.

to charge for access or close the ground on a Sabbath, and the fence, surrounding the
prominence upon which the camp meeting sat between the line of the Saratoga and
Rensselaer Railroad to the west and the Malta‐Clifton Park road to the east, was
visually striking amidst the Saratoga County landscape (Avery‐Quinn 2009; Beers and
Beers 1866). Built late in the summer of 1868, the fence was primarily a 6 foot (1.8m) tall
picket fence of 3.5 inch (8.9cm) boards painted with whitewash (Figure 7.7).
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From the bounded margins of each campground to the central worship area at
each meeting’s core, embodied movement formed the connective tissue, the “string”
threading the activity areas or performative locales of the meetings. Each type of locale
offered different potentials for holiness performance and comportment with Wesleyan
expectations for behavior. With worship spaces at the stand or in prayer tents
providing the densest concentration of space for the social modeling of holiness ‐‐
where “forest temple” or, following Messenger, the “pilgrimage architecture” of simple
factory cloth prayer tents provided attendees with material and symbolic potentialities
both for drawing meaning from their settings as well as receiving symbolic cues as to
the behavior expected of them – designers of the camp meeting (sub)urban landscape
were free to draw upon other, less traditional, sources for the design of these camp
meeting grounds. Little in the history of Methodist camp meeting revivalism seemed to
shape holiness urban design – even with the re‐invented traditional core of the
Manheim meeting, Gorham turned to an innovative radial design for residential,
commercial, and infrastructural spaces. At Round Lake, the local association’s original
32 acres of land was designed not solely as a worship space ringed by tents, but as a
larger cottage landscape with needs for both commercial operations and infrastructure
that would enable summer‐long residence on the grounds. To understand the
connections between these worship, residential, commercial, and infrastructural locales,
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Figure 7.7. Construction of the Delaware and Hudson station. Built in 1872, the station replaced an
earlier two‐story wooden structure erected in 1868. The campground is to the rear (east) of the
station, separated from the rail line by the campground’s fence. Source: Mary Hesson, David J. Rogowski, and
Marianne Comfort (1998) Round Lake: Little Village in the Grove. Round Lake, NY: Round Lake Publications. Lake, NY: Round Lake
Publications.

to, in a sense, read the grammar of holiness urban design, it is necessary to view the
camp meeting landscape holistically. In this sense the urban morphology of these camp
meetings presents a means of accessing a larger‐scale spatial narrative of the
Association’s architecture.
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A Miniature New York.

20

Viewing this large‐scale spatial narrative of the Association, it is important to
foreground this narrative as the spatial total of the meetings’ architectures of holiness.
As meetings whose architectures of holiness promoted occasions for the social
modeling of holiness and grafted holiness theology, as popularized by the works of 19th
century lay holiness advocates, onto the more traditional meaningful frames of camp
meeting revivalism, divergences between traditional camp meeting design and holiness
camp meeting design could be expected. As previously stated, the design of the
Association’s Vineland and Manheim meetings, as well as the Association’s
“traditional” discourse, sought to maintain in architectural components, if not in scale,
traditional camp meeting form for the central worship area – at least “traditional” form
as re‐invented mid‐century by Barlow Gorham (Gorham 1854). At Manheim,
particularly, divergences, if not innovations, arose in the meetings’ larger/outer
residential, commercial, and infrastructural landscapes. Yet, divergences between the
“camp meeting of memory” and the “camp meeting of practice” were not a function of
residential needs alone. The Association’s revivalist practice, emphasizing the efficacy
of smaller group prayer meetings, experience meetings, and love feasts stretched the
traditional design adopted at Vineland and Manheim – a design emphasizing the
centrality of the preacher’s stand, sinner’s pen, and plank congregational seating.
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As Messenger argues, the experience of entire sanctification and the experience
of intense and sudden religious conversion were “dissimilar religious experiences,” and
as such, the practice of cultivating holiness experience and the practice of fostering
religious conversion needed different ritual space (Messenger 1999:58). Camp meetings
that were occasional rural events operated, in part, as social spectacle (Inomata and
Coben 2006; Handelman 1990). As events seeking to promote extravagant displays of
sudden and intense religious conversion, camp meeting designers commonly selected a
strategic central location for a central worship area and, through clearing the grounds
and staking tents, sought to ensure that area’s prominent visibility throughout the
grounds (Andrzejewski 2000). The design of these meetings provided a central worship
area that, from the exterior, had prominent visibility from the surrounding grounds, but
from the interior, was worship space visually bounded by the imposing and stark colors
of surrounding ranks of family tents. By this design, such a “traditional” camp meeting
relied on what architectural historian Lindsay Jones calls “architecture of allurement” –
designs that invite passers‐by into a performance, seeking to maintain the attention of
audience/participants, and attract passive observers, turning them into active
audience/participants (Jones 2000a, 2000b).
At holiness camp meetings, the experience of entire sanctification was not
necessarily an instantaneous occurrence nor did it require an extravagant emotional
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display.

21

Holiness, as a process rather than a single point in time, meant that a holiness

camp meeting was, for the holiness adherent, an event for deepening their experience of
holiness. For the holiness seeker, a National camp meeting was the opportunity to
perhaps experience entire sanctification, but certainly have the opportunity to learn and
model holiness. This shift from Methodist emphasis on “radical individual
transformation” to holiness emphasis on “slow modification” was, as Messenger
argues, modeled in the urban design of holiness camp meetings. Observing the urban
form of the Ocean Grove camp meeting, Messenger claims the plan mirrored “the
evangelical world’s restatement of its beliefs in increasingly rigid formulas, [such that]
residents of Ocean Grove could be in no doubt that the perfect city was a city of order –
perfectly straight lines intersecting other lines a right angles, defining a series of
identical rectangular lots. The meandering, undulating, doubts and arguments of the
world had no place in the perfect city, where right and wrong were explicit in revivalist
rhetoric, and acceptable and non‐acceptable behavior were clearly ordained in camp‐
meeting regulations” (Messenger 1999:58‐59). While this perfect order may have
marked the sanctified city, Ocean Grove’s gridiron plan had numerous precursors in
the region, including New York City and Philadelphia, and even the more recently‐
established and decidedly secular settlement of Vineland, New Jersey.
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A gridiron urban plan – a plan Peter Marcuse (1987) notes is named after a
medieval torture device – is a plan marked by a hard regularity of parallel streets
intersecting each other at 90 degree angles (Marcuse 1987:290; Reps 1965:172). Gridiron
plans had been used for urban areas along the eastern seaboard early in European
settlement (Conzen 1980). Such forms had been imbued with theological importance
and used in 18th and 19th century religious town planning in North America, such as
Mormon leader Joseph Smith’s 1833 plan for the “City of Zion” to be built near
Independence, Missouri (Figure 7.8). Yet, neither the holiness theology of Phoebe
Palmer, nor that originally offered by Jonathan Wesley were inherently spatial. Neither
offer either a cosmological model nor a specific social model (beyond Wesleyan
concerns with modesty and propriety) that would necessarily dictate the urban grid of
Ocean Grove, the radial, latticework, and cobweb plans of Round Lake and other late
19th century camp meetings, nor even necessarily the complex radial system of cul‐de‐
sacs at the Manheim National Camp‐Meeting. While Messenger suggests such order
created a safe worship space for Evangelicals under assault from such forces of
modernity as Darwinism and advancing technology, other cultural practices may have
been at work (Messenger 1999:58). As much as holiness advocates grafted holiness
theology onto the symbolic structures of 19th century camp meeting revivalism in
composing a meaningful, subjunctive landscape for holiness camp meetings, so too
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Figure 7.8. Joseph Smith’s plan for the City of Zion, 1833.

Source: John W. Reps (1965) The Making of Urban

America. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.

might their design intentions be found elsewhere than the repertoire of holiness
theology proper.
As already discussed, early 19th century camp meeting designs were physically
constructed around architectures of allurement meant to draw observers into active
participation in the conversion activities of the central worship area. So common was
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this early design emphasis that Charles Johnson’s review of camp meeting revivalism
suggested only two major forms (circular and rectangular) for Methodist camp
meetings – both emphasizing the work of the central worship area (Johnson 1955; see
Chapter 2). As Ellen Weiss, Kenneth Brown, and others have noted, though, it was not
until the middle of the 19th century that permanent camp meeting grounds introduced
more elaborate designs (Messenger 1999:48; Brown 1997; Weiss 1989).
Established in 1835 on Martha’s Vineyard, the Wesleyan Grove camp meeting, as
the first camp meeting cottage community in the Northeast would be highly influential
in the development of late 19th century camp meeting revivalism (Vincent 1858).
Beginning in 1859, the Martha’s Vineyard Camp‐Meeting Association embarked on a
series of design moves that would transform the camp meeting from “a confusing
jumble of 15 acres saved from disarray only by the clear order of the main circle of
society tents and preaching space, the circle of Broadway around that, and the radial
lanes” into a cottage community (Weiss 1989:35). Following the 1859 construction of a
new preacher’s stand and a central worship area capable of seating 4,000 attendees, the
local association surveyed Forest Circle and Cottage Park, two residential cottage
neighborhoods on opposite sides of the central worship area (Weiss 1989:35‐37). By
1868 the design of the growing 34 acre cottage community was a series of interlocking
radial neighborhoods (Figure 7.9). Labyrinthine and reliant on a mix of cottage and
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forest views along curvilinear streets that created a phenomenological sense of mystery
and expectation for attendees strolling and engaging the streets’ winding vistas,
Wesleyan Grove captured something of Victorian America’s quest for the picturesque
(Thwaites and Simkins 2007).
By the middle of the 19th century, a “picturesque” taste in landscape design was a
more traditional design option available to the planners of the Martha’s Vineyard Camp
Meeting Association. Developed from formal rules of European landscape painting

Figure 7.9. Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting, Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.
Weiss (1987) City in the Woods. New York: Oxford University Press.

Source: Ellen
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from the late 16 century, and most directly applied to principles of landscape design in
th

late 18th century England, early landscape design proponents of the picturesque such as
John Claudius Loudon, designed estate and cemetery landscapes where curvilinear
paths navigated undulating or terraced ground, open meadows, irregular stands or
groves of trees, waterways, and “natural” lakes or ponds (Curl 1983). 22 In the late 18th
century, for instance, English advocates of “moral therapy,” a treatment that promoted
removing psychologically troubled persons from their normal environment and placing
them in a carefully designed bucolic setting whereby quiet contemplation of a “natural”
aesthetic would prove therapeutic, seized on such picturesque design principles
(Hickman 2005). Through the first half of the 19th century, picturesque design became
the guiding element of the rural cemetery movement in the United States, as
horticulturalists and urban reformers created picturesque park settings for burials such
as Mount Auburn outside Boston or Laurel Hill in Philadelphia (Yalom 2008; Linden
2007). By the 1840s and 1850s advocates of picturesque design, such as Calvert Vaux
and Frederick Law Olmsted were transforming urban space into park land, such as
New York’s Central Park, while Andrew Jackson Downing advocated the picturesque
in new country living (Schuyler 1986; Beveridge et al. 1995; Stevenson 1977).
Downing’s work, which itself was influenced by John Claudius Loudon’s design
theory, had, as Delores Hayden argues, a widespread influence on the design of the
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yards and houses that late 19 century middle‐class families would seek in the
th

expanding borderlands of Northeastern cities (Hayden 2003:25). Downing’s design
preferences manifest the picturesque in an absence of straight lines and hard right
angles. In their place was undulating topography, curving drives, broad swaths of
lawns, and irregular gardens abutting the idyllic country home (Downing 1849). Of this
home, Downing writes in a February 1848 issue of the Horticulturalist, “we are glad to
perceive a very considerable sprinkling over the whole country… [of houses whose
owners] perceive the intellectual superiority of a beautiful design over a meaningless
and uncouth form… an expression of the intelligent life of man, in a state of society
where the soul, the intellect, and the heart, are all awake, and all educated” (Downing
1848:345).23 Downing’s embrace of “Rural Gothic” and “Italian” architecture promoted
a certain aesthetic in which beauty was wed to morality. “Dirty” or “deformed” urban
houses, so often in Downing’s eyes accompanied by “coarse and groveling manners”
stood as the antithesis of his design recommendations (Downing 1848:346). Proper
homes and gardens, Downing argued, with appropriate style and landscaping would
powerfully mark a family’s taste. Taste, by extension, would operate not only on an
individual’s sense of the beautiful, but would shape actions, thoughts, and feelings
(Downing 1848:47).24
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The application of Downing’s aesthetic principles to the design of villages or
towns was undertaken early in the 1860s. In 1853, when Llewellyn Haskell employed
Alexander Jackson Davis, a former Downing collaborator, to design a picturesque
suburban community in the mountains of North Jersey near New York City, Downing’s
principles were being realized in more than solitary country houses, but in suburban
form (Schuyler 1986:156‐157; Wilson 1979). As the nation’s first satellite suburb,
Llewellyn park provided at first 450 acres of curvilinear and meandering streets and
forest lots (Figure 7.10) (Wilson 1979:80). While lots provided sufficient privacy for
individual property owners, the community’s deed covenants, lack of fences, and
public park spaces invited a range of residents from abolitionists, poets, and merchants

Figure 7.10. Map of Llewellyn Park and Villa sites, on Eagle Ridge in Orange & West Bloomfield, 1857.

Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

reprinted in Richard Wilson (1979) Idealism and the Origin of the First American Suburb: Llewellyn Park, New Jersey. American Art Journal 2(4):79‐90.
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to, by the closing decades of the century, wealthy industrialists (Hayden 2003:60).
As much as Wesleyan Grove was picturesque and its camp meeting cottages
tastefully‐designed with such Rural Gothic elements as flared cornices, exaggerated
roof lines, and board‐and‐batten exterior walls, its streets were neither the meandering
streets of Llewellyn Park, nor the ambling paths of Laurel Hill. Its radial streets and
three interlocking circles of camp meeting gravity were deceptively picturesque and
playfully ordered. Yet the order of Wesleyan Grove was not the order of Ocean Grove,
nor was it the order of the National Camp‐Meeting Association’s meeting at Manheim,
nor was it quite the latticework cobweb of Round Lake.25 The urban design of these
three Methodist/holiness meetings was much more forward in its orderliness, but still
playfully picturesque.
While arguing for the influence of Wesleyan Grove as a model for the design of
the Manheim National Camp Meeting, Round Lake, and other late 19th century camp
meetings, Weiss admits “there is a possibility, if rather remote, of a ‘high‐style’ source
for the idea of concentric circles cut by radiating roads, in the Circus Island section of a
plan for Boston, published in 1844 by a Scottish designer, Robert Gourlay. If the Boston
plan is the inspiration for Wesleyan Grove’s radial‐concentric parts, then the camp
meeting is part of a grand European urbanisitc tradition” (Weiss 1989:32).26 Whatever
the influences on the design of Wesleyan Grove, several design precursors from a North
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American urbanistic tradition were available for Gorham’s radial plan for Manheim, the
radial plan of the core of the Round Lake camp ground, as well as other
Methodist/holiness camp grounds in the Northeast, such as Pitman Grove, New Jersey
(Figure 7.11) (Batten and Richards 2002). As John Reps notes, 19th century American
urban design occasionally turned to circular or “cobweb” designs in order to avoid the
strikingly common grid‐iron pattern (Reps 1965:489‐490). The earliest such design, that
of Circleville, Ohio (Figure 7.12), may have influenced the design of several subsequent
town plans in Ohio and Pennsylvania including Perryopolis, Pennsylvania (1834), and
Marienville, Pennsylvania (1841) (Reps 1965:490). There are dual design emphases with
each of these cobweb plans – a prominent, open, central square from which and into
which transecting streets provide long‐reaching views into or out of the surrounding
residential blocks, as well as a tight arrangement of radial streets around a central core
that allows for significant design flexibility in areas away from the core.
At Manheim, Gorham’s use of cobweb design for the streets surrounding and
radiating from the central worship area was playfully reproduced in an inverted scale
to create the residential neighborhoods. At the wooded fringes of the grounds, the
larger radial Pennsylvania Avenue reflected the smaller inner core radial Wesley
Avenue. Cul‐de‐sacs, labeled A, B, C, etc., feathered off Pennsylvania Avenue as
smaller scale versions of the avenues named after prominent Methodists radiating from
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Figure 7.11. Joseph B. Livezey, Historic American Buildings Survey Map of Area, 1963/n.d.
Pitman Grove Camp Meeting, Gloucester County, New Jersey. HABS No. NJ‐730.

Source: Library

of Congress.

Figure 7.12. Birdseye sketch of Circleville, Ohio, 1836.
Princeton University Press.

Source: John W. Reps (1965) The Making of Urban America. Princeton, NJ:
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the inner Wesley Avenue. As a (sub)urban landscape designed specifically as a holiness
camp meeting, Manheim maintained the curvilinear streets of a picturesque country
setting as its dominant avenues, coupled with the order both of its residential cul‐de‐sac
system as well as maintaining specific, mostly separate locales for worship, residential,
commercial, and infrastructural activities. Manheim’s design order, however,
suspiciously avoids the rigorous order of Ocean Grove’s gridiron plan.
In comparison, Round Lake, established in 1868 by holiness‐friendly Methodist
businessmen as a permanent camp meeting cottage community, incorporated both a
cobweb and, subsequently, gridiron patterns – a development that may provide some
insight into the relationship between a gridiron pattern, holiness theology, and the
development of the Ocean Grove urban landscape. The cobweb served as the initial
core of the Round Lake Camp meeting from the meeting’s establishment in 1868
through the early 1870s (Figure 7.13). During the short time frame between 1868 and
1875, the grounds expanded additively as the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association
purchased surrounding farm land.27 By 1875, the campground had grown to 200
hundred acres. That year, the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association hired the
partnership of Weise and Bardins to establish an office in New York City where the men
were to act as land agents on behalf of the Association (RLCMA Minutes: June 26, 1875).
The relatively newly acquired parcels of the Round Lake grounds, surrounding the
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Figure 7.13. H. Drube, Plan of the Round Lake Camp Ground, 1868.

Source: Round Lake Village Historian’s Office, Round Lake Village, New York.
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meeting’s original 30 acres, had been platted into grids of streets containing cottage lots
of equal size (Figure 7.14). The sales of 99 year lease agreements for these lots would,
the local association hoped, fund the association’s continuing summer activities. At
Round Lake, a gridiron pattern was more about fast land sales than strict adherence to
making holiness theology manifest in urban form.28
Early annual reports of the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association detail
similar concerns with surveying the grounds and expectations for land sales. In 1870 an
Ocean Grove land sale occurred on the first of June, and “when the visitors came, the
bidding for the choice of lots was spirited, and I think fully met the highest
expectations. The aggregate of premiums amounted to about $1,500” (Ocean Grove
Camp Meeting Association 1870:15). Of some note, annual reports for the Ocean Grove
Camp Meeting Association are silent regarding any intentional symbolism of the
Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association are silent regarding any intentional symbolism
of the meeting’s grid‐iron design.
There remains the possibility that the grid‐iron plan of William Osborn’s
holy city by the sea was an intentionally symbolic urban design choice. As an
ideologically‐laden statement, however, this would stand in some stark contrast with
the picturesque aesthetic common in the National Camp‐Meeting Association’s “forest
temples” or the core radial areas of late 19th century Methodist/holiness camp grounds
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Figure 7.14. Arthur Weise and (?) Bardin, The Round Lake Grounds, 1878.
York.

Source: Round Lake Village Historian’s Office, Round Lake Village, New
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like Round Lake.
For a Beulah land away from the city, nearly on the verge of heaven, Ocean
Grove’s urban form would have been unmistakable to visitors, camp meeting attendees,
and property owners. In his exploration of the picturesque and (sub)urban design
theory at the middle of the 19th century, David Schuyler (1986) cites repeated instances
of designers the likes of Andrew Jackson Downing, Harper’s columnist George W.
Curtis, and architect H.W.S. Cleveland decrying the use of such plans in village or
suburban design. For Downing, the aesthetic of rural living crumbled under the weight
of a house with neighbors stacked close on each side and city‐like views for each
resident only of one’s neighbors or the bit of sky overhead (Downing 1850:539‐540).
Likewise, for Curtis and Cleveland, rural living would be degraded by the checker‐
board patterns of the city or residences laid out as narrow cells (Schuyler 1986:155).
While concerns with the symbolism of landscape are absent in the annual reports
of the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association, or in the trustees minutes of the Round
Lake Camp Meeting Association, concerns with land sales are present, but are not
nearly as prominent a topic of official discussion as are efforts to maintain the
orderliness and taste of the grounds. At Ocean Grove, Elwood Stokes noted in 1870 that
Ocean Grove’s first visitors had “universally approved” the grounds and while the
association would take such flattering comments with humility, so long as the activities
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of Ocean Grove promoted spiritual rather than fully physical gratification, then “Ocean
Grove will be to thousands the very land of Beulah” (Ocean Grove Camp‐Meeting
Association 1870:18). In the semblance of the land of Beulah, the Ocean Grove Camp‐
Meeting Association would grade and gravel sidewalks, impose fines on carriages that
drove over side‐walks, grade and sod the banks of lakes on the margins of the grounds,
“handsomely grade and clay” avenues, and level “Sea Drift Heights,” a band of tall
sand dunes southwest of the central worship area among other efforts to create
attractive grounds (Ocean Grove Camp‐Meeting Association 1870:14‐15; 1871:23;
1872:32‐33; 1873:35, 36, 38). Similarly, the trustees of the Round Lake Camp Meeting
Association’s meetings routinely delegated improvement responsibilities either to a
superintendent or subcommittees. By the Spring of 1872 trustees meetings increasingly
turned from issues of managing annual and visiting camp meetings (such as the
National camp meetings of 1869 and 1871), to “improving” and “beautifying” the
grounds. The campground fence was whitewashed, roads opened east of the central
worship area, a hexagonal Bishop’s cottage built for important guests east of the central
worship area on a ridge overlooking Round Lake, and, by 1873, the trustees attempted
to have the public highway east the ground rerouted along the line of the Delaware and
Hudson Railroad providing unfettered access to the lakefront (RLCMA Minutes 1868‐
1873). Importantly, at Round Lake, this growing concern for the appearance of the
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grounds coincided a time period in the early to mid‐1870s marked by a number of
purchases of farmlands adjacent to the meeting ground, their platting in grid‐iron
patterns, and efforts to market and sell these new lots.
Aesthetic concerns with the appearance of these Beulah‐like grounds at Ocean
Grove and Round Lake are further traceable in both camp meetings’ urban patterns. At
Round Lake, the local association maintained worship space within the central, radial
core of the meeting with little change from the 1868 Drube survey. Additional land
purchases shaped and re‐shaped locations for residential, commercial, and
infrastructure space on the grounds. At Ocean Grove, on the other hand, a number of
design concerns are evident in the grid‐iron plan of the grounds. While other,
contemporary grid‐iron urban plans in the Northern Mid‐Atlantic were not without
concerns for picturesque accents to soften the hard urbanity of the grid‐iron plan, Ocean
Grove’s concerns for creating a Beulah land added a number of design elements to the
grid‐iron landscape.29 The most prominent of these elements, as Troy Messenger notes,
were the central worship area and surrounding tenting spaces recreating both a “forest
temple” and an architecture of “pilgrimage” (Messenger 1999; see Chapter 7). Less
prominent, but as striking, was the local association’s concern with ocean vistas and a
healthful environment – avenues running east of the central worship area increased
from 40 to 60 feet (~12m to ~18m) in width approaching the sea, while the large
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Pilgrim’s Pathway increased from 150 feet east of the central worship area to 250 feet
(~45m to ~76m) at the beach. On the one hand, the local association sought healthful
ocean breezes to circulate air down city streets; while on the other hand, such increasing
street widths provided long, open vistas from the central worship area onto the sea
(Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association 1872:33).30
That concerns for taste, beauty, and healthfulness shaped the hard grid‐iron plan
of Ocean Grove, and that elements of the picturesque persisted among other late 19th
century camp meeting cottage communities such as Round Lake, speak for holiness
Methodists’ embrace of and tensions with currents that had shaped the landscape
aesthetic and middle‐class domestic ideals since mid‐century. The relative ease with
which the National Camp‐Meeting Association grafted its holiness practice onto these
camp meeting cottage resorts may similarly speak for both the shared middle‐class
roots of the Association’s holiness practice as well as the flexibility of the Association’s
holiness repertoire.
In the conclusion of his text on camp meeting revivalism, Charles Johnson (1954)
deemed late 19th century camp meetings quite a different cultural phenomenon than the
revivals of the Second Great Awakening that were the concern of his text. The Victorian
“camp meeting as Jersusalem” and the Second Great Awakening “camp meeting of
memory” were separated by decades of urban bourgeois ideals of health, morality,
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architecture, landscape design, domesticity, and the emergence of a suburban ideal. For
the National Camp‐Meeting Association, Charles Landis’ parkland and Daniel
Hamaker’s forest offered blank slates for the design of “traditional” camp meetings as
“forest temples” – designs that called forth the “camp meeting of memory” built at a
grand scale. By implementing camp meeting cores structured according to mid‐century
romanticized visions of the backwoods camp meeting, the Association sought to reach
back to the cultural practices many middle‐aged attendees may have taken part in
during their childhoods.31 In this theater of Methodist memory, holiness advocates
could explore performances of holiness and model sanctification in ways that seemed
more legitimate and at ease with their Methodist social identity.
The Association’s architecture of holiness, privileged ritual/liturgical locales on
the grounds for this modeling. Yet, by their very scale, National camp meetings needed
the trappings of a temporary city. In their residential scale, it is significant that the
Association’s local committee at Vineland and Barlow Gorham at Manheim, despite the
frequency of the “camp meeting as battleground” frame’s occurrence in the
Association’s discourse, chose to arrange the residential expanses of each campground
as an urban space rather than a space modeled after the military encampments of the
recent war between the states. More citizens of Zion than soldiers of Christ, this urban
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residential plan, despite the unease Barlow Gorham expressed at mid‐century,
articulated easily with commercial locales.
Although the Association abandoned in 1869 the logistical burden that was its
own control of the landscape design of its National camp meetings in favor of the pre‐
existing form of Victorian camp meeting cottage communities, it did not significantly
alter its performative repertoire. From Manheim to Round Lake, articulations of
ritual/liturgical space with residential, commercial, and infrastructural space changed,
but the Association carried on with renewed emphasis on the efficacy of its smaller
group prayer and experience meetings in creating sanctified selves and building up the
connections of the imagined Methodist holiness community. Spatially, the relative ease
of this transition on the Association’s holiness performances could have rested with a
common insistence between the Association’s own designed spaces at Vineland and
Manheim, and with the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association (like other late 19th
century camp meeting cottage resorts, including Ocean Grove) on maintaining
traditional “forest temple” architecture in the central worship area. More important,
however, was the Association’s early embrace of incorporating holiness ritual/liturgical
space as well as sanctified domestic space and commercial space into the spatial
structure and temporal rhythms of its camp meetings. The shift from Manheim to
Round Lake was not so much a shift in camp meeting landscape (although camp
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meeting cottages at Round Lake represented a new residential form for National camp
meetings) as a shift in camp meeting governance as the Association moved across the
Northeast and Midwest by partnering with local associations.
As the Association moved its holiness performances from camp meeting
landscapes of its own design to holiness‐friendly Methodist camp meeting grounds
such as Round Lake, the connections between camp meeting landscape and holiness
theology could seem rather loosely‐coupled. The traditional rectangular design of the
Vineland meeting was not the complex radial design of Manheim, while the design of
the Manheim meeting was not the cobweb with lattice‐work streets of the Round Lake
meeting, while none of these meeting designs were the hard grid‐iron pattern of Ocean
Grove. While the need for quick land sales could offer an explanation of the latter’s
choice of a grid‐iron pattern, this aspect of Ocean Grove’s platting may only mask a
more compelling spatial narrative suggested by Ocean Grove’s use of a “forest temple”
central worship area design, tents for pilgrim attendees, reliance of camp meeting
cottage architecture (rather than more urban row home or tenement forms), and ocean
vistas.
Similarly the landscapes of Manheim and Round Lake speak to a concern with
order that, while not manifest in the same hard right angled streets and uniform lots of
Ocean Grove, sought similar “traditional” elements for ritual/liturgical space, an
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embrace of picturesque views, an ambivalent eye toward leisure and a significant
concern with taste. Contrasted with Saratoga Springs, the height of New York’s long‐
established vacation tradition for upper classes that was, by the 1860s, quickly
becoming a destination for middle‐class New Yorkers, observers presented Round Lake
as a destination with a comparably refined culture and taste, but unlike the Springs’
gambling halls, racetrack, and see‐and‐be‐seen sociability, Round Lake offered a space
for Wesleyan propriety and holiness modeling (Corbett 2001; Sterngass 2001; Stone
1875; Dearborn 1873).32
Further, efforts to maintain a tasteful landscape at the Association’s meetings and
the established camp meeting grounds to which the Association gravitated each
summer, centered not only on providing “traditional” ritual/liturgical locales, but
tasteful residential neighborhoods. While the composition of these neighborhoods and
attendees’ practices in their creation and upkeep will be treated at length in the next
chapter, it is important to note these neighborhoods were composed of model,
Methodistically‐appropriate, small homes. As the Association never condemned the
domestic order or working lives of holiness adherents, camp meeting domestic space in
both tents and cottages provided attendees the opportunity to recreate their households
but at a smaller, ideal, country scale.33
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The similarities between domestic arrangements for attendees’ households on
the camp ground with their urban domestic arrangements may have paralleled their
experience of holiness practice. Attendees, as holiness adherents who quite likely were
readers of holiness literature including Phoebe Palmer’s Guide to Holiness, would have
found strong continuities between and similarities with life on the camp ground
moving between residential space, holiness tent meetings, and formal worship in the
central worship area, and their experience of urban living moving between the
Christian home, holiness meetings, and church services. Further, that the small group
holiness meetings that were direct antecedents to National camp meetings emerged in
the domestic space of middle‐class urban parlors – domestic space modeled across each
National camp meeting ground – could only have further enabled the parallels between
camp meeting space and ideal Christian home.
Following Roger Robins’ arguments for the place of late 19th century camp
meetings in fostering Methodist respectability, the “traditional” worship space of the
grounds, and familiar, but idealistic, domestic spaces may have buttressed the much
less‐than‐certain in their Methodistic propriety commercial areas and leisure activities
on the grounds (Robins 1994). If Victorian camp meetings were spaces for upwardly
mobile urban Methodists work out their status anxieties between being good
Methodists and good members of the middle‐class (and, by extension, good consumers,
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as well as good vacationers with disposable time and income), then the landscapes of
National camp meetings that incorporated ritual/liturgical, residential, and commercial
spaces within the bounds of camp meeting space and camp meeting time framed as
temple‐Beulah‐Pentecost‐battleground may easily have fulfilled this role.
However, such meeting locations may have had further implications for their
regional context. The Association’s meetings, as well as the established camp meeting
grounds to which the Association gravitated after 1869 were consistently in exurban
locations that were either directly accessible to urban Methodists by railroad, or were
near established secular resorts. It was here, in the transforming backcountries of the
Northeast that the Association, like other Methodist revivalists, sought to create
sanctified spaces. This was the space for Vineland’s tasteful houses and neat yards
arranged in a grid‐iron pattern reclaimed from the Pine Barrens that George Hughes
praised at the first National Camp Meeting (Hughes 1873). Further north, in
Monmouth County, the margin of the Pine Barrens was the site of William Osborn’s
grid‐iron patterned Ocean Grove. Likewise, Philadelphia’s western exurban counties
provided space for Barlow Gorham’s designed camp meeting order amidst
Philadelphia’s western exurban counties. As Perdita Buchan described rural New
Jersey in the 19th and early 20th centuries, these nearest backcountries to Philadelphia,
New York, Baltimore, and even Boston offered urban Victorians nearby, edenic
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canvases for the creation of the suburban ideal (Buchan 2007). Here too was the
intersection of the Association’s strategy for national holiness revival, sufficient
numbers of middle‐class Methodists, passenger railroads, and emergent vacation space.
National camp meetings and the camp meeting resorts at which the Association
would move between contributed to forces transforming the relationships between the
Northeast’s urban centers and their backcountries. The space of the meetings
themselves were both idealized mirrors of urban life transposed upon a country
template, as well as bounded temporal‐spatial ritual/liturgical occasions enacting
subjunctive holiness worlds in which Victorian Methodists could model holiness and
Wesleyan propriety. These were culturally creative spaces. How participants modeled
holiness, maintained Wesleyan propriety, engaged in holiness self‐formation, and
generally played with Victorian culture have been engaged in this and the previous two
chapters through ritual/liturgical performance and holiness modeling (Chapter 6),
experience of and discourse about the landscape (Chapter 7), and architectures of
holiness and urban design (the present chapter). The next and final chapter explores an
additional form of holiness discourse active in National camp meeting grounds.
Manifest in the material world, this discourse of leisure provides a final frame for the
analysis of how National camp meeting attendees enacted holiness and expressed their
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cultural creativity through the dynamic relationship of leisure and residential activities
and spaces at the meetings.
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1

The chronology of Ocean Grove’s founding is somewhat contradictory between the two earliest sources.
Daniels’ (1919) history of Ocean Grove describes Osborn as visiting the parcel in Monmouth County, then
visiting and almost purchasing a parcel in Cape May County, but then returning to the original parcel in
Monmouth County due to its lack of mosquitoes. Lucy Drake Osborn (1911), a prayer meeting leader at
National camp meetings, missionary, and wife of William Osborn, claims the order of event proceeded
first to Cape May, then to Monmouth County.
2
Again, a disparity between the Daniels and Lucy Drake Osborn accounts: According to Daniels, the two
men decided against the Cape May tract while camped amidst an evening tormented by mosquitoes.
According to Lucy Osborn, the decision against the tract was made on a trip to discuss the purchase with
an unnamed group of Philadelphia investors.
3
That I make this claim for the Manheim meeting and not the Vineland meeting is based on several
factors – mostly factors based on the absence of certain features in the descriptions of the Vineland
meeting. First, descriptions of the Vineland meeting do not mention the kind of “zoning” or separation of
residential, commercial, and infrastructure areas present at the Manheim meeting. Second, it is difficult
to describe the Vineland meeting as an urban setting separate from the urban infrastructure of Vineland.
The Vineland meeting, located within the confines of Vineland’s park, was integrated into the larger
village landscape of Vineland – bounded by the town’s streets of Park Avenue, East Railroad Boulevard,
and a perimeter road running past Mr. Boody’s farm to the east and north. At Manheim, in contrast,
Gorham’s design for the meeting created (sub)urban streetscapes out of farmland – streetscapes neither
connected to nor subsumed by pre‐existing urban infrastructure. Third, although both Vineland and
Manheim were temporary (sub)urban landscapes, the Association’s local committee at Manheim created
a considerably more complex residential structure of tent neighborhoods than Vineland, where, based on
available descriptions, the tenting grounds were much more a traditional camp meeting design (Johnson
1955) flanking the margins of the congregational tents, East Railroad Boulevard, and the margin of Mr.
Boody’s farm.
4
This is a generalization. Several National camp meetings after 1868 were held at sites that were selected
specifically for the National meeting. However, these sites were not selected and planned by the
Association, but rather by local committees. After requesting the Association bring a National camp
meeting to their particular area, and upon the Association’s agreement to do so, it became the
responsibility of the local, independent, camp meeting committee to secure grounds, design the
landscape, and make arrangements with railroads, vendors, and grounds crews. Such arrangements
occurred at the Association’s 1872 meetings in Oaks Corners, New York, and Knoxville, Tennessee. It
may be of note that both meetings met with conflict between the Association and the local committee
over the adequacy of the local committee’s arrangements.
5
Perhaps the most prominent and only direct reference of a National camp meeting as Jerusalem is John
Inskip’s description of the closing march around the grounds at the Williamsville, Illinois camp meeting
as “an old fashioned march around Jerusalem” (Advocate of Christian Holiness, September 1872, cited in
Cooley 1991:131).
6
Incidentally, the “New Jerusalem” of John’s vision in the Book of the Revelation to John was a model of
Jerusalem, much like that seen by the Hebrew Prophet Ezekial (21:16), but a divinely‐designed city
without a central temple. For John, the temple was replaced by the pervasive presence of God and “the
Lamb.” Despite their emphasis on the efficacy of smaller group prayer meetings, the Association very
much maintained, and selected host camp meeting associations that similarly maintained, a central
“house of God.” The Association’s early meetings may have been characterized by McLean and Eaton’s
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choice of “Penuel; or, Face to Face With God” for a title, but the grounds very much maintained God’s
forest temple at their core.
7
For Cooley’s more detailed engagement with what he admits is a rather complex chain of influences on
mid‐ to late‐19th century Methodist camp meeting cosmology, Cooley (1991:120‐ 125). For more on
Hannah Whitall Smith see Smith (1976).
8
At late 19th century camp meeting resorts, camp meeting time was being subsumed into a larger period
of Christian vacationing. Residents of camp meeting cottage communities such as Ocean Grove and
Round Lake were engaged in holy leisure for longer summer weeks than only those marked by the
opening or close of a particular camp meeting on the grounds. By 1874, Ocean Grove’s president,
Ellwood Stokes, reported on the success of that year’s camp meeting as one of the community’s summer
events (Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association 1874:17). Lease holders of cottages at Round Lake,
while allowed residence on the grounds only from late spring through early fall, were nominal
participants sometimes in multiple camp meetings, from Troy Conference camp meetings, to New York
State camp meetings, to National camp meetings (Round Lake Camp Meeting Association 1868).
9
As numerous primary sources including Francis Asbury and Jesse Lee, as well as secondary standard
histories including Charles Johnson, all reference rules for campgrounds that included some structuring
of the temporal rhythm of activities on the grounds as early as the 1810s, I would avoid bifurcating camp
meeting history into an early, spontaneous period of anti‐structure, and a later, bourgeois period of
rigorous standardization. Rather, Methodist embourgeoisement and the maturation of the camp meeting
were both a slow progression over the first half of the 19th century.
10
Here I initially turn to anthropological approaches to both architecture and landscape. While dated and
steeped in systems theory, Amos Rapoport (1990) provides an important frame for approaching events
comprised of multiple settings. In a contrast that is deceptively not as sharp as it should be between
systems theory and phenomenology, Christopher Tilley’s work on landscape archaeology emphasizes the
cultural dimensions and construction of past landscapes (Tilley 2002, 1998, 1996).
11
Snapshots of a meeting’s architecture of holiness are certainly possible through these accounts. The
source material underlying Chapter 5 demonstrates what I would hope to be a reasonable analysis of the
Association’s liturgical/ritual performances.
12
That such establishments shared the National camp meeting landscape without allotted time for
attendees to purchase their goods or services raises questions about service attendance. While attendees
could logically have frequented a barber shop, grocery, or telegraph office (all three were available on the
Round Lake Camp Meeting grounds for the 1869 National camp meeting) during meals or afternoon tea,
without rules closing such stores during services, it is equally plausible a sizeable number of attendees
did not take part in every service at the stand or every prayer meeting. The issue of leisure at the
grounds will be addressed in Chapter 7.
13
Discerning boundaries to each of these areas is difficult. As Tilley notes, locales “nest in landscapes”
and identifying where the activities associated with one locale end, and those associated with another
locale begin cannot be determined with certainty. Further, primary source narratives are rarely, if ever,
precise in defining the location of these locales. Historic maps of the meetings are more helpful in this
regard, but no known maps were produced for the Vineland meeting, Gorham’s map of the Manheim
meeting is lacking critical details, and early maps of the Round Lake Camp Meeting are spatially
inaccurate (Drube 1869, 1868). Rather, I would suggest these locales matter less for their precise location
on the camp meeting landscape than for their modulation of activities associated with them.
14
While Andrzejewski posits efforts to define social boundaries and identify attendee status (ie.
unconverted, observer, seeker, converted) as at the core of the intervisibility of the camp meeting “gaze,”
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the modeling of holiness performances as well as a degree of Foucauldian surveillance are equally
plausible. For Andrzejewski’s argument on gazes and social status, see Andrzejewski (2000:141‐142).
15
For more on the architecture of cottages as a culturally expressive form of camp meeting practice, see
Weiss (1989), and Buchanan (2005).
16
While the object‐oriented endeavor of tracing the architectural history of Round Lake’s camp meeting
cottages would be a worthy future endeavor, it is beyond the immediate scope of this dissertation. In
Chapter 8, I turn to an exploration of a practice I identify as “parloring” common to both attendees in
tents and attendees in cottages. Parloring, while acknowledging the importance of architectural form, is
itself more concerned with the social relations and the material and symbolic potentialities of these
spaces.
17
Boarding tents at Vineland, Manheim, and Round Lake were managed by area businessmen and
businesswomen. At Vineland, for instance, was M. Ellis’ “Vermont style” boarding house complete with
a brick oven for baking bread (Appearance of the Camping Ground Yesterday. Vineland Weekly
Independent, July 20, 1867). Manheim featured at least three boarding tents, including one operated by
“Mr. Leber, [who] has obtained the privilege of putting up a boarding tent on the ground, 25 by 100 feet
[~232 square meters], and we bespeak for his table, sure to be well supplied, the patronage we know it
will deserve” (The National Camp Meeting. Manheim Sentinel, June 12, 1868).
18
Walter C. Palmer, Jr. was the manager of the Methodist Book Concern in New York City, and was the
oldest son of Walter and Phoebe Palmer. The rights to erect and manage boarding houses were,
according to the minutes of the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association, routinely leased out to business
owners from the larger Albany area. For the 1869 National meeting at Round Lake, two businesses from
Troy, New York (Fletcher and Green, and a Mr. McPherson), and a business from Lansingburgh, New
York (J.G. Smith and Sons) operated boarding houses on the grounds (Round Lake Camp Meeting
Newspaper Accounts 1869).
19
Gorham’s map of the grounds (Figure 6.3), presents each privy locale as a single structure. While
multiple stall privies were built on the Round Lake camp ground, that camp meeting association
provided several such structures across the grounds. Manheim, with two such structures and a Sabbath
attendance of upwards of 20,000 to 25,000 attendees would seem quite inadequate for restroom facilities if
Gorham’s map portrays the only two privy locales and particularly if those locales were single multi‐stall
privy structures.
20
Describing the crush of visitors, the variety of carriages and other transportation to the grounds, and the
“good deal of difficulty” in finding shelter for the night, a visiting reporter from the Columbia Spy
thought the Second National Camp Meeting reminiscent of New York City (The National Camp Meeting.
Columbia Spy (Pennsylvania), July 18, 1868).
21
Remembering that both Phoebe Palmer and her sister Sarah Lankford were criticized for their argument
that emotional responses to sanctification were unnecessary (See Chapter 3).
22
For more on the connections between 17th century painting, landscape, and nationalism, see Cosgrove
(1998).
23
Downing echoes this sentiment in his The Architecture of Country Houses (1850), in which he argues “a
good house (and by this I mean a fitting, tasteful, and significant dwelling) is a powerful means of
civilization.” For more on Downing’s architectural recommendations, see Hayden (1993:32‐34). Hayden
is especially critical of Downing’s inadequacies as an amateur architect (Hayden 1993:32).
24
Delores Hayden notes, however, that the homes Downing advocated were not meant for the lowly
urban dweller of meager homes and coarse manners (Hayden 2003:29). Rather the “simple cottages”
Downing designed for country living for a family of “small means” spoken, Hayden argues, “in the
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coded language of Pride and Prejudice, where Elizabeth Bennet’s house is modest only in contrast to Mr.
Darcy’s vast estate.”
25
My assertion that Round Lake’s urban design follows a different pattern than that set at Wesleyan
Grove contradicts Ellen Weiss’ assertion that Round Lake was built upon a radial pattern modeled after
Wesleyan Grove (Weiss 1989:32). Weiss notes that Sirson P. Coffin, the superintendent of Wesleyan
Grove was hired by the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association to help prepare the site. I remain
skeptical of Coffin’s contribution. Round Lake’s records are suspiciously silent on Coffin, with no
reference in the 1868 Association minutes to his hiring. Further, the common history of Round Lake and
available documents attribute the initial design of the grounds to a Troy area engineer and surveyor, H.
Drube (Drube 1869, 1868). Regardless of Coffin’s participation, the Round Lake grounds do not distinctly
model the grounds of Wesleyan Grove – a point to be discussed briefly in this chapter.
26
Without citation, Weiss ties the Manheim meeting to Wesleyan Grove by stating Barlow Gorham was a
frequent preacher at Wesleyan Grove.
27
The Round Lake Camp Meeting Association Minutes provide details of the planning process and
specific purchases. A map of these purchases is available in the office of the Round Lake Historian.
28The historian Lewis Mumford once described an urban grid as “the ideal layout for the business man…
which can be most swiftly reduced to standard monetary units for purchase and sale” and which allowed
for “nothing but a quick parceling of the land” (Mumford 1961:289).
29
When implemented in William Penn’s 1682 plan for the city of Philadelphia, the grid‐iron was,
according to Samuel Bass Warner, the colonies’ leading example of urban design (Warner 1987[1968]).
30
In the design of Vineland, New Jersey, Charles Landis shared a similar concern with the use of the
striking regularity of grid‐iron streets with their potential for beautiful vistas. Writing of Vineland’s grid‐
iron urban core, Landis notes, “each person in front of his or her homestead, should plant trees for shade
at proper distances apart, within one year [of property purchase]. My own engineer set the stakes for the
trees. This was to turn the uniformity of straight lines and right angles in the roads to a feature of beauty
as well as utility. The trees forming long vistas, in time would become surpassingly beautiful…” (Landis
1875:125).
31
If we take Charles Johnson’s assertion seriously that frontier or backcountry camp meeting revivalism
declined by the 1820s, this would mean attendees of early National camp meetings in their 40s could have
taken part as children in the waning years of Second Great Awakening revivals.
32
Of course, this does not mean visitors to Saratoga Springs didn’t undertake outings to Round Lake or
that the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association did not attempt to emulate Saratoga Springs. These
issues will be addressed to a very limited degree in the next chapter – but their significance merits a
special study on Victorian camp meetings, holy leisure, and vacationing beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
33
The Association condemned few practices of attendees’ daily lives. While alcohol and tobacco were
generally shunned, the use of tobacco was not banned from the grounds of National camp meetings. As
Kenneth Brown notes, maintaining the sanctity of the Sabbath was, perhaps, the Association’s one major
issue with modernity (Brown 1999). Additionally, at the 1871 National Camp Meeting at Round Lake,
John Inskip, in a sermon one observer on the grounds described as “not specially remarkable,” made
what that observer described as “an onslaught on the theater, for which he apologized by saying that be
believed it to be of the devil” (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1871).
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Chapter 8
At Play in the Forest Temple: Leisure and Domesticity at National Camp
Meetings at Round Lake, New York
Round Lake, New York, June 10, 1872 – from Shirley Dare, reporting for The World1:
The breakfast gong sounds early in the slight, happy, morning light! Friends go
tapping at each other’s doors, and cross the sun spaces and long shadows together
toward the white dining hall, as fresh as new paint can make it. Some luxuriant fancy
has chosen doors of crimson glass in faint blue and pink moldings but one is in good
humor with odd effects here; and the glimpse of snow‐white tables and shining
crockery within is tempting.
The commissary department is really in good hands, and one comes with the
fresh appetite given in the open air to enjoy the perfect neatness and prompt
housekeeping. It is farm house keeping and the good of its kind. You don’t have to
wipe the knife handle on your napkin, and the cups are glossy, dainty, clean. Lake fish
sweet as mountain roses fried for breakfast, peppery steak, and chicken stewed in old
fashioned way furnish the table. There is plenty of milk, fresh eggs, and cheese, wild
delicious raspberries of a flavor that makes the palate tingle, an embarrassment of fresh
vegetables from the farms nearby, and good bread. I say this advisedly, being a severe
critic on bread making, which is a lost art in most parts of the republic.
Round Lake, New York, August, 1869 – from George Hughes reporting for The Guide to
Holiness2:
The Forest Temple. The place of convocation was one of nature’s choice
locations. A magnificent forest, unfailing springs of pure water, and a picturesque
landscape, of which the pretty little lake in the distance formed a prominent attraction,
combined to render this a most charming retreat from the world’s tumultuous scenes.
… Great credit is due to the Round Lake Camp‐meeting Association for the excellent
arrangements, and to Joseph Hillman, Esq., especially, President of the Association. The
tents were of the best quality, and the boarding accommodations as good as we ever
saw. True, the cost of some of these accommodations taxes the means of those in
moderate circumstances rather heavily; but, doubtless, the rich spiritual remunerations
will obliterate the memory of pecuniary sacrifices. I cannot, however, refrain from
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expressing the hope that the wisdom of following years will devise ways by which the
common people may be more largely represented.
At Round Lake for the 1872 New York State Camp Meeting, “Shirley Dare,” the
pen name of author, reporter, and suffragette Susan Powers, described for readers of the
New York World the luxuries of camp meeting life. In a series of articles written that
June, she extolled the virtues of Christian vacationing and country living. The camp
meeting was an urbane village, its location on a slight ridge west of a nearly circular
Adirondack lake was a picturesque interruption to the boring sameness of the Saratoga
landscape.3 The ornate cottages were brightly painted Methodist nests among the trees,
their wide doors and French windows showcasing to passersby their carefully
decorated parlors. For Dare, who wrote about Round Lake with both a travel writerʹs
attention to landscape and people, and a ladiesʹ advice columnistʹs concern for
decoration, food, and fashion, camp meeting was an event that pivoted on sociability
and a luxuriant array of objects.4 From the dark walnut trim of the Delaware and
Hudson Railroadʹs newly built passenger station, to the hand‐painted chromographs
and samplers decorating cottage parlors, objects across the grounds were a material
expression camp meeting life. Navigating this world of objects, Dare found them the
trappings of respectability in a leisure landscape that was the moral mirror of the
nearby, and decidedly secular vacation resort of Saratoga Springs.
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George Hughes shared something of Shirley Dareʹs sentiment for Round Lake.
Addressing the readers of the Philadelphia Methodist Home Journal a month before the
1871 National camp meeting at Round Lake, Hughes claimed the meeting would
provide the trappings of Saratoga with the benefits of Jerusalem (Hughes 1871)5. While
Hughes promoted the meeting as moral leisure for Christian families, after the meeting,
in a moment of candor on the pages of the Guide to Holiness, he worried the cost of
attending the Round Lake meeting had precluded many attendees of “modest means.”6
Hughesʹ candor was arguably more a moment of self‐conscious reflection than a shift in
the class status of National camp meeting attendees. He had praised the middle‐class
respectability and taste of Vinelandʹs homes and the pastoral setting of Manheimʹs
forest temple.7 At both meetings tenting, rustic materials, and temporary forest
buildings masked, to a degree, the trappings of class. Round Lakeʹs cottages, stores,
dining hall, and even the camp meeting associationʹs small fleet of leisure boats were
the unavoidable, flashy trappings of Methodist embourgeoisement. Despite Hughesʹ
concerns, the leisure activities, tasteful cottages, and world of consumer goods marking
Round Lake as a bourgeois landscape were increasingly unavoidable features of the late
19th century camp meeting.
Indeed, if a landscape can materially manifest the tropes of the Victorian camp
meeting, the Gothic cottages and Christian leisure activities that camp meeting historian
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Charles Johnson (1954) deemed to be a cultural world away from the frontier revivalism
of the Second Great Awakening, then the National camp meetings held at Round Lake,
New York in 1869 and 1871 placed holiness revivalism squarely within the mix of
leisure and domesticity marking the Victorian camp meeting. To an observer, the
traditionalism expressed through the rustic materials and temporary construction of the
Associationʹs first two meetings may have seemed muted amidst a camp meeting
village. Yet, despite moments of self‐conscious pause, by all accounts the Associationʹs
performative holiness repertoire grafted smoothly onto the texture of the Round Lake
Camp Meeting Associationʹs residential, commercial, and leisure spaces.
Round Lake would shape every subsequent meeting of the National Camp‐
Meeting Association, marking a significant shift its organizational structure and
geography. The cottage campground in the Northeast and Midwest, managed by
independent, local Methodist laypersons, connected by railroad to the Association’s
cultural hearth of the Philadelphia/New York City corridor would provide stages for
multiple National camp meetings each summer beginning in 1870.8 For an expanding
number of upwardly mobile holiness adherents such meetings would draw smaller
crowds, offer more amenities, and provide more opportunity for leisure and recreation
than the Association’s earlier meetings. If the Association’s Vineland and Manheim
meetings, like their frontier precursors, drew attendees away from the world into the
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demarcated experience of camp meeting space and camp meeting time, such village
meetings drew the world of urban domesticity and public leisure into to the sanctifying
space and rhythms of the holiness camp meeting.
Although the city life of organizers and attendees had shaped the worship
performances and urban form of every National camp meeting, meetings at cottage
campgrounds offered a qualitatively different material experience of holiness
revivalism. Here Gothic cottages presented the opportunity to reconstruct the Christian
home – a country home architecturally dominated by a parlor sentimentally decorated
with the respectable accoutrements of a familyʹs most publicly intimate vacationing
possessions. Across the grounds, groceries, meat markets, barber shops, bookstores,
telegraph offices, photography studios, dining halls and furniture warehouses offered a
world of consumer goods and staples for sale or rent. For families who owned cottages
on the grounds, and who had more summer leisure time available than the 10 to 14
days of camp meeting, the amenities and recreational options of the cottage campgound
encouraged summer residence. Here, National camp meetings were occasions for
holiness worship in a forest temple that doubled as Victorian resort.
This chapter, like Shirley Dareʹs sense of the dynamics of the urbane camp
meeting, pivots on sociability and material objects. While previous chapters
investigated the holiness practices of the National Camp‐Meeting Association through
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its repertoire of ritual/liturgical performances and the meaningful frames and urban
design connecting those performances with their larger landscapes, this chapter
explores the Associationʹs Round Lake meetings as occasions for holy leisure.

,

Increasing affluence, Romanticismʹs embrace of the pastoral ideal, expanding
railroad and steamboat transportation, and increasingly heterogeneous urban centers,
poverty, immorality, disease scares, and industrial pollution provided middle‐class
Methodists the means, opportunity, and reasons to seek, in George Hughesʹ words, “a
retreat from the world’s tumultuous scenes” (Huggins and Mangan 2004; Koshar 2002;
Cross 1990; Walvin 1978). As noted in previous studies of leisure and camp meeting
revivalism, late 19th century cottage camp meetings offered resort destinations for
mostly urban Christians, destinations that served as alternatives to the eraʹs popular
secular resorts (Messenger 1999; Grover, ed. 1992; Robins 1994). In these places,
Methodists worked out status anxieties while working on reconciling their own identity
as good members of the middle‐class and good Methodists (Robbins 1994; see Chapter
2). As a material manifestation of these tropes of the late 19th century camp meeting,
Round Lake offered a moral mirror to the horse racing and casinos of nearby Saratoga
Springs coupled with urbane country living in the pastoral reaches of the upper
Hudson. Here, attendees of any one of the six National camp meetings held on the
grounds between 1869 and 1883, could engage in Methodistic self‐fashioning through
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the sociability of leisure – the behavioral and spatial codes of busy idleness and a see‐
and‐be‐seen culture – and appropriate engagement with a world of objects and
consumer goods (the latter particularly engaged in the expression, decoration, and
phenomenological flow of parlor holiness on the grounds).9
Attention to this sociability of holy leisure and its world of objects takes this
chapter from the necessary background of the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association
to the parallels between the camp meeting and the leisure sociability of its secular
mirror, Saratoga Springs. Defining leisure sociability differently at Round Lake, the
chapter then turns to investigate this important difference in the materially‐grounded
embrace of domesticity at Round Lake, particularly a rather conservative embrace of
parloring shared by the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association and the National
Association.

In the Pastoral Reaches of the Upper Hudson.
In his account of the planning of the Second National Camp‐Meeting at
Manheim, George Hughes admits that soon after the Vineland meeting, while Alfred
Cookman scouted Lancaster County locations for a second National camp meeting,
members of the Association’s leadership traveled north to Troy, New York (Hughes
1975[1873]:66; see Chapter 4). There, they met with Joseph Hillman, President of the
Round Lake Camp Meeting Association. Hillman, a Methodist layman, musician, and
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successful insurance agent invited the Association to hold its 1868 meeting at Round
Lake.10 The previous year, Hillman was among a group of Methodist ministers and
laymen from the Troy Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church who
purchased 40 acres of relic farmland in Saratoga County for a conference campground
(Weise 1887:69). Near the agricultural village of Maltaville, the 40 acre tract overlooked
Round Lake and sat on the line of the Rensselaer and Saratoga Railroad 14 miles south
of the popular resort of Saratoga Springs. The grounds would provide the National
committee an upstate location along a well‐traveled tourist route up the Hudson Valley,
less than four hours by rail from New York City (Figure 8.1). Although Cookman’s
selection of Manheim prevailed for that year’s meeting, the Association agreed to hold a
Third National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake (RLCMA Minutes: September 9 and
October 17, 1868).
The layperson‐driven campground opened for a Troy Annual Conference Camp
Meeting in August of 1868 (RLCMA Minutes 1868; Weise 1887:14). The conference,
named after Troy, an industrial town in Rensselaer County, located on the east bank of
the Hudson River across from Albany, extended, at the time, over east‐central New York
and bled over into western Vermont and Massachusetts (Annual Minutes of the General
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church 1868). While attendees at the first
organizational meeting on the grounds in September of 1867 represented a broad swath
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Figure 8.1. Map of the Hudson River Valley from Albany to Schuylerville produced for the
Schenectady Railway Company, circa 1910 (original in color). Round Lake is located northwest
of Mechanicville.

Source: Schenectady County Public Library, Schenectady, New York.
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of the conference’s geography, residents of a cluster of Hudson Valley towns north from
Albany to Saratoga Springs comprised the core leadership of the Round Lake Camp
Meeting Association and were the majority of early cottage lease‐holders on the
grounds (Round Lake Village Deed Book 2010; Weise 1887; RLCMA Minutes 1867‐
1870).11
Each of the larger towns in the upper Hudson Valley had experienced, with some
economic fluctuation, sustained growth in manufacturing and commerce since the
opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 (Turbin 1992). The middle decades of the 19th century
placed the region at the center of several cross‐currents. Economic opportunities
swelled the population of towns such as Troy, which grew from over 5,000 residents in
1820 to over 39,000 in 1860 (United States Census Schedules of Population 1860, 1820).
Transportation by steamer or railroad down the Hudson opened the region to extractive
industries, the latter supplanting the waning leisure springs of Ballston Spa (Starr 2010).
As much as the region opened to transportation in the 1820s, the steamers plying
northward on the Hudson brought artists to the region in perhaps equal measure to the
area’s industrialists. Rural stretches of New York from the Catskills to the Adirondacks
were romanticized by landscape painters such as Thomas Cole, Frederic Church, and
Sanford Gifford (Ferber 2009; Avery and Kelly 2003; Cooper 1999). Framed by the
appeal of the romantic countryside, resorts at Saratoga Springs, Ballston Spa, and Lake
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George drew thousands of visitors from across the country (Chambers 2002; Sterngass
2001; Corbett 2001).12
Aiding visitors to the Upper Hudson, authors produced a profusion of travel
guides to the region beginning in the 1830s. In his history of American mineral springs
resorts, Thomas Chambers suggests that Gideon Miner Davison’s (1830) The Fashionable
Tour: A Guide to Travelers Visiting the Middle and Northern States, and the Provinces of
Canada, was perhaps the earliest travel guidebook to American mineral springs resorts
(Chambers 2002:5). Self‐published at Davison’s Saratoga Springs office, the book
presented both the amenities and health benefits of Saratoga Springs as well as enabling
a broad range of potential tourists to visit the Springs by presenting transportation
schedules, distance tables, and hotel information in one convenient book. Other guides
followed Davison over the next 40 years alluring more and more vacationers to the
Springs and the pleasant beauties of the Upper Hudson. By 1864, John Disturnell’s
(1864[1844]) The Traveler’s Guide to the Hudson River, extolled not only the beauty of
Saratoga, but the larger Albany area:
“[from the mountains overlooking Troy] an extensive and charming
prospect is presented, embracing a view of the valley of the Hudson for
miles, the city of Albany, the villages of West Troy, Lansingburgh,
Waterford, and Cohoes, and the Cohoes Falls; a landscape presenting
more beauty and a greater variety of scenery can hardly be imagined.
From the elevations just mentioned, the eye rests at once, as on a map
spread out before it, on city and village teeming with life and activity – the
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broad Hudson rolling on in majesty to the ocean, and bearing on its
bosom fleets of boats and vessels – a long extent of the Erie Canal, itself no
common stream, floating to market the products of the West – railroads,
over which are passing with lightning speed multitudes in pursuit of
business or pleasure – on woodlands and cultivated fields harmoniously
blended – and on a western horizon of undulating highlands, which
toward the south blend with the famed Catskill Mountains, lifting their
giant heads to the clouds” (Disturnell 1864[1844]:52).
Between the towns of Mechanicville and Ballston Spa this landscape was the mostly flat
topography of the Hudson‐Mohawk Lowlands. Across southern Saratoga County the
lowlands were interrupted by glacial lakes and occasional areas of gently rolling hills
with slopes varying from two to nine percent (VanDiver 1985).
Chambers notes that not all early travelers across this landscape to Saratoga
Springs were impressed with the sandy, flat plains at the margins of the Adirondack
foothills (Chambers 2002:31). Surroundings were “peculiarly wild and rude” and the
aesthetics of nature surrounding Saratoga were judged wanting by both American and
English visitors. In 1872 Shirley Dare voiced similar complaints while offering modest
praise for the vicinity of Round Lake: “the natural attractions are not striking, but after
the monotonous drives of Saratoga County, the low, round‐headed woody hills
enclosing this basin of pure water had a genial relief. With all its sameness, this country
is of a sunny, gracious sort, its wide knolls basking in sunlight till they have caught its
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yellow hue on the wheat; threaded with green, quiet roads, shady through the very
neglect that has allowed wild plum trees and young elms to get a footing by the [stone
farm] walls” (Dare 1873a).
When H. Drube, a civil engineer from Troy, was hired by the fledgling Round
Lake Camp Meeting Association to survey and provide a map of the campground in
time for the 1868 Troy Conference Camp Meeting, the grounds were, as Arthur Weise
describes them, “thicket‐grown, stone‐encumbered, and even marshy in places” (Weise
1887:12).13 The local Association’s tract abutted the Saratoga and Rensselaer Railroad to
the west, and was surrounded by farmland to its remaining sides. While the camp
ground stood on a slight ridge 220 feet (67m) above sea level overlooking Round Lake
to the east, the grounds were separated from the lake shore (160 feet or 48.7m above sea
level) by the Corp family farm (RLCMA Minutes 1868; Drube 1869).14 A whitewashed
fence the Association erected bounded its property and prevented views of the
neighboring farms – particularly to the south as the farmhouse of John Moore’s farm
and orchard abutted an unnamed stream marking the southern margin of the
campground (Smith 1893; RLCMA Minutes: May 31, 1873; Beers and Beers 1866).15
By the time of the July 1869 National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake, the grounds
had expanded from Drube’s initial radial plan (Figure 7.13). Between the 1868 Troy
Conference Camp Meeting and the summer of 1869, the local Association planted trees
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in the fields away from the forested central worship area, laid out cottage lots,
commercial areas, and additional worship space in a latticework of streets south of the
central worship area (Weise 1887:17; RLCMA Minutes 1868‐1869; Drube 1869). Within
the original radial area 13 cottages were erected – nine on the circular Wesley Avenue,
three on Fletcher Avenue, and one on Seventh Avenue (Weise 1887; Round Lake Village
Deed Book).16
As the 1869 National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake opened, the meeting’s
estimated 15,000 to 20,000 Sabbath attendees were greeted by a landscape marked by
400 to 500 tents (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869). The tents
varied in size from the cavernous Rochester tent capable of seating 3,000 worshipers to
7x7’ (~15m2) private tents (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts: 1869;
“Puritan” 1869). Moving through this landscape, a reporter for the Troy Times reports
“lodging, boarding and prayer tents, ice cream, barber shop and store tents meet you at
every turn.” (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869). Between the
tents, the local Association added new buildings to the sparse 1868 built environment –
a carriage landing, boat dock, at least one more ladies privy, a gatehouse, a 35x20’
(65m2) two story store and market, and a long two story storehouse for tents, furniture,
and household goods that doubled as ministers’ apartments during the meeting
(RLCMA Minutes 1868‐1869; Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).
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By the 1871 National Camp‐Meeting the number of cottages on the grounds increased
to almost 40 and the local association may have constructed a more substantial, wood
frame dining hall in place of the tent boarding/dining facility available at the 1869
meeting (RLCMA Minutes 1872).17 Despite the religious nature of both meetings and
tenting families outnumbering the larger, prominently‐located cottages, the attention of
observers and attendees was repeatedly drawn to the picturesque landscape, leisure
activities on the grounds and on the lake, and the campground’s expanding cottage
architecture.
Although it would not be until the middle of the 1870s that the Round Lake
Camp Meeting Association busied itself with fund‐raising to build a hotel on the
grounds, operate the Ordelia, a steamer for leisure boating on the lake, build Palestine
Park, a 500 foot long (152m) scale model of the Holy Land designed, in part, to draw
tourists to the grounds, and drill the campgroundʹs own mineral spring, the local
Associationʹs leisure and recreation planning, and the quite inevitable parallels between
the meeting and nearby Saratoga Springs were openly discussed by 1872 and noticeable
to observers as early as 1869.18 Discussing the gravely beach and grassy margins of the
nearly circular titular lake for the campground, Shirley Dare asserted that “last year the
lake was stocked with 20,000 salmon trout, in addition to the native fish that live in its
waters, and I imagine that any man who likes his sport mild, and doesnʹt object to a
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flavor of religion with it, would find few places more agreeable to his taste… For the
authorities, wisely conceding to the spirit of the times, frankly announce that they wish
to make the camp a summer resort for people who like plain out‐of‐door life,
unencumbered by the exactions of dress and equipage demanded at hotels” (Dare
1873a). The local Associationʹs plans for the recreational potential of the lake were,
however, discussed by the attendees of the first organizational meeting in 1867 (Weise
1887:2).
Early leisure activities at Round Lake were arguably as much a part of the
intentions of attendees for spending a week to ten days in the countryside as they were
the conscious effort of the local Association to provide amenities. For the 1868 National
Camp‐Meeting at Manheim, up to two hundred people tented on the grounds for at
least two weeks prior to the commencement of the meeting (National Camp Meeting.
Columbia Spy (Pennsylvania), July 30, 1868). Where Daniel Hamakerʹs Rapho
Township farm offered few amenities more than a bucolic setting and fresh Lancaster
County air, Round Lakeʹs amenities and location would have been enticing for
attendees with similar sentiments. In time for the 1869 National Camp‐Meeting, the
Round Lake grounds were open during camping season to cottage owners and season
ticket holders (RLCMA Minutes 1869‐1872).19 In one case, Rev. William McDonald and
his traveling party arrived on the grounds three days before the commencement of the
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1871 National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake where he attended Sabbath services and
prayer meetings with dozens of other early arrivals, arrivals George Hughes designated
the meetingʹs “advance guard” (Round Lake Camp Meeting. Advocate of Christian
Holiness, July 1871; Hughes 1871).
Although by the end of the century the local Association provided fields for
croquet and, later, baseball, the groundsʹ early emphasis for recreation was bound up
with Round Lake (RLCMA Minutes: September 4, 1876). Described by one visitor as a
“charming little lake” that had not yet taken its place “among the acknowledged water
beauties of the state,” the local Association first took advantage of the lake for fishing
and pleasure boating (Round Lake Camp Meeting. Troy Daily Times, July 1869). By
1869 Round Lakeʹs Methodists built a dock on the lakeʹs western shore, across the
Maltaville to Clifton Park Road at the terminus of Lake Avenue (Drube 1869).20 After a
short walk from the camp ground, through an eastern gate on Lake Avenue and across
the Maltaville to Clifton Park public road, was, as a visiting reporter described, “a board
walk built to the boat platform for the accommodation of visitors, and several boats are
found there,” which, as the reporter urged the local Association, “we advise to be
covered with canvas, for the better protection of those who use them, from the
scorching rays of the sun” (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).21
For the 1871 National Camp‐Meeting, the pleasure boats were available for rent by the
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hour “to individuals and parties at the low rate of fifty cents per hour” (Round Lake
Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).22 This sole use of the lake for boating
would continue until at least 1877, when the local Association built bath houses and,
later, a diving platform on the lake shore (RLCMA Minutes, August 5, 1877).
Away from the lake, and nestled amidst the campgroundʹs fountains and
commercial buildings, vendors provided the grounds with their most overt leisure
linkage to the nearby resort of Saratoga Springs. “Yesterday, a tent appeared with all
the facilities for supplying Saratoga Spring Water,” wrote a reporter for the Troy Daily
Express at the 1869 National Camp‐Meeting, “fresh from the springs, cold, sparkling and
pure. This is a decided improvement. The ordinary water on the grounds is good, but
Congress, Empire, and Star waters are excellent for a change” (National Camp Meeting.
Troy Daily Express, July 7, 1869). Other linkages to Saratoga Springs were less overt,
but still commanded attention. Surveying the urban form of the streets and cottages, a
reporter for the Troy Daily Times declared that the “proprietors of the grounds are
entitled to great praise for the excellent taste and rare enterprise they have shown in
fitting up the grounds. A little perseverance in the same direction for a year or two will
make Round Lake Camp Grounds equal to the famous Congress Spring grounds”
(National Camp Meeting. Troy Daily Times, July 9, 1869). By the opening of the Troy
Annual Conference Camp Meeting that August, at least one observer proclaimed that
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the “more one becomes acquainted with the Round Lake Grounds, the more he is
impressed with their beauty... They are altogether superior to the Congress Springs
grounds at Saratoga, and if property attended to for a few years will out‐do them in
attractions” (Correspondence of the Whig. Troy Daily Whig, August 31, 1869).
However, despite attempts to draw connections between Round Lake and Saratoga
Springs, for many attendees the contrasts between the two resort locations may have
been more significant.
Drawing on Saratoga Springsʹ early history as a destination for travelers seeking
the medicinal powers of its mineral springs, George Hughes proclaimed that,
“ten days residence on such a spot [as Round Lake], under the influence
of pure air and water, must be greatly beneficial to health. There were
those who went to the first meeting [the 1869 National Camp‐Meeting] as
invalids, who returned wonderfully invigorated. Persons have all the
advantages of Saratoga, its air and waters, without its drawbacks. It is
Saratoga outwardly, and Jerusalem within – earthly beauties blended with
heavenly influences. … Above all we counsel all who are spiritually
thirsty, who have insatiable longings for the life divine, to seek a quiet
tenting place for ten days on the margin of that lovely lake. Thus tented
they will hear voices, heavenly voices, singing:
ʹHe that is thirsty let him drink,
Freely, freely, freely!ʹ” (Hughes 1871).
In a way, the moral endeavor of camp meeting seemingly magnified the healthful
benefits of Christian leisure – leisure that at Saratoga Springs, in contrast, came with
both the derisive label of “Vanity Fair,” and the post‐war reality of more morally
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questionable activities at Saratoga including casino gambling and horse racing (James
1883). While the moral trajectories of the two nearby resorts were intertwined for many
attendees and observers, their connections and contrasts reflected larger emerging
connections and contrasts in late 19th century vacation resorts and late 19th century
cottage campgrounds.
For Shirley Dare, the location of the Round Lake Camp Meeting and its
comparisons with Saratoga Springs seemed an inevitable fact of contemporary
vacationing. She writes:
“Every large summer resort now has its shadow in the shape of an
encampment. Long Branch [New Jersey] has its Ocean Grove, Newport
[Rhode Island] has the Vineyard, and Nahant [Massachusetts] has its
neighbor on Salisbury Beach, where the inland villagers camp by the
thousands for their midsummer vacation. Round Lake is twelve miles
from Saratoga, just far enough to allow of a drive now and then past the
lighted windows of the Grand Hotel and the Congress, a curious glance at
the toilettes by the springs, and the luxury of contemptuous pity for the
unfortunates who seek their pleasure in these perishable ways” (Dare
1871c).
Yet, Round Lake was not a self‐consciously Christian mirror of Saratoga Springs, just as
the late 19th century cottage camp meeting was not simply an alternative resort
destination to the nationʹs growing secular resorts. The relationship was decidedly
more complex and begs some exploration of the similarities and contrasts in the ways
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secular and religious leisure activities structured sociability, engaged space, and were
expressed in discourses of objects.
Saratoga Springs emerged as a resort destination soon after 1805 when Gideon
Putnam purchased 130 acres in Saratoga County and laid out a village on the western
end of this tract (Holmes 2008; Chambers 2002; Sterngass 2001; Dearborn 1873;
Disturnell 1864[1844]). Putnam and his descendants operated a famed tavern and later
the Congress Hall hotel in the village until mid‐century. Contrasting the development
of Saratoga Springs with the mineral springs resort of White Sulphur Springs, Virginia,
Thomas Chambers notes that unlike the latter which modeled its resort architecture
after a rural plantation, the former developed as a rural village (Chambers 2002:36).
Chambers argues both resorts seized the picturesque ideal and sought to create a
genteel “middle landscape” in which natureʹs rough edges were smoothed and
domesticated. At Saratoga Springs, village life offered familiar opportunities to urban
vacationers, balancing town amenities with the romantic, pastoral ideal of the Upper
Hudson Valley.
Visiting Saratoga in 1828, William Stone describes the village as,
“situated on high, dry ground, at the distance of seventeen miles
southward from Glenʹs Falls. … It consists of a fine broad street, fringed
with trees, having so many large and splendid hotels, that it appeared to
me that there were more extensive accommodation for company than at
Harrogate. Fifteen hundred people have been known to arrive in a week.
They come from all parts of the States, even from New Orleans... to enjoy
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the very wholesome and pleasant mineral waters of Saratoga” (Stone
1875:160,161).
For such early 19th century visitors to Saratoga, the resort was a social laboratory for the
creation of a national American leisure class (Chambers 2002:xiii; Velben 1924[1899]).
Throughout the early years of the republic and the antebellum era, visitors to the
springs from across the country brought with them notions of propriety and notions of
the appropriate display of wealth and taste. While at the springs these notions were on
display, critiqued, modeled, and adjusted in the many public spaces provided by the
villageʹs hotels. Early in Saratoga Springsʹ history, proprietors of the resortʹs hotels
realized the money to be made from such upwardly mobile visitors was as much a
matter of providing leisure spaces and spaces for ostentatious display as it was a matter
of promoting the healing waters of the villageʹs famed springs.23
Ostensively, the principal attraction of Saratoga Springs during the first half of
the 19th century was “taking the waters” by drinking or bathing in one or more of the
villageʹs mineral springs. The health benefits of taking the waters had been well‐
publicized since the second decade of the 19th century. By the 1820s, newspapers across
the country printed the letters of travelers to the springs and advertised Saratoga
mineral spring water for sale (Holmes 2008). During a period when most Americans’
knowledge of illness and disease rested on the belief in miasmas, or “bad air” spreading
disease, and, based on the persistence of humoral theories derived from Hippocrates,
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belief in the body’s ability to fall “out of balance” and thereby become ill, tales of the
curative powers of Saratoga’s mineral water and the rejuvenatory effects of country air
allowed springs proprietors to make a wide, and widely‐believable, range of claims for
the curative powers of their springs (Magner 2009; Arikha 2007; Tomes 1998; Osgood
1855; Dunglison 1844). Reporting on the curative powers of Saratoga’s mineral springs,
John Steel’s (1831) An Analysis of the Mineral Waters of Saratoga and Ballston, with Practical
Remarks on Their Medical Properties discusses the efficacy of bathing in the Washington
Spring for curing “ulcerated limbs and eruptive diseases,” the Hamilton Spring for its
iodine and ability to cure “strumous affections,” and any of the more “sulphureous
waters” for curing “visceral congestions and chronic affections of the digestive organs”
(Steel 1831:132,137,180).24 In his 1841 traveller’s guide to Saratoga Springs, Niagara
Falls, and Canada, Samuel De Veaux encourages travelers to the springs not only
recognize the curative benefits of “taking the waters,” but also the curative value of the
amenities and healthful environment that surround the springs (Figure 8.2). He writes
that the waters, “possess curative powers, and have proved successful in thousands of
cases…” but later adds that, “much weight however, has been placed upon change of
air, healthful exercise, cessation from ordinary occupations, variety of scenes,
amusements, the excitement of company, and the like. These are undoubtedly valuable
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Figure 8.2. Congress Park Spring, Saratoga Springs, New York. Circa 1850.

Source: McClellan Collection, Saratoga Room, Saratoga Springs Public

Library.

restoratives to feeble habits” (De Veaux 1841:63‐64).
As observers noted, there was a certain theatricality in “taking the waters.”
Visiting Saratoga Springs during the summer of 1864, Englishman George Augustus
Sala writes of “taking the waters” at the Carlendon Hotel’s mineral spring early one
morning:
“I saw in a sequestered vale a circular stone parapet, within whose area
there was certainly somebody; for, early as it was, at least a score of ladies
and gentlemen were bending over the parapet, and conversing with
somebody. … looking down, I saw a good‐humoured Irishman – they are
very good‐humoured sometimes – standing in the centre of the pit (which
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was flagged, and about six feet in depth), brandishing his pole lustily. The
pole had a circular plate at the bottom, pierced with smaller round holes,
into each of which was inserted a tumbler. The troubled water of the
spring was visible and audible, darkling and gurgling in a bore at his feet.
At every fresh requisition for water he gave the pole a dexterous twist;
brought down the plate full of tumblers to the level of the spring; filled all
the glasses with astonishing accuracy; and, twirling the pole round again,
brought it up to the level of his hand, and served out the beverage as
required” (Sala 1865:280‐281).25
Through mid‐century, the architecturally‐ornate spring pavilions were focal points for
socializing on the larger social landscape of the village. Writing of her time at Saratoga,
one visitor wrote to the editor of the New York Daily Tribune that at a spring one could
pass an hour watching the crowd. There, a “dozen misses in fanciful dresses and
sashes, and as many lads with elegant hats and coats, and well booted, go laughing by”
(“Letter from a Lady…” New York Daily Tribune, September 8, 1868).26 Gathering at a
spring, taking the waters, and observing others visitors taking the waters structured
daily vacationing life at Saratoga. Sidney Fisher, visiting from Philadelphia in
September of 1867 joined the early morning crush of visitors to the springs before
breakfast. Beginning his morning at the Congress Spring, where the lawyer and
essayist drank two tumblers‐worth of water, Fisher “took a walk in the beautiful park, &
then drank two more. At 12 noon took a bath at the Putnam mineral spring… Dinner at
2” (Fisher 1867:529). In the afternoon Fisher’s “stroll in the Pine Grove” and early
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evening spent in conversation with ladies at the Clarendon Hotel mirrored the activities
available to other mid‐century guests.27
From an early date, the groves, lanes, and hotel spaces guests such as George
Fisher took advantage of served as much more than the connective tissue between
springs. As Chambers argues, “Springs proprietors recognized this trend toward
longing for pleasant landscapes and a romanticized past. They made every effort to
create, in the spatial organization of springs resorts, a physical expression of the ideal
society” (Chambers 2002:36). Given the complaints and acerbic observations published
by a range of visitors from George Sala in the 1860s to Henry James in the 1880s,
whether ideal or merely idyllic, Saratoga was an almost exaggeratedly urbane resort.
The connective tissue between Saratoga’s springs were places of “jostle, color, and
activity” (Sterngass 2001:35). Visitors to Saratoga were, as Jon Stergnass notes, “not in
flight from urban life but on a journey to an intensified version of it.”28
By the 1860s, Saratoga was very much presenting, as an editorial in the New York
Herald opined, a “miniature and disjointed [copy] of city life” (Sterngass 2001:36).
Describing the larger landscape of Saratoga during “visiting season” for potential
travelers in the early 1870s, R. F. Dearborn praises the resort as “urbs in rure” or a city in
the country, with “elegant and costly churches, mammoth hotels and metropolitan
stores,” the latter offering “everything desirable, from a paper of pins to the rarest
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diamonds and laces” (Dearborn 1873:12‐13).

29

Within the small resort city, fashionably

dressed visitors engaged in what Dearborn describes as “a fascinating kind of busy
idleness” of riding, driving, and walking. Saratoga’s proprietors created a series of
public spaces within each massive hotel’s grounds including ballrooms, large internal
parlors on the ground floor, large wrap‐around verandas or “piazzas” on the inner
wings of each hotel, and a formal park of shade trees, manicured lawns, and walking
paths within those inner wings (Figure 8.3).30
In each setting, guests engaged in “busy idleness,” a see‐and‐be‐seen resort
culture. Sterngass argues this resort culture was a shift from the standard and
pervasive theatricality of Victorian public socializing, of the propriety, comportment,
and gender expectations of larger American society (Sterngass 2001:145). Strolling hotel
grounds or promenading up Saratoga’s main street, Broadway, provided visitors little
recreation more than movement between locales and the opportunity to observe others,
on foot or in a carriage, doing likewise. Within hotels, parlors stood in stark contrast
with guest rooms. Among a range of visitors, George Augustus Sala complained of the
smallness, lack of a private parlor, and general “shabbiness” of Saratoga’s hotel rooms
(Chambers 2002:49; Sala 1865:290). The rooms’ insufficient decorations and lack of
amenities suggested to Sala a certain disdain and suspicion among the Saratogians for
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Figure 8.3. Courtyard of the Union Hotel, Saratoga Springs, New York.

Source: Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, July 8, 1865.

guests who preferred privacy and spending time in their own spaces rather than taking
part in the busy idleness of the resorts’ more public spaces. In hotel parlors, on the
other hand, proprietors provided a kind of heterosocial space in which men and women
played games and performed music for each other, and sought amusement in plays,
acrobatics, magic shows and public lectures (Chambers 2002:99).31 In piazzas, chairs
and rocking chairs offered potential space for conversations and observing guests
passing through the manicured parkland within the hotel grounds.32 Within see‐and‐
be‐seen resort culture, the gaze, falling on idyllic scenes, exaggerated urbanity, and
other visitors held a major role. At Saratoga, the gaze mediated social relationships
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between visitors, and it was the gaze that estimated the class status – the propriety,
gentility, comportment – of others through how they presented themselves.
At Saratoga, self‐presentation was a matter of busy idleness and fashion. Formal
balls and less formal “hops” provided a key venue where the expressiveness of
Saratoga’s see‐and‐be‐seen resort culture was acknowledged by participants and
copiously recorded by observers. By the early 1870s, each of the resort’s hotels offered a
weekly formal ball (Dearborn 1873:47‐48). Early in August of 1868, a correspondent for
the New York Tribune wrote at length of that season’s first grand ball. The ball was, “in
point of splendid toilettes, elegance, excellence, and dazzling womanly beauty, probably
one of the grandest ever” (The Great Ball at Union Hotel. New York Tribune, August
10, 1868). Details of the ball, beyond the house orchestra, were wrapped up in the
fashion of named women in attendance: “Mrs. J.H. Woolfolk of Macon, G., a bride, was
attired in a robe of rose‐colored poult de soie, long train, low corsage, and short sleeves
trimmed with rich silk fringe… Miss L. Hearn, of New York City – robe of maize‐
colored gros grain silk, long train, bottom of skirt in points edged with white satin…”
On entering the ballroom, Ernest Duvergier de Hauranne, a French travel writer whose
visit to Saratoga made clear his distaste for pleasure resorts, notes the women taking
part in a ball, “make the rounds of the room two or three times to show off their fancy
clothes” (de Hauranne 1974[1865]:136).33
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Such displays of fashion and the fruits of the conspicuous consumption Thorsten
Velben identified with the 19th century “leisure class,” shaped and were shaped by the
spaces on the Saratoga landscape. The material trappings of wealth on display through
entertainment in Saratoga’s hotel parlors, “loafing” on piazzas, strolling along
Broadway, or through its ostentatious display in hops and balls, became the subject
matter of a body of travel stories and newspaper accounts of antebellum/Civil War‐era
Saratoga. Portrayals of wealthy visitors, and visitors aspiring to be wealthy, provided
the material for not so much the formation of a national leisure class, as a myth of
wealth and exclusivity at Saratoga. What this myth could offer the upwardly mobile
middle classes was two‐fold. On the one hand, leisure at antebellum Saratoga Springs
provided a model for fashion and ostentatious display in an idyllic, cosmopolitan
landscape providing desirable goods and carefully manicured nature. Here, the
familiar urban setting merged with the healthful ideal of the countryside creating a
resort landscape for the wealthy minority of Americans who could afford a Saratoga
vacation. On the other hand, there was a dangerous, undertone of the myth – an
element that stressed leisure over work, public participation rather than privacy, and a
gendered element of the myth that provided more prominent public roles for women.
By the late 1860s, however, changes in the hotel and entertainment infrastructure of
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Saratoga Springs, as well as changes in the class identity of Saratoga’s clientele, would
challenge this antebellum myth of exclusivity, wealth, gentility, and taste.
Although a range of male travel writers to Saratoga envisioned sexual
impropriety, courting, adventuring, and other dangers to Victorian ethics lurking under
the surface of resort socializing, antebellum Saratoga remained a mostly moral place (de
Hauranne 1974[1865]; Faxon 1874; Sala 1865). During the Civil War, several prominent
buildings in Saratoga Springs were destroyed by fire including the iconic United States
Hotel and Congress Hall (Holmes 2008). While these buildings burned, Saratoga
Springs’ tourist economy was booming. Flush with cash, proprietors rebuilt Congress
Hall and the United States Hotel as well as building new hotels so that by the mid‐1870s
visitors could choose from among 26 establishments (Chambers 2002:207). As
Chambers notes, with increased guest capacity Saratoga’s hotel proprietors “seized
upon the growing tourism trend and broadened its clientele beyond the elite visitors
who had arrived during the early republic and antebellum periods” (Chambers
2002:207).34
While Saratoga proprietors used the myth of social exclusivity to allure
increasing numbers of middle class tourists to the resort, the moral and genteel
dimensions of the myth suffered. With an increasingly diverse clientele came pressures
for new amenities and entertainments. By the late 1860s horseracing and gambling
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casinos opened on the Saratoga landscape (Figure 8.4) (Sterngass 2001:147‐148). As Jon
Sterngass argues, these new entertainment venues,
“supplanted older styles of amusement. In the late nineteenth century, the
exchange of money and goods within a secular market‐oriented culture
dominated American aesthetic life, moral sensibility, and leisure
experience. Saratoga’s transformation epitomized some of the cardinal
features of this culture: the elevation of consumption as a means of
achieving felicity, the democratization of desire, the acceptance of
monetary value as the preeminent measure of value in society, and a cult
of novelty and technology” (Sterngass 2001:147).
While the bottling of Saratoga’s mineral spring water would continue well after this
transition, the prominence of the resort’s mineral springs faded in the presence of
racing, gambling, and the broad swaths of the middle class turning to vacationing at
Saratoga.
For Methodists at nearby Round Lake, the overtly less‐moral entertainments at
Saratoga may have confirmed suspicions about subsurface immorality at the resort.
Vacationing middle‐class Christians at Saratoga Springs faced significant temptations to
partake in these less‐moral activities and, most obviously, a location such as a cottage
camp meeting offered an alternative Christian vacationing option. More importantly,
however, and perhaps in a more complex relationship, a greater challenge was
presented in the opposition between Saratoga’s antebellum and post‐war resort
cultures. Following Sterngass, this was an opposition between Saratoga’s fading
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Figure 8.4. Winslow Homer, Our Watering Places—Horse Racing at Saratoga, 1871.

Source: Harpers Weekly.

antebellum seen‐and‐be‐seen resort culture with its trappings of gentility, morality, and
propriety, and the resort’s new popular entertainment culture. Round Lake’s affinities
with Saratoga’s older moral leisure culture rather than its new market leisure culture is
significant and arguably marks the core problematic in the formation of not only Round
Lake’s camp meeting leisure culture, but the larger leisure culture of late 19th century
camp meeting revivalism.

From Forest Temple to Parlor: Sentimentality and Middle‐Class Leisure
For the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, the
tension between improper leisure or entertainments and holiness was navigated with
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what one observer called “zeal in a good cause” (Round Lake Camp Meeting
Newspaper Accounts 1869). On the grounds of the 1869 National Camp‐Meeting, the
Association had convinced the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association to close the
campground gates and prohibit passenger trains on the Sabbath. Soda fountains, ice
cream parlors, and vendors selling tobacco and cigars were not allowed on the
grounds.35 Baseball was permitted, but not during camp meetings (RLCMA Trustee
Minutes, August 20, 1870). While the Methodists visiting Round Lake for National and
other camp meetings in the late 1860s and 1870s traveled to the grounds by the
convenience of railroad transportation through a region that had experienced
significant economic growth in industry and commerce, they treaded cautiously
through the options of modern leisure.36 Their challenge, arguably, was, at least in part,
finding balance between the expectations of holiness sociability, the options of modern
leisure, and the traditional, genteel propriety that was well‐established as the
comportment‐centered marker of middle‐class status.
Among others, Lynda Nead argues that Victorian middle‐class status identity
had long relied on shared notions of morality and respectability to distinguish a
coherent and recognizable middle‐class from other classes with more questionable
moral fiber (Nead 1988). Early in the century, the rapid social and economic changes of
the Industrial Revolution had shaped the cultural perceptions of the nation’s emergent
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middle‐class(es) ‐‐ the largely Protestant merchants, managers, and other service
professionals in urban areas and central place towns in the hinterlands who turned to
revivalist practices earlier, and in disproportionate numbers than their working class
fellow citizens (Ryan 1981; Johnson 1978). As Greenberg notes, at mid‐century, and
with increasing tempo through the Civil War, urbanization and industrialization in the
Northeast and Midwest continued to shape the middle‐class’ perceptions of urban life
(Greenberg 1985). Increasingly heterogeneous urban populations, pollution, poor
sanitation, disease fears, and the encroaching immoralities of alcohol, crime, and
poverty fostered Victorian desire for refuge from the city. This urban environmental
determinism of middle‐class vacationing is perhaps the standard trope of late 19th
century leisure history and frames middle‐class vacationing to seaside resorts or
Saratoga Springs. However, this particular trope seems to capture only part of the
leisure dynamic.
Families’ disposable incomes, coupled with transportation technologies and the
re‐envisioning of backcountries in the Northeast, offered resort locales as temporary
refuges – refuges that, as hotel rates and transportation costs became more affordable,
offered a growing swath of the nation’s urban middle‐class(es) such an opportunity. For
the urban middle‐class, the structure of men’s work provided leisure time, while
prescriptions for women’s work, buttressed by the dictates of society’ calls for a private,
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women’s domestic sphere, promoted the home as a private refuge (Epstein 1981).

37

Resorts’ heterosocial landscapes made this separate spheres model more difficult to
maintain. Women were an inescapable feature of resort public spaces. As Sterngass
notes,
“resorts pioneered the rise of public heterosocial leisure and the
devaluation of a strictly private female sphere. Nineteenth‐century space
may have been heavily gendered, but traveling exposed the most
vulnerable points in this sexual division. … But women flocked to the
exceedingly public beaches, springs, and water‐cure resorts, where they
took a prominent position. Etiquette manuals may have cautioned
women to remain at home and live vicariously through their husbands,
but the ethos was only a code, not a description. Resorts weakened any
attempt to divide American culture into two exclusive and antithetically
gendered realms” (Sterngass 2001:133‐134).
On the other hand, as secular leisure resorts challenged the separate spheres model,
their spaces – from the “shabby” hotel rooms at Saratoga to the public beaches at Coney
Island – promoted heterosocial public spaces at the expense of private, family refuges.
At Round Lake, like other cottage campgrounds, Methodists, in part, responded to the
challenge of the leisure resort by creating idealized Christian homes on the grounds.38
The campground cottage, itself long a subject of architectural history, was a prominent
component of this practice (Buchanan 2005; Weiss 1989). Yet, arguably, the practice was
more encompassing than the cottage itself. Rather, by emphasizing the Victorian parlor
as the hearth of the Christian home transported to the campground, Methodists could
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recreate this familial theater of memory not just in cottages whose design emphasized
the parlor, but also in family tents across the grounds.
If the Victorian home was, as Catherine Karusseit describes, a sanctuary, a type
of “earthly paradise” separate from the harsh urban world outside, the Victorian parlor
was a nest, a cradle, a place where, in Gaston Blanchard’s terms, “being reigns in a sort
of earthly paradise of matter” (Karusseit 2007:168; Bachelard 1994:7). As a transatlantic,
bourgeois cultural form, the Victorian parlor – a middle‐class derivation of the 18th
century British aristocracy’s drawing room – was the most public, yet most intimate, as
well as the most carefully‐maintained, but least functional room of the Victorian home
(Grier 1997).39 Writing of the British Victorian parlor, Thad Logan argues for the parlor
as a “little world” where “the men, women, and children of the British middle class
acted out the dramas of domestic life” – a world which was “of critical importance in
shaping Victorian experience, delimiting the horizons of character, and constituting the
particular visual, spatial, and sensory embodiments of human culture in a particular
historical moment” (Logan 2001:1).
The ideal 19th century home, in which the parlor held a central role, was
perceived as a “powerfully influential space on the development of character and
identity” (Bryden and Floyd 1999:2). More than a domestic space reserved for receiving
visitors and displaying family goods, the parlor formed the focal point of the Christian
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home, a space for family devotions and children’s education and religious instruction.
As Colleen McDannell notes, 19th century American Protestant home religious practice
followed a family worship template established by the Puritans – mornings and
evenings a family ideally gathered in the parlor for reciting prayers, singing psalms or
hymns, and reading from the Bible (McDannell 1986:5). During the day, the ideal
Methodist parlor took part in a domestic world of “heavenly homes, saintly mothers,
and impressionable children” where Methodist children learned the morals of good
Christians (Kirby, Richey, and Rowe 1996).
The Christian parlor, like other Victorian parlors, was a strongly marked space,
dense with an assemblage of objects whose individual items and pattern of display
exhibited a luxuriant polysemy of significations – objects of religious sentiment, family
heirlooms, and consumer choices, arranged in patterns attesting to the family’s notions
of taste, morality, and respectability (Karusseit 2007:168; Logan 2001:94).40 Before the
1860s, Christian parlors generally exhibited religious sentiments through a restrained
aesthetic, relying on displays of Scripture verses – the most common and earliest form
for which was the needlework sampler (McDannell 1986:39; Bishop, Secord, and
Weissman 1982). By the 1860s, however, religious parlor decorations shifted from the
more austere use of Scripture to a religious aesthetic that abandoned traditional
Protestant suspicion for images and embraced a range of visual and decorative arts
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incorporating embroidery, framed lithographs, wax crosses, Bible stands, Gothic‐styled
furniture, parlor organs, hair art, and Victorian mourning art featuring an iconography
of urns, weeping willows, and mourning figures (McDaniel 1986:40‐41). In a Christian
parlor in an urban, middle‐class, Methodist home, such objects could contribute
religious significations for a family’s parlor‐based religious activities. Yet, the transport
of such an assemblage of religious, heirloom, and other parlor objects to a camp
meeting ‐‐ among all the objects a family could bring or purchase specifically for their
camp meeting residence ‐‐ the selection of parlor objects emphasizes connections
between the urban residence of daily life and the country residence of vacation/camp
meeting time were routed through a family’s self‐identity, religiosity, child rearing, and
heirloom‐centered memories.
In selecting parlor objects to bring to camp meeting, Methodist families were
selecting for their ideal home away from home not only the material conditions into
which they would retire for morning and evening devotions during camp meeting, but
the objects that would present their respectability, gentility, and taste to their neighbors
and co‐religionists on the campground. As antebellum visitors to Saratoga Springs
exhibited their wealth and taste through ostentatious, fashionable display and
participation in the genteel activities of “taking the waters,” balls, socializing on
verandas, and promenading, Shirley Dare’s “simply‐dressed Methodists” at Round
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Lake exhibited taste and religiosity through the architecturally‐visible décor of their tent
or cottage parlors. If, as Sterngass argues, resorts forced guests to engage in public
activities with a range of strangers who, at least in the antebellum era were presumably
individuals who shared similar levels of wealth or at least aspiration for wealth, resorts
thereby “opened up a new universe in the application of social masking,” allowing
guests to assume new roles while socializing with a certain degree of theatricality
(Sterngass 2001:125‐126). Following Simon Bronner, in a setting in which Methodist
attendees had to navigate the demands of holiness performance, Christian leisure, and
middle‐class gentility surrounded by strangers, goods could mediate relations and
guide sociability (Bronner 1989:51‐52). At Round Lake, as at previous National camp
meetings, family tents provided the most obvious mediation among each meeting’s
crush of strangers.
While C.F. Crocker, editor of the Vineland Weekly Independent said little more of
the family tents at the 1867 National Camp‐Meeting than their presence in greater
numbers than he cared to count, a variety of observers the following year at Manheim
reported between 400 and 600 family tents on the grounds. Advertising in the New
York Christian Advocate, the Association offered two styles of tent for attendees who
wanted a tent “ready put up” and who would reserve their tent by “early application”
to either Reverend William H. Boole, Williamsburgh, Pennsylvania, O.D. McClain in
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New York City, or Reverend Barlow W. Gorham in Manheim (National Camp‐meeting.
New York Christian Advocate, July 2, 1868).41 For $7 attendees could reserve a 14 by 14
foot (18.2m2) tent, or for $2 a 7 by 7 foot (4.5m2) tent. Flooring, or a wooden platform,
could be purchased for the larger tent for an additional $3, less for the smaller tents.42
For New York City residents wanting to ship their own tents to the meeting, the
Association promised free shipping via a freight car leaving Liberty Street at 3 o’clock in
the afternoon of July 6. A report of preparations for the meeting, published by the
Philadelphia Daily Evening Bulletin two weeks later noted that while over 300 tents had
been put up on the grounds at Manheim, the 7 by 7 foot “A tents,” 14 by 14 foot
“hospital tents,” and, additionally, for $4, 9 by 9 foot (7.5m2) “wall tents” were still
available (The Manheim Camp Meeting. Philadelphia Daily Evening Bulletin, July 16,
1868).
Describing the Manheim grounds for readers of the Columbia Spy, one reporter
identified most of the 300 family tents on the grounds as “the army hospital tents, sold
by the government at the close of the war and bought up in large numbers by dealers
and are now rented each season for camp meetings and similar occasions” (National
Camp Meeting. Columbia Spy (Pennsylvania), July 19, 1868). Similar observations of
former army tents in use at camp meetings came from the Association’s 1873 National
Camp‐Meeting at nearby Landisville, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania where a reporter
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for the Lancaster Weekly Intelligencer mentioned tents were among those
decommissioned from “the late war” and recognized a large number of “officer’s tents”
and hospital tents on the grounds (The Landisville Camp‐Meeting. Lancaster Weekly
Intelligencer, July 30, 1873). Yet, decommissioned army tents were not the only variety
of tent available for National camp meetings. At the Association’s 1869 meeting at
Round Lake, a profusion of tents of “canvas, jean, sheeting, brown and white, old and
new” were on the grounds (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).
Similarly, by 1873 M.G. Stoneman, a ship chandler and sail maker from Albany, turned
to the then‐seasonal Round Lake Journal to advertise his services including tent
manufacture (Figure 8.5).
While procuring and putting up a tent on the grounds of the Association’s first
three camp meetings was a process not detailed in historical sources beyond Benjamin
Adams’ mention of the struggle of putting up his tent in the Lancaster County heat, two
early 1870s meetings of the Association provide some insight into the process (Adams
July 1868). To his Philadelphia‐area Methodist readership, Methodist Home Journal
editor Adam Wallace expressed his sympathies for local associations managing the
grounds of National camp meetings. At the Association’s 1873 Landisville meeting,
Wallace, a veteran of multiple National meetings, claiming his tent was close enough to
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Figure 8.5. Advertisement for M.G. Stoneman, Albany, New
York.

Source: Round Lake Journal. June 1873. Round Lake, Saratoga County,

New York.

the local camp meeting association’s office to observe their tribulations, presented
a common exchange over tent reservations as:
“One party arrives and must have a tent of specified size and eligible
position right away.
‘Did you order your tent beforehand?’
‘No; but we want it now.’
‘We haven’t time to attend to you. Why didn’t you let us know?’
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‘O, come; where’s your men? Get me a tent at once.’
The ‘Committee’ yield and are about to erect a tent for the homeless when
another exclaims: ‘I ordered a tent; show me where it is’” (Wallace 1873).
In a somewhat less frenetically‐paced description, the editor of the Rochester Democrat
and Chronicle visiting the Association’s 1872 meeting in Oaks Corners, Ontario County,
New York, describes the grounds before the start of the meeting as covered by as many
tents as needed to meet the reservations made my attendees. Arriving on the grounds,
families waited patiently for the committee to select a tent for them, have their baggage
conveyed to the tent, and then busy themselves “unpack[ing] and furnish[ing] their
household” (National Camp Meeting. Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, June 14,
1872).
While each National camp meeting was preceded by advertisements announcing
tent rentals, no other National meeting from the period surpassed the variety of tents
available through the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association (Figure 8.6). As early as
the summer of 1868 the local association purchased hundreds of tents, and rented
hundreds more prior to National camp meetings in 1869 and 1871 (RLCMA Minutes
1868‐1871). The households attendees created out of tents at Round Lake, similar to
prior attendees at Manheim, centered on partitioning a tent’s interior, furnishing, and
decorating.43 At Manheim these interiors “made a good sized room, most frequently
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Figure 8.6. Advertisement for tent rentals at the 1871 National Camp‐Meeting, Round Lake, New
York. Source: Advocate of Christian Holiness, July 1871.

divided into two apartments by curtains, one for sleeping, the other for sitting”
(National Camp Meeting. Columbia Spy (Pennsylvania), July 19, 1868).44 At Round
Lake, observers estimated about 500 tents had been put up for the 1869 National Camp‐
Meeting. The tents were, as one observer mentions,
“mostly of the kind known to our soldier boys as ‘officer’s tents,’ and will
accommodate each four or five persons very comfortably. Many of these
tents are quite new, and inside and out present a very inviting appearance.
Not a few are well and even luxuriously furnished, having carpets,
mirrors, French bedsteads, stoves, rocking and easy chairs, and other
conveniences. Others are more plainly furnished, having only cots,
supplied with ticks of traditional camp‐meeting straw, rude chairs and
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tables and the earth for a floor” (Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper
Reports 1869).
Once put up, partitioned, and decorated, family tents afforded attendees the
public/private space for their ideal parlor. With tent folds tethered open, this canvas
parlor easily opened onto an area of ground between the tent and fronting street or
path. For families that paid extra for a platform, the difference in size between platform
and tent provided a kind of transitional, porch space for camp chairs and decorations
(Figure 8.7). The arrangement of both sitting/parloring spaces depended on each
family’s personal goods as well as furnishings available from the local camp meeting
association.
In contrast to the Manheim meeting, prior to which George Hughes advised
attendees, “as a matter of economy and spiritual profit, our friends … will do well to
provide their own tents” and “bring with them their own camp equipage,” attendees to
the Association’s meetings at Round Lake had little similar advice (Hughes 1868). By
1871 the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association’s storehouse on the grounds provided
tenting attendees a range of furnishings for rent (Figure 8.8). For the 1871
meeting, the National Association’s periodical, the Advocate of Christian Holiness,
advertised these rental items as:
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Figure 8.7. Family tent, Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting, Massachusetts. Note (a) the furnishings spread
between the tent’s interior and the transitional floor space created by the difference between the tent’s
dimensions and the size of the tent platform, and (b) the decorations hung from the tent’s internal partition..
Source: Ellen Weiss (1989:29) City in the Woods.

Single spring bedsteads (iron)

$1.25

Single spring bedsteads (excelsior)

$1.25

Pillows made of excelsior, without cases

$0.25

Double bedsteads (slats)

$1.50

Double mattress (excelsior)

$1.75
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Bunks, 4’ x 6’ x 4 inches

$1.00

Chairs

$0.50

Tepoy table

$1.00

Rocking chairs

$1.00

Wash stands

$1.00

Looking glasses

$0.50

(Furniture and Bedding. Advocate of Christian Holiness, July 1871).
These items, with some differences, mirrored the range of goods advertised for rent at
other National camp meetings in the early 1870s. The previous year’s meeting in
Hamilton, Massachusetts, advertised a similar list with less variety of bedsteads and an
additional option of a 3 x 3½ foot (~1.2m2) table for rent (Furniture for Tents. Advocate
of Christian Holiness, April 1870). An 1872 National Camp Meeting in Moundville,
Marshall County, West Virginia advertised chairs, tepoy (or teapoy) tables, wash‐stands,
rocking chairs, and looking‐glasses for rent (Moundsville Camp‐Ground. Advocate of
Christian Holiness, August 1873). As the Association’s traveling holiness repertoire left
little room and even less historical detail of a traveling stock of goods, and the balance
of rental items varied meeting to meeting, these items arguably formed a basic parloring
toolkit for attendees of National camp meetings. Further, while such items were fairly
consistently available for rent at National camp meetings, another set of items were

fairly consistently available for sale at these meetings. Captured, for instance, by the
Association’s 1872 Moundville advertisement for the “marketing” provided by the
Wheeling District Camp‐Meeting Association, these goods included “groceries and
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Figure 8.8. Furniture warehouse, Round Lake Camp Meeting. Photograph circa 1900.

Source: Mary Hesson, David J. Rogowski, and Marianne

Comfort (1998) Round Lake: Little Village in the Grove. Round Lake, NY: Round Lake Publications.

provisions, meats, vegetables, milk, bakery, crockery, lanterns, pails, oil, fuel … hay and
grain for horses” (Moundsville Camp‐Ground. Advocate of Christian Holiness, August
1873). A Harpers Weekly sketch by Stanley Fox of the 1869 Round Lake meeting’s
commercial area suggests brooms should be added to this list (Figure 8.9).
While items for purchase, other than foodstuffs, were largely perishable or
breakable goods, rental items generally represented bulkier, furniture items that few
attendees coming to a campground could afford to ship. Among these items, the
consistency of teapoys on advertised lists hinted at the potential for, if not expected,
sociability of even a modestly‐furnished parlor within one’s tent. The teapoy, a three‐
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Figure 8.9. Stanley Fox, The Camp‐Ground Market, Scenes from the Round Lake National Camp‐Meeting,1869.

Source: Harper’s Weekly,

July 31, 1869.

legged stand, was long associated with the bourgeois social ceremony of Anglo‐
American teatime. A teapoy could, as Charles Dickens (1868) wrote in an essay on tea
reprinted in the Methodist magazine, The Ladies’ Repository, become a vessel of family
memory. Recalling childhood teatime, he writes, “How pleasant to revive recollections
of pleasant tea‐times long since passed! The meal used to begin, as far back as we can
remember, with a jangle and clatter of spoons and cups, and a stirring of restless saucers
in the neighborhood of the kitchen. … Then the tea‐poy was opened, and the fragrance
that arose we always associated with pagodas, willow‐pattern plates, and pig‐tails”
(Dickens 1868:374). In the limited confines of a camp meeting family tent, amid a
limited array of portable, rentable goods, the teapoy stood as a social center. While
teapoys rented at National camp meetings have been lost to history’s paper‐trail‐less
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expanse between these meetings and museum collections in North America, as the mid‐
century, English, pagoda‐styled, rosewood teapoy in Figure 8.10 demonstrates, the
functional utility of a teapoy in a tent for purposes other than teatime or display of
flowers or smaller family heirlooms was quite limited.45
While observers at the 1869 Round Lake National Camp‐Meeting noted the
family tents “present an air of comfort, cleanliness, and order” and that many tents
were “handsomely and even elegantly furnished and those who occupy them have all
the accommodations they would have in their own homes, with the added luxury of

Figure 8.10 Pagoda‐style, rosewood teapoy. English, circa 1850‐1860. Locked interior reveals two chambers for tea and a central
holder for a mixing bowl.

Source: Christian Davies Antiques, Lancashire, UK.
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glorious shade, pure country air, and an abundance of the society of congenial spirits,”
there were a number of visitors to the grounds who pondered the social significance of
comparing the campground’s tents to the increasing number of cottages on the grounds
(Round Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts: 1869). For one such observer,
“the cottages, set in here and there, keeping company with the tents, form
a pleasing feature. These are two stories, neatly painted, and prettily
arranged in every way. Of these there are some sixteen, each of which
must have cost several hundred dollars. They are the private property of
individuals who have selected the camp ground as the annual summer
resort of their families in preference to the watering places. Taste, comfort,
elegance and quiet aid the surroundings of the cottages, and if the camp
meeting people were at all worldly, we are not sure that between the tent
and the cottage there might exist envy, and the distinction of aristocrat
and plebeian – rich and poor – become known” (Round Lake Camp
Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).
Likewise, as one Troy newspaper reporter noted of the camp meeting cottage in general,
“there are those who think it a little too ‘aristocratic’ for the place and occasion.
Methodism, pure and simple, is democratic to the last” (Correspondence of the Whig.
Troy Daily Whig, August 31 1869). Despite Methodism’s democratic tendencies, the
reporter went on to note that such sentiments about the aristocratic character of the
Round Lake cottages were expressed at both the 1869 Nation Camp‐Meeting and the
Troy Conference Camp Meeting that August.
By the 1869 National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake, the ground’s 16 cottages
clustered within the campground’s core, radial area around the central worship space,
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were described as an “innovation on the old camp meeting style” (Round Lake Camp
Meeting Newspaper Accounts 1869).46 Indeed, a short decade had passed since the first
cottages were erected at the Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting in Massachusetts.
According to Ellen Weiss, the camp meeting cottage represented the development of a
new vernacular architectural building tradition that was invented by the carpenters
working on the grounds (Weiss 1989:39). Many of Round Lake’s early cottages shared
in this vernacular tradition (Figure 8.11).47 Generally, Weiss describes the basic
architectural form of the cottage as,
“a two‐story rectangular building, its short side facing front and its façade
articulated according to a fixed, formal arrangement of considerable
aesthetic impact. A wide double door centered on the first floor is
reminiscent of both tent openings and church doors. To each side of the
entry is a small narrow window. On the second level, under the gable,
another double door opens onto a balcony that projects over the entrance.
Two different patterns of jigsaw scrollwork, one usually small and tight,
the other two more flamboyant, hang from the balcony and from the
eaves, the latter as vergeboard. The openings are usually in a Gothic
Revival style, with pointed or ogive arches topping the windows and
doors, or in a Romanesque style, with round arches” (Weiss 1989:40‐41).
Mid‐nineteenth century Gothic architecture was arguably the most direct choice for the
carpenters and designers that established camp meeting cottage vernacular. The style, a
Protestant appropriation of the Catholic Gothic cathedral’s mass of perpendicular
planes, pillars, vaulted roofs, spires and thick decoration, was held by style advocates
such as Andrew Jackson Downing as an appropriate moral mix of religion, domesticity,
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Figure 8.11. Cottage on Prospect Avenue, Round Lake, New York. Note the absence of
a parlor door on the first story – likely removed in later remodeling.

Photograph by author.

and taste (Hilton 1985; Downing 1848). Further, as McDannell notes, the Protestant
appropriation of Gothic reinterpreted the style’s pillars, pointed arches, and ribbed
vaulting represented not the Romanist’s “city of God,” but the bowed trees and joining
branches of a forest temple’s canopy (McDannell 1986:34).
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Cottages were, arguably, built around their front, first floor parlor. If, as Thad
Logan argues, the design of the Victorian house was governed by principles of privacy,
“rigid differentiation of the internal domestic space,” and the articulation of social
status, then working with limited space, Round Lake’s cottage designers emphasized
the latter two principles somewhat at the expense of the former. Individual lots at
Round Lake were judged quite small by some observers. Shirley Dare notes that while
the local association’s leases provided Methodist families “an easy way to secure an
inexpensive country home for the summer,” she paused at the prospective size and cost
of the small houses: “The lots cost $100 a piece, though I must say that puts an
enormous profit into somebody’s pocket, seeing the plots are only 30 x 50 feet [~139m2].
A small cottage costs $500, a larger one $700” (Dare 1873b). Within this limited space,
cottage designers sought to adhere to the genteel performance needs of parlor space –
separation of the parlor from the private, back‐stages of the house such as the kitchen,
sleeping quarters, or a side or back wall staircase leading to private family space on the
second floor or above (Figure 8.12) (Hepworth 1999). At Wesleyan Grove, Weiss notes
this was accomplished in the cottage interior where, commonly: “about 15 feet behind
the entrance, but not necessarily relating to the middle post, is a wooden partition with
an arch dividing the rectangular ground floor into two rooms. … Period photographs
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Figure 8.12. Common late 19th century camp meeting cottage plan. Sketch based on
cottages at Wesley Grove Camp Meeting, Martha’s Vineyard, MA.
Tiny Houses. Overlook Press: Woodstock, NY.

Source: Les Walker (1987).
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show the arches covered with curtains, these often pushed aside to reveal beds or a
dining table in the second room. The front room was used as a parlor” (Weiss 1989:44).
While the interior first floor of the camp meeting cottage mirrored the interior
separation of camp meeting family tents, the façade of the cottage, as Weiss notes, was
strikingly open to passers‐by. Round Lake’s early cottages – with none escaping later
remodeling – present a similar façade of large, double doors flanked by Gothic or
Romanesque windows, below a second floor balcony that projects over this entrance
(Figure 8.13). As Shirley Dare described, at length, such cottages at the 1872 New York
State Camp meeting:
“The ladies in somber but handsome silks, who inhabit ornate cottages
that look like exaggerated bird‐cages of florid pattern, with all the
brightness of lace and Brussels indoors, are wives of the rich Methodist
stockholders of the association. They second their husbands well in doing
the hospitalities of the ground, and literally keep open house, views into
the interior of which are very inviting from the forest path. Tinted walls,
the boards painted in stripes of alternate color; lace shades at the french
windows; plenty of camp chairs in bright colors; a stand in the centre, set
out like an altar, with pictures, vases, and scent‐bottles; small chromos,
wreaths of evergreen, and illuminated texts on the walls are freely
displayed to every passer, and there is no little pride in making the view
tasteful and complete. ‘Our tent is about the best looking on the ground’
is the spontaneous confession of more than one good house wife after her
work is done. Various decorations have a certain vogue on the grounds; a
bit of rock‐work covered with ferns and mosses near the door, a pyramid
of white stones brought from the lake, or wild vines and wood plants
growing fresh at the roots of the nearest tree are favorite signs. Hanging
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baskets and bird cages are in almost every porch, and some cottages have
a cornice of green garlands festooned along the eaves. The names of the
occupants are very plainly posted on each tent and house on the latter by
a plate, on tents by a label tied to a string. The favorite form of hospitality
is patriarchal ‐ an invitation to a seat at the door of ones tent. I miss the
ample white fly‐tents of Wenham, that were as picturesque as they were
convenient; but there is variety enough in the cottages, which are painted
in colors that remind one of the dresses from a wholesale shop. Slate‐
colored and brown, fawn and drab, nut‐brown and chocolate‐pink
succeed each other with all the novelties a village carpenterʹs paint‐pot can
offer” (Dare 1873b).
Two aspects of her detailed observation capture signature issues in parloring at Round
Lake – from attendee’s “patriarchal hospitality” to “rockwork near the doors,” camp
meeting cottage residents incorporated the parlor into nature. Bringing nature into the
parlor had long been a feature of parlor decoration. Victorian preferences for Gothic
architecture and the picturesque in landscapes extended to tastes for interior
furnishings and décor (Brandimarte 1993). Parlors decorated with objects that provided
variety, movement, irregularity, intricacy and roughness were part of the Victorian
parlor’s grammar of taste (Meeks 1966, cited by Brandimarte 1993:44). In 19th century
British parlors, representations and pieces of nature addressed, according to Thad
Logan, “a profound nostalgia for a perceived loss of the rural parks, an ideal of the
country long bound up with English culture” (Logan 2001:140). But what of camp
meeting cottage (or even tent parlors) surrounded by the pastoral reaches of the
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Figure 8.13. Joseph Hillman’s cottage on Wesley Avenue, Round Lake Camp
Ground. Industrialist and Round Lake Association Secretary George West
(L) and Round Lake Association President Joseph Hillman (R) are seated in
the foreground. Note the squared window and door frames and the ornate
scrollwork on the eaves. Edward Carter, a carpenter from Troy, advertised
“Plain and Ornamental Work for Cottages … Refer to the Cottages of the
Bishop and Messrs. Hillman…” in the June 1875 Round Lake Journal. Source:
James P. Irving Historical Collection, New York State Museum, Albany, New
York.

Upper Hudson? Was a wardian case or a window box necessary for such a home
(Burbridge 1874:14‐15, 50‐54)? Did rooms need to be filled with objects invoking the
space beyond the exterior walls when architectural form itself opened the interior so
striking onto that exterior space?
As photographs, lithographs, and written accounts of the Round Lake grounds
suggest, cottage and tent parlor residents turned to the transitional space of the
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cottage/tent entrance to balance the privacy and intimacy of their ideal, but small,
country home with the gazes of the Methodistic public passing by. With limited space
for front gardens, many residents still turned to decorating the immediate exteriors of
their camp meeting homes (Figure 8.14). As one observer of the 1871 National Camp‐
Meeting describes the cottage exteriors, “most of them are very attractive, prettily
furnished, and with external fixtures such as hanging‐baskets, rockeries, ferneries, and
‘stumperies,’ the last are stumps ornamented with hanging mosses and plants” (Round
Lake Camp Meeting Newspaper Accounts July 1871). While such larger‐scale features
as gardens and rockeries were the privilege of cottage owners, tenting families also had
space available before their tents to incorporate decorative natural elements as well as
camp seating (Figure 8.15).
In the midst of this garden parlor, there is an air of Saratoga. Countering the
latter’s urban qualities with pastoral settings – but very much seizing the order and
amenities of urban design (see Chapter 7) – Round Lake’s garden parlors were arguably
akin to the nearby mineral resort’s piazzas or verandas which “tolerated a relaxation of
disciplined middle‐class posture usually reserved for private settings, all the while
encouraging the visitor to play the role of public observer” (Sterngass 2001:118).48 From
the familiar family surroundings of the parlor, attendees could engage in a kind of see‐
and‐be‐seen culture in which parlor objects, decorations both interior and exterior to the
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Figure 8.14. Unidentified woman and cat, seated in front cottage garden. The board‐and‐batten exterior of the structure behind
her was a common architectural feature of cottages at Round Lake.

Source: James P. Irving Historical Collection, New York State Museum, Albany, New

York.

cottage or tent, and the sociability of each residence’s limited liminal space provided at
once a traditional hearth and a heterosocial public space for the operations of holy
leisure.
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Figure 8.15. Pach Bros. Photography, “Views of Ocean Grove and Asbury Park, NJ,” late 19th century. Note the decorative use of
clam shells both lining the threshold of the tent and surrounding a small mound of earth in the foreground.
collection, Ocean Grove Historical Society, Ocean Grove, New Jersey.

Source: Stereographic photo
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Shirley Dare’s articles on the New York State Camp Meeting at Round Lake appeared in The World
between July 8 and July 11 1872.
2The Great Feast of Tabernacles. Methodist Home Journal, June 1871.
3Dare, like other visitors to Saratoga County, would join a chorus of visiting voices expressing displeasure
over the relatively flat topography of the county surrounding the resort of Saratoga Springs.
4Indeed, Susan Power’s journalism career first for the Blade in Toledo, Ohio, and later for the World and
other New York and Boston papers involved both travel writing and ladies’ advice columns. Of the latter,
Power would, in 1874, publish a collection of ladies’ advice columns under the title The Ugly‐Girl Papers;
or, Hints for the Toilet.
5In his pleas for readers of the Home Journal not to neglect the opportunity to attend the 1871 meeting,
Hughes seems to presume his readers are, for the most part, women. He beseeches them, “if you have
children, or other dear friends, for whom you have long prayed without decided effect, get them to
Round Lake … The destiny of husband, father, son, or daughter, may be trembling in the balance –
waiting for a hand at Round Lake to turn it in the right direction. I beseech you let not salvation’s hour go
by!” (Hughes 1871).
6Just who Hughes means by people of “modest means” may be open to interpretation. One the one hand,
1

Hughes may be engaging in the coded language of the upwardly‐aspiring – where the “common people”
are firmly middle‐class. On the other hand, Hughes may be referring to ministers as he continues his
reflection by relating the story of a Presiding Elder who subsidized the costs for ministers in his district to
attend camp meetings. That Hughes was aware of a lack of sufficient numbers of “common people” may
further have been influenced by the timing of the National camp meeting at Round Lake – writing of a
meeting held at Round Lake in June of 1870, Arthur Weise claimed the meeting was not well‐attended by
Methodists from the rural areas surrounding Round Lake as it was the height of the growing season and
farmers and farm workers were not disposed to attend camp meeting in June.
See Chapters 4 and 7.

7

For a list of these meetings, see Chapter 4.
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In 1870 the leadership of the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association voted to invite the National Camp‐
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Meeting Association to hold a National meeting at Round Lake every summer. While the National
Association declined the offer, they would hold multiple camp meetings at Round Lake in subsequent
years.
Hillman’s musical talents were most well‐known for his work writing and editing hymns for The
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Revivalist (1867), a self‐published and widely sold hymnal that went through several editions after its first
1867 printing.
In his History of Round Lake, Saratoga County, N.Y. (1887), Arthur Weise provides a list of conference
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members who responded to Hillman’s request for an interest meeting. Geographically, the respondents
represented Troy, West Troy (Watervliet), Lansingburgh, Waterford, Cohoes, Albany, Saratoga Springs,
Fort Edward, Balston Spa, Mechanicville, Stillwater, Crescent, Clifton Park, Greenbush, Center
Brunswick, Hyndsville, New York, and Williamstown, Massachusetts. However, the New York towns of
Albany, Troy, Cohoes, Mechanicville, Lansingburgh/Watertown, and Ballston Spa contributed largely to
the organization and cottage ownership of the Round Lake meeting. Arthur Weise’s long association with
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the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association began as a surveyor and land agent for Round Lake in the
1870s. His History of Round Lake, Saratoga County, N.Y. (1887) is the earliest of two histories of the village
(the latter, Little Village in the Grove (1998) is a photographic history of the village). Weise’s history,
emphasizing the various camp meetings held at Round Lake between 1868 and 1885, is particularly
useful for understanding the chronology of events in Round Lake’s landscape history.
The heyday of Ballston Spa’s resort identity ended by the 1820s (Sterngass 2001). The village’s medicinal
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springs declined in popularity, several springs failed, and ultimately the town’s population declined
through the 1830s. By the 1860s a growing number of industrialists, including Round Lake benefactor
George West, were transforming Ballston Spa into an industrial village (Starr 2007).
Weise’s description of the 1867 grounds remains an appropriate description for the land surrounding the
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200 acre Round Lake Village. As of 2010, wetlands comprise areas north of the village along Ballston
Creek and southwest of the village across the relic line of the Delaware & Hudson Railroad. South of the
village, in land that was once the John Moore farm, thickets line the abandoned road that once ran past
the camp meeting connecting Maltaville to the north with Clifton Park to the south (Avery‐Quinn 2009).
North and west of the grounds was the Robert Hall farm (Beers and Beers 1866). The farmhouse,
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identified in an archaeological survey by Reith et al (2004) was a smallish 32 feet by 26.4 feet (10m x 8m)
with a fieldstone‐lined cellar. The house dimensions and use of local fieldstones in the construction of the
cellar are strikingly similar to the size and construction of John Moore’s farmhouse south of the Round
Lake Grounds (Avery‐Quinn 2007). Further, Reith et al’s survey recovered 774 artifacts from the
immediate farmhouse area, consisting mostly of mid‐ to late 19th and early 20th century ceramic vessel
fragments (undecorated whiteware, porcelain, and ironstone), coal, and cinders (Reith et al. 2004:34).
While the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association minutes mention John Moore’s orchard south of the
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grounds during a debate over rerouting the Maltaville to Clifton Park road to run west of the grounds
rather than between the grounds and Round Lake, the most textured discussion of Moore’s farm comes
from Amanda Smith who, in 1872, left the grounds of the New York State Camp Meeting to spend time in
Moore’s orchard conversing and reading the Bible with a visiting minister (Smith 1893:172).
Weise’s history becomes critical for establishing the spatial growth of cottages at Round Lake. In the late
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1870s the Association altered the lease agreements for cottages that were initially leased by holders of the
scrip that funded the Association’s early improvements of the grounds, converting the terms of their
leases from scrip certificates to statements of the cash value of the scrip. As these leases were revised,
they were entered into the village deed book. The deed book itself does not provide dates for each
cottage lot’s initial lease, but rather provides a numbering system that seems tied to when each lease was
revised.
Use of the conditional “may” in this sentence is based on an absence of written records referring to the
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construction of the dining hall Shirley Dare reports in 1872.
For more on the Round Lake Hotel, the first of four hotels on the grounds during the late 19th and early
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20th centuries, see the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association Minutes 1875‐1880 for financing, planning,
and even interior decorating discussions. Mary Hessonʹs (1998) Little Village in the Grove as well as the
photographic collections of the Round Lake Library present multiple photographic views of these hotels
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and other leisure features. For more on the Ordelia, see the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association
Minutes for August 29, 1874. The Robert N. Dennis Stereographic Collection at the New York Public
Library has one photograph of the Ordelia in its holdings, possibly photographed in the mid‐1870s.
Palestine Park was the creation of Rev. D.D. Whyte who, at the time, worked as the grounds
superintendent for the Chautauqua Camp Meeting Association, later the Chautauqua Assembly in
western New York. Whyte created a scale model of the Holy Land for Chautauqua in 1874. Round
Lakeʹs Palestine Park, completed in 1878, was his second model, complete with a wooden model of
Jerusalem. Whyte produced a third Jerusalem model for exhibition in New York City in 1879 which may
have later been purchased by the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association. For more on Whyte and his
Holy Land models see Long (2003); Messenger (1999); Whyte (1878). Copies of Whyteʹs manual for
Palestine Park at Round Lake are few, however. An original manual is in the historical collections of the
Troy Room at the Troy Public Library, and a PDF copy of that manual is available in the collections of the
Round Lake Village Historianʹs Office, Round Lake, New York. For more on the drilling and bottling of
Round Lake Spring Water, see Weise (1887), and the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association Minutes for
June 26, 1875.
The Round Lake Camp Meeting Association minutes first make reference to “season tickets” in 1871.
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One could presume such ticket holders were individuals or families who did not own cottages on the
grounds, but were in some way (financially or perhaps socially) connected with the operation of the camp
ground. If “season tickets” were available prior to 1871 is uncertain, but at least cottage owners may have
had increased access to the grounds during prior years. Given camp meetings in 1869, 1870, and 1871
occurred between June and early September, it would seem likely cottage owners and “ticket holders”
were able to stay on the grounds during those months. In 1872 the local Association established a
“season” lasting from June through early October for cottage owners to stay for extended periods
(RLCMA Minutes: 1872). During the colder months of the year, only a grounds superintendent and, by
the 1880s, a few grounds workers were permitted to stay on the grounds. This seasonal arrangement
lasted through the 1890s, when residents were first allowed to stay in their cottages throughout the year
(RLCMA Minutes: 1873‐1898).
There is a discrepancy between the 1869 Drube map of the Round Lake Camp Ground and the more
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spatially accurate 1875 map of the grounds produced by Weise and Bardins. Drubeʹs map, with its spatial
inaccuracies along the eastern portion of the campground, locates a dock across the Maltaville to Clifton
Park public road as an extension of Lake Avenue on the south of what was then the campground. In the
1875 Weise and Bardins map, produced after the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association had acquired
several neighboring properties including the Corp Farm east of the campground, between the original 40
acre tract and the public road, the dock appears further north on Round Lake, across from the new
intersection of Covell Avenue and the public road. Association minutes up to 1875 do not mention
rebuilding or moving the campground docks.
The road connecting Clifton Park to Maltaville and the spatial relationship between the Round Lake
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Camp Meeting grounds and Round Lake proper has remained a problem through at least 2010. In 1878,
as the Round Lake Camp Meeting Association subtly shifted the groundsʹ focus from camp meetings to
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Chautauqua‐style Sunday school retreats, a limestone‐lined tunnel was built under the public road,
connecting the northeastern margin of the campground with the gated entrance to Palestine Park
(RLCMA Minutes July 8, 1878). For years until the early 2000s, drivers exiting the I‐80 “Northway” west
of the village, cut, sometimes quickly, through the villageʹs Saratoga Avenue on their way to the public
road, now New York Route 7. A recently completed NYDOT by‐pass was an attempt to draw this traffic
north and away from the village. However, this has not changed the amount of speeding traffic along
Route 7, creating a significant barrier for Round Lake residents and others attempting to access the lake
front for fishing or boating. Most recently, out of safety concerns for persons accessing the western shores
of the lake, the village has posted signs stating that fishing and boating are prohibited on the lakeʹs
western shore (Round Lake Village Board of Trustees Minutes, March 17, 2010 ‐‐
http://www.roundlakevillage.org/sites/default/files/min10.0317.pdf [accessed 10/15/10]). Plans for a boat
launch that would shift the lakeʹs long history of fishing and leisure boating to the eastern shore are,
presently, delayed due to the global economic downturn that began in 2008.
One evening, during the 1872 New York State Camp Meeting, Shirley Dare wandered down to the
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lakeside. She recounts for readers of the World: “In the six oʹclock light I go down to the landing, where
the Association fleet swings idly. The old ache for an oar comes into my arm, and the boat‐keeperʹs
daughter asking her father to let her go out, I ask her to join me; and without a momentʹs hesitation,
though that is the first minute we have ever seen each other, she cordially accepts. Now, one woman can
go on the water alone, but somehow two cannot, and a gentleman who looks like a subdued, good
Methodist brother offers to take the oars. We neither of us know him but are glad to consent, feeling in
that consecrated air as if suspicion were a sin, and besides thinking that boat is very much safer with a
man in it. I only quote this to show the Arcadian simplicity of camp‐meeting manners. From bishop to
horseman, from the perfected sister in brown linen and no trimming to the Saratoga woman in her
diamonds, the same free and sociable spirit prevails. Out of the water I find the stranger has been at the
races, knows Tom Howling, and bet on Lizzie Lucas before the rest. ʹWe were going around looking a the
horses before the starting; and I says to my friend, ʹThereʹs a horse can do some running.ʹʹ Coming up the
hill from the boats I learn the obliging stranger is a Cincinnati newspaper man, and feel immensely
relieved to know that he is not Deacon Smith. But people would go boating at Round Lake with Lucifer
so long as he behaved himself with perfect propriety” (Dare 1873b).
While the villageʹs spaces for leisure strolling, balls, and other social activities will be discussed shortly,
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piazzas, or the long, wrap‐around porches prominent on the villageʹs hotels will be discussed later in this
chapter in the context of Round Lakeʹs cottages and the creation of extensible parlors.
Not only were the illnesses that could be treated at Saratoga a popular topic for discussion, so too were
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analysis of each spring’s mineral contents a popular topic. Chloride of sodium, carbonates of magnesium,
lime, soda, and iron, hydriodate of soda, silex and alumina, hydro‐bromate of potash, iodine, carbonic
acid, air, and sulfur were among the most common compounds featured in R. L. Allen’s (1858) An
Analysis of the Principal Mineral Fountains at Saratoga Springs. Allen’s text was reprinted in J. Disturnell’s
(1864) Traveler’s Guide to the Upper Hudson to promote the “scientific benefits” of the mineral springs.
Sala continued his narrative by describing, in a colorful language he would later employ in a range of
literary ventures including at least one exercise in Victorian erotica, his experience of drinking water from
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the Clarendon Spring: “What was it like? Well, let me see. Say half a pint of very small beer, brewed
during a thunderstorm at Brentford, and retained for an unusual period in a chandler’s shop in Seven
Dials, where the trade wasn’t brisk, and the red‐herrings and the pitch fire‐blazers were kept at the top of
the cask: then diluted with the water in which cabbages had been boiled, and the drippings of a gingham
umbrella, bought second‐hand in Vinegar‐yard on a very wet November evening; then sent to sea, and
allowed to run freely down the lee scuppers; then carefully collected in a hog‐tub, racked through a cask
of turpentine (that came over in a ship otherwise laden with guano and Monte Videan hides, with the
horns and hoofs on [italics in original]), mingled with the refuse of a dyeworks, filtered through a gas‐pipe
to make it sweet and clean, just freshened up – to give it a head – with assafoetida and jalap, and well
stirred up with a brass candlestick far gone in verdigris. This may give you an imperfect idea of what the
water of my first and last spring in Saratoga was like” (Sala 1865:281‐282). Writing in a less acerbic tone,
R. F. Dearborn’s (1873) Saratoga, and How to See It, a travel guide encouraging visitors to the springs to
“take the waters,” describes a more general experience: “When drank, the first impression on the palate is
agreeably pungent and acid, succeeded by a saline taste which, to mouths of little experience, may
sometimes seem slightly nauseous. It afterward gives up eructations of gas like fermented liquors, soda
water, etc. There is considerable difference in the taste of the different springs when drank at the
fountains, which a practiced palate can at once distinguish. The iron waters have a slightly inkish taste
and some of the springs leave a sweet taste in the mouth. … Soon after imbibing a considerable quantity
of the water, the person feels a sense of fullness about the stomach, attended with frequent eructations of
fixed air and gas, a slight giddiness of the head, and a sensation bordering on a disposition to sleep.
These feelings, however, are only slight, are by no means unpleasant, and are soon removed by the
copious discharges which follow, leaving the individual with an increased appetite for food, and either a
disposition for moderate exercise or a feeling of perfect ease” (Dearborn 1873:7).
26In George Augustus Sala’s observation, visitors could attempt to “take the waters” in a moral manner –
he notes that “clergymen go down to Saratoga to ‘improve the occasion’ by preaching to the water‐
takers’” – however, he suggests “there is among serious folks an uneasy impression that the philandering
there is excessive, and that the place is altogether Vanity” (Sala 1865:276).
27For other accounts of visitors’ daily routines, see de Haurrane 1974[1865], and Faxon (1874).
28Sterngass argues for a decidedly urban character of Saratoga’s mid‐century visitors. He notes: “In 1850,
the populations of only nine American cities exceeded fifty thousand people, making up less than 7
percent of the population of the United States. Yet of the more than four thousand people who registered
at Union Hall in 1852, at least 49 percent came from these cities, and many of the remainder resided in
burgeoning towns such as Troy, Providence, Montreal, Rochester, and Syracuse” (Sterngass 2001:36).
29In 1864, Disturnell lists eight major hotels including the American Hotel, Clarendon, Columbian,
Congress Hall, Continental House, Marvin House, Union Hall, and the United States Hotel. Significant
Civil War‐era and Reconstruction changes, including fires, would alter this hotel landscape in the post‐
war years (Disturnell 1864:68).
30Sterngass suggests the prominence and activities that could be undertaken on the verandas or “piazzas”
of Saratoga’s hotels defined the 19th century experience of staying at a resort (Sterngass 2001:116). He
notes that the Congress Hotel in Cape May, New Jersey (1812) was one of the earliest examples of a resort
hotel with a prominent veranda – an architectural feature that may have been modeled after the porch at
Mount Vernon.
31Piazzas similarly offered a heterosocial space for men and women’s mixed leisure. Sala, however,
mentions that at the piazzas of the United States Hotel “you may smoke in two of the piazzas, but the
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third is a promenade exclusively for ladies, children, and such gentlemen as may be permitted to enjoy
their society” (Sala 1865:295).
32Sala writes of the piazzas as “the chief lounging and loafing place of Saratoga. There you may see
‘Brothers the Prophet,’ and Brothers the Prophet may see you. There everybody is met for purposes of
pleasure or for business. What do you lack? – ‘what’s your wull’? You must go to the piazzas of the
‘States’ to have it gratified. Be your ambition to flirt, to chat, to go asleep, to roll logs, to pull wires, to lay
pipes, or to grind axes, every one of those operations can be performed under the piazzas. All that is
worth seeing in Saratoga is pottering about the piazzas at some time or another of the day; and unless
you wish to be a hermit you must needs go there too” (Sala 1865:291).
33Specifically, de Hauranne claims, “I detest those so‐called pleasure resorts where our society people go
during the summer, taking with them as many trappings of Parisian life as they can cram into their
luggage; and ours are truly rustic retreats in comparison with this phalanstery where a thousand human
beings eat, drink and dance in a crowd at fixed hours. It took the most advanced people on earth to
perfect this modern way of tasting the delights of fashionable upper‐class life!” (de Hauranne
1974[1865]:132‐133).
34Chambers notes that while the upwardly mobile and visitors who were aspiring after wealth were
among the ranks of hotel guests at Saratoga during the 1840s and 1850s, hotel proprietors were not
specifically alluring the middle classes until after the Civil War (Chambers 2002:2007).
35 However, the local Association’s judgment on closing the campground on a Sabbath during camp
meeting changed by the early 1870s so that passenger trains were allowed to stop on the grounds and
area residents were permitted to enter the grounds on Sundays (RLCMA Trustee Minutes, July 7, 8, 1871).
36Likewise, in his announcement of the Manheim National Camp‐Meeting in the Guide to Holiness, George
Hughes urged his readers “to come to this ‘feast of tabernacles,’ not for discussion, but for prayer; not for
the promotion of a mere dogmatic idea, but for the attainment of a deeper religious experience; not for
recreation and amusement, but for solemn and devout waiting before the Lord for the ‘gift of power from
on high;’ not for observation and criticism, but for consecrated endeavor and prayerful co‐operation”
(Hughes 1868).
37For more on women’s work and 19th century leisure in the Northeast see Benes and Benes (2003).
38 Admittedly, for middle‐class urban Methodists, a campground cottage similarly fulfilled the desire for
an affordable country home thus providing another part of this dynamic.
39In this sense function is defined by meeting the physical needs of the household – kitchens, water
closets, sleeping chambers would all rank higher than the parlor toward the basic needs of the household.
40While the mechanics of the investiture of cultural meaning in objects is very much a theoretical matter
for debate among a range of disciplines – a set of mechanics that may be so dependent on individual
cognition, time period, and culture as to make even the most tentative discussion of such mechanics for a
particular individual even more tenuous when extended to the mechanics of that individual’s family,
household, neighborhood, region, etc. – scholars have tended toward some consensus that objects (or at
least consumer goods) are capable of bearing and conveying such meaning (McCracken 1988; Douglas
and Isherwood 1978; Sahlins 1976). Further, more than providing simple cultural markers of ethnic,
religious, or class status, objects invested with such cultural meaning may take part in social discourse
and performance, forming an active, facilitating part of the phenomenological experience of life from
family parlor devotions to the freshly‐planed pitch pine of South Jersey camp meeting benches (Gell
1996). Further, following Roland Barth’s (1975) exploration of the Baktaman using the metaphoric
potentials of the material world to think about, understand, and explain more complex concepts,
Christian parlor items may have provided middle‐class Methodists with ways of understanding, from a
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young age, more complex aspects of Christian theology (aspects of theology Methodist theologians
traditionally sought to convey in simple terms – see Chapter 3).
41An 1870 announcement for the Hamilton, Massachusetts National Camp‐Meeting in the National
Association’s Advocate of Christian Holiness offers further light on some of the potential mechanics of the
process of arranging for a tent at early National meetings. Persons or congregations wanting to use their
own tent at the Hamilton meeting could “have them put up and taken down at reasonable charges. See
that they are plainly marked with the owner’s name and ‘Hamilton camp meeting,’ well tied up, and
forwarded on or before the 15th of June. No tent will be allowed to be put up or taken down during the
progress of the meeting, except by special permit of the Association. A small ground‐rent will be charged
on private tents” (Tents. Advocate of Christian Holiness, April 1870).
42In his archaeological study of Civil War tents, Todd Jensen (2000) mentions that in military camps,
platforms were used primarily in steep terrain to level the ground on which a tent was put up. In the case
of camp meetings, while platforms could serve such a leveling function, the tenting areas at Vineland,
Manheim, and Round Lake were all quite flat and level ground. Similarly advice in Barlow Gorham’s
(1854) Camp Meeting Manual recommends that tents should be located on level ground. Rather, as John
Gould argues, “A floor to the tent is a luxury in which some indulge when in permanent camp. It is not a
necessity of course; but, in a tent occupied by ladies with children, it adds much to their comfort to have a
few boards, an old door, or something of that sort, to step on when dressing. Boards or stepping stones at
the door of the tent prevent your bringing mud inside” (Gould 1877:60‐61). Gould adds that sleeping in a
tent on a platform 10 inches or more high is better than sleeping on the ground, especially for rheumatics
(Gould 1877:63).
43For extended remarks on and details of erecting a camp meeting tent, Barlow W. Gorham’s (1854) Camp
Meeting Manual (pages 138‐140) provides a lengthy treatment of aesthetic theory and construction details
for the would‐be tenter. Likewise, John M. Gould’s (1877) How to Camp Out, among other late 19th century
camping manuals, provides extensive details on the construction of wall tents.
44At the 1871 Oaks Corners meeting, the editor of the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle mentions the
partitions inside tents at that meeting were “hung along the roof board or across the tent, forming some
of the enclosures into two or four apartments separating the sleeping from the dining room. In many of
the tents the curtains are bright and striking colors, and present therein seem attractive and homelike”
(National Camp Meeting, Democrat and Chronicle, 1872).
45Although a teapoy proper escapes reference, Amanda Smith provides a description of teatime at an 1872
National Camp‐Meeting at Wiliamsville, Illinois (Smith 1890:208). Of note, Amanda’s tea experience
occurs in a private family tent in the mixed company of men and women attending the meeting including
Martha Inskip, wife of the Association’s President, John Inskip. Amanda gives no indication that her
participation in this social event was limited or restricted based on her race.
46At Round Lake, cottages were first discussed by the local association in December of 1868. While the
association’s executive committee was given discretion in allotting ground leases to the association’s
stockholders (technically early investors who had contributed to the financial needs of purchasing
grounds and establishing the camp meeting in exchange for certificates or “scrip” – ultimately, by the
mid‐1870s, these stockholders were expected to exchange their “scrip” for ground leases on the
association’s grounds). However, at the same meeting, trustees determined that no cottage ground leases
should be offered in the area within the circular Wesley Avenue, keeping the area for tenting through the
1880s.
47Discerning which of Round Lake’s earliest cottages remain on the contemporary grounds is a matter for
future research for architectural historians. A filing by Round Lake residents to designate the core of the
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village as a National Register Historic District identifies two dozen properties as “early” features, but
with the village’s frequency of changes of cottage ownership, rebuilding, remodeling, and moving of
cottage structures across the grounds, making determinations on the meeting’s architectural history was
beyond the scope of this research.
48Round Lake would, by the late 1870s when the local Association started to increasingly host Sunday
School sessions and model its activities after the Chautauqua Institute, increasingly build and remodel
cottages with more prominent porches. Further, by the same period, Round Lake’s hotels (active through
the 1920s) provided guests with large piazzas modeled after those of Saratoga Springs hotels. Like so
much of the National Camp‐Meeting Association’s revivalism discussed in this dissertation, the parlor
gardens of Round Lake were a transitional phenomenon that faded under more modern camp meeting
forms by the late 1870s.
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Conclusion
On Tuesday afternoon, July 13, 1869 John Inskip, George Hughes, Benjamin
Adams, and other members of the leadership committee of the National Camp‐Meeting
Association for the Promotion of Holiness were pulled away from their various
responsibilities across the grounds of the Third National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake
for a photograph. James Irving, a photographer who ran a flower shop in Troy, had
been “one of the lions of the place,” taking photographs of the lake, tents, the preacher’s
stand, crowds at the depot – what one Troy reporter promised as “a complete camp
meeting picture” (National Camp Meeting. Troy Daily Times, July 14, 1869; “Short
Sketch of the Life of James Irving” 1936). As Irving setup his camera, Inskip and others
returned to the wall tent that the Association was using as its headquarters on the
grounds. There, they gathered inside the garland‐festooned tent, held hands, and sang
a hymn (Adams July 13, 1869).1 Kneeling, Benjamin Adams led the group in prayer,
“Glory to the Father and the Son, and to the Holy Ghost for the National Camp Meting,
for the spreading of holiness, the hatching of the kindled fire of Vineland and Manheim
on the hearts of such multitudes as now walk in the light” (Adams July 13, 1869).
Observing their prayer, one reporter noted that “the picture of that band on their knees,
with faced turned up to God, and shining with the glow of his smile upon them, is what
we shall love to cherish, and gaze back upon, ‘while life, or thought, or being last’”
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(“Picture” N.D., cited in Adams July 1869). Later, after at least one photograph was
taken (Figure 9.1), Benjamin Adams wrote a brief entry in his diary: “the Photographs of
the National Committee taken of was a good one” (Adams July 13, 1869).
Such confluences of observers’ published accounts, photographer’s compositions
on albumen print, and the personal reflections of a participant can never lead historical
research to the really “real” (Clifford 1986). Such moments are points for encounter
between the historical anthropologist, her or his “canons of relevance,” and the accounts

Figure 9.1. Leadership committee of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness, July 14, 1869.
James Irving Photographic Collection, New York State Museum, Albany, NY.

Source:
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of the past mediated through memory, language or photographic composition, and
archival preservation.2 Mending and cross‐mending these historical representations,
weaving these narratives together with the objects and spaces impinging upon them,
may yield a reasonable approximation of these past practices (in the “neomodernist”
sense that these practices did indeed exist in an ontologically “real” past (Comaroff and
Comaraoff 1992)). While archaeologist Ian Hodder’s (2010, 1992, 1987, 1982) call for a
“contextual archaeology” as an interpretive project seeking to understand the meaning
a past people had for an object based on the object’s cultural context and the systems of
relations between that object and other objects and contexts within that culture – a kind
of Saussurian semiotic approach where objects hold meaning only in their relationship
with other objects and context – the cultural practices of the historical anthropologist
are not so solid and materially‐bounded in space and time as the material culture
objects studied by the archaeologist. Cultural practices run through, meander, feather,
and dissolve into the connective tissue of performance space, built environment, and
landscape. Such confluences, then, provide not so much “stability” to a past practice,
but moments of socially‐constructed consensus from which new interpretations may
arise that further enhance an historical anthropologist’s own interpretations of a past
practice, but also generate new points for social praxis within the discipline. My own
research, presented in this dissertation, has been an attempt to move through such
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confluences in a history of cultural practices by the National Camp‐Meeting Association
for the Promotion of Holiness.
My pursuit of this research was, as expressed in this dissertation’s introduction,
guided by questions about the juncture of theology, ritual/liturgical performance,
landscape, and the cultural context of those performances/landscapes: (1) What was the
holiness theology advocated by the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness, (2) what was the relationship between the liturgical repertoire of
the Association and the landscapes of the Association’s camp meetings, and (3) in what
ways was the holiness camp meeting revivalism of the Association enmeshed in broader
social, political, and religious forces of the period? Addressing these questions through
the course of this dissertation, my narrative (my attempt at applying order to the
practices of the Association and the multiple frames through which those practices may
be understood) held close to the themes of performance, landscape, and sociability.
Arguably, the performances of holiness at National camp meetings, the landscapes
(both the meaningful landscapes of camp meeting discourse and the built environments
of these (sub)urban meetings), and the gentility and parlor‐based propriety of middle‐
class sociability on the grounds collectively communicated the holiness theology of the
Association, wove connections between this theology and camp meeting spatiality, and
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were part and parcel of broader mid‐century and post‐War configurations of middle‐
class urban living in the American Northeast.
These late 19th century practices, of course, stood in a longer history of revivalist
practices in the transatlantic world. Revivalist trajectories that twisted through the
denominational histories of Scottish Presbyterians, American Anglicans, Africans and
African Americans throughout North America and, ultimately, American Methodists,
contributed a diverse range of religious practices and theological “innovations” to the
revivalist milieu. As a milieu rather than something with the substance and consistency
of a “revivalist tradition,” transatlantic revivalism provided a context for social actors to
cross, reify, and redefine lines of race and gender. As a milieu, revival offered the
critical opportunity for religious self‐formation – both opportunities for redefining self,
other, and religious group membership. Further, as a milieu, revival had the potential
for renegotiating the relationships between people of faith and their larger social,
political, and economic worlds (Elsinger 1999; Ryan 1981; Johnson 1978). As a form of
revivalism, camp meetings were an elaboration of James McGready’s revival in turn‐of‐
the‐19th‐century Kentucky. By the 1830s upwardly mobile Methodists were smoothing
the rough edges and domesticating Bishop Francis Asbury’s “great instrument,” and by
the 1850s Barlow Gorham was reimagining the great frontier revival as the pastoral
answer for spiritually‐disappointed Methodists. That holiness advocates in the 1860s
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turned to camp meetings in places such as the wilds of Jersey meant to share in this
milieu, to tell each other stories of sanctification, spoke to the legitimating power of the
camp meeting. To take part in this denominational theater of memory long‐shaped by
Methodists telling stories about themselves to themselves was to legitimate even
potentially‐schismatic religious group identity. Yet, as much as holiness adherents
turned to camp meeting revivalism as a form for holiness performance, those holiness
advocates were drawing upon a religious practice that emerged in the urban parlors of
middle‐class Methodist women.
As per the title of my dissertation, my research has followed the camp meeting
revivalism of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness
from the parlors of Phoebe Palmer’s Tuesday Meetings to the forest temples of Vineland
and Manheim, and back to the parlors Round Lake residents introduced into the
“boring sameness” of Saratoga County, New York among other cottage camp meeting
locations (Dare 1873a). While Phoebe Palmer’s reorientation of Wesley’s holiness
theology was but one of the varieties of holiness theology competing for adherents in
the middle to late decades of the 19th century, it was not only the most personally‐
connected to the work of the Association, but its emphasis on the potential to be
sanctified at any moment in life, its dictum on the importance of seeking holiness
beginning in the present moment, without delay, held great synergy with the
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imperative of the long‐standing camp meeting conversion experience. As Messenger
notes, the 19th century camp meeting convert was an attendee for whom the need for
self‐reformation was inescapable under the weight of the urgency of the present
moment, where, for the holiness adherent, sanctification was a process, not a sudden,
fleshly thrashing in the sinner’s pen (Messenger 1999:58‐59). Yet, for the holiness
adherent, the camp meeting was the opportunity to begin seeking, or renew the search
for sanctification, if not have a much wished for experience of entire sanctification
during the course of the meeting. Ultimately, as much as Phoebe Palmer’s theology
shaped the language of holiness at National camp meetings, the parlor gatherings of
holiness adherents, and the holiness vehicle that was the Guide to Holiness provided
these erstwhile holiness seekers their performative repertoire at camp meeting.
The Association adopted not just the language of Palmer’s reoriented holiness
theology, but the practices and styles of sociability as well. In transcriptions of and
reports about sermons offered at the first three National camp meetings, holiness was a
pressing and soon‐to‐be‐sought‐after goal for the attendee. In Inskip’s terms at the 1869
National Camp‐Meeting at Round Lake, sanctification was offered as an unfulfilled
state above justification, as something to fill the spiritually‐dissatisfied Methodist’s
experience – terms echoing Phoebe Palmer’s “shorter way” (McLean and Eaton 1869:
274‐275). As the Association’s formal services communicated the common elements of
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holiness discourse, its turn to holiness practice had its most significant impact on the
form of the holiness camp meeting. Praising the efficacy of the small, parlor gathering,
the Association’s meetings decentered the performative space and temporal rhythms of
camp meeting in favor of “small group” gatherings in prayer tents. Here not only were
revival milieus for holiness modeling, but potentially socially‐transgressive spaces for
the Association’s “daughters of Zion,” including Amanda Smith, to take part in the
reformation of religious group identity.
As women and laity took part in group identity reformation in the tents and
public spaces of the National camp meeting, ministers, leadership, attendees, and
observers created and operated through a shared landscape discourse. While my
research suggests these frames for landscape discourse were shared not just among
attendees and leadership of National camp meetings, but among larger circles of
holiness advocates and regular Methodist revivalists, these frames provided little more
than the potential for meaning. As illocutionary acts, declarations on the grounds that
the meetings were great battlegrounds only made attendees Christian soldiers as much
as those attendees’ cultural scripts and self‐understanding allowed them to envisage
their presence as an advance guard or to see their struggles with the unsanctified self as
an act of spiritual warfare. The camp meeting was clearly a larger‐scale event than the
parlor holiness gathering, and the sense of being part of a larger movement must have
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been very present for attendees as 10,000 or more visitors arrived on the height of a
meeting’s Sabbath.
It was, however, in the frame of camp meeting as Beulah Land, a place removed
from the urban life of attendees and just this side of the Promised Land that National
camp meetings held their greatest potential not only for individual self‐formation, but
for the creation of a subjunctive space, a forested temple for play that could be
culturally creative. Yet, for all the transformative potential of the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness’ camp meeting worship performance
spaces, these architectures evidenced little effort to subvert the bourgeois lifestyles of
attendees. Despite the infrequently‐voiced concerns of Association leaders such as
George Hughes that such meetings were neglecting attention to people of more
“modest means,” the Association’s meetings celebrated middle‐class domesticity and
genteel enjoyment of a civilized, picturesque, and moral nature (Hughes 1871). Here, in
some sense, the Associationʹs culturally creative spaces cleaved closely to the larger
social currents of the period. While these meetings brought middle‐class Methodists
into the architectures of holiness of the camp meeting, the spatial order of
worship/domestic/commercial/infrastructural space and the temporal rhythm of a
meeting’s order of service, that spatial order recapitulated the urban forms and
domestic parlors of attendees. Further, as Amanda Smith’s experience on the grounds
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recounts, while such meetings, like other leisure spaces in late 19 century America,
th

created a heterosocial space for women to take more public roles than the separate
spheres prescriptions of domestic etiquette books, the meetings redily created invisible
roles and less visible spaces for African Americans – roles and spaces that, from
available historical sources, only Amanda Smith, relying on a support network of the
wives of Association leadership, managed to navigate and trespass (Chambers 2002:99;
Smith 1893).
That such spaces with their gendered and racial orderings would recapitulate the
urban spaces from which attendees and Association leadership sought to escape for
camp meeting time should not be surprising. Holiness advocates at National camp
meetings socially constructed their Beulah Land, their shared “as if” or “subjunctive
world” through the cultural toolkit available to them (Seligman et al. 2008). For the
urban ministers of the Association’s leadership, like other local camp meeting
associations formed by lay efforts throughout the period, sought to create these
(sub)urban places in the opening expanses of the Northeast’s lingering backcountries.
The confluence of expanding railroad networks, industrialization, urbanization, and
concomitant rising Victorian middle‐class anxieties in cities that were increasingly
landscapes of strangers provided the milieu for the reordering of standing relationships
between urban centers in the Northeast and their hinterlands (Huggins and Mangan
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2004; Koshar 2002). From the middle of the 19 century these relationships were being
th

reordered from long‐standing relationships of the city to hinterland as one of core‐to‐
periphery, provisioner‐to‐dependency, growth‐center‐to‐neglect, and manufactory‐to‐
extractive‐resource‐location. This was, of course, not a process without its tensions as
hinterlands residents and new urban transplants could enter into contests, at times
violent, over the textures of their landscape, the practices that were appropriate on that
landscape, and the moral orders by which resident and transplant alike could operate
(Ladd 1881). At a time of urban re‐envisioning of this relationship created new, sub‐
and ex‐urban potentials for the realization of urban utopian visions, the National Camp‐
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness’ traveling camp meeting
organizational structure seized its advantage of ready transportation, a diversity of
camp locations, and a willing body of urban holiness advocates wanting vacationing
opportunities that provided both physical and spiritual health.
Ultimately, the Association created a particular variant of the cultural practice of
the camp meeting that would bring urban, middle‐class Methodists into the countryside
where they could be at play in the forest temple. The National camp meeting was a safe
place for such play, with traditional camp meeting features legitimating the holiness
experience of attendees as truly Methodistic, while offering opportunities for cultural
creativity. For the forest temple was not so much an isolated retreat from the world, but
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a City of Zion complete with pleasure boating, bathing, croquet, Saratoga Spring water,
and all the amenities of holy leisure. By providing familiarity in domestic life (in the
ideal homes of the camp meeting cottage or even the parlor of the family tent), in
commercial life, and in recreation, the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness not only created spaces in which middle‐class, urban Methodists
could work on their identities as good citizens of a capitalist market, but also good
citizens of Zion.
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Citations for Adams’ accounts of the Irving photograph come from two sources within Adams’ diary.
First, Adams’ own writing of the account which was a rather brief sentence which I quote in the body of
this conclusion’s text. Second, an unidentified newspaper clipping pasted into the diary titled “A Picture”
with a more detailed account of the gathering.
2 In the case of the surviving James Irving photograph of the National Camp‐Meeting Association for the
Promotion of Holiness leadership committee at Round Lake, this particular photograph was unidentified
and pasted into a scrapbook of “Miscellaneous” photographs in the James P. Irving Historical Collection
at the New York State Museum in Albany.
1
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